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ABSTRACT

RBVOLUTION BY EVOLUTION:
THE TANZANIAN ROAD TO SOCIALISM

/
Santuel Stephen Mushi -

Yale University 
1974 .

■This is primarily a study of a road to socialism fol- 

lowed by one African country—Tanzania, The study aims to 

answer a number of questions about this particular road, but 

it also aims to pose just as many for future debate. The 

Tanzanian socicirj-st experiment tUiamaa^ is "unique” in several 

ways;,it is evolutionary; it is eclectic and pragmatic in 

methods, rather than doctrinaire, and without a rigid sociolog

ical thepry of change; it is democratic and basically agrarian. 

It is a "revolution from above," clearly following 

Marxist road to socialism^

a non-

In our methodology, we have deliberately tried to be

as unorthodox as the experiment itself. We have combined three

approaches, namely (1) historical analysis of concrete rural 

development policies (1920-73) to show their socio-economic

concomitants and the historical roots of the current predicaments; 

(2) a macro-focus, analysing the changing strategies and options



Qf the central leadership; and (3^ a micro-approach, using

concrete district cases to illustrate the problems and

prospects for achieving centrally defined goals in what is, 

in fact, a "multi-local" national community.

In chapter 1 (introduction); we place the Tanzanian 

Ulamaa ideology in thejsro.ad context of underdevelopment and
V .

wh^^has been referred, to as''the "African Revplution, " pointing

out^ the crugi^ problems .of choice facing Tanzania (as other

African countries) during the first decade of independence. In

' chapter 2, we outline the main parameters, of the ideology and

the predicaments to which it addresses itself. The predicaments

are summed up in three vital questions—(1) how to protect

the national economy against foreign exploitation, (2) how to

increase the national wealth, ana (3) how the nation^'wealth

should be shared. Chapters 3 and 4 relate'these questions to
a . ,

the colonial-and—post-independence development policies, summing 

up the historical roots of the current predicaments under the'' 

terms "Colonial Instrumentalism" (chapter 3), "Bureaucratic Model 

of Rural Change" and "Dependency Syndrome" (chapter 4)t

A non-orthodox conceptual, fraraewprk for"interpreting 

the Tanzanian revolution is outlined in chapter 5, and the ar- 

g\ynent is illustrated■in chapter 6 which.shows how Uiamaa ad- 

- dressed itself to three potential counter-ideological forces— 

parochialism, traditional inertia and embohr^t^l^^ffiHt—in its-
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various stages of evolutipn (1961-1972). Chapters 7, 8 and 9 

contain illustrative district case studies, showing how the . 

local/traditional conmiuriities responded to rapid ideological

. changes at the center (1962-1973), and the problems and pros-
> . ■

pects for a democratic socialist revolution in the context of

the center's aspiration for rapid economic development.'

The main conclusions are' summarized in chapter lO'r.

They include the foll^^g. 

politics and ideology) has been the independent variable in the 

Tanzanian experiment; the socio-economic factors classically

First, the leadership factor (or

referred to as the "substructure" have acted as intervening

variables, setting a boundary to the choices available and the 

rate of implementation; in some cases, they can even be seen

, as dependent variables’, being shaped by the "mode of political

action." Second, and related to the first, the experiment 

• suggests that a non-Marxist road to socialism is possible

under certain conditions (elaborated in the text), and necessary

- for Tanzania and other African countries with similar socio-

ecpnpmic conditions.

• v



PREFACE

*^11113 is a study of the Tanzanian road to socialism, 

Uiamaa, as the Tanzanian ideology is called, is a unique

socialist experiment in several ways. First, it is a revolution

by gradual evolution from traditional .and colonial systems and
- -C

V' - ‘ ,

norms. Second,, it is" eclectic and pragmatic in method, *
■*

without a rigid sociological theory. Third,^t is an exper

iment in democratic s(^ialist transformation. Fourth, it is
r ■ ,

basically agrarian, having neither- the strong industrial base 

nor the industrral proletariat considered necessary for 

socialisnr-by some classical■theories. What are the problems 

and prospects of such a road?

Methodologically, our inquiry attempts to confine 

three approaches. First, to reveal the evolutionary nature 

of Uiamaa and the nature and sources of the predicaments to 

which it addresses itself, we shall analyse the Tanzanian 

revolution in historical perspective, focusing on concrete

• i'

rural devdopment policies and their impact on.the rural

Second, the study will also resociety from 1920 to 1973.

tain a macro-focus, analysing the changing strategies and^

options of the central leadership over a period of time, and 

pointing'out the,factors leading to the firm option for a

ii



socialist solution in 1967. Third, this macro-focus on

central policy is also combined with a micro-approach in that

concrete district cases will be' analysed in some detail to 

illustrate the problems and prospects of achieving the goals 

of the^entral leadership. Thus, at the macro-level .the 

policies (or models of rural development) are the basic 

units of analysis; and'at the l^al level, the implementing 

agencies and the local society (and its response to the 

policies of the center) are the units of analysis. In each 

case, the impact of previous policies'or models will be noted 

and related to the current Ulamaa model.

■?
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Needless to say, however, I am alone responsible for 

all errors of fact or interpretation of the material presented-

herein.

Organization of the Study

In chaptej^ (introduction), we shall place the 

Tanzanian Uiamaa ideblo^ in the broad ^context of under

development and what has been referred to as the "African 

Revolution;" pointing out the crucial problems of choice
i.

' T .
facing Tanzania (as other African countries) during the first

decade of independence.

In chapter 2, we shall outline the main dimensions

of the ideology anditf^'.e predicaments to which it addresses

itself. Chapters 3 and 4 trace the historical roots, of

these predicaments by analysing colonial and -pre-Arusha rural 

development policies and.their impact on the Tanzanian society 

and economy. ,

In chapter 5, we point out some of the crucial

differences between Tanzania's road to socialism and the

roads followed in other countries, especially those claiming 

to follow a "scientific" (often identified with "Marxist")

road. - Chapter 6 advances the arguments in chapter 5 a stage 

further and emphasizes the normativ'e basis of Uiamaa.and its

evolutiCnary character. In these.two chapters, a 'non-

V
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conventional' way of- conceptualizing the Tanzanian "revolution 

"from above" is suggested, and several j^tential counter

ideologies to Ulamaa are identified.

caiapters 7, 8 and 9 contain district (Morogoro) case . 

studies which illustrate the problems and prospects of a 

democratic socialist revolutioi^ in the context of the 

nation's aspiration for-rapid economic development. Chapter.-

10 sums up the main observations.

r
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VIntroductions Chapter 1

TANZANIA'S IDEOLOGY IN THE CONTEXT OF 
THE AFRICAN REVOLUTION .

We have been<^i^^ssed a great deal, we have been ex- 
, plotted a gre^ deal, and we have been disregarded a 

It is our weakness that has led to our
We now

great deal.
being oppressed, exploited and disregarded, 
intend to bring about a revolution which will ensure 
that we are never again victims of these things.

—TANU, The Arusha Deelaration and TANU's 
Policy on Socialism and"^Se3.£-Reliance (Par 
es Salaam: Government Printer, 1967), p. 4.

THE ISSUES IN QUESTION
<t . ' . "

While in the developed parts of the world the basic essen- ■

tials of life such as proper'diet, decent shelter, clean water and 

similar human requirements are generally taken for granted, in the

underdeveloped parts the ability to provide such essentials re

quires a developmental revolution. Thus, when Mwalimu Myerere 

comments that "as Americans and'Russians go to the Moon, we in Tan

zania must go to the villages," he is not merely stating Tanzania's

relative underdevelopment, but seriously defining an important as

pect of a development strategy in Africa where over 80 percent of

the population lives, works and dies in the rural areas. Whereas

the developed nations now view a further development revolution
<

in terms of "space conquest" made possible by scientific and

1
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technological breakthrough, in a developing nation like Tan

zania a revolution become^ meaningful only If It can lead to 

the conquest of poverty, diseas^^nd Ignorance of the,majori

ty of the population. "We have to make a fundamental change 

in the conditions under which our people live," states 

Myerere, adding: "That is what revolution really means ; . . 
in underdeveloped countries like the UnJ-lied Republic."^ . . ‘

With a per capita income^ of^4s^ than U.S. $100, Tan

zania is as poor as the majority of African countrle,s. It 

also shares a common heritage with the other African spates 

which emerged from Western colonial domination a decade or

two ago; a fact which makes its revolutionary measures sig-

Like theta, it inherited certainnificant beyond its borders, 

structural and norma-tive weaknesses from the colonial regime.

Among the structural weaknesses, the following are important:

(1) A skewed economy, sectorally speaking, which em

phasized the production of raw materials (a few cash crops 

and minerals) for overseas processing and manufacturing fac

tories; which meant an utter absence of local industrial
2Infrastructure;

(2) A vertical trading relationship with the West, 

which meant a total dependence on'the West for Imports and 

exports, with little room for diversification of trade

^African Reporter, August 196^, p. 5.

^See Chapter 2 for details.

^Por all the three nations of East Africa—Tanzania, 
Kenya and Uganda—the sale of raw materials still provided
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(3) Uneven regional development In terms of cash
netwc^s and distribution . of national- ,•crop s j c ommunicatign

we^th and social services—partly a result of differences in.

nifeliral resources within and between regions, but mainly a .

result of the colonial pattern that llnk'ed-the colony with
■ 4 ■ . ■ ■ ■ • ' -

metropolitan centres;

(4) A. rural-urban imbalance in terms'of the dlstrlbu- 
\ . / . ' ■ , , ■ •* . 

tion of goods and services as well as political Information;

and

(5) A small emergent elite that dominated thp modern 

' organs of the’state; an elite which was beginning to maintain

' from the bulk of the population in thea 'social distance 

rural communities which arestructurally, part of more than

120 traditional tribal) systems.

The normative inheritance included the following:

the part of the (educated)(1) A bourgeois ideology on 

elite, which further reinforced the structural-links with the

metropolitan centres;

(^.) Traditional values and norms, on the part of most 

rural communities which, cut off as they were from the centre 

by communication problems, enhanced the 'social distance 

that was emerging between the elite and the masses; and

I

20f25 percent of National Income at the time of independence. 
I.See Ann Seidman, "The Inherited Dual Economies of East 
SAffi-lca," in Lionel Cliffe and John S. Saul (eds.). Socialism, 
in Tanzania" (Nairobi: East African Publishing House, 1972), 
p. 41„

^See IbM.. pp. 41-62,' for an excellent description of 
the historical process bringing this about. See also Chap
ters 2 and 3.
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(3) Uneven distribution of 'modernizing' values, re

sulting mainly from the uneven distribution of cash crops,. . 

communication networks, and especially educational facili

ties.

that the notions of 'nation-building,' 

'national Integration,
It means

etc., must be'institution-building,

' viewed in structur.^1 as well as normative terms^ 

stance, the thing that distinguishes a government bureaucrat

For in-

in Dar es Salaam from an 'ordinary' Mha in an isolated tradi-

in dif-tional village in Klgoma is not only their membership 

' ferent social organizations or their different earning capac

ities, but also their differing values, orientations and

In brief, there is a structural as well as anaspirations.
»

'ideological' gap t^tween them.
5

, this is the situation that Tanzania inhereIn summary
Ited at Independence in 1961; a situation which is not total

ly different from that Inherited by other African countries.

The Arusha Declaration (quoted at the beginning of the chap

ter) which was announced by Mwalimu on February 5, 196?> .

placed a strong emphasis on the need for a revolution in
in essence, theAfrica generally and Tanzania particularly, 

required revolution is one that ends Africa's weakness, so

^Although throughout this study we shall continue to 
refer to the country under discussion as Tanzania, 
be understood that the present study is concerned with the 
mainland part, i.e. Tanganyika. -Tanganyika got her Independ- 
ende-:from British rule on December 9, 196l, and Zanzibar, the 
Island part of Tanzania, became Independent two yeap later. 
The two countries were then united on April 26, 1964, to be- 

the United Republic of Tanzania.come
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that the continent Is never again exploited, oppressed or

The Declaration defines the African Revolutionhumiliated.

in economic as well as psycho-cultural terms, a point to

which we shall have to return later.
Mwongozo^ (TANU’s Guidelines of February, 1971)

in much greater detail the meaning of the African_ spelled out
■ Revolution, and (a) identified the exploiters,■ oppressors and.

• , *
; (b) detailed their counter-revolutionary strate-\

humlllators

gies, and (c) explained what the revolution would mean in

The main parame-Tanzania and what weapons were to be used.

of the Tanzanian U.1 aunaa revolution (as the Tanzanian
r

ters

ideology Is called) and the predicaments to which it ad-

In the rest of thisdresses itself will be discussed later, 

chapter, we shallfef<jcus primarily on two crucial factors 

which help to explain, at least in part, why Tanzania decided 

in 1967. to make a radical departure from the situation it In- 

from colonial rule and to define its own ideologicalherited

The first factor was the failure of the 'Pan- 

African solution’ to the continent’s problem of underdevelop— 

The second factor was the failure of the country’s de-

directioh.

ment.

pendence on external- sources of capital to mdet the high 

development aspirations of its leaders and people. These two

factors constitute the main external "determinants";,the in^^

^Throughout this study, we shall refer to the TAOT 
Guidelines as Mwongozo. Tanganyika African National Union 
(TANU) is the ruling party in Tanzania’s one-party system. 
Even though Tanzania is a de Jure one-party system, in actual 
fact there are two parties, TANU In Tanganyika and Afro— 
Shirazl Party in Zanzibar and Pemba.
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ternal deterfflifiants will be examined In Chapters 2, 3 &nd

• The Pan-African Context

from Ghana under the leadership of Kwame

has struggled and hoped more than
Apart

Mkrumah, no African country 
Tanzania.for a pan-African solution to.the problems of under-

development and low political, economic and military capabll-

of the 'search for a pan-African, sol-u-itles. The genuineness 
tlon is beyond question in Tanzania's case, as the country's

continental liberation movements and advocacybig role in the 
of larger federations, and unions since the early sixties

Mwallmu's arguments for greater co

strategy of solving individual
clearly bear witness.

operation in Africa, as a 
country's economic and political weaknesses, predate Tanza-

nla's independence; he even offered to delay Tanzania's own 

the British Government would agree to giveIndependence if
East African colonies (Tanganyika, Kenya,

In the course of
Independence to its

Uganda and Zanzibar) as one federal unit, 
the sixties, Tanzania made a number of economic "sacrifices" 

of liberation or "honor" of a continental commit-in the name
destiny (see Chapter 2). . Th.ese sacri-flces 

. were considered "investments" ^valued as being good In them-

, in the first place, and as being capable of enlarging 

Internal capabilities, in the second place. ■

ment to a common

selves

the continent's
By 1967, however, there was little hope that a pan- 

African approach to the continent's development was forthcom- 

Instead, the "coup syndrome" that had characterized theing.
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Latin American countries was rapidly becoming the main fea-

Nigeria, which was considered.'’^^ture of the African scene.

economically superior to the rest, had a coup in early 1965

followed by internal turmoil; Nkrumah, thb most outspoken 

leader of the Pan-African movement, was overthrown a year 

latef; the■Organization for African Unity (OAU) was passing

resolutions than its members we're inclined to implement,.more

and the general dependence of the continent on its former 

colonial masters appeared to be increasing rather than de-

By the ^second hai'f'^’fe the sixties, few African 

. leaders pinned their hope on the pan-African solution.

though Tanzania found it necessary to define its own develop

ment direction in 1967,' all official policy statements have

creasing.

Even

continued to view ithp Tanzanian revolution as an aspect of a 

larger 'African Revolution' and considers the liberation of 

the rest of the continent as being essential to the success

Thus Mwongozo begins by de-of the Tanzanian revolution, 

scribing the overall African situation from the early six

ties:

Today our African continent is a hot-bed of the 11b- 
0 .eratlon struggle. This struggle is between those..who' 

have for centuries been exploiting Africa’s natural re
sources and using the people of this continent as their 

, ^bdbis“^and~as~the‘ir'”slaves“, and the people of Africa who 
have, after realizing their weakness and exploitation,

■ decided to engage in the struggle to liberate themselves'.
It is both a bitter and continuing struggle: at times 

it is a silent one, occasionally it explodes like gun
powder, at times the successes and gains achieved by the 
people slip away.

..This has been the history "of Africa since 19o0 when 
many African states obtained flag independence. Since 
that year, mauay legitimate African governments have been 
forcefully toppled and new governments established. . . .
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This Is why our Party has the duty to spell out the 
ff-lniR of the Tanzanlsin and the African revolution, and to 
Identify the enemies of this revolution, in order to set 
out policies and strategies which will enable us to safe
guard, consolidate and further our revolution. (Para 1)

The African revolution "whose aim is 'the true libera

tion of Africa" is defined by Mwongozo as "changes which 

• wrest from the minority the_power they exploited for their 

benefit (and that of external exploiters) and put it in 

the hands of the majority so that they can promote .their own 

■ well-being"; and this kind of revolution is seen to be "in 

conflict with policies of exploitation, colonialism, neo- 

eoionialism and imperialism" which have been practiced by the 

imperialist 'countries of Western Europe. Any measure "with 

the aim of stopping the progress'of the masses" is defined as 

a counter-revolutionii;;3nd these European countries are seen 

as "the ones really confronting the African people on the 

question of liberating Africa"; for "attempts to distort 'the 

progress of the African revolution stem from the plots of 

European imperialists who are bent on maintaining and contin

uing their old exploitation" (Paras 2, 5 and 6).

The chief weapons of the African revolution are iden- 

tlfied as continental unity and co-operation: "By strengthen-

7=

own

irig our co-operation, in the knowledge that their war is our 

war, we shall double our strength in bringing about the.total 

liberation of Africa"; and "we have the obligation to 

strengthen co-operation and solidarity with revolutionary 

African countries because all of us are in the same boat and 

our destination is one." With unity and co-operation.
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Mwongozo emphasizes, "our enemies will not be able to destroy 

"us one by one as Is now their habit" (Paras 17 & 18).

The iiusaka Doctrine

It should be noted that the term 'African Revolution'

■ has be,en used In three closely'related senses. Firsts It Is

. used to refer to the continental co-operation In the llbera-

tlonof the African countries which are still under colonial*

^jule (Mozambique, Angola:, and South-West Africa or Namibia)

as well as those which are governed by racial minorities i
■r

(Rhodesia and South Africa). ' This thenie has been on the 

agenda of virtually all Pan-African (OAU) and Regional Con-
i

ferences since the first Pan-African Conference In Africa or

ganized In Accra by Kwame Nkrumah in 1958. 

the Conferences of the Central and East African States (espe

cially the Lusaka and Mogadishu Manifestos of 1969 and 1570, 

respectively) have formulated a milder African equivalent of 

the American 'Monroe Doctrine.

For Instance, the Lusaka Manifesto made a clear dis

tinction between racism within Africa and colonialism from

The Manifestos of

I

without. Thus: "Our stand toward Southern Africa," sta'tes 

the thlrteen-n^lpn~Eu^karM^lf^sto,” ”*'irivoives a rejection 

of racialism, not a reversal of the existing racial domina

tion"; and added:

We believe that all the peoples who have made their 
homes In the countries of Southern Africa are Africans, 
regardless of the colour of their skin; and we would op
pose a racialist majority government which adopted a
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philosophy of deliberate and permanent discrimination 
between its citizens on grounds of racial origin.7

With regard to the Portuguese colonialism and the im

perialist powers assisting Portugal in her combat with liber

ation forces, however, the following statement is important:

In Mozambique and Angola, and in so-cailed Portuguese 
Guinea, the basic problem'■'is not racialism but a pre
tence that Portugal exists in Africa. Portugal is situ
ated in Europe; the fact that it is,a dictatorship is a 
matter for the Portuguese to ,settle.' But rio decree' of > 
the Portuguese dictator nor legislation passed by any
Parliament in Portugal, can make Africa part of Europe.

Portugal, as a European state, has naturally its own 
allies in the context of the ideological conflict between 

. West and East. . . . The present Manifesto must, tllere- 
fore, lay bare the fact that the inhuman commitment of 
Portugal in Africa and her ruthless subjugation of the 
people of Mozambique, Angola and the so-called Portuguese 
Guinea, is not only Irrelevant to the ideological con
flict of power-politics, but is also diametrically op
posed to the politics, the philosophies and the doctrines 
practised by heri,5^!,lles in the 
fairs at home. The peoples Si*

conduct of their own af- 
Mozambique, Angola, and 

Portuguese Guinea are not interested in Communism or 
Capltalismj they are Interested in their freedom.®

The second use of the terra 'African revolution' refers

to the consolidation and defense of Independence where it has 

already been won. In the Tanzanian case, this process is 

seen as involving the conversion of what Nyerere. has termed

'flag independence' to 'true independence' and. freedom of ac- 

--y-tion-as determined-only by the requirements and needs of the 
^ African people. Freedom of action in this sense is at the 

same time an end as well as a means to the African revolu-

The Lusaka. Manifesto on Southern-Afrlca -(Par es 
Salaam: Government Printer, l^byj, p. 3.

Ibid., p. 5; emphasis added.
8
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As the Mwonaozo put It, "We Tanzanians value our na

tional independence because it is from that point that our • 

liberation, and our aspiration for a liberation struggle in 

conjunction with other African people, begin 

reason, "we have the duty to take all necessary steps,to en

able us to guard our independence in order to further our 

revolution" (Para 10).

The Party Guidelines continue to argue that the pres

ent situation in Africa shows that no African state has a§ 

yet achieved full liberation: "Africa is still a continent of 

people suffering from the weakness Inh'erent in being exploit

ed and humiliated," and that "is why revo-lutlonary political 

parties in Independent African countries, like TANU, are 

still in fact LlberafeSn Movements," a decade or more after 

the formal transfer of political power (Para 4).

The third use of the term 'African revolution' also

tion;

and for this

refers to freedom and liberation, but in a different sense 

. from that of economic' or political liberation, 

the process of psycho-cultural liberation (or the liberation

It refers to

of the mind) through programs of re-education and political . 

re-socialization to remove the complexes and hang-rovers re

sulting from colonial domination. Experience has shown that 

there is a big difference between liberation of Africa a'nd 

liberation of the African. Even though participation in the 

former process may lead to the achievement of the latter 

goal, there is considerable time lag. Thus, more than a dec

ade after Independence, Tanzania is still using the concept
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of. Kasumba ya Ukolonl (lit. colonial opium or hang-over) to

■'“ discourage colonial habits, styles and behaviors; while
- ' '

Mobutu in the neighbouring. Zaire popularizes his’ concept of 

Authenticite Africalne to cultivate a sensb of identity and

self-confidence among the.elites,
" Indeed, the process of mental decolonization in Africa 

■ may prove to be the most difficult aspect of the African rev-•

olutlon; yet the .very idea of ah 'African revolution' presup-
■ /

poses a decolonized 'African mind.' It means that a develop

ment Ideology—as well as the process of development J.tself— 

. must be directed to the human mind before it is directed to 

things. Every African country has been trying in its own way 

to create a sense of confidence in the local elites, but it 

should be emphaslzed^that there is a difference Ih 'the pur

poses for which this self-confidence is used by the African 

elites. In Zaire, for instance, Mobutu's authenticity.-in 

addition to giving the elites confidence that they can do as 

well as the Belgians, it deliberately encourages 'acquisitive 

elitism' by converting the bureaucratic and political elites 

into a rural kulak or yeomen class as well as an urban busl- 
^ In sharp contrast, Tanzania's'Arusha Declara

tion and Mwongozo emphatically taboo elitist and acquisitive 

tendencies. In the Tanzanian case, the very notion of 'de- '
• f

velopment' is to be the absence of exploitation, op'^ession

ness class.

Q

^To the knowledge of this author, this rather vague 
doctrine has not been translated into a systematic program of 
change aside from dresses and names of individuals and 
places.
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and humiliation, whether by foreigners or by Africans them- 

Vselves. Thus Mwongozo defines 'development' as follows:

For a people who have been slaves or have been op
pressed, exploited and humiliated by colonialism or cap
italism, 'development' means 'liberation'.' ' Any action 
that gives them more control of their .own affairs is an 
action for development, even if it does not offer them 
better health or more bread. Any action that reduces 
their say in determinir^ their own affairs or running 
their own lives is not development and retards themeven 
if the action brings them a little better he.alth and a 
little more bread. ... . Thus,in considering the develop-.'* 
ment of our nation and in preparing development,plans, 
our main emphasis at all times should be the development 
of people and not of things. If development is to bene
fit the people, the people must participate in consider
ing, planning and Implementing their .development plans.

• (Para 2B)

This notion of development through grass-root partici

pation is further emphasized by- Clause 15 which is the most 

popular psiragraph (of the Party Guidelines) with the Tanzanl- 

an workers and peasant's. The implications of this approach 

for the success of u.1 amaa is a subject for later chapters.

■ All'we need to do to conclude this section is to sum up the 

African development problem as it has been viewed by the 

Tanzanian leadership.

First, the problem of development in Africa is consid

ered to be primarily a problem of liberation—ecgnomlcall-y, 

politically, and, above all, psycho-culturally. S'econd, lib

eration is seen as involving a struggle at'two levels: at the 

inter-national level between local elites and foreign capi

talists, and‘at the intra-national level between the 'haves 

and the 'have-nots' or those who believe in revolution and 

those defending the status quo. Third, the starting point is

»
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considered to be a modification of the Inherited politico-

economic ties with the former colonial -powers In .a manner .

that does not lead to dependence on other- powers or exploit

ers. The desire to avoid substituting one form of Imperial

ism for another creates a dilemma of choice In deciding be

tween possible development. Strategies and ideologies.

In Tanzania, the Arusha Declaration (1967) signalled, 

the beginning of a new development direction in Africa—an 

important ideological departure from the inherited status 

quo. Immediately following the Declaration, the Goveijnment
-nationalized the major means of production and distribution.^*^

Nationalisation alone, however,, could not meet the require

ments of development as defined above, nor does it guarantee 

that a socialist revolution will take place within the na

tion. Hence the importance of the post-Arusha policy state

ments issued by the President to clarify other vital areas of 

the developmental ujamaa revolution. Among the important 

statements on implementatlonal strategies are: (1) 'Education 

for Self-Reliance' (1967), (2) 'Socialism and Rural Develop

ment' (1967), (3) 'Workers Participation and Management' 

(1970), (4) Mwongozo (I971), (5) 'Politics is Agriculture 

(1972), and (6) 'Decentrallzalt,lon' (1972). These documents 

will be analysed in other chapters. In the following few 

pages we intend to place the Tanzanian (and African) develop-

\

I

^See TANU, The Arusha Declaration and TANU's Policy 
on Socialism and Self-Rellanc'e (Dar es Salaeim: Government 
Printer, 196?), ,45^endix 1, pp. 21-25.
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i
ment revolution In a sharper focus by (1) examining the 

changing attitude towards revolution in Africa during the 

first development decade, and (2) analysing the 'dilemma of 

choice' facing African leaders as they searched for a devel-. 

opment Ideology throughout the sixties.

if

THE CHANGING PERCEPTIONS OP REVOLUTION IN AFRICA

The'term 'revolution' itself seems to have undergone a

revolution in the minds of African leaders as a result of the
r

experiences of the first decade of Independence, 

early sixties, the term was generally viewed with horror and 

disapproval; by the late sixties and early seventies, how-

In the

ever, it had not only acquired a positive connotation but had 

become a political 'watch word' considered in some quarters 

as the very source of legitimate leadership in Africa. .. But, 

as we shall see, the term is interpreted differently by dif

ferent African leaders.

In East Africa, the visit of China's Prime Minister 

Chou en Lai to Somalia in February, 1964, and to Tanzania in 

June, 1965, served as.a 'test case' for the prevailing"attl- 

tude towards revolution. Chou was reported to have said in
i

Mogadishu (Somalia) that "Revolutionary prospects are excel-- 

lent throughout Africa.

East Africa is revealing. For Instance, The East African 

standard commented that the suggestion by Chou en Lai that

,.11 Reaction to this reference within

.^^The Tanganyika Standard. February 5, 1964.
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Africa was ripe for a revolution was against the interests of 

the masses-of-Afrlca: - - .■

... Could anything be more callous or more indiffer
ent to the suffering of the ordinary people? The whole 
tenor of his [i.e. Chou’s] public utterances . . . has 
been shaped towards the same end, international communism’ 
through the Marxist methods of revolution,12

Sixteen months later, Ch6u_en'Lai made s'imllar remarks at a

mass rally in Dar es Salaam during his. jlfeate visit to Tanza- .

nla. He declared: "An exceedingly fayoScable situation of

revolution prevails today not only in Africa but also in Asia

This time a sharp-official statement

was issued by the Kenyan Government:

and Latin America.

The Chinese Prime Minister is reported as having said 
in Dar es Salaam that 'an -exceedingly favourable situa
tion for revolution prevails in Africa.' It will be re
membered that Mr. Chou'en Lai made a similar remark when 
visiting Mogadishu last year. But the Kenya Government 
wishes it to be known that Kenya Intends to avert all 
revolutions, irrespective of their origin or whether they 
come from Inside or influenced from“ outside.

Needless to say, Chou en Lai did not launch an 'Afri-

Such change-oriented Africancan revolution' by his remarks, 

leaders as Nyerere, Lumumba, Toure, and especially Nkrumah,

Chou's re-had said as much long before Chou visited Africa, 

marks, then, are used here only as a political thermometer to 

indicate the revolutionary climate in Africa during the six-

It should also be understood that, although we have 

taken the Kenyan reaction as an example, in fact Kenya was

ties.

n ?
The Reporter, February 1^1,, 1965. 

^^The Nationalist. June 6, 1965. 

^^The Reporter. June I8, 1965.
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not alone In viewing the notion of 'revolution* so repugnant

ly. Indeed, as Rene Dumont's penetrating study of the Afri- .

elites during the mid-sixties clearly showed, the strate

gic elites in any Afrl'can country—especially'the Francophone 

West Africa—would have registered a similar reaction to any

can

•15
suggestion of a revolution, jl ‘’

What is interesting about these r^istions is that,
. while the African 'ruling elites' were a^nst revolutions in

general and Marxist revolutions (however understood) in par

ticular, they reveal a certain innocence about the’meaning of

It was not even clearly known as

Such percep-
reVolutlon in Africa.

against whom the revolution would be launched, 

tlve leaders as Ukrumah, Toure, Lumumba and Nyerere were in

deed an exception in th^lfc they saw very early after independ- 

that the post-independence period wuld involve a work

To most other leaders who had
ence

of a.revolutionary nature, 

been thoroughly baked (or half-baked?) in Western democratic

theory, all revolutions smacked of communism or Marxism which

The Kenyan example Illustrateswas,normatively unacceptable. 

both points—viz. the lack of a target for revolutioh and a 

normative reaction against revolutions for fear of communism. 

Thus, reiterating the Government's formal statement we quoted

above, the Minister of Finance used the occasion of the in

troduction of.the Foreign Exchange Bill in Parliament to

^^Rene Dumont, False Start in Africa (Deutsch, 1966); 
see also Peter Lloyd, The New Elites of Tropical Africa 
(Cambridge: Oxford, University Press, 19bb;.

0*-
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remark: "There are Chinese agencies In this country and the 

time has come to challenge them. The other day, Mr. Chou en, 

Lai, who has no shame, said that the whole of Africa Is ready 

for a revolution, but against whom may I ask?" 

clsely this question that Tanzania's Arusha Declaration 

(1967) and Mwongozo (1971) _B.oUght to answer.

Yet, quite apart from these rathe^^Irrational, norma

tive aspects of the reaction, there were other factors as 

well which explain the anti-revolution posture In the six

ties. First, uhuru had brought a sense of achievement,^and 

the first generation leaders thought that what was left was 

the consolidation of that achievement rather than a further 

revolution. Indeed, many statements by African leaders In 

the sixties, as well those quoted above, reflected an as-

i..l6
It Is pre

sumption that the independence movement was itself a revolu-

As one observer has put It,tlon that ended all revolutions, 

the ^\ejal4'lng idea In the sixties was that "the various

African governments had already completed their struggle 

after completing the process of formal transfer of power. 

Rarely was It thought, for Instance, that the task of 

'nation-building' which was undertaken by each Independent 

African nation would require a revolution rather than a con

solidation of the status quo Inherited from the colonial'rule.

,,17

if

16
The Reporter, June 18, 1965. Emphasis added.

^7por a further discussion of this point, see Bismark 
U. Mwansasu, "Commentary on Mwongozo wa TANU," The African 
Review, Vol. I, No. 4 (April, 1972), pp. 9-27; the quotation 
at p. 10, footnote 3.
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The emphasis on independence as a prerequisite.for any 

revolution that might be desired was, however, correct, 

was also important that the leaders of the -first independent 

African nations conceived independence in continental rather 

-than just national terms.

It .

Speaking on the eve.of Ghana's in

dependence in 1957> Kwame Nkrumah declared: ’’The independence

of Ghana is meaningless unless it la ll.n^d up with the total

This statement was not 'only includ

ed in Convention People's Party constitution and program but 

was also subsequently accepted by leaders-'in other African

Be-

; ,,18liberation of Africa.

countries as a commitment to the liberation of Africa, 

cause of this wide interpretation of independence, it has 

been poss'lble for African leaders to view liberation move

ments in Angola, MozamH^-Que, Guinea Bissau and Southern 

Africa as an essential part of the African revolution. All 

African leaders seem to agree on this. They however differ 

on the answer to the question, 'After independence, what?'

Second, even though most of the members of the flii'St^' 

generation elite saw consolidation as the answer because they 

had 'misread' the world situation, others who clearly saw the 

need for post-independence revolution were nevertheless prone

18
For a useful discussion of Ghana's politics of inde

pendence, see David E. Apter, Ghana in Transition (New York: 
Antheum, 1966).

19For instance, TANU's consti.tutlon lists as one of 
its aims, "To co-operate with all political parties in Africa 
which are fighting for the independence of the entire conti
nent of Africa." See Katlba va TANU (Dar es Salaam: National

. 4; translated from Swahili.Printing Co. Ltd., 1971), P
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•'to resist it because they had a vested Interest In the. status 

Being the ’Inheritors’ of power, they felt that any’quo.

meaningful revolution would almost certainly threaten their

own fortunes—whether revolution was Interpreted narrowly as

d’etat Inspired by forces from within-or. from without, 

or more broadly as a rejection of the continuing exploitation 

of the new nations by the outgoing ool6ni.^l powers or the 

centers of technology and International monopoly capital.

Some observers of the East African situation have argued 

that, where the leaders suffered during the struggle fpi^ in- 

dep.endence, the tendency—though not without exceptions on 

the Continent—was conservatism after independence, a feeling 

that they had ta enjoy the fruits .of uhuru as a compensation
L

for the sacrifices the&had made.’ (Such leaders tended to 

become what All Mazrul has called the ’Wabenzl tribe.’) This

a coup

view maintains that there is a kind of inverse relationship 

between suffering during the fight for Independence and post-

V/hlle this seems to be the gener-20
Independence radicalism, 

al trend in East and Central Africa, it does not hold for a

country like Algeria under Ben Bella’s leadership.

Third, many leaders thought development would almost 

inevitably result from the political power they had acquired.

All that was required was to urge the poverty-striken masses 

Where a country did not have to wage ato ’work hardpr.’

^®Por this view, see particularly All A. Mazrul, "The 
Different Concepts of Revolution in East’Africa," The African 
Review. Vol. I, No. 4 (April, 1972), pp. 28-51.
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liberation war, there was tremendous faith in the power of 

'words' and 'persuasion. t If words had expelled the formida

ble enemy~the colonial administration—they could also expel 

the remaining- three enemies, poverty, disease and Ignorance,

In some cases, Nkrumah's famous 

maxim, "Se^ ye first the political kingdom and the rest 

shall be added unto lt,'>was completelyTni'sinterpreted by 

those who thought Independence was the end rather than the

..Ji'

it was generally reasoned.

beginning of revolution. What Nkrumah meant, as his personal

reaction against the inherited status quo showed, is thaj; the, 

political power that had been won with Independence was to be

He saw Ghana'sused as a means to the African revolution.

independence as a beginning of a revolution not only in Ghana

but in the whole of AF-x^'na, a continental vision also strong-
21ly held by the Tanzanian leadership.

Finally, the first development decade was a decade of

planning. There was so much faith in the developmental power

of planning that the plans of the sixties were often viewed 

as the genuine symbols of Africa's development revolution.

As-it happened, however, much that was planned was not Imple-. 

. mented, and much that was'implemented had not been .planned.

. 21All Important Party documents, from its constitution 
to Mwongozo,- have emphasized the point that Tanzania's In'de- 
pendence will be meaningful only after the entire continent 
is liberated from colonial and neo-colonial control, and that 
this liberation required co-operation at the continental 
level. ,

22For some examples of "planning without implementa
tion," see Robert Chambers, "Planning for Rural Areas in 
Africa: Experience and Prescriptions," The African Review, 
Vol. I, No. 3 (January, 1972), pp. 130-155^
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One problem of the first development decade was that the 

planning process was dominated by Western ’experts’ and ’ad-

:visers’; the local elites participated only peripherally in

(Guinea is a possible exception.) Thethe planning process, 

politicians, who had in many cases promised the masses a rise

in their standard of living after independence, were some

times impatient with the technocrats who questioned the over- 

ambitious plans of the sixties.

Moreover, these plans depended heavily on Western 

donors, personnel and even theorists and mode.l-builders1 In

deed, -ail had scrambled in to ’help out.’ .They tried, by way 

of aid, managemeht advice, and latest theories and models of 

societal transformation, to convince the leaders:that the

inherited situation could:r:^lth an additional dose of Western

Thus any slight change of diliberalism—produce miracles. 

rectlon by the more perceptive elites' was immediately de

scribed as ’communist-inspired,’ and this could be punished 

by withdrawal of aid and advisory personnel, among other pos-

The theories and models continued to besible sanctions.

’consumed’ ravenously by the young aspiring elites in over

seas universities as well as' local institutions of'higher 

learning which were also dominated by Western scholars. The

^^Most coups d’etat in Africa, for example, have been
, ’ even where the causes 

The truth or falsity of
explained in terms of ’Western Plots, 
were clearly Internal in origin. T;__ ^
such explanations are actually Irrelevant to the fact that 
they are widely believed and therefore do act as a constraint 
on change.
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expected miracles, however, did not occur.

Thus, by the end of the first development decade, 

planning within, the inherited framework was beginning to be 

questioned, and the climate of opinion in some'Afrlcan coun

tries ,had changed considerably in favor of r’evolutlon, 

though the term was still used by most leaders in rhetorical

One observer has concluded in

even

rather than practical terms.

. this regard that:

. . . events in the late 1960s seem to have radically 
altered the climate of opinion in the African situation 
which was dominant in the early 1960s-.' Not only have 
,the changes expected to occur during'the 'development 

- decade' not materialized, but various governments have
been toppled by the army. “ _
no longer expressed with the same optimism nor are the' 
prospects viewed as rosy and bright as was common in the 
early 1960s.25

Reference to the future are

With regard to»4;he political climate in East Africa 

during the early seventies, another observer has commented: 

"There is a very articulate school of thought in East Africa 

which believes in revolutionary policies as the only adequate 

response to the need of these countries. The term 'revolu

tion' has itself become a persistent theme in the rhetoric of 

social reformers in Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania. But what

does this quest for revolutionary transformation really 
meah?"^^

To some East African leaders, this has meant simply ’

24
In the Tanzanian case, for instance, the recommenda

tions of varl9us Western Missions which were enthusiastically 
implemented between 1961 and 1966 made little change in the 
country's low rural productivity. Se.e Chapters 3. and 4.

25
■'Mwansasu, o£. clt., p. 11.

26
Mazrui, o£. clt., p. 28.
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sociopolitical change resulting from the process of moderni

zation, but sufficiently controlled 'to leave the main outline 

of the inherited sociopolitical system intact. Others con

ceive of a more fundamental change irT-tte inherited system 

and have less patience for gradual evolution. ' ■

Kenya and the Ivory Coast are often cited as examples 

of countries undergoing a revolution of this kind. Outside 

Africa, Japan after the Meijl Restoration has also been cited 

as an example of rapid IndustrlalizatiQrLJSithin the existing . 

framework. It is, however, important to dls'tinguish the r 

transformation of Japan from that of an African country such 

as Kenya or the Ivory Coast. Japan was not a Western colony, 

but was able to use the Western challenge to domesticate the 

Western industrial culttia^ and its sociopolitical concomi

tants within the existing framework by a process of what 

could.be termed 'innovative imitation' (or 'imitative innova

tion'). The African examples were Western colonies which 

have responded to the Western challenge not by localizing the 

• industrial culture but rather by cultivating a taste for it 

through a process we could term 'consumptionist' imitation' _ 

(or 'imitative consumption'). Thus, whereas in the Japanese 

case it is the traditional system which shows, some continuity 

despite local industrialization, in the African case it is ' 

the Western 'colonial system' which shows continuity; the«^ 

traditional system is rapidly being transformed by the Western

27
Ibid., p. 29. Mazrui terms- the former "structural 

revolution" and the latter "systemic revolution."

m
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industrial culture which has only been artificially domestl-
28

cated.

It is easy to forget this important difference, as
29some observers seem to have done. Yet it is partly this 

difference in development 'situations' which is -creating a 

big dilemma for the African leaders today as they search for 

a model of development Ideology suitable for their countries,. . 

The most tempting choice has been that of the international 

capitalist road to development—a choice made by both Kenya

It is tempting becausb it promises 4-ni-and the Ivory Coast.

mediate pay-offs to the elites, but often paying little at- 

tentlon to the masses. Moreover, as observers of the Ivory 

Coast type of development have commented, the long-run danger

is that of achieving "feC^swth without development," which will 

be Incapable of "self-sustaining transformation" as the prof

its flow back to Prance; for "indigenous sources of capital 

and entrepreneurial ability (public or private) which might 

push in a more fruitful direction, are stifled by the emer- 

• gent class structure and pattern of International involve- .

28
Moreover, the Industrial culture is expressed in 

consumption rather than production of Industrial goods. 
Dumont's False Start in Africa gives interesting examples of 
the artificiality of the consumption pattern of African 
elites. '

29For instance, in_comparing Kenya and England,
Mazrul, op. clt.. Ignores the fact that industry in Kenya is 
owned mainly by multi-national corporations in'which Britain 
has interest. See particularly the analysis given by the Na
tional Christian Council of Kenya, Who Controls Industry in . 
Kenya? (Nairobi: East African Publl-shlng House, 1968), espe- 
clally Chapter 2, and Seidman, op. clt., pp. ^41-46.

XUM

t
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Another Important difference in development situations 

should be mentioned. Professor Mazrul has compared Kenya’s 

structural revolution with the industrial revolution in Eng- . 

land during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and con

cluded that in both cases there was a "revo'lutlon without

revolutionaries at the helm"; so that "Maj,6r structural modi

fications in the society and the economy are taking place 

largely by the sheer momentum of unguided social change. 

This parallel should not be overdrawn. In the first placf, 

the-elites—indeed,, the Government itself—in Kenya, as in

other African countries, are consciously trying to guide so

cial change in an ideologically-determined direction, 

cial change occurred In^fpgland by’sheer historical momentum 

—which is probably true for the centuries mentioned—that is 

certainly not the case today in Kenya or anywhere else in 

Africa.

If so-

. /
Second, the Industrial Revolution took place in Eng- 

• land under totally different conditions from those obtaining 

in Africa today. Whereas in-England industrial innovation 

came largely from internal' sources, it is mainly coming from 

external sources in the African case—and this in turn frus-

30G. Arrighl and J. S. Saul, "Socialism and Economic 
Development in‘Tropical Africa," Journal of Modern African 
Studies, Vol. VI (August, 1968); G. Hughes, "Preconditions of 
Socialist Development in Africa," Monthly Review (May,
1970). - - - - - - - - -

31„Mazrul, o£. cit., pp. 29-30.
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trating, if not 'killing in the shell,' whatever local inno

vative potential that might exist.

.Industrialized at a time when external pressures and competi

tion were much less and colonial markets and sources of raw 

materials plentiful, African countries are presently being 

forced by external pressures' to accelerate their development,

a situation which makes them highly vulnerable to external
oo

manipulation and to a 'false start.'

Again, whereas England
4 «

1

Some East African leaders have opted for a systemic^^

revolution, involving the total transformation of the socie

ty, -struct-urally and normatlvely. Tanzania's revolution is 

of this kind. In this type of revolution, there is more cen

tral guidance than where the leadership is merely Interested 

in a structural revoluti^’> that does not involve significant 

normative or ideological shift. The problem in this type of 

transformation is not merely that of top leadership 'guiding"' 

the masses. The leadership has at the same time to convert 

into its own image the elites who stand between it and the .

32Thus, for example, very few African leaders had the 
patience in the sixties to pause and ask whether^ "d.evelop- ■■■ 
ment" in their countries wo'uld be measured by the convention
al per capita indices and "skyscrapers" in the cities or by 
some other indices; development was simply viewed as an ef
fort to "catch up with" the developed nations.

^^Our use of this term differs from that of Professor 
Mazrui, "The Different Concepts of Revolution in East Africa," 
in that we make‘no distinction between structural and system
ic revolutlonaj-we see a systemic revolution as involving 
both structural and normative changes and, at least in the 
Tanzanian case, both changes are conceived and undertaken 
simultaneously. However, normative changes may, and often 
do, lag behind structural changes.
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masses; Just as it has to,,dei*end Itself against external 

forces which might altgrr'themselves with the unconverted 

elites who are still Interested In maintaining the status 

quo. For a systemic revolution, which Is engineered from the 

top, attacks foreign as well as domestic exploitation; and It 

Is the Interests of the elites which are affected most when

ever such a transformation Is undertaken. 'Thus It has not 

been an easy choice Ih Africa, as the discussion In the fol

lowing section will show.

r
THE AFRICAN REVOLUTION AND THE DILEMMA OF CHOICE

What our discussion so far suggests Is that the 'Afri

can revolution' has a liberation and a development objective 

which cannot be achlevea 'without adopting a suitable develop- 

The search for a development Ideology, how-raent Ideology.

ever,- whether viewed In Pan-African terms or In the context 

of a single country such as Tanzania, Involves a series of

dilemmas of choice.

Experiences In Africa during the first development

decade have.;Shown that choice Is neither as simple nor as ,ra- '

The main dilemma• tlonal and 'free' as It Is often assumed.

In searching for a viable development Ideology resulted from 

the traditional ties with the West, which made It difficult 

to deviate from the Inherited framework without risking the 

loss of much needed aid for 'natlon-bulldlng.' 

aid was even greater during the formative years because the

The need for
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promises that the natlonallst^leaders had made to the masses 

during the mobilization for uhuru could only be fulfilled if

the economy grew at a sufficiently fast rate.

The need for immediate development meant t.hat short

term gains were often given.priority over long-term strate

gies. There was also faith in the benevolence of the devel

oped sections of the international community, particularly 

the Western Industrial powers which -had established finan

cial, personnel and commercial ties with these countries". "

This faith is evidenced by the large "aid content" of the de-
•3/1 .

Towards the end of the
r

velqpment plans of the sixties. 

first development decade, however, it had become clear beyond 

doubt that the responsibility for’ the task of nation-building

lay squarely with the African states themselves, and that:

all the pious declarations by the industrial powers 
either collectively or Individually expressing their 
concern and readiness to help in the process of Afrlcain, 
development have to a greater degree remained verbal 
declarations. Both trade and development aid to Africa 
have not been forthcoming in sufficient amount and regu
larity to assist a planned development effort to the 
continent. And there seems to be no evidence to suggest 
that things are likely to be any better in the 1970s.35

the evidence thatAs we have argued elsewhere.

3^1
Most African First Development Plans relied- on for

eign .capital to. more-than 60 percent of total Investment en
visaged. Tanzania's First Plan (1964/69) envisaged that 78 
percent of the Central Government expenditure would come from 
external sources; the result was disappointing (see Chapter 2).

^^A. H. Hweyememu, "Some Reflections on Contemporary 
African Political Institutions and their Capacity to Generate 
Socio-economic Development," The African Review. Vol. I, No.
2 (September, 1971), p. 39.

^^See D. E. Apter and S. S, Mushi, "Political Theory 
and Development in the New Nations," International Social 
Science Journal. Vol. XXIV, No. 1 (1972), pp. 44-6B.
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exists tends to suggest that things are likely to be worse

For even though accord

ing to the Pearson Report, Partners in Development, income 

flows from the non-socialist world Increased from ,|8,000 mil

lion in 1961 to $12,800 million in 1968, by which time more 

than 100,00.0 experts from overseas, were working in the devel-

rather than better in the seventies.

oping countries, and even though in some cases growth rates

exceeded those of the donor countries', the long-run conse

quences were not always developmental:

In most [developing nations], each increment of gain 
was likely to be offset by unanticipated (iifflcultles. r 
The income flows, although increasing in real terms dur
ing the decade, declined in proportion of net national 
product in the donor countries. The foreign experts 
oftenfT^ecame transformed Into enclave communities which 
used up resources for themselves.- Although the result 
may appear statistically as, a part of national develop
ment, it had, in substance, little or no effect on the 
people themselves. OvITer real difficulties, such as 
tight money, overextended payments . . . are some of the 
costs. . . .37

Assumed Social Contract

Moreover, since much of this aid depended on bilateral 

.agreements between a developing nation and an industrial pow

er or a multi-national corporation, it tended to be distrib

uted selectively to politically and ideologically'’loyal' na

tions. Some African leaders have argued that independence 

itself was granted on the assumption by. the departing coloni

al power that this kind of 'loyalty' would continue, 

stance, Nyerere has recently argued that Independence was a

For in-

37-.,. h It
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form of 'social contract' which was completely misunderstood 

by both parties. Whereas the nationalist leaders Interpreted 

Independence as ‘'freedom to make Independent decisions and 

choices," argues Nyerere, "the departing colonial-powers as

sumed that uhuru would be no more than the flag and that the

nationalist leaders would continue to preserve their mlrlja 

[Interests]." The contract Is assumed to have been made when•>
the colonial power agreed to grant’ Independence, even though 

the nationalist leaders who assumed governance did not know 

The nationalist leaders were to become. In Nyerere^s 

terminology, "modern chiefs"^ whose main preoccupation would 

be the preservation of the Interests of their outgoing mas-

In return, they would receive "certificates of approv-

of It.

ters.

al" from their masters for all future actions which did hot
^ O

threaten their masters' interests.'^

Many other African leaders have come out with a slmi-- 

lar theory of independence, especially after the overthrow of 

Kwame Nkrumah in 1966 which was widely interpreted in Black 

Africa as having been Inspired by the forces of neo-colonlal-

ism which he had strongly opposed in word, letter, and ac

tion. contract,' which defines theThe theory of ^social 

post-independence neo-colohlal situation, has been summarized

as follows:

^^Paraphrase of Pr'esident's Sweihili explanation of the 
Mwongozo. February, 1971. '

•50
•^^See particularly his Neo-Colonlallsm: The Last Stage 

of Imperialism (London: Nelson, 1965).

lyui*
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The contract was that Independence was being granted 
so long as a new state remained within the sphere of in- 

-- fluence of the would-be departing colonial power. Trade 
patterns, currency convertibility, sources of 'develop
ment' aid, external communication patterns, and even the 
national language, were all expected to remain the monop
oly of the former colonial power despite the; granting of 
Independence to the new state. Any African leadership 
which attempted to violate these arrangements, had to 
suffer severe consequences, as the experience of Sekou 
Toure-, Patrice Lumumba,- Kwame Nkrumah, -and many others 
testify.^®

Apart from these politico-economic -aspects of the as

sumed 'contracts,'.there were also cultural and normative as-

Most ofpeots which linked the African elites with the West, 

the African leaders—and the educated elites generally—hfave

been subjected to Western Influences in three main ways.

First, most of them (l.e. those who replaced colonial rulers) 

grew up or were adults during- the colonial period; some of 

them had actually workeS^lth the colonial administrators, 

teachers or technicians in one capacity X)r another. These 

-contacts produced 'demonstration' as well as 'enculturation 

effects. Second, the education they received—whether in 

local or overseas institutions—emphasized Western values and 

styles of life. As President Nyerere has often reminisced,

. it was in those days a matter of pride rather than insult .to •

Third, in most African coun-

I

- be called a "Black European.

40
Rweyemamu, o£. clt., p. 32.

^^Speech to Parliament, December 9, 1962. The crea
tion of a Ministry for Youths £ind Culture in the following 
year was an attempt to reassert the Importance of indigenous 
values and the role they would play iri national integration. 
See the relevant essays in his Freedom and Unity (Dar es 
Salaam: Oxford University Press, 1966). \

Hi
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tries. Western Influence continued to dominate many sectors 

■of goal-attainment after independence because of the lack of 

local high-level manpower and because of the old ties with 

the West. As we mentioned earlier, the planning scene was 

the domain of Western 'experts' and !advisers' ^in the six

ties. It was natural enough-initially to rely on the West 

for-financial aid, skills and industrial goods after-Inde-
•j ^

pendence because there were well-established ties. .The West

was also the natural 'market' for theories and models of'de- 
lip

velopment.
■r

Institutions of Democracy

This initial—indeed, unavoidable—reliance on the

West, however, had the effect of reinforcing the assumed, 'so- 

clal contract,' and the West generally expected the new na

tions to continue with the established normative and struc

tural ties. It is Interesting to note that most Western 

political and economic theories were also based on the as

sumption that the West (and the ties it had established with

its former colonies) had solutions to these countries' prob

lems of underdevelopment.^^ Development Itself was.defined'"

• 42
These theories and models were embodied in reports 

of "Missions," such as those made by the World Bank Missions 
for Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda, or by individual scholars 
such as that of Arthur Lewis for Ghana, etc. In all such re
ports, foreign capital and private Investments were empha
sized, as opposed to State control of the economy.

Thus, for example, the American "modernization" 
school concentrated on how roles germane to the industrial 
world would be transplanted in non-industrial settings, and 
saw the whole process of development as involving "Westerni
zation" of roles and values.
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in terms of political and economic democratization. The con

cept of democracy, however, was narrowly and ideologically 

conceived in terms ©f the experiences in the West. This had 

repercussions on 'institutional revolution* in Africa, as we

shall point out briefly below.

. First, those who diagnosed the emerging African poli

ties' in the fifties.and sixties tended to emphasize the
i)4

structures rather than the contents of democracy . . Thus

some African leaders made a mockery of democracy as they

tried to meet the Western demand of structural, pluralism and
r

democratic content (i.e. competitiveness).. Taking elections 

as the best example, some African regimes which identified 

comformlty with a 'pay-off from the West maintained and pub

licized the visible stru^ures of Western democracy (e.g; 

multi-party or two-party systems, autonomous trade unions and 

other assoclational groups) during inter-election periods, 

but banned them or made them somehow Ineffectual during elec

tions. These eire examples of Western 'democratic' structures
Ac:

In some(artificially imposed) without democratic content, 

other cases, electoral competition was both based on, and re

inforced, primordial narrow-identities rather than modern 

assoclational groups as is claimed to be the case in the

In pjirtlcular, democracy was identified with the 
two-party or multi-party system; the one-party system was, 
almost by definition, considered a totalitarian system.

^^Kenya's by-elections of 1968 and general elections 
of 1969 are a good example of this political trick.
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In other countries, such as Nigeria before the CivilWest.
•

War,«there was so much corruption during elections that it

Yet inalmost made a mockery of the democratic ideal.

Western circles Nigeria was considered the 'model of democra

cy' in Africa!

‘ Some-African leaders, however, admitted their failure 

to comply with the structural demand, even though they were 

committed to the ideal of democracy. ‘Some of these, leaders 

mdde a genuine search for some alternative structures (e.g. 

the dominant-party or one-party system) within, which some 

• competition.was possible. Such countries are examples of 

democratic content without the Western 'democratic' struc-
iiQ - ,

However, not all regimes in the second category are
♦i

'honest' or are basically motivated by the ideal of democra- 

cy, for there are cases where single-party systems have been

r

tures.

46This claim is made", for example, by James S. Coleman 
in Gabriel A. Almond and James S. Coleman (eds.). The Poli
tics of the Developing Areas (Princeton, i960), pp. 532-533. 
Even in the West, however, such narrow identities as religion 
do enter electoral politics; this is as much true of the 
Netherlands as it is of the United States.

^"^The elections of 1959, in particular, revealed that... 
ethnic ties were still stronger than the ties created by such 
modern associa'y.ons as the political parties and trade' 
unions.' The political parties themselves had ethnic founda
tion in the Nigerian case, 

lift
Tanzsinia is a good example of a one-party structure 

which allows democratic elections within clearly defined 
rules. For details of the working of the system, see Lionel 
Cllffe (ed.), One-P^ty Democracy (Nairobi: East African Pub
lishing House,. 1967); Election Study Committee, Socialism and 
Participation: Tanzania's 1970 National Elections (Par es 
Salaam: Tanzanian Publishing House, 197^).
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adopted for primarily selfish reasons.

Yet there Is empirical evidence to show that many 

countries used the Idea of democracy during the sixties as a 

'window-dressing' to.attract some external 'pay-off,' while 

others attempted to domesticate dempcracy by Introducing

The fact that the West (govern

ments, press and scholars alike) tended to boost the regimes 

In the first category as the 'model' 'of democracy In- Africa 

has been a major source of disappointment for some of the 

African leaders who take democracy seriously,‘but find the ^ 

Western structures to be either undomestlcatable or for the 

time being unsuitable for their manifold development tasks. 

Indeed, Ideological reactions In the West have generally made 

the leaders of the develcn:|ng nation's less Imaginative than 

they would have otherwise been. For the advantages of 'In

stitutional revolution' eire often, assessed In the light of 

possible loss In Western aid or co-operation.^^

struetural"Innovat1on.

‘i9For Instance, the Ivorlen single-party system, hlgh- 
.ly elitist In Its functioning, has a limited participation, 
even though the Ivorlen elite Is probably the most "Western
ized" In Its life style In the entire continent. The elite 
puts political stability before mass participation^ and 
slders the masses Incapable -of participating In decision- 
making. See particularly Christian P. Photholm, Four African 
Political Systems (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
1970), p. 24ti; Aristide Zolberg, Creating Political Order 
(Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1966), p. 90.

^*^For a cogent statement on the need to re-examine the 
structure of 'democracy' Inherited from Western colonial 
rule, see J. K. Nyerere,'’Democracy and the Party System (Dar 
es Salaam: Government Printer, 1963).

^^This was reinforced by the fact that the position of 
the socialist countries, particularly the Soviet Union, with

con-*"
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Second, the Western 'adviser,' like the Western theo

rist, did not emphasize the fact that democracy, being an 

Ideal as well as a structural arrangement, required an ethi

cal foundation. It was generally assumed that the particular 

structures which produced democracy. In the West, wpuld produce 

and support democracy everywhere. The notions of 'competi

tiveness' and 'equalization of power'.posited by Western dem-
•j

though normatlvely attractive, are dlffl-ocratlc theory,

cult to achieve In the present African development situation.

For they assume a highly Informed and highly,.participant cit

izenry’. This cannot be assumed for most of the developing 

."liatlons. Indeed, a strict adherence to the Western partici

patory structures and norms before most of the people were 

mobilized politically wc^.^ resui-t In the worst form of ' 

elitist politics—for there would be no control from below 

given the absence of modern structures of Interest aggrega- ' 

tlon and articulation In most local settings. Thus one could 

argue a paradoxical case for democratization by stating the 

.need to Initially limit democracy (l.e. by exercising some 

control over the elites) In order to widen democracy (l.e. by 

giving It a mass base).

regard to the vague concept of "African Socialism" remained 
unclear. Moreover, some African leaders viewed Institutional 
change as necessarily Involving a wholesale importation of 
some socialist model which could be Just as unworkable as the 
Western model under the exlatlng African conditions.

^^See,- for instance, Frederick W\ Frey, "Political De
velopment, Power and Communication in Turkey," in Lucian W. 
Pye (ed.). Communications and Political Development (Prince
ton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 19b3), p. 301.
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A choice between 'elitist politics' and 'mass-based 

politics' is an IdeolORlcal choice which the African coun

tries must make. The former has thus far been .more attrac

tive than the latter,, partly because it is the elites who', are 

making that choice, partly because the inherited situation
-t

favors that" choice, and partly because the overwhelming ma

jority of the African population is still 'politically un- 

aware' and politically 'non-participant.'I

Division of Labor
r

It should be emphasized that the 'contract' theory or 

assumption is not only applicable to the African case or 

where one partner has been the colonizer'and the. other part

ner the colonized, but to all situations of imperialism, ~ 

whether it is carried out by nations or national (or multi

national) corporations. The imperialist powers assume that 

the international division of labor which began in the nine

teenth century following the European Industrial Revolution 

will remain a permanent feature. This assumption is, for in-

stance, clearly expressed in a recent report of a U.S. Presi

dential Mission to the Western Hemisphere, the Rockefeller 

Report, which stated: .

53Two elections under Tanzania's mass one-party sys
tem, 1965 and 197.0, have demonstrated that, given avenues of 
participation, the masses can- exercise some control over the 
elite and even effect a degree of 'elite, circulation.' See 
Cliffe, One-Party Democracy. and Election Study Committee, 
Soclallsm and Participation: Tanzania's 1970 National Elec-

In both elections, more than two-thirds of the M.P.s
were unseated by popular vote.
tlons.
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Just as the other American republics depend upon the 
United States for their capital equipment requirements,

■■ so the United States depend on them to provide a vast 
market for our manufactured goods. And as these coun
tries look to the United States for a market for their 
primary products whose sale enables them to buy equip
ment for development at home, so the United' States looks 
to them for raw materials for our Industries, on which 
depend the jobs of many of our.citizens.5^ ,

What this report illustrates, is the Important fact 

that today, as a century ago; the more developed world be- 

lieves strongly in the doctrine of 'division of.labor', be

tween producers of raw materials and producers of manufac

tured goods. The assumed 'contract' remains,.valid as long.as 

one partner continues to accept a condition of perpetual 

weakness which results mainly from this division of labor.
stages have behaved as though they 

cepted' the permanence qf-^the division, for industrialization 

is in most cases considered a very distant goal.

It should further be noted that the assumption of a - 

'social contract' is not restricted to the Western powers; it 

applies equally to the socialist powers as well, particularly 

. with regard to the political, ideological and military forms 

of Imperialism. The so-called 'Brezhnev Doctrine' illus

trates the theory of 'social contract' whereby the Soviet

•r

Thus far most African I ac-

55

54
Quoted in Johan Galtung, "A Structural Theory of Im

perialism," The African Review, Vol. I, No. 4 (April, 1972)., 
p. 114, footnote IB.

^^This is a result of necessity. Most African coun
tries could only industrialize through foreign Investments; 
but there is-no guarantee that this investment will be forth
coming. Apart from the scarcity of...capital, and local entre
preneurial talents, the smallness of.the Internal market is 
an additional factor.
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Union is not only militarily the superior partner (and the 

other countries in the 'Warsaw Pact’ the Junior partners), 

but also the 'manufacturer' of Ideology and 'proper' social

ist policies which the Junior partners must adopt.;or be pun- 

The experiences of Czechoslovakia and the dramatic 

overthrow of the Dubcek regime in.1968 Illustrates the work-

Speaking in Warsaw on November 12,

ished.

ing-of this doctrine.

1968, to the V Congress of the Polish United Workers Party,

Brezhnev emphasized the need for 'strict respect' for the 

sovereignty of other socialist countries, bu-^ added the fol

lowing^ important qualification:

But when.internal and external forces that are hostile 
to socialism try to turn the development of a socialist 
country towards the restoration of a capitalist regime, 
when socialism in that country and,the socialist communi
ty as a whole is threatened, it-becomes not only a p-rob- 
lem of the people of^^e country concerned, but a common 
problem and concern of all socialist countries. Natural
ly an action such as military assistance to a fraternal 
country designed to avert the threat to the social 
is-an extraordinary step, dictated by necessity.56

r

system

To these two examples should be added the current 

trend towards rapprochement between the two super-powers, the

The recent visit of Brezhnev to the 

United States (June, 1973) will probably be an Important 

landmark in the Soviet philosophy of 'co-existence' with the 

Western capitalist powers, a landmark which has lessonp_jfor 

the developing'nations.

the American private financial magnates not because he became 

the first Soviet Party leader to address them and lunch with

■ U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.

In this visit, Brezhnev 'surprised'

^^Quoted in Galtung, o£. clt■; p.,ll4, footnote 19.
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them, but because of his dramatic declaration that the 'cpld 

war'"had ended and his unprecedented call for co-operation of 

the American 'private' capital with the Soviet .'public' capi

tal in the development of Siberia.

What does this trend imply? .Political observers have 

given many interpretations, 

one point which this trend Illustrates: the fact that the 

super-powers are themselves co-operating in various fields 

despite their stated Ideological differences while, at the 

same time, trying, through various means, including military 

Intervention, to prevent co-operation among the new nations, 

often under the pretenses of ideological evangelism. This 

new trend is part and parcel of the 'feudalization' process 

that the international cojrimjinity has 'been undergoing—a proc

ess whereby the richer nations (feudal lords) co-operate in

57- but we are concerned here with

demarcating their spheres of influence in the new nations 

(flefdoms). Experiences of the past two decades have shown 

that such doctrines as the 'Monroe Doctrine' (initially lim

iting U.S. Influence to the Western Hemisphere) and the 

- 'Brezhnev Doctrine' •theoretically limiting Soviet influence 

to the countries of the Warsaw Pact), can be redefined and

57
'One explanation has been that the Soviet Union in- • 

tends to use U.S. Interests in Siberia to eliminate Chinese 
claims in the area; another views the trend as a logical out
come of the existing "bipolar." politics in an age of nuclear 
power—l.e. the nucleair powers see their own survival in co
operation rather than in confrontation. ^ ,

frO ^

^ For an excellent descrlptl'bn.of this process, 
Galtung, "A Structural Theory of Imperialism."

see
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universalized, and then used as the 'guiding rule' in the de

limitation of 'spheres of influence.' The implications of 

the above examples for choice in the developing nations 

should be noted.

First, the assumption of a_'contractual' relationship 

with the -ex-colonial powers- leaves very little room for 'free 

choice' or long-term planning for development, since the 

manding heights' of the economy continue to remain-l^gely in

corn-

foreign hands. The lack of economic co-operation amorig'the 

poor nations has made it impossible to challenge the vertical 

dependency on the ex-colonial powers.
r

Ironically, one of the 

active functions of the Organization for African Unity (OAU)

~a body that was born of 'Pan-Africanism' which rejected

colonial and neo-coloni^^ domination through balkanization— 

has been the settlement of 'border crises'1 Even though the 

artificiality of the inherited borders is always recognized-.

in practice these borders are sanctified at the same time as 

they are denounced. The absence of strong 'Pan-Africanism' 

has undoubtedly made it possible for the 'feudal structure' 

linking each individual African country vertically with 

center of capital and technology to continue without being 

challenged by a horizontal 'trade union' action by the 

African nations which, together with other developing 

tions, constitute’a modern equivalent of Marx's proletariat.

Second, the promises' of co-operation in development 

made by the industrial nations cannot be relied upon; for 

even where aid is given lavishly, the prevailing doctrine of 

'division of labor' creates situations which make local

some

new

na- s
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industrialization almost impossible.

ize-perpetuates 'modernization’ status which means, in ef

fect, remaining 'derivative' and 'consumptionlst.

America provides examples of countries with an 'unfinished' 

industrial revolution—failing to make a Jump from what Pro

fessor David Apter calls 'late stage modernl-zation' to the 

industrial stage where innovative information is locally pro

duced rather than imported.

Failure to industrial-

Latin

Third, a choice of one super-power in preference to 

another as an ally, even where the powers in,.question profess
r

ideological differences, merely amounts to. a process of sub

stituting one form of imperialism with another.^® Fourth,

with specific reference to the African situation, complete

loyalty to the inherited^tatus quo leads to a situation' 

where most of the key decisions are made from without, making 

it impossible to evolve a rational development ideology from ' 

within.

59
David E. Apter, Choice and the Politics of Alloca- 

(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1971), Chapter 2.
60

The experience of Egypt provides a good illustration. 
Nasser's antl-West sentiments since the Suez crisis of 1956 ... 
gradually pushed Egypt to the Soviet Union. After'the Octo- 
b.er, .1973, Arab-Israel war. President Sadat admitted that his 
country had made .a mistake in over-relying on one super-power 
and initiated moves to normalize relations with the United 
States. President Sadat's problem is how to keep the Soviet. 
Union at the same time as he extends friendship to the United 
States. A few African countries, like Tanzania, attempted to 
follow a 'non-alignment' road from the beginning; but this 
was not all smooth-sailing, as the Tanzanian experience shows.

^^Malawl under the leadership of Kamuzu Banda, for in

stance, has been described as an 'extension of Britain.' See 
particularly Attatl Mpakatl, "Malawi:'The Birth of a Neo- 
Colonial State," The African Review. Vol. 
pp. 33-68. —

III, No. 1 (1973),
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What all this suggests Is that the first step towards

the- African revolution is'to declare nonpartisanship in any 

assumed 'contract,

nia's Arusha Declaration and Mwongozo.

which is precisely the message of Tanza-

To do so is to opt 

for a policy of national self-reliance and national independ

ence in decision-making; it means defining hew criteria by 

which aid, loans, gifts, old friends and new ones are to be 

In Tanzania's case, the policy of self-reliance—as 

we shall discuss in more detail later—was adopted for two 

main reasons: (1) because of the insufficiency of money fr9m 

Internal and external sources-; and (2) because experiences of 

the early sixties had taught that only a policy of self- 

reliance would be consistent with the' principles of national

j udged.

sovereignty and freedom c^choice which political independ

ence was supposed to bring. Thus the Arusha Declaration de

nounced the increasing dependency on foreign sources and re-

gretted the growing assumption that development is brought 

about by money rather than by the people:
. <

We have made a mistake to choose money, something 
which we do not have, to be our major Instrument of de
velopment. We are mistaken when we Imagine that we shall 
get money from foreign countries, firstly, because to sa'y 
the truth we cannot get 'enough money for our development 
and, secondly, because even if we could get it such com
plete dependence on outside help would have endangered 
our independence and the other policies of our country.

Experiences in Tanzania, Guinea, Lumumba's Congo, 

Nkrumah's Ghana,‘Obote's Uganda and, outside Africa, Allende's 

Chile, have shown two things with regard' to a choice of this

62
The Arusha Declaration, pp. 11.
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kind. The first Is that such a ’daring' choice is not with

out reprisals, and that it requires courage and imagination

rather than rhetoric and phrase-mongering which have 
pied'many African "revolutionaries.”^^

preoccu-

The second is that, 

after making this initial choice which represents only the

’nationalistic’ aspect of the revoliation, a series of other 

choices will have to be made under conditions which are not 

entirely tranquil. For instance, the question that often 

follows nationalization of the means of production and dis

tribution is whether to create local capitalism or soclallsn^ 

other choices Include decisions on ’organizational types,’

for instance, bureaucratic or centrist types versus partici

patory types, etc. As we shall point but more clearly later 

when we examine Tanzania’q.^l,choice situation’ after the

Arusha Declaration, the choice of one or the other will de

pend on a number of factors—e.g. the character and size of 

the local elite, degree of stratification, extent of national 

unity, etc.

The world division of labor limits choice alternatives

in the new nations of Africa while at the same time creating 

for certain consumer goods which can only be ob

tained in the industrial nations.

a ’taste

Why don't African leaders 

give priority to industrialization as one strategy for the
"V

63
■^i^aralne, for example, the writings of such "cultural 

revolutionaries" as President Sedar Senghor in the light of 
actual policies and practices. Such concepts as "Negritude," 
African Socialism," etc., have remained personal philoso- 

phles rather than a guide to a psycho-cultural revolution in 
Africa.
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African revolution? This choice is limited by a number of 

factors? most of them resulting from the nature of dependence 

already established.
!

First, local Industrialization was deliberately dis- •
‘ .V

couraged by the colonial administration. Thus the body of 

local technicians-(trained mainly after.independence) is 

still small, with meager Industrial experience and little, if

any, encouragement from the politicians who have thus far 

given priority to non-industrial sectors.'%k
In the Tanzanian 

case, the lack of resources and local technicians* led the 

Arusha De.claratlon to de-emphasize industries., 

we are making," stated the Declaration, "is to think that de

velopment begins with industries," for "we cannot get enough 

money and borrow enough technicians to start all the Indus- ' 

tries we need," and "even if we could get the necessary as-

T

"The mistake

slstance, dependence on it could Interfere with our policy on 

socialism.
1165

In many cases, the African political and 

bureaucratic elites have continued to Import most goods from

traditional markets, irrespective of their development poten

tial, largely for prestlgeous reaspns. Indeed, consumption of 

certain types of goods is identified with development' itself, 

a tendency Tanzania has been trying to discourage during the

6H
The agricultural sector has received priority be

cause (a) more than 90 percent of the population lives in the 
rural areas? (b) agriculture accounts for not less than 30 
percent in the GNP of most African countries (Kenya 33 
cent, Tanzania ^1 ..percent, and Uganda 5^ percent), 
ter 2. ”

per- 
See Chap-

^^The Arusha Declaration, pp. 11-12.
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66post-Arusha era. Briefly stated, then, the post-war his-, 

tory of most African states has been a history of acquisition

of values, roles, and aspirations germane to an industrial 

setting while they remained Internally non-industrial and 

without local technology and resourcea to make industrializa

tion possible'.

Second, the 'choice situation' in-most African coun

tries is complicated by the fact that they are nations in a

For Instance, the so-called 'six crises' (namely, the

Identity, the legitimacy, the penetration, the participation
6 7

' must be met

hurry.

the Integration and the distribution, crisis) 

at once rather tharl sequentially as was the case in most 

European countries. In Britain, for example, political uni

fication preceded the agrari£>p revolution, which preceded the 

Industrial revolution, which preceded the provision of social

services on a regular basis, democratization, etc.
/ '

quence cannot, unfortunately, be replicated in Africa because

This se-

66
Control over the importation of luxurious personal 

cars in 1971 was probably.one of the biggest blows on the ur
ban elites' "conspicuous consumption." Luxury consumption in 
Tanzania was much less than that described by Dumont., False 
Start in Africa, in regard to the elites ^f French-speaking 
West Africa, but by 196? the ministers and higher bureaucrats 
were fast becoming Mazrul's "Wabenzl tribe"—the Mercedes 
Benz being their standard car.

67
For a discussion of these crises, see Lucian W. Pye, 

Aspects of Political Development (Boston: Little, Brown and 
Company, 1966), pp.‘62-57; James S. Coleman, "Modernization: 
Political Aspects," International Encyclopaedia of the Social 
^c^snces (New York: The MacMillan Company and the Free Press, 
i9bB), pp. 395-^02.
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all these things are demanded at once. An African Parliament 

or Party Committee will in ohe sitting consider the problem 

of integration, the need to Improve agriculture,.the strate

gies of industrialization, the need to expand social-serv

ices, and the implications of all these state undertakings 

for grass-root participation and legitimacy of .the govern

ment. None of these goals can be shelved or separated from 

the general idea of development or 'modernization.

Thus, it is often not a question of making a simple 

choice, say, between agriculture and Industry, .but one of 

■ maintaining a correct balance between them. .However, given 

the fact that about 90 percent of the African population 

lives in the rural areas and the fact of manpower and finan

cial shortages, most leader^s,:^ave tended to put agriculture' 

before Industry, often with a hope that agricultural surplus 

will in future assist in developing an industrial capacity.

This strategy cannot, of course, be a permanent solu

tion. For rural modernization often leads to a premature de

struction of the traditional system before the new has fully 

penetrated into the society. Throughout Africa, one finds a 

big discrepancy between the process of normative and struc

tural detraditlonalizatlon and the creation of modern re-

68I

r

placements. Mobilization for modernity has often led to the

68
For a useful discussion of developmental stages in 

the West, see A... F. K. Org£inski, The Stages of Political De
velopment (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1967); W. W. Rostow,
The Stages of Economic Growth (Cambridge: Cambridge Unlversl- 
ty Press, I960).
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problems of urbanization without industrialization, on the

structural side, and acquis'ition of bourgeois values without

Tan-the resources to satisfy them, on the normative .side. 

zanla’s U.jamaa experiment is an attempt to arrest" this trend.

as It will become clear later.

Third", In most African countries industrial expansion 

and development generally have been limited by the smallness

The ’federal' or 'common market'of their Internal markets.

solutions have not always succeeded even where—as in East

Africa—genuine efforts have been made in that^directlon. 

Communication problems within and between African nations 

have made It difficult to translate the 'Pan-African' ideal

r

into concrete development programs and’strategies. Further

more, the inherited structiij!|il links and communication pat

terns with the former colonial metropoles continue to encour

age African leaders to search for solutions to African
70problems from outside rather than from within the continent.

By the end of the first development decade, many Afri

can leaders had come to realize through a harsh experience

69 • - •
Some traditional systems, however, were able to ab

sorb "modern" values within traditional role structures', as 
was the case in Buganda’till the Mengo coup of 1966. See 
David E. Apter, The Political Kingdom in Uganda (Princeton,. 
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1961); Herbert T. Spiro 
(ed.). Patterns of African Development (Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967).

70For an excellent examination of Jiow "communication 
Imperialism" is converted into other forms of Imperialism 
such as political, economic and cultural imperialism, see 
Galtung, "A Structural Theory of Imperialism," pp. 119-124.
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that (1) nationalism has triumphed over Pan-Africanism in the

sense <-that each nation wants to concentrate on its own na

tional priorities rather than taking a ’trade union' action 

against the big giants of the world; (2) nationalism; has also 

triumphed over internationalism in the sense that,the workers 

in the developed countries who, had Marx been correct, would 

act in’ support of the exploited masses of the Third World, 

ha’V’e Instead been completely absorbed into the capitalist

and (3) the dependence re-.71systems of their own countries;

lationship, by making the new nations consumers, but not pro-

■ ducers .of Industrial goods, has a self-perpetuating tendency,
72

for it maikes it difficult to foster local innovative power.

■r

The declarations, manifestos and charters of the late sixties 

and early seventies were a result of such realization.

'Nationalism' and 'Pan-Africanism' created a dilemma

of choice for some African leaders who were deeply committed 

to both. Nyerere's experience Illustrates this dilemma very 

well. Like Nkrumah, Nyerere viewed the African revolution in 

pan-African terms, but,faced a number of frustrations as he

V

attempted to translate the ideal into actuality. For In

stance, one question facing him in the mid-sixties Was": how 

long would he wait for the long-talked-about East African 

Federation before initiating a socialist revolution in

71
G. Wright-Mills, The Marxists (London: Cox & Wyman 

Ltd., 1962), especially Chapter 1.
'I

72' For a discussion of these nations as "derivative na
tions," see Apter, Choice and the Politics of Allocation, pp. 
i»2-6l. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Tanzania? He had offered in 1961 to delay Tanganyika's inde

pendence If this would make it possible for the entire region 

of East Africa to become independent as one federal unit. He 

also delayed the Introduction of One-Party System- p.artly to 

accommodate Zanzibar which was Joining into a union with 

Tanganyika, and partly to see if the pact signed between him, 

Obote-of Uganda and Kenyatta of Kenya (1963) would produce an a

East African Federation.■ Eventually, Nyerere had to go it 
73, alone.

!■

Nyerere is not the only leader who faced a dilemma be-
' r

ti^een nationalism eind pan-Afrlcanls’m. Probably Nkrumsih's ef

forts could illustrate this dilemma more vividly. However, 

there is an important difference between the two leaders in 

this regard. While Nyerere tried to weigh the needs of Pan- 

Africanism against the needs of Tanzania and concentrated on 

the latter when he faced frustrations and disillusionment in

the former, Nkrumah concentrated on Pan-Africanism almost to

These dilemmas show that the Africanthe neglect of Ghana, 

revolution is as 'balkanlzed' as the continent Itself and

^^Mzee Kenyatta announced after Kenya's Independence 
that the three East African leaders had signed the federal 
pact in-order to accelerate Kenya's independence.- An offi
cial statement from Dar es Salaam stated categorically that 
Mwalimu was not simply engaged in a 'political trick' to ac- ^ 
celerate Kenya's' independence but was committed to an early 
East African Federation.

'^^As leader of the first Independent nation under Af
rican leadership, Nkrumaih saw himself nob only as a leader of 
Ghana but also a leader of a larger continental movement 
summed up in the term "Pan-Africanism." This is clearly re
flected in all his writings.

i

!
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that It will take place at two levels: the pan-African 

(O.A.U.) level and, more immediately, at the national level. 

This study analyzes that revolution fSs' it takes place in one 

country—Tanzania.

■r

I
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Chapter 2

THE SOURCES AND PARAMETERS OP UJAMAA IDEOLOGY

The question before the new nation . . . was not whether 
to. change, but what kind of change It would have. .The 
nation had to decide whether this change yias to be delib
erately chosen and Implemented, or .was to be merely a 
side effect of development elsewhere. In other words, 
one of the first Issues . . . was whether to use the 
acquired declslon-maklng power to Initiate, lead and con
trol changes In the society. The alternative was to re
main fairly passive while the society absoi*bed changes ^ 
from.outside, like a sponge absorbing water.

— J. K. Nyerere, Tatnzanla; Ten Years After 
Independence (Dar es Salaam: Government 
Printer, 1971), p.

Tanzania’s U.1 amaa Ideology did not spring from thin 

air; It was a result of a complex of factors"—both Internal 

and external to the system; some historical, some socioeco

nomic and others politico-ideological. The general predica

ments we discussed In Chapter 1—viz. the failure to achieve 

a Pan-African solution to the problem of underdevelopment 

(for which Tanzania, In particular, had struggled to, achieve ■" 

In the sixties), and the growing dependence on the external 

environment for development resources—set a boundary to the 

choices available to Individual African nations acting singly.

Thus, for example, few African nations could Individu

ally adopt a program of rapid Industrialization owing to two 

main factors. First, their Internal markets are small and
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the effort In the sixties to enlarge intra-Africein trade did 

not alter significantly- the inherited links with the metro- 

poles of ex-colonial powers, or the structure of the inherit

ed economies which depended on export of primary commodities 

outside the continent. By 1966, for instance, trade between 

Africa and the rest of the world (mainly exchange of primary' 

products against manufactures and semi-manufactures) account

ed .for about 25 percent of the continent's GNP, while Intra- 

African Jtrade accounted for less than 10 percent of total 

trade (again, mainly exchange of primary produats). One 

■ analyst of the conditions of development in Africa concluded: 

"In African conditions, industrialization is impossible with

out increased trade among neighbours. .' . . Progressive eco

nomic co-operation is essential, with -steady progress towards 

economic integration."

"federal" East Africa in the sixties was a realization of

!
!

T

Tanzania's struggle for a larger

this fact.

Second, the capability of most African states to "bar

gain" .with the external suppliers of capital and technical 

inforra^ion is very low; so is the ability to service over

seas borrowings. By the mid-sixties, Tanzania had 'see’n the 

weaknesses of relying on the external environment and the 

need for a novel solution to her own underdevelopment. The 

crucial questions which Tanzania attempted to answer by the 

Arusha Declaration, and the limitations of the options avail-

^A. P. Ewing, Industry in Africa (London: Oxford Uni
versity Press, 1968), p. 99.
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able to the regime, will be outlined briefly in the following 

These questions will be elaborated in the variousseciTlon. 

chapters of this study.

THREE CRUCIAL QUESTIONS

.. As each country struggled against its own underdevel

opment, it had to answer at least three crucial questions, 

namely (1) how to control the economy to minimize the ex

patriation of surplus; (2) how to increase the wealth of the
^ 1-

natlonj and (3) how this wealth should be distributed among 

individuals, groups or regions of the country—the Lasswelli-

The first ques-an question of "who gets what, when, how." 

tion is primarily "economic nationalism"; the second poses 

the problem of strategies to increase productivity and the 

level of investment surplus; the third is-a normative (or 

ethical) question which has consequences for the structure as 

well as stability of the economy and the political system. 

Tanzania is one of a few African countries which have formu

lated a coherent Ideology which attempts to answer these 

questions in the context of their conditions and experiencesc 

The Arusha Declaration and subsequent policy statements pro

vided some answers to these questions in the context of Tan

zania's socioeconomic situation.

Answers to these questions depended, in part, on the 

development road chosen by each individual nation, 

alternatives existed after Independence.

Two broad

The first was to
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continue with, and further entrench, the International capi

talist road whose main' outlines and linkages were established 

during the colonial phase. The second alternative was to ef

fect fundamental changes in the inherited system. A nation 

choosing the first alternative finds-some aspects of the 

above questions already answered by the nature of the inherit

ed socioeconomic system, and changes are likely to be proce

dural and technical rather than fundamental. A choice of the 

second alternative means building a new society, which takes 

a revolution. r

‘Yet, this apparently 'simple' choice has internal as 

well as external constraints. The first alternative presup

poses the existence of a well-developed local entrepreneurial 

elite and/or a high capabliL^^kty to attract foreign investments 

and to service foreign debts. Success of the second alterna

tive depends partly on the degree of stratification and a 

host of other factors resulting from the existing traditional 

systems and colonial development policies. With regsird to 

the first alternative, the Tanzanian leadership saw local 

capital and entrepreneurial talent as the major constraints; 

as Mwalimu has written:

The real ideological choice is between controlling the 
economy through domestic private enterprise or doing so 
through some state or other collective institutions. But' 
although this is an ideological choice, it is extremely 
doubtful whether it is a practical choice for an African 
nationalist. The pragmatist in Africa—the man who is 
completely uncommitted to one doctrine or another,, but 
claims only to deal with the situation as it is—will 
find that the real choice is a different one. He will 
find that the choice is between foreign private ownership 
on the one hand, and local collective ownership on the

"L.
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other. For I do not think there Is any free state In 
Africa where there is sufficient local capital, or a suf
ficient number of local entrepreneurs, for locally-based 
capitalism to dominate the economy. These are the facts 
of Africa's situation. The only way in which national 
control of the economy can be achieved is through the 
economic Institutions of socialism.2

Thus the Tanzanian leadership considered socialist 

control of the'economy a^matter of necessity, under Tanzania's 

conditions, and in 196? nationalized various fo^elgn-owned 

firms and the major means of production and distribution, in 

accordance with the Arusha Declaration. This action was seen 

as an economic expression of nationalism, as Mwallmu ex

plained:-

r

Such an economic expression of nationalism is nothing 
new in the world; although the manner of the action may 
have been particularly Tanzanian, its motivation is com
mon enough. Every country—whether it is capitalist, , 
communist, socialist or wants to control its own
economy. . . . Ideological differences between countries 
affect the method, not necessarily the fact, of securing 
national control.’ -*■

Nationalization, it must be emphasized, could only

answer the question of who should control the economy; it did 

not guarantee increased wealth or fair distribution. Thus,

since the Declaration elaborate policy statements have been

Issued to clarify the strategies for higher productivity and 
equitable distribution of wealth.^ The "politics of UJamaa"

2
Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism, p. 262.
^Ibld.. p. 264.
4
These include policy papers on "Education for Self- 

Reliance" (1967); "Socialism and Rural Development" (1967); 
"Worker Participation" (1970), Mwongozo (1971); "Decentrali
zation" (1972) and "Politics is Agriculture" (1972), to be 
discussed later.
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have therefore revolved around these three problems—control, 

of the economy, productivity and equity. The ideology of. 

U.ifltnan is built on two related themes—viz. "self-reliance" 

and "national ethic"; the former defining the strategies of 

development and the latter defining the. normative basis of a 

stable political community in a situation of-rapid change. •

Both concepts emphasize democratic participation, absence of 

exploitation, and dependence on local, rather than external, 
resources.^ Thus the Tanzanian ideology is concerned with 

both economic and sociopolitical development, and it places ^ 
equal emphasis on the Instrumental and ethical values.^ The 

link of the two sets of values with the goals of political 

stability and economic development can .be shown diagrammatl- 

cally as in Figure 1 below,

The division of ideological norms into^ethical versus 

instrumental; those emphasizing equity versus those emphasiz

ing efficiency and productivity; and those emphasizing polit

ical stability versus those emphasizing economic development

^Both concepts will be elaborated later.

^Instrumental values relate to material goals; ethical 
values in,this context refer to the values which cannot be 
linked directly or immediately with the achievement of empir
ical ends but which may be Important for political and eco
nomic stability in-the long run. Other distinctions have 
been made in the literature. For example, Frank Schurmann 
makes a 'pure-practical' distinction, see his Ideology and 
Organization in Co^unist China (Berkeley: University of Cal- 
Ifornla Press, 1968); Samuel H. Barnes, "Ideology arid the Or
ganization of Conflict," Journal of Politics, Vol. XXVIII,
No. 3 (August, 1966), pp. 513-530. David E. Apter makes a 
consummatory-lnstrumental' distinction,- see his The Politics 

of Modernization (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1965).
1
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(Pig. 1 below) is only axi analytical device which will enable 

us later to locate the possible sources of conflict arising 

from the ideology itself and the problems and prospects of 

making them mutually supportive or congruent. A development 

ideology, such as U.)amaa, requires both sets, and In practice 

it is not possible—or even desirable—to make a rigid dls-^ 

tinction between them. This is particularly true in a new 

nation, like Tanzania, where "nation-building” entails eco

nomic growth and productivity of Inputs—both human and mate

rial—as well as the creation of a viable political system to r 

integrate several scores of tribal communities into a modern 

state. Again, in the context of Tanzania's Ujamaa, the very 

idea of development is to be understood in terms of growth 

and equity (material and psy^fiological).

Figure 1

THE LINK OP THE TANZANIAN IDEOLOGY WITH POLITICAL 
STABILITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Equity Principle 
^ National Ethic, 

etc.

Political Sta
bility and 
Legitimacy

Ethical Norms
■7-

/ V.

UJamaa
Ideology

V
Instrumental

Norms
Organization and 

Norms of 
Efficiency

Economic
Development
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The Moblllzatlonal Dimension

In an economy which is dependent on the; productivity 

of millions of scattered, small-holder farms, mobilization of 

the peasants for greater output becomes the main variab^le in 

the^development effort. The task of maintaining,a good bal-'\ 

ance between the two sets of values in -the mobilization proc

ess is, however, not an easy one. Several.sources of con

flict, exist. One potential source is between those 

' . emphasizing mobilization based on ethico-moral appeals.and 

• . those basing mobilization on instrumental appeals...(i.e. by 

promising liigh material pay-off or lavish state, subventions), 

which may create a division between the populist elite and 

the technlco-professional elite. A balance between the two 

"appeals" needs to be a contigiious process. For even if the ' 

leadership initially succeeds in controlling the tendencies 

towEirds excessive ethlcism or excessive instruraentallzation 

of the ideology, a conflict of goals may result at later 

stages. As the ideology becomes more clearly defined and as 

the growing "awareness" of the masses Increases demands on 

the state, the need for greater efficiency is felt and the 

established principle of equity may have to be "redefined" if 

it is not to hinder further development or cause political 

upheaval. One of the biggest challenges to the Tanzanian 

UJamaa revolution, then, seems to be how to regulate demands 

(and village dependence) on the meager resoiorces of the state 

while, at the same time, accelerating distributive reform in 

a manner that does not impair productivity.

r
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p This theme of peasant mobilization and its relation to 

the problems of village dependence on state subventions, dis

tributive reform (or equity) and productivity will preoccupy 

us in the rest of the study. All we need to do here is to 

specify, in broad conceptual terms, some of the negative con

sequences of mobilization which Tanzainia's Ujamaa ought to 

avoid. 'Mobilization for "modernity” starts with communica-
•7

tlon of "polltlcally-relevant" information, and as. such, it

initially represents only the "attltddlnal" component of-mod--.

ernization. Therefore, regardless of whether it^is dellber-’ 

■ate or accidental, political mobilization of the peasantry 

creates problems for the regime; the commonest one being the 

growing gap between aspirations and availability of material 

goods and services, which can lead to.the so-called "revolu- 

tlon of rising frustration." The challenge for a developing 

nation is to balance these aspirations with a high rate of 

output of goods and services, which may entail deferring 

gratification of some current "needs" and utilization of all 

j^.ilable productive surplus—human labor, land and savings.

Ironically, then, one source of dilemma is how to han

dle the goal of modernization itself which has proved' fo be a 

two-edged-sword, with positive and negative outcomes. Posi

tively, it widens the "political market" by bringing in new

r

^Thls is defined by John'R. Nellis, A Theory.of Ideol
ogy: The Tanzanian Example (Nairobi: Oxford University Press, 
1972), Chapter ‘i, as information leading to demands on the 
state; our use refers to information from an "authoritative" 
source, with the discretion of persuasion or coercion.
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participants. Negatively, it threatens regime stability by 

creating frustrated participants. The policy challenge to 

the regime, therefore, is how to mobilize the peasantry for 

developmental tasks without bourgeoisifying them and-; at the 

same time, without making them frustrated. As, we -shall elab

orate in.later chapters, Tanzania's Ujamaa ideology, espe

cially 'with regard to the rural communities (and the problem 

of urban unemployment), attempts to solve this problem "ideo

logically-"—i .e.—through appeals to "higher" ethicaT goals.

r
The Main Issues Restated

Announcing 1;he Arusha Declaration on February 5, 1967, 

Mwallmu told the nation that Tanzania had reached "cross

roads" and that a firm choice of direction was necessary. He 

later explained that Tanzania's development situation had en

tailed a limited choice between Initiating deliberate change

from within or remaining passive and wllllnilly absorbing

What factors brought Tanzania to this 

"cross-roads"? Why Ujamaa and why self-reliance? Why empha

sis on the rural village and agriculture? What are the prob

lems and prospects of a democratic, agrarian socialist.devel

opment in an ex-colonial,country? These questions .sum up our 

concern in this study.

U,1 amaa. as a model of rural development, is one in a 

series of rural development models or approaches attempted

8
change from without.

8
J. K. Nyerere, Tanzatnla; Ten Years After Independence 

(Dar es Salaam: Government Printer, 1971), p.
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since the colonial days. As such, its prospects and problems, 

can best-be assesjsed in the light of experiences with earlier 

rural development policies and approaches, 

the problems facing Ujamaa transformation In the rural'

Indeed, many of

areas

are a direct result of earlier policies and strategies.. 

Chapters 3 and-4 outline, in a "historical fashion," the main 

pre-Arusha rural development strategies to shed some light on 

the nature of the society that UJamaa seeks to transform;

It will become clear later, UJ amaa has elements of continuity

Thus

As

with, as well as elements of major departure fromj the earll- .j. 

er mobilization efforts. Moreover, It will be-seen that, de

spite rapid ideological and 'slogan* changes at the center

between 1962 and 1972, the machinery for mobilization (l.e.

the Party and state bureaucracy.^ remained virtually unchanged' 

at the local level.

The rest of this chapter examines two aspects of the 

broad question we posed earlier—national control of the

Thus the next section looks at the economic sources 

of the policy of socialism and self-reliance; and the follow

ing section then examines briefly what the policy of "self- 

reliance" has meant in practice since the Arusha Declaration.

economy.

THE ECONOMIC SOURCES OP TANZANIA'S UJAMAA

Although UJamah ideology has a large ethical component 

and reflects Mwallmu's personal moral convictions, the t•^Tn^npr 

of the Arusha Declaration was, in lau?ge part, a result of
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By the end of 1966, it had become clear 

that despite much effort and apparent growth in some sectors 

of the economy, the inherited economic structure had in-built 

The two main limitations became clear in -the

economic necessity.

limitations.

course of implementing the First Five-Year Development Plan 
introduced in July, 1964.^ These were (1) the failure to at

tract foreign capital, and (2) the colonial orientation of 

the economy.

Economic Realism and Foreign Capital
r

It is probably morei correct to view U.1 amaa and the

policy of national self-reliance as a result of failure of 

foreign capital and Investments than as an outright rejection 

of them. It is true that before the Arusha Declaration Tan- , 

zania's leadership had warned against the dangers of the

"Second Scramble" and against dependence on charity as the 
basis for nation-building^^ 

ical sovereignty.^^
or reason for surrendering polit- 

These warnings, however, remained per-
•C5

sonal concerns of Mwallmu Nyerere; there was no systematic

criterion foi< judging foreign aid, loans or Investments be

fore 1967. .. .

9
The United Republic of Tanzania, Five-Year Plan for 

Social and Economic Development (Dar es Salaam: Government 
Printer, 1964); hereafter referred to as the First Plan.

^°See particularly, J. K. Nyerere, "The Second Scram
ble," in Freedom and Unity (Dar es Salaam: Oxford University 
Press, ^

11See particularly J. K. Nyerere, Principles and De
velopment (Dar es Salaam: Government Printer, 1966).
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On the contrary, between 1961 and 1967, the Government 

mounted a'^concerted effort to encourage foreign Investments. 

Campaigns were made abroad through Tanzania's foreign mis

sions for private investments or investments on the basi's of 

state-private partnership. Furthermore, legal guarantees 

were given to protect would-be investors- against uhcompensat-. 

ed nationalization and to allow them safe margins of profit. 

The great "expectations" for external sources of finance dur

ing this period .are. evidenced by the fact that the Plrs.t-Plan 

■-(1964/69) was to depend on foreign assistance to the tune of

78 percent-of the central Government expenditure (and 52 per-
12cent of total Investmeht expenditure).

This was the era of "mixed economy" Ideology (or 

"African Socialism," as it waS:ir,.|lled in the sixties), de

fended by both politicians and bureaucrats as the "most real

istic" way of achieving rapid development under the prevail

ing conditions. Thus, commending the First Plan to the 

National Assembly in July, 1964, Mwallmu concluded~By en

treating the House to remember that "To be truly revolutlon-

The planners, on'

their part, explained the necessity to rely on the private'

sector and foreign capital:

Since -there is an upper limit to the investment ca
pacity of the Government, owing on the one hand to the

■7

..13ary, we must be absolutely realistic.

12• The First Plan.
^^See Mwalimu's speech published as Introduction to

the First Plan.
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low level of domestic resources and on the other to the 
constraints upon its ability to service overseas borrow
ings, "the coxmtry will have to continue to rely to an 
appreciable extent upon the private sector to accomplish 
the necessairy accretion of capital. In consequence, the 
Plan provides that the private sector will be given all 
reasonable guarantees for carrying out its business in 
conditions sufficiently attractive to Induce the rein
vestment of profits in 
investment from abroad.

Tanganyika and an inflow of new

Unlike the Second Plan (1969/7^—Introduced two years 

after Arusha), the First Plan had very little to say about 

"equity"; its main concern was economic development. Rapid

development would result from what was then described as 

"harmonious co-existence between, on the one slde^ the prl-. 

vate sector and, on the other, public and semi-public insti

tutions to the greater benefit of the country,

Plan clearly demarcated the spheres- of activity of each of 

these sectors in the industrial^^nd commercial undertakings; 

and the planning bureaucracy concluded: "In the-economic as 

well as^the social field the Government, having regard to the 

particular circumstances prevailing in Tanganyika, has re-

T

The First

sorted to realistic means for achieving the rapid development 

of the country." The "best method for ensuring the equitable 

distribution of wealth within the country," it was suggested.

"is the expansion of the co-operative movement and the promo

tion of Government participation in Industry and commerce in 

the form of joint ventures. „16 Thus Tanzania's First Plan

14
The First Plan, p. l8. 

^^Ibid.. pp. 18-19.
16
Ibid.. p. 19.
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shared the developmental enthusiasm of the first round of 

plans In Africa, emphasizing external source of finance and 

rapid economic development.

In the Tanzanian case, however, the optimism surround

ing the launching of the First Plan lasted for only a year. 

Some of the reasons which made the Government rethink its de

velopment strategies In 196? were hinted In the first year

progress report on the implementation of the Plan published

The progress report revealed two main bottlenecks—

Whereas the .Plan had en-'

in 1965.

one financial, the other manpower.

■visaged.ah Investment expenditure by'the Central Government 

of about $2.5 million by the end of the first year, only 

$1.24 million (50.6 percent) of the projected investment ex-

r

Most Ministries failed to secure - 

more than 50 percent of their expected development funds for

Finance was then identified as

penditure was realized.

the first year of the Plan.
17one of the main problems.

The Plan had relied as much on external professional

The recruitment process it

self was an expensive item, the Plan having called for cen

tralized responsibility for recruitment and a greatly expand

ed recruitment program, including the establishment of a

manpower as on external, finance.

18
"Tanzanian overseas recruitment office" costing $150,000.

17Ministry of Planning and Economic Affairs,. First 
Year Progress Report on the Implementation'^ of the Five-Year
Development Plan (Par es Salaam: Government Printer, 1965).

18Ibid., p. 2.
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Despite this effort, only a small fraction of the required 

personnel had been found by mld-1965, and the situation did 

not improve much during the remaining four years of the 
Plan.^^ ' -

Assessment of performance at the end of, the. Plan peri

od (1969) showed: the following results, from, which a-number of 

lessons were learned. First, making allowances for changed 

prices, real investment achievement was‘about 75 percent.,

Under the existing circumstances, and considering that this ^

was the first exercise in "comprehensive planning" within a ^ 

■ mixed economy structiire, this achievement must be considered 

It beftomes even more so in the light of the factimpressive,

that it was achieved despite the failure or delay of external

finance and personnel recrilitjiient. Thus, whereas the Plan' 

had envisaged that 78 percent of the Central Government ex

penditure and 52 percent of the total investment expenditure 

would come from external sources, 65 percent of the former 

and 70 percent of"the latter had to be squeezed from internal 

sources'. As Mwallmu correctly described it in 1969, the

First Plan turned out to be an exercise in self-reliance
20"with some warnings for the future"! The Government’had

IQ
^Ibld. At the beginning of the Plan year, there were 

154 vacant posts .cleared by the Civil Service Commission for . 
overseas recruitment. By mid-1965, only 75 people had been 
recruited, but these were almost immediately offset by 75 new 
.vacancies. Again,‘out of 324 high-level posts existing in 
1966, only 135 offers were made.

K. Nyerere, "To Plan is to Choose," Speech to 
TANU Conference, May 28, 1969, in Second Five-Year Develop
ment Plan (Pair es Salaam: Government Printer, 1969), p. 2; 
hereafter we shall refer to this plan simply as the Second 
Plan.
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introduced a development levy in mid-1965, and each budget 

after that year witnessed a dramatic rise in the prices of 

all luxury goods.

Second, an economic growth rate of 5 percent was

achieved as against 6.7 percent forecast in the Plan. This,

like meiny other^forecasts, was based on unreliable informa-.

tion regarding past economic trend and population growth '

rate.. It was assumed (on the basis of the 1957 census), for

Instance, that the population growth rate was 2.2 percent per

annum where.as the 1967 census showed it was 2.7 percent pjej?

annum. This information bottleneck led also to problems in
21planning the expansion of primary education.

Third, even though the value of capital goods—i.e. 

the machines in factories, bi^ildings, industrial goods, etc. 

—doubled. Industrial production grew at the rate of 10 per-
•)*.t

cent per annum instead of 14.8 percent target. This was low 

in view of the fact that by 1969 industry accounted for only 
about 7 1/2 percent'of the GNP.^^

were, certainly due to the country's failure to attract a high 

level of Investment, and therefore, we shall turn briefly'to 

the reasons for such failure. -

■r

Some of the shortfalls

21Thus, whereas it was assumed 50 percent of the 
school-age kids would be in school by 1969, only 47 percent 
were attending.

22

sectors.
See the Second Plan for details of results in other
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Failure to Attract Foreign Capital

Tanzania's failure to attract foreign capital during 

the pre-Arusha era was due to a number of factors. We shall

discuss them briefly In three categories—historical, 'econom

ic and Ideological.

The historical factors are closely linked with the 

history of the East African Community and the different co

lonial statuses of Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda.

Government had chosen Kenya as the "economic headquarters" of 

.British East Africa which consisted of Kenya, Uganda, Tanza- 

nylka and Zanzibar.

Commission (the parent, of the East African Common Services 

Organization and now East African Community), all common 

services. Including Industrial ^^undertakings, were concentrat

ed In Kenya.

The British

r
During the days of the East, African High

Two main factors account for the choice of 

Kenya: (l) the presence of a large white settler group mainly 

from Britain and South Africa; and (2) the fact that Kenya

w^s a Crown Colony whereas Tanganyika was a Trusteeship and 

Uganda and Zanzibar Protectorates. These historical factors 

contributed to the large developmental Imbalance among the' 

member states of the East African Community, with Kenya'behe- 

fltlng most from the partnership, especially with regard to 

Industrial and Infrastructural development. The Imbalance 

has remained despite two Important post-Independence 'agree

ments' geared to Its eradication.^^

23
The Kampala Agreement, 1964, and the Treaty of the 

East African Community, 1967.
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Insofar as development begets development, the econom

ic factors are closely linked with the historical factors. 

Following the British lead, and owing to the cumulative ad

vantage of Kenya, the overwhelming tendency since the' coloni

al days was for the major foreign investors to register their 

main offices in “Kenya, establishing headquarters in Nairobi 

from where they could exploit the wider East African market 

by extending branches to Uganda and Tanzania. Even after in

dependence, new investors continued to prefer Kenya which had 

. a more developed communication system and a wider .internal 

market for-modern goods.

Tanzania's Internal market remained relatively small 

largely because the colonial administration did not extend 

communication to the overwheliq^^ly larger portion of the 

country under subsistence. The transport system in Tanzania 

J.e.s. the Dar es Salaam-Ujljl-Mwanza Railway or the Tanga- 

bshl-Arusha Railway) was built to facilitate colonial admin

istration and to en'able the three main cash crops—sisal, 

cotton, coffee—to reach metropolitan markets. Until recent

ly, for Instance, fruits and meat could literally be rotting 

in Mwanza at the same time as some bureaucrats posted in 

Llndi (Southern part of Tanzania) were seeking a transfer at 

the threat of resigning because these essential items could 

not reach there. It was much easier for these goods to get 

to London than to some regions of Tanzania. In a real sense, 

the Tanzanla-Zambia road and railway development has "discov

ered" the southern parts of Tanzania for Tanzanians them

selves.

r
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These conditions, needless to say, were not conducive 

to foreign investment which prefers quick profit to‘invest

ment, in infrastructural development. Furthermore, Tanzania’s 

mineral resources (e.g. diamonds, gold, mica, etc.) have been 

of small quantity and difficult to exploit because of commu

nication and financial constraints. There was neither, a 

"Katanga" iior a "Kuwait" to attract billionaires.
•j

Yet, despite these economic limitations, it would 

probably have been possible to attract a little bit more for- 

elgn capital if the politico-ideological climate ha^ remained • 

"conducive" to foreign Investment. Eveh though before the 

Arusha Declaration Tanzania advocated the "mixed economy" 

Ideology, and actually campaigned for foreign Investments, 

the Tanzanian regime (or, at least, Mwallmu Nyerere personals 

ly) was clearly more egalitarian-oriented than Mzee Kenyat- 

taVs-iiegime in Kenya. Having published his treatise on 

UJamaa: The Basis of African Socialism towards the end of

1962, Nyerere was beginning to ask a fundamental question:

. "Development for whom?" This question is unmistakable in all 

his major speeches and writings between 1963 and 1966; he -was

no longer talking of unqualified '.'development" or "three ene

mies. Mwallmu's concern with the rapidly growing Income 

inequality was expressed as early as February, 1963, in an

address to the Association of Chambers of Commerce in East 

Africa:

24
Examine, for instance, the speeches in his Freedom

and Unity.
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We are conunltted to a philosophy of African Socialism 
and basic to It Is the principle of human equality. . . . 
The Important question Is how can we deal with Income In
equalities given the present facts of our economic life. 
First, we must energetically pursue policies which will 
Increase the amount of wealth produced In this country.- 
. . . Second, we must not allow 
ferentlals to become sacrosanct.

■ This personal concern, however, did not have much In

fluence on the First Plan; Indeed, the Plan showed no Indlca-' 

tlon that a "declaration'" as fundamental as the one made at

^^e present Income dlf-

But Mwallmu's■usha could come only three years later, 

egalitarian orientation, expressed In such measures as (1) a 

strong stand against minority rule In Squthern Africa, (2) r

higher minimum wages for the workers, (3) free or partially 

free secondary and post-secondary education, (^) a big budget

for social services to benefit a wider population, etc., 

could hardly escape the calculIK'lng eye of a foreign Invest- 

Profit calculations were further enhanced by the pres- . 

ence of-Kenya, a next-door neighbor, whose policies contrast-

or.

ed sharply with those of Tanzania even before the Arusha

Declaration.

Political stability—one criterion for investment—was 

undoubtedly Interpreted in purely economic terms, the extent 

to which the regime would be likely to permit expatriation of 

fat profits. In this regard, Kenya was adjudged to be 

"stabler" than Tanzania. The Western press as well as schol

arship played a role In propagating this Image. Kenya was 

contrasted with Tanzania (and Nigeria with Ghana), and the
uy

^^Quoted In the First Plan, p. 18.
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former—only next to Nigeria In the sixties—was considered a 

"model of democracy In Africa, 

a common disadvantage In this regard, and for similar rea- 

Both countries had chosen a "mixed economy" Ideology 

In an earlier phase and campaigned In vain for a higher level 

of foreign- Investment (Tanzania, 1961-66; Ghana, 1951-61) 

while, at.the same time, their leftist Ideological orienta

tion and strong antlcolonlallsm remained unmistakable In -the 

speeches and writings of their top leaders, 

tries, too, a formal socialist statement or program was Is

sued when external capital failed and the "contradiction" be

tween Ideological statements and actual policies pursued 

became obvious (Ghana, 1962 GPP Program; Tanzania, 1967 TANU 

Policy on Socialism and Self-Reliance; the latter being more 

revolutionary In structural sense than.the former which said 

virtually nothing about social structural changes

Although. It may be the case that Tanzania's welfare

,,26
Tanzania and Ghana shared

sons.

In both coun-

■r

26
The"late Tom Mboya himself used to brag of the fact 

that Kenya was the only "strong" two-party democracy In East 
Africa (l.e. before 1969), although. Ironically, this democ
racy failed to yield a single "democratic" election and Mboya 
himself was eliminated from the political scene by the-gun of 
an assjassln rather than by the vote!

27
'For an excellent discussion of the contradiction be

tween Ideological statements and actual economic policies 
pursued In Ghana, see Bob Fitch and Mary Oppenhelmer, Ghana; 
End of an Illusion (New York/London: Monthly Review Press, 
19b6); and Reginald H, Green, "Four African Development 
Plans; Ghaina, Kenya, Nigeria, and Tanzania," Journal of Mod- 
ern African Studies. Vol. Ill, No. 2 (1965). 
can be found In David E. Apter, Ghana In Transition (New 
York; Antheum, 1966), Appendix B, "Program of the Convention 
People's Party for Work and Happiness," pp-. 393-421.

c The GPP Program
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measures of the sixties—especially campaigns for higher 

wages by NUTA (National Union of Tanzania Workers)—contrib

uted to the low foreign Investment, there Is no evidence to 

suggest that these measures diminished the profits of foreign 

investments already established in the country, 

trary, the paradox of the situation was that., as average 

wages Increased between i960 and 1966, the surplus of enter- ' 

prises, commercial, industrial and plantation/estate, in

creased from 12.7 percent of national Income in i960 to l4.5 
2 8

percent in 1966.

The investors played two "tricks" to retain,a growing 

level of profit despite minimum wages laws. 

enterprises which faced price decline, stagnant sales and de

mand for higher wages (e.g. slsal.^estates), massive lay-offs 

occurred, creating a headache for the Government, 

tween i960 and 1966 total wage employment decreased from 

416,000 to 336,000. 

internal market, and which benefited from such market regula

tions as high import duties, licenses and quantitative re- 

■ strictlons on competing Imports, were at the same time able '

to pass on cost Increases to the Tanzanian consumers because’

29there were no regular mechanisms for price control.

The contradictions involved in the total situation

On the .con-

.•s

Flrst, in those

Thus be-

Second, the enterprises working for the

28
A. Van de Laar,‘"Growth and Income Distribution in 

Tanzania Since Independence," in Lionel Clieff and John S. 
Saul (eds..). Socialism in Tanzania (Nairobi: East African 
Publishing House, 1972), p. 107.

^^Ibld.. pp. 106-108.
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should be noted: (1) higher wages reduced the number of work

ers In a situation o£^/ra^ing expectations"; (2) "restric

tionism" within the mixed economy arrangement in practice 

benefited the foreign partner more, with the rising cos'ts- be

ing passed on to the ordinary consumer; (3) the leaders’ in

cessant campaigns “for "hard work," "higher productivity;"

made little sense to the politically aware sections of 

the working population who knew that the fruits of their hard 

work would have little lmpact"“'o'n the country; and (4) the 

welfare of the elite, on the other hand, was Improving rapid

ly despite national exploitation. 

foreign analyst of the Immediate pre-Arusha situation are 

worth quoting at some length:

It is not realistic to s^,^ose that a policy of wage 
restraint is acceptable when“uhe profits which would be 
enlarged thereby flee abroad, as was the case in 1963 and 
1964. -
overhauled end be.admonished to frugality if the politi
cians and the higher bureaucrats who announce this 'happy 
message' drive up in a large chauffeur-driven limousine.
. . . One cannot, in the context of Tanzania, expect much 
benefit from measures which tend to Improve the invest
ment climate even more, if in practice it appears that 
only a small exogenous minority reaps the fruits of this, 
not counting the usual negative influence on employment 
if capital cost for foreign Investors are being further 
subsidized. Now Just a handful of students, workers, 
bureaucrats and the attached politicians in fact form' the 
power elite. They have benefited most from independence" 
and sit in the saddle. Add to this the foreign govern- 
ment-to-government aid, plus foreign private Investments, 
allow the elite to teike marginal reforms. . . . The fact 
that foreign assistance may lead to a situation when the

«

etc • >

r

The observations of one

One cannot expect that the co-operatives can be

For a further discussion of the last dontradlctlon, 
see Issa Shivji, "Tanzania: The Silent Class Struggle" (Paper 
for the Universities of East Africa Social Science Confer
ence, Bar es Salaam, December, 1970), Part I'll.
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elite can show a growth record without having to sacri
fice Its own privileges, creates the Illusion that devel
opment can be had In a gentleman's way, without hardship. 
Of course, this Illusion will be crudely shattered now 
that foreign funds are not forthcoming, largely under the 
Impact of Internal problems In the West.31

These observations turned out to be correct. The Il

lusion" that. "harmonious co-existence" would produce develop

mental miracles was shattered before the end of the. First 

Plan period. As of June, 1968, the total foreign"contrlbu- ,■ 

tlon tq the Plan was only 35 percent of total Investment.

The relative Internal-external contributions between July, 

1964, and June, 1968, are compared In Table 1 below. For 

Tanzania, then, the adoption of the policy of "self-reliance" 

was clearly a matter of economic necessity, the promised for

eign capital having failed to come or where It was Invested 

having opened up further channels of national exploitation, 

as the experience of the First Plan showed.

Even If we assume that Tanzania would 'In the long 

run' be better off economically If It had been able to at

tract more foreign Investments within the mixed-economy 

structure. It could only attract such Investments at a high 

political cost, as a number of "political episodes" between 

1964 and 1966 showed. Three political quarrels with some 

Western countries. In particular, cost Tanzania a substantial 

amount of aid and loans for the First Plan. One was with

-r

West Germany over Tanzania's recognition of East Germany 

. which had been allowed to establish a Consulat'e In Bar es

^^"Van de Laar, op. clt., p. 112.
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Salaam after the Union with Zanzibar (1964). The second in

volved the U.S. (and, to some extent, Britain), over what was. 

described as the "Great Western Plot" (1964). The third ma

jor quarrel was with Britain over, minority declaration of 

unilateral independence in Rhodesia (1965). Other quafrels

involved South Africa and Portugal on questions-of racism and - 
32human oppression. _ ■ „

Tanzania's leadership saw some of these quarrels (es

pecially the one with West Germany which had bargained upon a 

threat to withdraw financial aid and personnel) as involving 

the fundamental question whether Tanzania's policies would be 

made in Dar es Salaam or in capitals of foreign lands. The 

strong commitment of Tanzania to the concept of "non-allgn- 

ment" had.been firmly stated ln'«cL"2rious writings and speeches 

of Mwallmu who continued to translate this commitment Into 

practice throughout*"the sixties. That by 1966 there had been 

growing criticism—within the Party and outside—of Mwallmu's 

ethical principles in relation to development was admitted by 

him in an address to the National Executive Committee of TANU 

in which he gave a cogent examination of the delicate balance 

between political sovereignty and foreign assistance to a der 

veloplng nation. 

ration. Its strong emphasis on self-reliance and de-emphasis

■f

The following year saw the Arusha Decla-

32
See Nyerere, Principles and Development. for de- , 

tails of the quarrels and their possible economic conse
quences.

^^Ibid.

^ w

’9ml
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of money as a development weapon can hardly be surprising in 

view of the foregoing discussion.^ • In its third part dealing 

with the policy of Self-Reliance and sub-titled "We are- at 

War," the Declaration stated: ^ '

TANU is involved in a war against poverty and oppres
sion in our country] this struggle is aimed at moving the 
people of Tanzania (and the people of Africa as a' whole) 
from a state of poverty to a state of prosperity. .
But it is obvious that in the past we have- chosep the 
wrong weapon for our struggl.e, because we -chose money as 
our weapon. We are trying to overcome our economic weak- - 
ness by using the weapon of the economically strong— 
weapons which in fact we do not possess. By our thoughts^ 
words and actions it appears as if we have come to the ^

'■ conclusion that without money we cannot bring about the 
revolution we are aiming at. It is as-if we have said, 
'Money is "the basis of development. Without money there 
can be no development.'3^

r

Colonial Orientation of the Economy

The pattern of communicatlot?~roads and railways—in

herited from the British administration clearly reveals the 

colonial orientation of the economy. Starting from an admin

istrative town or cash crop sirea, all roads and railways 

looked "outwards" and ended at a port. Feeder roads, so im

portant for the internal market, were Ignored. Given the 

colonial Interests, this pattern can be defended on narrow,
- 'u

economic arguments. It facilitated a quick transport of much ■

needed cash crops for British factories (cotton, sisal,- cof

fee), and stimulated production of such crops in the areas 

which could grow them. This pattern, however, produced a 

number of negative consequences for Tanzania's future devel

opment .

oil
The Arusha Declaration, pp. ^-5.

■■
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First, the emphasis on the needs of the 'mother 

try' condemned a large portion of Tanzania to perpetual sub

sistence; over 80 percent of the population lived under 

ditions of subsistence at the time of independence. In the" 

few cash crop areas—e.g. Kilimanjaro, Bukoba, Tukuyu, etc.— 

some development occurred largely out of the initiative of 

the local people who, with some mission education, were able 

to learn from white plantations arid estates. This process 

was partly responsible for the big inter-regional development 

imbalance which is now becoming a problem for UJamaa. fail

ure to provide -feeder roads to stimulate development in those 

areas without cash crops has meant (1) a diminished Internal 

market, (2) a mobillzational problem for the Party and Gov

ernment, and (3) a cycle of poverty-rand famine for' the remote 

areas which remained on the fringe of the colonial tutelage. 

Apart from campaigns fd'r "more cassava" (a crop with low nu

trition valued as a precaution against famine, and adminis

trative rules against soil erosion, the British formulated no

coun-

con-

policy at all with regard to the vast majority of the popula

tion in the subsistence sector. The following characteriza

tion of the plight of the Tanzanian peasants during the 

lonial administration is probably correct:

co-

The net result was a life of poverty and insecurity 
for the masses of the people, while a small number of 
foreign companies or p^>lvate farmers from Europe were ob
taining a comfortable life—often at the expense of their 
exDlolted workers. . . . Thus, overall, the wealth pro
duced in’Tariganylka: . . provided for.its people very 
little more than subsistence at a low level. Any surplus 
produced above this was mostly exported to the home ter-
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ritorles of the foreign companies or the agricultural 
estate ovmer.35

Second, since the growth of the monetary sector had 

depended on the needs of the metropolitan areas, the Inherit

ed economic structure as a whole depended heavily on produc

tion of subsistence foodstuffs and primary commodities for 

export. Thus;at the time of Independence (196I), the largest .

single export was unprocessed sisal, followed by raw cotton

and coffee., all accounting for 5^ percent of the total domes-

Slsal, the most Important foreign money earner^ »•
at the time, waa grown solely on forelgn-owned plantations. 

However, 80 percent of the coffee and almost all the cotton 

were produced by small holders; so were various types of oil

seeds (e.g. cashew nuts) which by 1961 were beginning to

The other cash crops which 

were growing In Importance—mainly tea, pyrethrum, tobacco 

and sugar—were, until late sixties, being produced almost 

entirely on forelgn-owned estates or on government-sponsored 

schemes.

tic product.
r

con

tribute to the export revenue.

36

Third, as a result of the neglect of the subsistence . 

sector by the colonial administration, Tanzania has had to^. . 

spend huge sums of money on Importation of food which could

^^Nyerere,. Tanzania: Ten Years After Independence.
P. 2.

36
The Urambo tobacco scheme In Tabora Is an example of 

the few successful settlement schemes including (initially) 
European, Aslan and African farmers. Although African out- 
growers had participated in the production of sugar* cane In 
Morogoro Region since early 1960s, their contribution re
mained very small.
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have been produced locally. Despite much campaign for In

creased food production during the post-Independence period.
••••

the figures for food Imports have been rather excessive for a 

poor country. For example, between 1961 and 1965 Imports of 

dairy products were rising at I8 percent per year, although -

more "heads" of cattle could be counted In Tanzania than
: 37heads of people. In 1966, the Government imported cereals 

worth $8 million; dairy products worth $4.6 million; and

spent similarly high sums on the Importation of margarine.

fats-, fruits and vegetables—all of which could have bden 
produced locally in Tanzania.^®

It has Jocularly been^said 
that Tanganyika was given independence "with famine" In•'1961;

for Mwalimu's first task as Prime Minister was to negotiate

for U.S. maize aid to alleviate thesSamine resulting from 

droughts of that yeeir.
the

Another serious drought followed in 

These droughts brought such serious food shortages be-1965.

cause the foundation had been very weak.

Fourth, because of the prevailing doctrines of mercan

tilism and division of labor, the industrial scene was 

worse than the agricultural scene.
even

Quantitatively, the in

dustrial sector was virtually negligible at the time of inde-^

37
Among many pastoral communities in Tanzania, and 

probably in other developing countries as well, the size of 
the herd is considered as ijnportant as the quality of the 
animals in measuring the wealth and social prestige of faml-
•L1>GS •

c

Av, 1. Dumont, Tanzanian Agriculture After the
^usha Declaration—A Report to the Government of Tanzania 
^uar es Salaam: Government Printer, 1969), pp. 12-13.
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pendence; even three years afterwards (1964) it accounted for 

only 5 percent of the monetary economy, and about 7-5 percent

Qualitatively, it was luxury-oriented.of the GNP by 1969- 

concentrating on such'things as breweries, tobacco plants.

In terms of ownership, it was almost exclusively in .

This de-emphasis of Industry and emphasis on

etc.

foreign hands.

a few cash crops' for export meant that Tanzania's economy Ci.

would continue to be structurally Unbalanced for‘a long time. 

This British inheritance is reflected in the economies of the

other.members of the East African Community as well which

For example, in 1969,still show a heavy agricultural bias, 

out of the total GDP of the-partner states (Tanzania, Kenya,

Uganda) of about $3,571 million (or shs. 25,000 million), ag

riculture accounted for about $1,429, million (40 percent). 

What is more striking is the fact that 21 percent of this GDP 

constituted nonmonetary items, predominantly subsistence ag

riculture and its related activities (forestry, hunting and 

fishing), and only 19 percent constituted monetized agricul

ture.^^

For the reasons noted earlier, Kenya is less dependent 

on agriculture than Tanzania and Uganda-, even though the con-' 

trlbution of agriculture to its GDP is still very high in 

comparison with industrial nations. For example, agriculture 

accounted for 33 percent of Kenya's GDP in 1969, with 20 per-

M. Mbllinyi, "East African Export Commodities and 
the Enlarged European Economic Community," The African Re
view, Vol. Ill, No. 1 (1973), P. 94.
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cent being subsistence and 13 percent monetized agricultural 

In the same year, agriculture accounted for 4l•j-.-activities,.

percent of Tanzania's GDP, with 22 percent being subsistence

(In 1962, about 53'per-and 19 percent monetized activities, 

cent of the nation's GNP, then $29.4 million and population

of 10 million, had “come from agriculture, while mining and 

manufacturing' combined accounted for less than 5 percent; and" 

only 4l percent of the agricultural output was in circula

tion, 59 percent being consumed locally by the producers 

themselves.) Uganda's economic structure was even mo,re spec

tacular, agriculture accounting for about 54 percent of its

GDP in 1969, with subsistence and monetary sectors claiming 
40

27 percent each. (Compare, for example, the heavy agricul

tural bias of the three East Afrl^Gan partner-states with the 

small agricultural contribution to the GNP of some of the EEC 

partner-states in 1969: Italy 9.7 percent, Netherlands 7 per

cent, Prance 5.8 percent, Belgium 4.6 percent, and Germany 

3.6 percent.

Since the colonial administration concentrated on the 

■ small monetized sector of agriculture ,(which enjoyed organ

ized market system, credit, extension facilities, storage,'" 

communication network, etc.), a large subsistence sector has 

continued to co-exist side by side with the monetized sector

^°Ibid., pp. 94-96.

^^EEC, European Community: The Agricultural Situation 
in the EEC (Brussels: Division for Agricultural Information, 
1971). The figures are quoted in Mblilnyl, clt.. p. 92.
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despite much effort to correct the Imbalance in the post

independence period. What this meant is that the monetized 

sector of agriculture depended entirely on external markets 

since its produce could not be consumed in the subsistence . 

sector. The dependency relationships resulting from thl,s 

situation created, -in the words of one observer, "an-asymme

try between the structures of production and consumption such

that East African money economies generally cbnsume what they
„i|2

do not produce and produce what they do not consume.

There was nothing intrinsic in the Tanzanian (or East,Afri

can) situation which made Industrialization impossible; rath

er, the colonial economy-was tailored to 'complement' metro-

Por example, when the British navy began 

a blockade of German East Africa (Tanganyika and Rwanda- 

Urundi states) in August, 191^, the Germans faced no techni

cal problem in manufacturing certain essential goods in Tan-

politan economies.

ganyika, including quinine, blankets, dye stuffs, cigarettes.

soap, bark socks, palm wine and a kind of petrol (trebol) 

The German administration converted themade from copra.

. Amanl Agricultural Research Institute into a multi-purpose

Industrial installation; and within eighteen months, accord--

ing to one report, the factory had produced:

16 varieties of food stuffs and liquors, 11 varieties of 
spices, 12 varieties of medicines and medlcamente, 5

P. Rweyemamu, "Possibilities of Regional Indus
trial Planning eind Development in East Africa" (Paper pre
sented to the 1972 E.A.C. Study Seminar on Integration and 
Regional Plan Coordination, Kampala, Uganda, June ^-l6, 1972).
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varieties of rubber products, 2 of soap, oils and candles 
and so forth. Some of these were produced in bulk, in
cluding 15,200 bottles of whisky and other spirits,
10,000 pieces of soap and other items.'♦S

Finally, the commercial sector and..tradlng pattern had 

inherited three types of problems. Both the Import and ex

port trade were in the hands of private businessmen, either 

resident Asian traders who dominated trade in virtually all 

Tanzanian urban centers, or foreign entrepreneurs. Only in a 

few towns like Moshi, Arusha^ etc., did the arh^dding^^cal

elite challenge the Aslan business monopoly to any noteworthy

degree; and this has remained true even after the Arusha Dec- 
44 '

Second, the marketing co-operatives which had 

been formed by peasants as a protection against exploitation 

by the Aslan middleman often worked against the Interests of 

the poorer peasants and in favor of progressive farmers, as 

we will show later. Third, at the time of independence, Tan-

laratlon.

zanlan overseas markets were restricted to the West. In ac

tual fact, the firm adoption of a "non-allghment" policy 

Imiiiecllately after independence was in part dictated by the 

need to expand transactions to Include non-Western countries.

43
M. J. H. Gaffey, Bailee of Payments Problems of a 

Developing Country: Tanzania (Berlin; IFO-Afrlcan Studies. 
Germany, 1967), p. 43.

44
The bureaucratic and populist elites which were be

ginning to Invest in trade are now prevented from doing so by 
the leadership code in the Arusha Declaration and the Statu
tory Disciplinary Committee created early 1973. However, the 
Asian businessmen Eire now dependent on the state ‘distribution 
organs which control the Import and export trade as well as 
prices of most products. But urban retail business has con
tinued to remain in the hands of Aslan communities.
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This expansion was rapid, beginning with Eastern European
45

countries, then Russia, China and other Asiatic lands. 

Internal market has remained small however, partly because of 

the low earning capacity of the larger section of the popula

tion and partly due to the fact that the country's communica

tion network Is still underdeveloped. ’

Owing to the urgent need to develop the rural areas to 

meet the growing demand (both qualitative and quantitative)

The ,

for food and cash crops, Tanzania has In the post-Arusha era 

chosen the strategy of maintaining a humble rate of Industri

al growth with the possibility of accelerating during the 

Third Plan (1974/79) and subsequent plans. The Second Plan 

(1969/74) allocated 56 percent of the total Central Govern

ment expenditure to projects with jjraijiedlate rural Impact,

with a view to revolutionizing rural productivity and wlden-
46

The Plan placed emphasis onIng the Internal market.

I ^United Republic of Tanzania, Budget Survey, 1965-66 
(Bar es Salaam: Government Printer, 1966)7 pp. l4-17. Within 
ten years (1961 to 1970), Tanzanian exports rose by 73 per- 

” cent to reach Shs. 1,688,733,753 In 1970, compared to Shs. 
973,344j800 in 1961. On the other hand, imports rose by 
143 percent or Shs. 1,145,486,754 In 1970, compared to Im
ports worth Shs. 793,729,200 in 1961. In 1970, only 6 per
cent of Tanzania's exports went to socialist countries; 20 ' '
percent going to U.K.; 30 percent to other Sterling areas; 13 
percent to E.E.C.; and 23 percent to other countries. In 
1962, no exports were made to socialist countries; in that 
year U.K. alone accounted for 32 percent of Tanzania's ex
ports and provided a source for similarly high Imports Into 
Tanzania. See Budget Surveys from 1962 onwards. Transaction 
with China did not occur on any noteworthy scale until mid
sixties, after Kawawa's visit to China (1964), Mwallmu's vis
it (1965) and Chuo en Lai's visit to Tanzania (1965).

^^United Republic of Tanzania, The Economic Survey. 
1970-71 (Dar es Salaam: Government Printer, 1971), PP. 52-53.
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labor-intensive, small-scale Industries and crafts which can 

be worked by the people themselves, a strategy defended as

follows:

Although mass production is the best and cheapest way - 
• of meeting the needs of our people for certain types of 
goods, there are many others where, the needs, can be-bes-t-. 
met by labour-intensive, small-scale industries and craft 
workshops. Obvious examples of this are-furniture,’which 

be made locally from local materials without the. 
problem of transportation over long distances; ready-made 
clothes; and local food preservation. ... Such activi
ties have the further advantage that they require very 
little capital Investment, and they can be carried on the 
villages'and small towns of our country, thus improving 
the quality and variety of life in the rural areas.**'

can

The policy of self-reliance requires a wider partici

pation at the village level in a variety of agricultural, 

craft, and small-scale Industrial activities, rather than a

Theconcentration of Inputs in urban industrialization, 

problems and prospects of promoting "the norms of self- 

reliance at a high level of productivity in the villages will 

be examined in Chapter 7- Iri the following section^ we shall 

restrict our discussion to the broad implications of the pol

icy of self-reliance with respect to national "interaction" 

with the external environment.

UNITY OP SOCIALISM AND SELF-RELIANCE

U.jflTTiaa, as a development model, has resulted from 

three main sources, namely (1) a harsh development decade 

which-'taught that dependence on external finance could not be

^"^The Second Plan, p. xlil'j^^
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the basis for national development; (2) the lessons learned 

from previous development approaches; and (3) personal con

viction by Mwallmu that certain traditional norms of co

operation can be reactivated to serve modern development ' -

goals, and concern about the rapidly growing .Inequality after 
US

Independence. - -

From these various experiences (documented In the next two 

chapters). It Is scarcely surprising that Mwallmu presents ,so- . 

clallsm and self-reliance as closely related concepts: "The 

truth Is that It Is not possible to accept socialism without
emphaslze.g;f^^

self-reliance In development Is an application of the lesson 

that "only Tanzanians are sufficiently Interested to develop 

Tanzania In the Interest of Tanzanians, . . . socialism Is an
-ST*

application to economic and social life the doctrine of human

self-reliance,.or vice versa," he Whereas

.,50
Both the ethical and Instrumental aspects of 

Ujamaa are thus given a developmental Justification, with so

cialism defining a new principle of equity and socioeconomic 

organization, and self-reliance defining the methods as well 

■as the development inputs to be used.

Self-reliance Is conceived at two levels—viz. the ria-’ 

tional level and the village community level. As we pointed

equality.

These various matters are discussed in Nyerere's 
Freedom and Socialism.

49
J..K. Nyerere. The Arusha Declaration Teach-In (Bar 

es Salaam: The Information Services, 1967), p. 4.

^°Ibid.
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out earlier, the lesson for national self-reliance was 

learned mainly from the experiences of the First Plan (1964/ 

69), and that of village self-reliance was learned mainly 

from the failure of the transformation approach (1963/66) to 

which we shall refer briefly in Chaipter • 4. ’ While the 

former rejects state dependence on foreign sources, the lat

ter rejects continued village dependence on the state for de-' 

velopment Inputs. However, in neither, case is a degree of 

'mutual interdependence' (or initial assistance) for mutual 

benefit denied.

■ The basic requirement for both levels is that local 

materials and efforts of the people should as far as possible 

be used to generate wealth from within and that external aid 

—whether in the form of gifts, loans or investments—should
■‘■S—■-■f'

be considered supplementary rather than basic to development. 

Thus the Arusha Declaration recommended a complete reorienta

tion of the attitude prevailing in the sixties with regard to 

development, whether conceived nationally or locally:

Our Government and our.leaders and other people keep 
on thinking about ways of getting money from outside.
. . . But there is no country in the world which is pre- ' 
pared to give us gifts or loans, or establish industries, 
to the extent that we would be ab-le to achieve all our' 
development targets. . . . Even if it were possible for us 
to get enough money for our needs from external sources, 
is this what we really want? Independence means self- 
reliance. . .

The Tanzanian leadership has repeatedly emphasized

51
See particularly The Arusha Declaration, pp. 8-13.

^^Ibld.■ pp. 8-9.
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that the policy of self-reliance—at state or village level— 

does not mean autarchy; It Is rather a "recognition" that a
• -7 •

people c^ only develop themselves with or without external 

assistance. More primarily. It Is a recognition that "the 

development of a country Is brought about by people, not by

money," and that "Money, and the wealth It represents. Is the
,.53“result and not the basis of development, 

briefly the practical Implications of this policy at the

We shall outline .

state level.

•rImplications; Self-Reliance and Non-Alignment

What has this meant In practice? At the national lev

el, the concept of self-reliance agrees very well with Tanza

nia's policy of non-alignment. It has entailed not only re

lying, as far as possible, on lnix7?nal resources but also

Interacting politically and economically with a wider exter

nal market. Thus, since the Arusha Declaration, participa

tion In International trade has not only Increased but, more 

significantly, changed Its character. For example, with the 

country's greater control of the economy. It has been possi

ble to undertake preliminary processing of some export mate^ 

rials as well as to promote Tanzanian products at home 

through tariff measures.

Furthermore, external assistance has Increased rather

5^-

^^Ibld.. p. 13.
54

The state controls the Import and export trade since
1969.
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than decreased in the post-Arusha period; but only the as

sistance which is consonant with the objective of socialism 

and self-reliance has been sought. There is no necessary 

contradiction between foreign assistance and national self-- 

reliance within the post-Arusha politico-economic context.

The policy is clear on this: "Gifts and loans . . . which 

start off or stimulate our own efforts are useful. . . .But 

[those] which weaken our own efforts should not be accepted 

without asking ourselves a number of questions.

In terms of loans (which are preferred to "gifts"}, 

there was a big Increase in total external debt from $135 

million in 1966 to $3^9 million in 1971. During the same 

period, however, government borrowing from internal sources 

similarly rose from $38 million to $1^*6 million. 

of external to domestic debt decreased from 60 percent at the 

end of 1968/69 financial year to 55 percent at the close of 

1969/70 financial year, rising to 57 percent by May, 1971j 

due to the big government loan to finance the Tanzanla-Zambia

Thus, in both theory and

.,55

The ratio

road and railway development, 

practice, the policy of national self-reliance has not meant 

autarchy; it has actually meant greater efficiency in moblllz-- •

Ing Internal and external finance for specific projects

^^See The Arusha Declaration, pp. 8-10.
56 The big

rise in external debt is mainly due to the huge Chinese loan 
for the Tanzania-Zambia Railway.

The Economic Survey. 1970-71. PP. 30-33.

^"^Ibld. The Chinese loan was $48 million by mid-1971> 
devoted entirely to the railway.
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determined by the Government. Ironically, the Second Plan 

(1969/74) based on a clearly stated ideology of socialism and 

self-reliance was able to attract more external finance and

from wider sources than the First Plan which was based on the 

vague pragmatic ideology of "African Socialism" or "mixed
j” Q » .

economy."

Self-Reliance in Technical Information

The policy is also clear on the necessity to continue 

relying on external technical manpower before the nation 

achieves self-reliance in manpower, currently estimated, to be 

1980. As a policy statement puts it: "It is not being self- 

reliant to refuse to carry out the directions of a foreign 

engineer, a foreign doctor, or a foreign manager; it is Just 

being stupid. It is absolutely vi(i3iL that Tanzanians should 

determine policy; but if the implementation of a particular 

policy requires someone with good educational qualifications 

or long experience, it is not very sensible to allow that 

policy to fall through pride.

Meanwhile, localization of manpower has proceeded very 

fast. Thus, whereas only about 26 percent of the occupied 

senior and middle-grade civil service posts in 1961 were held

.,59

58The list of post-Arusha external sources of loans is 
long and varied; Including IDA, USAID, Sweden, Denmark, Ita
ly, Canada, Britain, Israel, Russia, China, Federal Republic 
of Germany, Yugoslavia, etc.- For a specific identification 

‘of the Ideology of "African Socialism" and "mixed economy," 
see Kenya Government, African Socialism and its Application 
to Planning in Kenya (Nairobi: Government Printer, 1965).

^^Nyerere, The Arusha Declaration Teach-lh, p. 9-
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by citizens, about 90 percent localization of these posts had 

been achieved ten years later, the 10 percent^ expatriate por

tion being mainly ifT'the highly technical and professional

To further accelerate the process of- localization, 

an important presidential directive was Issued in 1972 urging 

all civil service- and parastatal bodies to re-examine all the 

posts held by expatriate personnel to ensure that (1) no un- 

necessairy overseas recruitment is mnde and (2) that there is

fields.

a sound program for the replacement of currently serving ex- 

Furthermore, the state has placed great empha-patriates.

sis on science subjects at the secondary school level and at

the University of Dar es Salaam as well as built technical 

secondary schools so as to reduce the current dependence oh 

foreign sources for technical manpower.

Tanzania's effort to achievV-loclallsm and self- 

reliance will be severely weakened if the center does not 

acquire a reasonable degree of self-reliance in technical in

formation. Whatever surplus is produced at the village level 

is ultimately handled by one or the other of the many state

^°The United Republic of Tanzania, Survey of Employ
ment and Earnings, 1970 (Deir es Salaam: Government Printer, .- 
1970), pp. 8-9. "These percentages do not convey a true pic
ture of the localization situation because by 1971 about 40 
percent of the total posts in the civil service (5,424 as 
compared to 1,156 in 1961) were vacant.

^^Presidential Directive No. 10 of 1972.

6 2For a thorough examination of the high-level manpow
er situation, see the various "Manpower Reports to the Presi
dent" prepared by the Manpower Planning Unit of the Ministry 
of Planning and Economic Affairs, Dar es Salaam, from 1963 
onwards.
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organs concerned with development and distribution. At pres

ent, these organs depend heavily on external expertise in the 

form of management agreements, feasibility studies and even

recommendations for such things as "trade-marks" to boost 

Tanzania's markets abroad. Experience with nationalized 

economy since 1967 has clearly revealed the difficulties of 

attempting to control the economy without a high level of •

Three types of problems are inlocal technical information. 

volved: (1) technical Information from outside is always very 

expensive for a poor country; (2) the reliability of the data 

generating,such information is often questionable; and (3) it

is often difficult to distinguish the Ideological preferences 

of the foreign expert from the purely technical matters in

his. recommendation. We shall take a few examples to illus-

trate these problems.

The question of who should control the economy was

settled in 1967 by the Arusha Declaration which gave the

state control over the major means of production and distri

bution. This control must be viewed in socialist as well as

nationalist terms; for Tanzania's UJamaa is at the same time 

.. a method of building an egalitarian society and a strategy of . 

minimizing foreign exploitation. However, even though the 

top administrators and directors of the nationalized and re

organized industries and corporations have been local people.

63For some consequences of this dependence, see Peter 
E. Temu, "The Employment of Foreign Consultants in Tanzania: 
Its Value and Limitations," The African Review, Vol. Ill, No. 
1 (1973), pp. 69-84.
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these industries have depended heavily on advisers and con

sultants hired.from outside. Huge amounts have thus contin

ued to flow out through management fees, consultancy fees and 

other contractual services supplied by foreign firms, 

cording to one assessment of the early years of nationaliza- . 

tion:

Ac- ' -

Management-contracts undertaken . . . may involve 
costs that are every bit as hea-vy as the costs to the 
economy would be if the Corporation in question were 
fully under direct foreign ownership. . . , [Tanzania's-} 
bargaining- strength is so weak that the cost of the serv
icing human capital may well have risen considerably.®5

As early as I960, a World Bank mission i^ad recommended 

that Tanzania should be prepared to offer attractive salaries 

and Inducements to expatriate personnel: "It should be empha

sized that overseas recruitment is not possible unless sal

ary, tenure and other terms are comp^^'sltlve with those in 

other countries. While expatriate officials are currently 

well-paid by local African standards, their remuneration does

not compaire favourably with their market value in their own 

and many other countries. .,66 Before nationalization, the 

government was only concerned with foreign expertise for the

64
See Issa Shlvji, "Tanzania: The Silent Class Strug

gle" (Paper for the 1970 Universities of East Africa Social 
Science Conference, Bar es Salaam, December 27-31, 1970); Ann 
Seidman, "Comparative Industrial Strategies in East Africa," 
East African Journal. Yol. VII, No. 6 (June, 1970).

^^J. Helleiner, "New. Forms of, Foreign Private Invest

ment in Africa" (Economic Research Bureau Paper 67.12, Dar es 
Salaam); quoted in Seidman, "Comparative Industrial Strate
gies in East Africa," p. 39.

66
World Bank, Economic Development of Tanganyika 

(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1961), p. 192; 
ferred to simply as World Bank.

Iereafter re-
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technical divisions of the civil service and a few state

undertakings,.,but after nationalization of the commanding 

heights of the economy, the entire burden of foreign exper

tise has fallen on the government. Moreover, the need for ' •

technical expertise of veirious types has increased with the. 

centralization of the economy. Thus, a part of what is 

gained in the control of the economy is "lost" in the pur

chase of technical information from outside; indeed, techni

cal information has become a new form of foreign private in- . 
vestment in Tanzania since the Arusha Decl£iration.^7

This new form of Investment is made by Individual ex

perts as well as by consultancy firms such as the McKlnsey 

Consultancy Firm which recommended and partially supervised

the decentralization of the State Trading Corporation (STC)

The "costs" do not end withand government administration.

the actual money paid to these experts and firms as fees 

(which have' always been very high). In most oases, the firm 

which did the "feasibility studies" was given a new contract 

(often the contract having been implied in advance) to Imple-

raent its own recommendations. This procedure benefited the 

firms which were free to obtain "artificially" expensive liia- '' ‘ 

terials and personnel either from their homeland or their 

other companies and branches abroad. 68
The point we are

■ 67For a further discussion of this form of investment, 
see Helleiner, "New Forms of Foreign Private Investment in 
Africa," Shlvjl, "Tanzania: The Silent Class Struggle," and 
Temu, "The Employment of Foreign Consultants in Tanzania."

68
This was as true of such management agreements as 

those of tourist hotels (e.g. the Kilimanjaro Hotel) as those
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making Is simply that, even though nationalization of the 

commanding heights of the economy has created the essential 

basis for socialist reconstruction in Tanzania and substan

tially reduced the pre-Arusha levels of national' exploita- - 

tion, continued dependence on external "technical Inputs" may 

lead to new. forms of exploitation, as the brief experience 

with socialist economy has shown.

The second problem relates to the reliability of the 

data on which'reports and recommendations made to the Govern

ment have been based. This problem has three dimensions. 

First, data is not readily available to the expert entrusted 

with the task of making feasibility studies or recommenda

tions; thus the importance of research and delta storage can-, 

not be overemphasized if planning is to be based on facts 

rather than speculation. Second, the brevity of visits by 

foreign experts (in many cases less than a year) meant that 

their reports and recommendations were based on very vague 

knowledge of the situation. For example, falling to examine 

the factors which led to the failure of the various "trans

formation" projects of the colonial period, the World Bank 

Mission to Tanzania in I960 recommended a similar transforma- . 

tion endeavor which,was doomed to fail from the beginning.

of the key national organs of distribution (e.g. the State 
Trading Corporation) and industrialization (e.g. the National 
Development Corporation). See Shlvjl, "Tanzania: The Silent 
Class Struggle," and Temu, "The Employment of Foreign Con
sultants in Tanzania," for some examples of the Influence of 
such firms and the economic consequences of their recommenda
tions .
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Third, experience has shown that most of the reports and rec

ommendations have an interest in the status quo, seriously

conflicting with the national ideology and goal of national
V,

Thus, for example, a report submitted to the- 

Government in April, 1971 (four years after the Arusha Decla

ration), recommended that a minimum of seventy-five profes

sional economists will be needed by 1980-85 for agricultural 

research alone and that "Pending the availability'of quali

fied Tanzanian researchers, priority research should be

Another report (June, 1970)^ 

recommended the establishment of an Agricultural Marketing 

Corporation (AMC) to supersede the existing marketing boards,

and suggested minimum qualifications of its staff which would
70

automatically eliminate local personnel.

reveal clearly the disutility of reports based on (a) little 

understanding of the situation, and (b) preferences for the 

status quo.

self-reliance.

.,69
staffed with expatriates.

These two reports

They both disregarded the national goal of so

cialism and self-reliance and recommended the "market system"
71as the best alternative.'

69
•^Agricultural Research Needs of Tanzania (Washington, - 

D.C.: U.S. Agency for International Development, 1971), pp. 
118-127.

70Herbert C. Krlesel et al., "Agricultural Marketing 
in Tanzania: Background Research and Policy Proposals" (Mich
igan State University, Department of Agricultural Economics, 
1970),' p. 22 (mimeographed). .According to their recommenda
tions, not a single Tauizanlan would qualify for a managerial 
position in the AMC during the seventies. See Temu,^op. 
clt., pp. 7^-75, for an analysis of this report.

71The full implications of these recommendations are 
examined by Temu, 22.. cit.. especially pp. 71-78.
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This brings us to the third problem—that of disen

tangling Ideological preferences of the expert from the pure

ly technical concerns. The above two reports were rejected 

outright because their antl-UJamaa consequences were quite, ' •

obvious; the long-term consequences of other reports and rec

ommendations have not been as easy to determine. A related 

problem Is that the local managerial elite Is Itself a prod- 

uct of an educational system which emphasized values of the 

market system- and had served In that structure until the

Arusha Declaration. Thus the managerial elite has In the. 

past four, years come under attack for (a) being "mlsorlent- 

ed," (b) falling to detect the new channels of national ex

ploitation, (c) falling to reorient the economy and working 
habits to the new norms of Ujamaa, etc.'^^

The need to have a local elite which Is fully aware

and committed to national goals and policies Is particularly 

great In Tanzania because until now advice and consultancy 

have been given by Individuals and firms representing vau?lous 

Ideologies. This Is In keeping with Tanzania’s non-alignment 

position and belief that there Is no single country which

could provide a "model" for her UJamaa. -There Is a "realls- '

72
These various accusations have appeared In the local 

papers In the past four years; see particularly the "Readers 
Forum" columns In The Standard. 1970-1972; Dally News. 1972- 
1973. , For a professional analysis, see B. P. Mramba and 
B. U. Mwansasu, "Management for Socialist Development In Tan
zania: The Case of the National Development Corporation," The 
African Review, Vol. I, No,. 3 (January, 1972), pp. 29-47; iiid 
Edith Penrose, "Some Problems of Policy In the Management of 
the Parastatal Sector In Tanzania: A Comment," The African 
Review, Vol. I, No. 3 (January, 1972), pp. 48-517“"^
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tic view" that superior technology in relation to specific 

projects should not be rejected for dogmatic reasonsj nor 

should technical lessons learned from the West be Ignored 

simply because these countries are not socialist. ^

The great emphasis placed on "high-level manpower" (as 

the phrase goes in Tanzania) since 1963 when formal manpower 

planning started contributed to the "elitist" orientation of 

secondary and university students whO' considered themselves

This orienta

tion was demonstrated by the students' unwillingness to par

ticipate in the national service program Initiated in 1966. 

The ethical, side of education which would bring the students 

closer to the needs of the masses had been sacrificed to the 

instrumental side in the rush to produce a local technocracy. 

Thus Mwallmu's paper on Education for Self-Reliance (196?)

to be an indispensable, highly-placed group.

was partly an attempt to redress the balance between ethical 

and Instrumental aspects of socialist education, and efforts

have been made since then to recast the entire educational 
74system.' Yet it will be some time before these efforts

^^Thus, for example, the Tanzanla-Zambia Railway is 
. being built by the Chinese while the Tanzanla-Zambia Road is 
being built by American companies. Again, in 1972 a team led 
by the Speaker of the Parliament went to the United States to . 
study the "technique" of managing absentee ballots. This was 
considered a purely technical matter, although the party sys
tems in the two countries are- entirely different. Similarly, 
there are Western as well as socialist advisers in the vari
ous state organs managing the economy, depending on the na
ture of the project.

74 .' J. K. Nyerere, Education for Self-Reliance (Bar es
Salaam: Government Printer, 1967); see also the various arti
cles in Idrlan N. Resnlck (ed.), Tatnzanla; Revolution by Edu-
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produce a cadre which is well-grounded in the philosophy of 

Uiamaa. For example, a child who enrolled in school in 1967 

—the year of the Declaration—will not graduate at the Uni

versity of Dar es Salaam until around 1983J and when he grad

uates he will have been taught by people who were themselves 

a product of an entirely different educational system. Hence

the Importance of an on-going program of U.1 amaa education for . 
75the serving elite.

These problems a're, however, transitional, and as such 

they cannot be used as an argument against nationalization of 

the economy. Again, as^we noted earlier, it would-be almost- 

Impossible to "Tanzanlze" the economy without placing it in 

the hands of the state because at the time of the Arusha Dec

laration local entrepreneurship was very limited.

Tanzanian leadership saw a basic unity ‘between economic na

tionalism and socialism, on the one hand, and between social

ism and self-reliance, on the other.

Given the country's heavy reliance on agriculture, 

transformation of the rural villages becomes the first prior-

Thus the

cation (Dar es Salaam: Longmans of Tanzania Ltd., 1968). The 
measures taken since 1967 include (1) a recast of primary and 
secondary curricula to bring them closer to the agricultural 
and technical needs of the country; (2) introduction of "po
litical education" in all secondary schools; (3) greater em
phasis on technical education than on liberal arts, and (4) 
establishment of TANU Youth league branches in secondary 
schools and at the University of Dar es Salaam as an organ of 
youth indoctrination.

1

75Klvukonl College provides such a program but its en- 
■ rollment is still small, and the Party has a "Political Edu
cation" section with a full-time secretary. More effort will 
be necessary during the seventies.
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Ity area, if self-reliant, socialist development Is to be

This entails a change from the earlier emphasis on 

village "self-help" within the traditional social systems to 

village self-reliance within new, dynamic communities based 

on the principles of U.1 amaa to be examined later.

achieved.

CONCLUSION

We have attempted to show in this’chapter that the 

Arusha Declaration was in large part a logical response to 

the challenges of a delicate "development situation." In 

particular, the challenge of the first of the three questions 

we posed at the beginning of the chapter, i.e. how to effect 

national control of the economy of an underdeveloped, ex- 

cplonlal country.
‘ic ’*■

Second, we have argued that nationalization was a nec

essary beginning in Tanzania's case, and that the acquisition 

of greater "internal capabilities"—e.g. technical informa

tion and a committed, "politically awaire" cadre will be neces

sary to minimize the effects of the new forms of foreign in

vestments which will for some time continue to be needed.

This will undoubtedly require a careful balance between the 

ethical/polltlcal and Instrumental considerations in the edu

cational reform initiated in 196? and still going on in Tan-

zanla.

Third, as the nation continues to apply the principles
<

of self-reliance and non-alignment in its interaction with
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the external environment. It hks at the same time to seek 

ways of Increasing internal productivity and equity. The 

main strategy adopted since Arusha is to create self-reliant 

U.1 amaa communities throughout the rural areas. The two ques

tions—i.e. productivity and equity—will therefore preoccupy 

us in the rest of the study, specifically in relation to the 

problems and prospects of agrarian socialist development.

As defined by the Arusha Declaration and subsequent' 

policy statements, the Tanzauilan road to socialist develop

ment entails a delicate balance between (1) equality and pro

ductivity; (2) persuasion and coercion; (3) greater, community’ 

self-reliance and greater national integration, etc. How

ever, most of the existing Imbalances and "mlsorientations," 

Including village overdependence on the state, rural differ

entiation, low productivity, peasant diaii’ust of governmental 

change agents, etc.,-have a direct link with the past coloni

al as well as post-independence rural development policies. 

Thus, in the following two chapters we shall outline the pre

vious policies particularly in relation to three questions, 

namely (1) the nature and productivity of the economy; (2) 

the nature of society emerging from the policies, and (3) the 

"mobllizatlonal” content of the strategies used. This ap

proach will clarify the tasks facing the new nation in its 

effort to achieve a democratic socialist transformation.



Chapter 3

THE COLONIAL INSTRUMENTALISM AND 
RURAL DIFFERENTIATION A

The colonial period, by and large, merely froze the sit
uation It found. Stagnation and tribal separation were 
Its key stones. So It was with the Germans and so It 
was with us [the British]. Amatexu* In the twenties, 
though better later on, our administration diligently 
spent what we received from local taxation and .that was 
Just about that. Any one who bothers to read the Dis
trict Books of the Interior will see that the great 
desideratum, politically above all, was that nothing 
should happen tomorrow except what happened today. And 
nothing much did happen. Nothing much, that Is, until 
the rise of TANU.

— Basil Davidson, "Tanganyika on Its Own," New 
Statesman. 65:l660 (January 4, 1963).

•‘C.'i:

We use the term "colonial Instrumentalism" to describe

the colonial development policy In Tanzania In two senses. 

First, In the sense that the colony was used as an "Instru

ment" for satisfying the "home needs" of the colonial power— 

wheth^i^German or British. Second, In the sense that the 

colonial policy concentrated on the productivity of small 

. groups (planters or "progressive farmers"), thereby Ignoring 

other fundamental questions such as equity or "quality" of

We shall attempt to show that this

i •

the emerging society, 

policy orientation has created many development problems for

Teinzanla during the post-Independence period and that the^ 

legacies Inherited will for some time to come Influence the

106
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, :a
strategies adopted to correct the development Imbalance be

tween different areas of the country.

Prom the colonial days to the U.1 amaa era, five differ

ent "models" or approaches to rural development have been 

tried. The colonial period produced two—the Plantation/ 

Estate Model and the Progressive Parmer Model; the post- 

Independence, pre^rusha period produced two—the Transforma

tion Model and the Improvement/Mass Extension Model; eind the-, 

post-Arusha period has produced the U.1 amaa Model. This lat

est model has learned a great deal from the preceding models, 

as It will become clear later.

Each of the above models had structural and normative

Implications built In them. The Improvement/mass extension

taking the peasants "asrevo]j;tlonary,
i,:^^7~through extenslb/..^ service, to Im-

raodel was the least 

they are" and attempt 

part technological Information which would gradually lead to 

change In peasant behavior and higher productivity, 

ever, the notion of "Improvement" has been a common factor In 

all the five models; but the post-Independence "Improvement

(How-

Approach," as we. shall see In the next chapter, deserves to 

be treated as a separate model.) The most revolutionary, 

conceptually, have been the transformation and U.1 amaa models; 

In each case, rapid structural and normative transformations 

were expected, although the former' leaned towards capitalism 

while the latter sought a socialist-revolution. Both the 

progressive farmer and transformation models have been dls-s 

credited; and now the Improvement approach has been over-
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shadowed by UJamaa. while plantations and estates have been

nationalized in part or in total. The present chapter exam

ines the "colonial Instrumentalism" as embodied in the plan

tation and progressive farmer models, with the questions we 

posed at the end of the previous chapter in mind; and the 

next chapter will examine the pre-Arusha effort to mobilize 

the peasantry via the transformation and improvement ap

proaches .

POLICY EMPHASIS ON METROPOLITAN NEEDS

Colonial, development policy in Tanzania can b'e summed

First, it was In-up as a response to three related factors. 

itlally a response to the needs of the mother country, as the 

discussion of the plantatlon/Estate model will show, 

in a later stage, it was a response to the growing political

Second,

pressure exerted by the colonial population; this is clearly 

shown by the post-war randomized planning and reclamation

Third, in the final stage, it was a 

response to the failure of eeirlier measures to foster polltl-

schemes of the fifties.

cal stability, hence the idea of "progressive farmer" as a

This final response could be called "po-stabllizlng force, 

lltical suitIcipation" to protect the Empire, as we shall

elaborate later. Both the Germans and the British had simi

lar initial objectives with regard to their East African 

holdings. In the words of one analyst:

The policies on agriculture were such that they were 
eventually to make the East African countries of Tanga-
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nyika (German East Afrloa^I^enya, Uganda and Zanzibar 
(British East Africa) into plantations producing copra, 
coffee, tea, cotton, tobacco, vanilla, rubber, etc., in 
.short, all the possible crops which would form the export 
commodltleis. At first both Governments had similar ap
proaches towards producing these crops, and the approach 
was to develop large plantations and Import white set
tlers to come and live and develop them further. In some 
areas this policy worked, but the Germans later changed 
their minds after experiencing failures and let small 
holders raise some crops. The British were successful 
with the policy in Kenya but less successful In Uganda 
and Zanzibar. By the end of the two World Wars many of 
the export crops which were originally plantation crops 
were grown by smallholder farmers.1

The heavy emphasis on the Internal needs of the mother 

country Is clear from the policy statements of colonial 

founders and administrators. For example, the "home needs" 

of the Germeui Invasion of. Tanganyika are evident in Carl 

Peters' description of the territory's economic potential for 

Germany in 188^1:

» ... as a whole, the colony may be_^„desoribed as a
good agricultural country, and it has "already been found 
fit for all sorts of tropical plantations. . . . Taken 
all in all, German East Africa is perhaps not a colony 
of the first class, but it has splendid openings in sev
eral dlrg^t^lonsi and if properly managed, it may be de
veloped into a wide and very Important field for German 
enterprise.2

The Germans introduced a number of cash crops in Tan

ganyika, chiefly sisal, coffee, cotton and rubber, and built 

a few railways and roads to enable these crops to reach met

ropolitan markets aind' to make administration of the huge 

country possible.n But these crops, as we shall see later.

^Mblllnyi, op_. clt., p. 87.
2
Quoted in R. F. Eberlie, "The German Achievement in 

Tanganyika Notes and Records. Vol. LV (Septem- 
.195.

East Africa," 
ber, I960), p
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did not stimulate growth in tlie'vast areas of the country 

which could not grow them; and the pattern of communication 

installed could not create a wide internal market.^ 

change-over from German to British rule at the end of the 

First World War did not change this pattern, 

in the early 1900s to take over direct control of her Afrlcein

The

Britain decided

"spheres of influence" from the British Companies holding 

Royal Charters; but the British treasury was prepared to use 

only small grants to the colonies to stimulate the growth of , 

the needed cash crops and to cover a part of administrative 

costs. An Empire Marketing Board was created in 1926 to as

sist the Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs in adminis

tering ^ hoc, grants and extraordinary emergency funds to 
meet colonial budget deficits.^ The smallness and "home 

needs" considerations of British flnanclaL^fpsistance to her 

colonies can be seen in the series of Colonial Development 

Acts in the inter-war period^ 1920-19^*5. We shall refer to
these Acts briefly.

Between 1930 and 19^0, only some &12 million 

spent in the colonies under the above arrangement. 

the Labor Government passed the Colonial Development Act

were

In 1929,

For a fuller discussion of the German period, see 
John Illife, "Agricultural Change in Modern Tanganyika: An 
Outline History" (Paper for the 1970 Universities of East 
Africa Social Science Conference, University of Dar es 
Salaam, December 27-30, 1970).

4Anthony H. Rweyemamu, "Natlonr-Bulldlng and Planning , 
Processes in Tanzania" (unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, Syracuse 
University, 1966), p. 43.
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which empowered the Colonial S^retary to spend up to a mil

lion pounds sinnually over a period of ten years for various 

projects in the colonies. The mercantilist or "home needs" 

considerations are unmistakable in the words of the Act it

self. Thus, the Act stipulated, the British treasury would 

"advance to the government of any colony or of any territory 

. . . for the purposes of aiding developing agriculture and 

Industry in the colony or territory and thereby promoting 

commerce withj or industry in, the United Kingdom."^ 

al development was thus seen as a byproduct of metropolitan 

needs. The Colonial Development and Welfare Act of 19^0 was 

introduced with philanthropic appeals, calling upon the Brit

ish public "to contribute directly and for its own sake, 

towards the development in the widest sense of the word of 

the colonial peoples for whose good governciept the taxpayers 
of this country are ultimately responsible'."^ 

philanthropic claims, however, were the pressures from the 

growing violence and riots in the colonies, especially in the 

West Indies, following the rising prices of essential commod-
■7

Ities. A wider Colonial Development and Welfare Act was

Colonl- ,

Behind these

■ 5
Barbu Miculescu, Colonial Planning; A Comparative 

Study (London: George Allen & Unwin, Ltd.7 1958)', p. 57.
^Speech by Mr. Malcolm MacDonald, Minister of Health, 

introducing the Bill on the order of the Second Reading in 
the House of Commons, 5 Parliamentary Debates (Commons). '^61 
(May, 1940), Cols. 41-57:- - - - - - - - - - - -

7
These riots had led to the appointment of- a Royal 

Commission of Inquiry under Lord Mayne. The Report of the , 
Commission led to the new legislation from which passive Tan
zania (at this time) did not benefit, 
cit., p. 6l.

See Miculescu, op.
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1945, Increasing "tire^otal 

ed by Britain to the development of all her colonies to
This period saw the

sum to be contrlbut-introduced in

6120 million over a period of ten years, 

rudiments of planning both at the colonial office and in the 

Prom this Act, Tanzania (or Tanganyika, as it was8
colonies.

then) received a total of 610 million between 1948 and 1958/

The British did not formulate a clear development pol

icy for Tanzania during the inter-war period, for three main , 

reasons. First, the w'ar and the depression of the 1930s had 

virtually exhausted the British purse. Second, Hitler was 

demanding back German territories—including Tanganyika— • 

which had been entrusted to Britain after the First World 

War. This created uncertainty as to the future of British 

rule in Tanganyika. Third, the fact of "Mandate" itself gave 
Britain a "pretext" or "justification" to concentrate on her 

crown colonies such as Kenya which had sizeable white settle

ments, while blaming lack of development in Tanganyika on the 

fact that the Trusteeship Mandate demanded protection of the 

■’ rights of Africans to land. This protection, however, re

mained "static" rather than developmental, as one observer

has neatly put it:

Corresponding to the ideas of the times Eind the tra- 
jdltlons of the Colonial Office, attention was directed 
.toward the protection of African interests, but in a

■x ■

8Anthony Rweyemamu, jje.* cit.. p. 45. 
^World Bank, p. 21.
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static sense rather than sense of accelerated eco
nomic and cultural change. This emphasis on the one hand 
effected a delay in economic development, but on the oth
er made possible the development of a relatively peaceful 
political atmosphere. Comparatively few long-term leases 
were gramted to Europeans and Aslans.lO

Colonial planning In Tanzania, a post-war phenomenon. 

Involved identification of projects to be undertaken by the 

central government after being approved by the Governor and 

the Colonial Office. Planning had nothing to do with moblll- 

zatlon of the masses. Initially placed in the Secretariat, 

planning became the responsibility of a Development Commis

sion created in 1946, comprising the Chief Secretary as 

Chairman, a Deputy Chairman, an Executive Officer and. five 

Commissioners. The Commission produced the Ten-Year Develop-
o

ment Plan towards the end of 1946 which was approved by the

The Commission admit-Colonial Office the following year.

ted tha't the Plan was no more than "a series**5 objectives

with an approximation of their costs"; and the pattern of al->

location of the Plain funds was not geaired to have immediate

and wide impact on the rural population which constituted
12

more than 96 percent of the territory's total. The growing

10Hams Ruthenberg, Agricultural Development in Tanga
nyika (Berlin: Gottlngen-Heidelberg, 1964), p. 45.

^^^Tanganylka Territory, A Ten-Year Development and 
'gg'^W.elfaire Plam for Tangainylka Territory (Par es Salaam: Govern-

^nt Printer, 1946).
^.^Ibld., p. 2, and Anthony Rweyemamu, o£. clt.. p. 52. 

The Plam envisaged expenditure of &19,186,000 from 1947-1956. 
Out of this amount, 11 percent was allocated to education;
36 1/2 percent to communications and tramsport (25 1/2 per
cent to roads, aerodromes and telecommunications and 11 per- <= 
cent to Railways and Ports); 16 percent to public health; 6
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political pressures In the fifties\forced the administration

to effect revisions in the original allocation pattern, plac-

Despite theseing a greater emphasis on social services, 

revisions, however, the colonial plans, which ended a year 

before Independence, had only minimal Impact on the rural 

masses because they were actually geeired to the creation of a 

colonial-oriented economy using small, responsive minority, 

planters aind progressive farmers.

The Plantation/Estate Model

Plantation economy was introduced in Tanzania by the 

German administraCifOn "which started shortly after the inva

sion (referred to as "treaty-making" with illiterate chiefs 

and guns) by Carl Peters in 188^.

cusslon to the main features of this model and its impact on
I

We shall restrict our dis-

percent to township development; 5 1/2 percent to water de
velopment mainly in urban areas; 5 percent to public build
ings and works; and 6 1/2 percent to mlscellaineous expendi
ture.

^The original Plan was recast in 1950, the new ver
sion being approved by the Legislative Council in November,

- 1950. This envisaged the expenditure of h2^ million from
1951 to 1956. See Tanganyika Territory, Annual Report of the 
Development Organization, 1950 (Dar es Salaam: Government 
Printer,. 1951), and Revised Development and Welfare Plan for 
Tangyiyika. 1950-195tf~CDstr es Salaam: Government Printer. 
1951), p. 40. The new Five-Year Plan Introduced in July, 
J;955, envisaged expenditure of £25 mllllpn, broken down into 
development of natural resources, Ii^t,950,OOO; communications, 
£4,470,000; urban development, £3,215,000; electricity,
£2 million; social services, £5,293,667; public buildings, 
£1,950,000; eind African Housing, £970,000. See Tangauiylka 
Territory, Tanganyika Development Plan, 1955-60 (Dar es 
Salaam: Government Printer, 1955).
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14"is-' The plantation moSl^ls distinguished from the 

other agricultural systems In terms of having (1) much more 

production Inputs—land, capital and labor; (2) greater ca-

•the masses.

pacity to attract or cause labor migration from distant 

areas; (3) capacity for Innovation and mechanization due to 

the concentration of effort in one consolidated block of 

land; and (4) greater capacity to attract and utilize the ex

tension services. Prom economic (or purely instrumental) 

point of view, then, it was logical for the colonial adminls-* 

tration to concentsate effort on this sector to accelerate 

production of certain key cash crops—initially sisal, cof

fee, tea, rubber, etc.—which were in great demand in Europe.

These crops could be obtained in .three ways: (1) by 

establishing European-owned plantations employing African 

labor; (2) by encouraging Africans to grow them; or (3) by 

encouraging both European and African production. African 

colonial experience has shown that the alternative that 

emerged in a particular country depended mainly on the size 

of the white settler population. Where there were large 

" European settlements, as in Southern Rhodesia and Kenya, the 

policy was to ’'proletarian!ze" the African population to en

sure a regular supply of labor to the white plantations, and 

■^^^Icans were forbidden to grow the key cash crops, 

other extreme, the colonial administration found no alterna

tive but to encourage African production because the climatic

■"i.. I

On the

• 14For a fuller account, see Illlfe, o£. clt pp. 1-10.• »
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conditions did not permit EuropeSiE\settlement5. 

true In the case of many West African territories.

Ghana, for example, large-scale cocoa-growers emerged as 

early as the; l890s. 

two extremes, having a mixture of forelgn-owned plantations 

and local pairtlclpatlon In cash crop production, more due to 

the special circumstances of Tanzania than to any alleged 
Ibenevolence' of British policy msdcers.^^

This was

Thus in

Tanzania stood In the middle of these

Two main factors saved Tanganyika from becoming a 

full-blown "plantation colony." First, after the First World 

War, Tanganyika became a British Trusteeship Territory (be

coming a U.N. Mandate, after 19^5) with some provisions pro

hibiting excessive laind alienation. With the creation of the 

United Nations Organization In 19^5, the local people were 

able to appeal directly to the International body where land

alienation became excessive, as it was done successfully in 
the famous Heru Land Case.^^ Second, much of the land suita

ble climatically for white settlements and such cash crops as

coffee was effectively occupied and cultivated by sedentary 

local people. This denied the British a pretext they had 

used in Kenya to alienate Kikuyu land and Maaal land which

was undergoing the usual cycle of fallowing In a traditional 

^y^tem of shifting cultivation and pasturing. Thus in

^^Ibld.. p, 6.

^^For an account of this case, see Klrllo Japhet and 
Earl Seaton, The Meru Land Case (Nairobi; East African Pub
lishing House, 1967).
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Tanzania the biggest area under^'plSiitatlon was that of sisal 

grown largely on the less wet areas which were In many oases 

unoccupied.

Unlike Kenya and Flhodesla, Tanzania had a rival Afri

can sector very early, competing with (often having learned 

from) white settler estates. The pattern of rural "proletar

ianization" was also different. Whereas In Kenya white plan

tations proletarian!zed the surrounding peasants who were

placed In "reserves" to supply labor. In Tanzania the planta- '

The ef-tlons led to labor migration from distant regions, 

fects of this migration will be discussed later. Although 

there was virtually no Interna.tlonal restraint on the amount 

of land alienation that the German administration could

undertake, very little land had In fact been alienated when 

the Brltlph took over Tanganyika on a Trusteeship Mandate at 
the end of the First World War.^®

*s

By the end of the German

rule, sisal and coffee were the main estate or pl€uitatlon

The other Important cash crops Introduced by the Ger

mans, such as cotton, were grown mainly by small African

crops.

17Often the surrounding people learned the art of 
growing the cash crops after brief periods of labor appren
ticeship In the plantations or produced food crops to take 
advantage of the market opened by the plantations. See 

op. oU pp. 9-10.• >
18
White planters had come Individually, the first ex

periment being with tobacco and cotton near Pauiganl (late 
l880s)j then with coffee plantations around East and West 
Usambara and foothills of Mts. Klllmeuijaro and Meru (l890s); 
then followed sisal plantations around Kllosa and Horogoro 
(1907) made possible by the central railways. Ibid., p. 7.
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plantation

Tanzania grew very slowly under both German and British ad

ministrations. By the time of independence (1961), only 

about 1 percent of the land was under plantation/estate

category, but it accounted for about 40 percent of foreign
19earnings accruing from agriculture..

Three important features of the plantation model

should be noted at this stage.' First, with the exception of

a few areas, it did not create a widespread land discontent

or uprisings such as those leading to the Mau Mau movement in

Kenya. Thus "land politics" was not a major mobilization

factor in the struggle for independence; nor has it been a

major factor in the struggle for ujamaa, as we shall elabo- 
20 Second, despite its small size, the plantation 

sector~was,a crucial sector of the economy under foreign 

heuids. Third, the colonial policies regarding labor recruit-

sector inIn comparison to: holders.

rate later.

^^Ibid., p. 7, documents that, apart from a few set
tlers who took up new land in Oldeani (Arusha Region) and the 
Southern Highlands after British takeover from the Germans, 
the pattern of land alienation remained largely as estab- 
.llshed during the German period. Attempts to produce rubber 
'on plantation scale failed. Up to 1912, rubber had been col
lected wild by Africans in the southern parts of the country, 
and was a major export in 1904. After 1912, however, rubber 
died away partly because it was later out-competed by sisal 
which grew rapidly from 25,022 tons in 1926 to 93,110 -tons in
19

20Apart from the Meru land case, cited eau^lier, which 
the politicians used to demonstrate the wickedness of the 
colonial regime, and British proposals (discussed later) to 
convert communal ownership to individual freehold thereby 
making land a meirketable commodity, there were very few In
stances of Intense peasant protest against land alienation.
In most areas protest originated from peasant dissatisfaction 
with enforced agricultural rules which we shall discuss later.
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producecPsocioeconomic
ment to the pleintations 

whose effects we shall elaborate later.

consequences
ir

African Response

Though limited to a few areas, African response to 

commercial agriculture in Tatfiz^l^ (mainland) grew very rap

idly. By e£uc*ly thirties, coffee was well-established in

Bukoba, Kilimanjaro, Meru, Rungwe, Mbozl, Mblnga, etc.; so 

was cotton in Sukumaland, and tobacco in Songea. . Response 

was not always spontaneous; in some areas the colonial admin

istration had used 'compulsion,’ as was true of cotton in 

Sukumaland and to some .extent tobacco in Songea. Because of

the limited white plantations, both German and British admin

istrations encouraged, as a matter of general policy, African 

participation in cash crop production. Exceptions occurred 

where production of cash crops interfered with supply of la

bor or food to plantations. A notable example was the gov

ernment discouragement of African production of .cotton in the 

Panganl Valley to ensure supply of food amd labor to the 

■sisal estates in that area, with the consequence that Pangani

has up to now remained without an important cash crop despite

its-fertility.

The Second World War was a turning point in British 

agricultural policy in Tanzania. The growing need for food 

to feed troops and settler communities had led to heavy cam-

'S.'.

^^miffe, o£. clt., pp. 14-15.
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paigns In the thirties for hlgher^pfebductlon. This led to 

excessive erosion In some areas, and thus land reclamation 

became the chief preoccupation till mid-fifties. The need to
C

improve peasant agriculture was due to two other factors. 

First, the failure of the grand Groundnut Scheme (started in 

19iJ7 and abaindoned in 1951) had taught the British that 

large-scale, mechanized farming was not the answer to their 

oil-seed needs; small-holder,■peasant farming was now an at

tractive alternative. Second, even before the. formation of 

TANU in 195^, political pressure had been exerted on the 

British administration by the Tanganyika African Association 

(TAA). "If African agriculture is to be advanced," stated' 

TAA in 19^5» "the Government must take immediate steps to in

troduce widely new methods of farming.

Thp Government reacted to this situation by adopting a 

policy of compulsory rehabilitation in some areas, leading to
2'3

various development schemes; and agricultural assistsints 

and local authorities were used to enforce a host of legal 

rules such as ridging, terracing, etc. The British were 

■ rather late in this otherwise useful effort which was bound

.,22

First, some of the 

rules Eind,schemes had not been well conceived, and their im-

to fall because of two main factors.

Fomentation in the field was in many cases entrusted to

^^Quoted in ibid., p. 2^*.

^^Examples are the Hbulu Development Scheme, 19^9; the 
Oluguru. Land Usage Scheme, 19^9; the Mlalo Rehabilitation 
Scheme and the Sukumaland Development Scheme, 1950s.
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lowly qualified instructors. Thu'STT^tain ’standard' rules 

were mechanically enforced universally without due considera

tion of soil requirement in each particular area, 

pie, under the Ulugaru Land Usage Scheme started in 19^9, 

each household was required, as a matter of "government
Oh

rule," to construct 300 yards of terrace each year, 

ond, the reclamation exercise coincided with the rise Of na

tionalist politics, and local politicians were quick to use 

agricultural grievances (especially the compulsory, regula

tions) to mobilize peasants.against colonial rule.^^

For exam-

Sec-

The Progressive Farmer Model

The failure of compulsory rehabilitation and land rec

lamation in many areas led to a revision of policy in the 

mid-fifties, the new emphasis (1955-61) being on "persuasion" 

and "progressive farmers." There were two main tVp'es of pro

gressive farmers. The first Included the relatively wealthy 

farmers who had grown cash crops in their local areas, often 

in response to missionary or government advice. The second 

group of progressive farmers was a product of government- 

sponsored development schemes of the fifties, such as those 

of the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation (TAG).

2liFor a useful discussion of the Uluguru Scheme and 
the politics surrounding it, see R. Young and H. A. Fosbrook, 
Land and Politics Among the Luguru. of Tanganyika (London:
Routledge and Kegaui Paul, I960).

2*5
•^See Lionel Cllffe, "Nationalism and Reaction to En

forced Agricultural Chauige in Tanganyika during the Colonial 
Period," in Cllffe and Saul (eds.), o£. clt., pp. 17-24.
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in 195^, TAG replaoed'Nrft^Overseas
■ t

ration (OPC) which had "mismanaged" the Groundnut Scheme,'be-

Pood Corpo-Pormed

ing responsible for African Tensuit Program whose aim was to

create settlements of progressive farmers. We shall not get
26

into the failures and successes of this program here; 

suffices to say that where the schemes "succeeded," they gen

erated rural differentiation without increasing rural produc

tivity.^'^

it

There were a few exceptions however. An example 

of a scheme which succeeded in both differentiation and pro

ductivity is the Mbulu Development Scheme for wheat produc- 

tion. Por Instance, in 1958, some 800 tons of wheat were 

sold by African farmers in the North Iraqw wheat area; by

1970 nearly all cultivation was done by about IOO-15O

tractor-owning African progressive farmers or partnerships 

for over 4,000 households in the area. Some of the large 

farmers cultivate 500 acres and over, with substantial Income
28

returns.

Rural differentiation was considered necessary for the 

stability of the country, and the colonial progressive farmer

26
Por an assessment, see Anthony Rweyemamu, o£. clt..

Chapter 2 and 3.
-27Tobacco schemes (such as that of Urambo) were an ex- 
with respect to the few Africans who endured the inl-' cept _

' tlal “SilFflcult years. In most of the other schemes (e.g. 
NaohlngWea, Sonjo, Ichonde, etc.) loan repayment was a rare 
occurrence. Por a further explanation, see .Philip L. Ralkes, 
"Differentiation and Progressive Parmer Policies" (unpub
lished Seminar Paper, Dar es Salaam, BRDLUP, October 3,
1972), pp. 18-19.

28
Ibid.. p. 20.
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policies were as much political as tligy-^re economic In

The political considerations—to which wetheir objectives, 

referred earlier as "anticipation"—were clearly expressed In

various government policy statements. The aim was to create 

a "Yeoman-type" rural class (similar to the one which emerged 

from the Enclosure Movement In Britain In the eighteenth cen

tury) which would be a stabilizing factor In view of the rise 

of the.nationalist movement, widespread agrarian discontent 

and Peasant Uprising (Mau Mau) In Kenya. As Mr. D. W. Mal

colm, Principal Assistant Secretary, Depeirtmerit of Agricul

ture and Natural Resources, wrote In 1952:

I want to see the emergence from our hitherto undif
ferentiated African society of ‘a substantial number of 
rich men. The ’wealthy coffee growers' (of Mblnga), If 
they have reached the same level as those of Kilimanjaro, 
will be getting a cash Income of about £25 per year.
That is not what I mean by riches; I would like to see 
men In a sufficiently strong financial position to be 
able to se'nd their sons overseas for education; afford 
motor cars, good houses and the like, eind I believe that 
the emergence of such relatively wealthy Individuals In 
the community will provide a stabilizing factor of 
mense importance to the future of this country.^9

. A similar policy had been adopted more effectively In 

Kenya in response to the peasemt stirrings which led to the 

outbreak of Mau Mau Terrorism in 1952; the basic ideas (which 

have continued to influence Kenyan rural policy even after 

Independence) being consolidated In the Swynnerton Plan of 
195^ f^ intensifying peasant agriculture

Im-

The British had

^^Quoted In Illlfe, o£. clt

^^Kenya Government, The Swynnerton Plan (Nairobi: Gov
ernment Printer, 195^).

p. 27.• >
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underestimated the strength of the^nal^onalist 

til mid-fifties, for example, targets for handing over some 

of the government-sponsored schemes to Africans were ex

pressed in terms of "generations," with little knowledge that 

independence would be granted within less than a decade.

Thus the Report on the ill-fated Groundnut Scheme had stated: 
"The proJecV^ill pave the way for the eventual institution

movement; un-

of the co-operative use of land; but when the time for this

comes, which may be a generation or two ahead, it yriH he 

necessary to ensure continuance of the mechanized system of 

large-scale production and to avoid reversion to primitive 

methods of individual effort which have proved so ineffective
,,31and ruinous to the land.

Progressive farmer policies were also considered a way 

of integrating Tanganyika into the world economy, as the Re-
a

port of the Royal Commission stated in 1955: "Economic and 

social policies must be based on the realization that the de

velopment of East Africa basically depends on the extent to 

which the indigenous population can, with the help of neces- 

sairlly small numbers of Immigrant peoples, be integprated into 

the world economy." The Report recommended conversion of 

customary land tenure to individual freehold to facilitate 

ssive farming: "The tenure and disposition of landproi

31Al€m Wood, The Groundnut Affair (London: John Lane, 
the Bodley Head Ltd., 1950); and A. T. P. Seabrook, "The 
Groundnut Scheme in Retrospect," Tanganyika ‘Notes and Rec
ords. 49 (June/September, 1957), see pp. b7-91 for the full 
story of the ill-fated scheme.



should aim at the indlvlduallzation~^ land ovmershlp and mo

bility in the transfer of land which, without ignoring exist

ing, property rights^ will enable access to land for economic 

This recommendation was translated into official 
policy in 1958;^^ €ind Nyerere, as President of the national

ist movement (TANU), wrote in its condemnation:

I am . . . opposed to the proposed Government solution 
to this problem of shifting cultivation. . . . If we al- 
'low land to be sold like a robe, within a short period 
there would only be a few Africans possessing land in 
Tanganyika and all the others would be tenants. ... We 
would be faced with a problem which has created antago
nism among peoples and led to bloodshed in many countries 
of the world.

n32use.

Apart from the advantages of good land and extension , 

services, the progressive farmers monopolized the small 

amount of rural credit available during the last ten years of 

colonial rule.-^*^ Even when credit was later administered

32- British Government, East African Royal Commission. 
1953-55 Report (London, 1955), Cmd 9^75 of 1955, pp. 4liJ-2S.

^^Legislative Council ofj Tanganyika, "Review of Land 
Tenure Policy: Pairt 1" (Government Paper No. 6 of 1958), pp.
2-k.

^^Nyerere, Freedom and Unity, pp. 55-56.

35Apairt from the Native Authority Revolving Funds, 
which had been entirely under the control of powerful local 
notables (especially chiefs and headmen), the first credit 
scheme for Africans, the Local Development Loan Fund, was set 

19^7 with £50,000 derived from the retained earnings of 
producers during the war. Most of the loans made were 

for stuns over shs. 1,000, mostly for mechanization, which 
meant small peasants had no chance. Out of 12 loans made 
during the first two years, 7 were made for tractor ploughing 
schemes. Later, the Fund was raised to £100,000 and supple
mented with the African Productivity Loam Fund worth a .simi
lar sum. Yet, the number of loans made annually by both 
funds was- about 150 a year, average amount being more than 
2,000 , too high for the small peasant. See Ralkes, op.
siS.** pp. 16-17.

up
ex]
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through co-operative societies, the smaij farmers had no

t

chance; the funds were distributed to the societies t 'Commit

tee Members' (most of whom were, or became, progressive farm- 

ers) and local notables.

The policy of progressive farmers produced rural dif

ferentiation at two levels, (1) within individual areas, dis

tricts or regions, and (2) between regions. This process of 

differentiation was further enhanced by the "focal point" ap

proach introduced around 1956. This approach "concentrated 

the work of Agricultural Department on the most progressive

farmers, in the hope that their example would gradually
.,37spread to less responsive people and areas, 

point out in the next chapter, however, this ^'trickle-down" 

(or "demonstration effect") theory, which was also enter

tained after independence till the Arusha Declaration, did 

not work in practice. The progressive farmers and planters

As we shall

became more "progressive" as the bulk of the peasantry became 
„38more "regressive.

, SOME IMPLICATIONS OP THE COLONIAL INSTRUMENTALISM

Apart from the emphasis on a few cash crops for export 

and failure to expand the internal market (noted earlier).

United Republic of Tanzania, Report of the Presiden
tial Special Committee of Inquiry into the Co-operative Move
ment and Marketing Boards (P^ es Salaam; Government Printer,
ISbbj:

2'^Illiffe, o£. c^., p. 28.
38

, For a fuller discussion of this trend, see Ralkes,
22.. cit pp. 1-13.
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the development pattern emerging from the colonial rural de

velopment policy places constraints on the current effort to 

build an egalitarian society. First, the areas with cash 

crops (which are also the eireas with greatest number of pro

gressive farmers) have been, as one would expect, the least 

responsive to U.1 amaa (see Chapter 8). Since Individualist 

and capitalist relations of^productlon have remained amidst a 

socialls't policy and socialist campaigns, policy Implementers 

are bound to face a dilemma, between encouraging productivity 

(of the more developed areas) and accelerated correction of

the development imbalance' by reorienting credit and extension 

. services to the less developed areas* which have responded to

In other words, the inher-the call to form u.1 sunaa villages.

Ited situation has made the balance between the need for un

interrupted—and increasing—rural productivity, on one 

hand, and the need for rapid ujamaaizatlon. on the other, a 

delicate one (see Chapter 7). Meanwhile, some socialist pol

icies have benefited the progressive farmers. For example, 

the change in rural taxation, especially the abolition of 

produce cess in 1969> which aimed at correcting rural-urban 

Imbalance and stimulating agricultural production, benefited

the larger farmers who market a larger portion of their totala,output the smaller farmers who consume much of their
■iQ

output themselves.

39Differential pricing would probably fall because the 
larger farmers would sell their produce through the smaller, 
a trick often used by loan defaulters in the past.
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Second, relatsd to the above problj^ of correcting de

velopment Imbalances Is the fact that, as a matter of delib

erate poiloy, certain reglons—especlally the Central and 

Western belts—were encouraged (often forced into contracts)

, to supply labor to the plantations and estates outside their
■A.

own homeland. In some cases, as Gulliver recounted the case 

of the Ngonl and Ndendeule, the process of labor migration 

led to tjemporaucy depopulation of the youths who would have 

contributed to the development of their areas. These men re

turned home at a mature age with virtually nothing in a way 

of capital to invest in their abandoned farms.

Three methods were used to ensure regular supply of 

labor from these areas; namely (1) no effort was made to im

prove the economy of these areas beyond subsistence, thus 

stagnating economy led to labor migration and labor migration 

in turn led to further stagnation, completing the cycle; (2) 

the introduction of poll tax payable in cash ensured that the 

adults worked in a plantation for at least a few months each 

year since they had no other source of cash income; (3) the 

chiefs were instructed to mobilize and contract labor on be

half of their people. Until now some regions have not recov

ered from the "habit" of migration, let alone from relative 

its well'^®^ absolute underdevelopment. Klgoma is an exaj!?)le 

of regions in this category, especially Buha. The following 

excepts from an editorial comment of the Party newspaper

H, Gulliver, Labour Migration ln_Rural Economy 
(Nairobi; East African Literature Bureau, 19^5).
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.lustlfying "Operation Klgoma" (for UJ ^aab:^thr6w3 some light 

on the developmental plight of such areas as Klgoma and also 

on the seriousness with which the Government views : the prob

lem:

talks of the UJamaa.movement in;the rural 
areas, one generally associates the movement with the im
plementation of TANU's policy of transforming the rural 
areas into socialist communities in which the peasaints, 
through common endeavours, shall free themselves from 
subsistence living and completely do away with poverty, 
ignorance, disease and exploitation of any kind.

But for the people of Klgoma, the UJamaa movement is 
much more than this general understanding. For them, it 
is a matter of actually starting to live. For them, it 
is a matter of beginning to regard Klgoma as their perma
nent 'homeV and not Just a staging post from where to 
emigrate to other parts of the country.

For many years, the people of Klgoma have been on the 
move~a move not towaur'ds .the kind of subsistence living 
that is experienced elsewhere but a move away from a kind 
of slavery that has left them in a vicious circle of ut
ter paupau*lsm. When they have migrated to the capitalist 
sisal plantations, they have found not salaried employ
ment but a few pounds of maize flour and beans to ’keep 
them going' juid a few shillings at the end of every year 
to paiy poll taxi

It is for this reason that 'Operation Klgoma' must be 
understood differently from other 'opefailons.' For the 
success of the operation will do more than Just heralding 
socialism in the rural areas of Kigoma. The success .. , 
will also rehabilitate the consolence of the 'Huha' from 
the quagmire of near total dehumanisation into which he 
has been condemned for many years. It will enable the

and say; 'We are

•hii*

people of Kigoma to stand upright again 
hilman belnjss again.

Third, an allied economic consequence of this process

was that,'in the. areas affected by excessive labor migration.

Reporting on Hgara

district in 1937, an Agricultural Assistant stated: "The 

large exodus of men from the district to earn money has

all devdf^ment work was left to women.

'*~Daily Hews (Dar es Salaam), August 7, 1972, p. 1
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throvm the burden of coffee work on tne~^men, and this al- . 

ways adds to the difficulties In the production of econoiric 

crops, since It Is obviously unwise to allow such work to In

terfere unduly with the all-important production of adequate

In some cases, this continued to be true even, food crops.

after the men had returned from the estates, contributing

(though by no means the sole source) to the problem often re

iterated by Mwallmu that It Is the .women who do most of the 

farm activities In many parts of rxiral Tanzania.

Fourth, there were lasting soclopsychologlcal conse- 

Reportlng the case of the Ngonl, Gulliverquences as well, 

observed that "the deserted, wives and children of long-term

absentees do often (though not always) suffer poverty and se

vere difficulties; and there has also been a fall In moral 

standards of marital and sexual relations which do not stop
^ 43
at the deserted wives but colours general Ngonl attitudes." 

Psychologically, the "Hanamba System" (the plantation workers 

were often known by "numbers") and the generally poor treat

ment accorded the workers In the plantations deprived them of 

the kind of self-confidence that Mwongozo Is attempting to 

Moreover, the word "manamba" Itself came to befoster.

H. Brett to Senior Agricultural Officer, Kwanza, 
TNA 197/5/3/333; quoted In Illlffe, 0£. clt.,

. ipiffe notes that when economic opportunity opened In
'July 1

. "p. 11,
such areas, the migrants returned home and undertook produc
tion of cash crops, the net result being that- no area In Tan
zania mainland was completely proletarlanlzed.

^^Gulllver, o2_. clt.. p. ^2; but he warns that "this 
point should not be over-emphasized," because there could be 
other reasons as well.
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associated with certain areas and partircular tribes, Increas- 

Ing the ethnocentric arrogance of those in the more developed 

cash crop areas.

Fifth, the neglect of the subsistence sector by the 

colonial administration is partly responsible for the in

creasing dependence of the villages on the state. Famine was 

a regular feature in many rural villages in the colonial 

times because of the precarious balance between output and 

consumption, without much being left over to anticipate bad 

conditions. In each case of famine, the village looked to 

the Government for relief; and the Goveiviment, rather than 

revolutionizing the economy, set up._relief centers, a re-
- "x,

sponse which increased village dependence on it rather than 

solving the problem of subsistence and famine per se. Thus, 

national dependence on metropolitan centers was pairalleled by

a growing village dependence on the state which continued"to

As we shall attempt to show ingrow even after independence, 

other chapters, correction of this dependence syndrome is one 

of the greatest challenges of the policy of socialism and 

self-reliance which was ushered by the Arusha Declaration.

Finally, colonial rural development approaches fos

tered a.^deeply-rooted "anti-government" feeling amongst the 

, and a tendency to consider the Party a weapon to

This

' peas

defend tfiemselves against bureaucratic encroachment.

In Kilimanjaro, for instance, the term manamba was 
used interchangeably with the term kyasaka. a Chagga equiva
lent of "gentile," in referring particularly to people from 
the areas from where most estate workers were recruited.
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feeling Is a directId of the use'-Qt^erclon to Induce 

behavioral change or compliance with rules Vhlch were often 

not sufficiently explained to the peasants. Some form of

compulsion was undoubtedly necessary to start off a develop

ment activity, as Eberlle correctly comments In connection 

with the Geman period: "Without some form of compulsion the 

labour force would not be organized to play Its part In the

The work had to be doneopeinlng up of the country’s economy, 

to till the settler’s first plantations, to carry the crops

to the waiting ships, to lay the railways and to construct 

It may be argued that, before the arrival of athe ports.

cash economy, economic development was quite Impossible wlth-
-n'is

out some form of compulsory labour.

However, what Increased peasant distrust of the en

forcing authority, whether local or central, was not compul

sion per se, but the manner and purpose of compulsloh.- In

deed, where compulsion was systematic, determined, and to the 

benefit of the peasants. It did not take long before the 

peasants appreciated the significance of such "developmental 

compulsion," thereby making further compulsion unnecessary. 

Thus, for example, such colonial names as ’Major Dandus,’ 

etc., are universally cited with great respect by Kilimanjaro 

,coffee farmers.

most areas, however, compulsion was not systematic

even where It was for the benefit of the peasants. For exam-

iic
•'Eberlle, ©e.. eft., p. 193.
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pie, the enforcemenV'of useful agricultural-rules was left to 
local authorities or Agricultural Instri^ors (at the bottom 

of the colonial salary scale) who, having received little 

training themselves, acted more like the colonial police (and 

in mEUiy* rural aireas equally feared) than like teachers or 

animators. For this reason, some peasants still fear govern

mental agents, a problem partly solved by ’politicization' of 

the bureaucracy in the post-independence period (see next 

chapter). Often, considerations of colonial stability re

ceived priority over local development. Thus, when in the 

mid-fifties the Luguru peasants protested against the Uluguru 

Land Use Scheme—which Would have changed their traditional 

environment and probably improve their lives—the colonial 

administration gave in to protect the Empire.

In other oases, the purpose of compulsion was clearly 

not to improve” the lot of the peasantry but to explatt" them. 

Thus, it was difficult to convince those peasants forced to 

work for a forelgn-owned plantation with less than subsist

ence wage that their labor would eventually lead to their de

velopment. It has not proved easy to overcome this dls-
V

trust. The current attempts to balance developmental 

persuasion and compulsion within a democratic, participatory 

framework will be discussed in Chapter 8.

The period coincided with the rise of- nationalist 
movements throughout the continent.
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CONCLUSION: THE DEVELOPi^NT OP NON- 
REVOLUTIONARY DIPPERENTIA^ON

The colonial rural development policy and, to some ex

tent, that pursued by the nationalist government until 1967, 

accelerated the process of rural differentiation on mainland 

Tanzania. This differentiation was taking place between and 

within regions. Inter-reglonal differences In soil and cli

matic conditions. In response to the cash economy and the 

various progressive farmer policies. In educational, communi

cation and health facilities, etc., contributed to the big 

development Imbalance between regions. At the same time, 

monetization of the economy In some areas of the country led 

to the breakdown In the traditional 'leveling mechanisms' and 

'mutual obligations,' giving rise to Individualist attitudes 

and Inter-faml'llal competition rather than co-operation.

Thus by 1967, Mwallmu could no longer see In many rural com

munities the "classless" society on which his earlier theory 

of "African socialism" (1962) had rested. Instead, clear

lines of differentiation were beginning to emerge In the cash

crop^areas:

In recent years this [traditional tendency to co
operate] la not what has been happening. Our society, 
our economy, and the dominant ambitions of our people are 
all very different now from what they were before the - 
colonial era. There has been a general acceptance of the 

attitudes and Ideas of our colonial masters. We 
have feot rid of the foreign government, but we have not 
yet rid ourselves of the Individualistic social attitudes

so

47
'See J. K. Hyerere, U.1amaa;_The-Basla. of African So

cialism (Dar es Salaam: Government Printer, 196^).
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which they represented and taughj: . . . ' . Even-In the 
rural areas life has been cheinglng'li^er the past 30 yeEu?s 
or so. Self-sufficient family farms producing Just their 
own food with enough over to obtain cloths and pay taxes, 
are no longer universal.^®

Yet, taking the country as a whole, the process de

scribed by\the President (which is also supported by data) 

had only managed to produce what could be called "non- 

revolutionary differentiation" by the time of the Arusha Dec- 

Non-revolutionau*y in the sense that with the ex

ception of such pockets of rural capitalism as that of Ismani 

in Iringa or feudalism as the nyarubanj a system of the Bahaya 

in Bukoba, etc., very few areas had developed clear lines of

laration.

class formation, even though the process was clearly leading
llQ

in that direction. Colonial policies carefully avoided the

For exam-creation of a proletariat, whether rural or urban.

pie, plantation workers who had completed their contracts 

were encourage'd to return to their traditional commdiiities 

partly to avoid the creation of an "aware," culturally up

rooted class which would be a potential threat to the stabil

ity of the colonial system. Purtheraore, the smallness of 

the industrial sector meant that no urban proletariat could 

Walter Rodney's statement on the African scene as aemerge.

h Q
- J. K., Nyerere, Socialism and Rural Development (Bar 

es Salaam: Government Printer, 1967), pp. ^ and 6.

the arguments given by Ralkes, 0£. cit.. pp. 1- 
18; and Manuel Gottlieb, "The Process of DlfTerentlatlon in 
Tanzanian Agriculture and Rural Society" (unpublished Semlneu' 
Paper, University of Dar es Salaam, 1972), pasalra.

^^Gulllver, se.. cit.. pp. 38-^12; Illife, o£. cit P.• »
11.
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whole applies even fea.^e 'non-revolution

ary* nature of the colonial development policy In Tanzania:

Capitalism as a system within the metropoles or epi
centres had two dominant classes: firstly, the capital
ists or bourgeoisies who owned the factories and banks 
(the major means for producing and distributing wealth); 
aind secondly, the workers or proletariat who work In the 
factories of the said bourgeoisie. Colonialism did not 
create a capital-owning and factory-owning class among 
Africans or even Inside Africa, nor did It create an ur
banised proletariat of £iny significance (particularly 
outside of South Africa). In other words, capitalism In 
the form of colonialism failed to perform In Africa the 
tasks which It had performed In Europe In changing social 
relations and liberating the forces of production.51

This fact—l.e. the absence of "struggling classes"—

has In pau't dictated both the theory and practice of UJamaa. 

as we shall elaborate In Chapter 6. Land reform, which has 

been used by many countries attempting a socialist revolution 

as a moblllzatlonal weapon to raise the revolutionary enthu

siasm of the poorer peasants has, with the exception of a few 

areas, gone almost unnoticed by the vast majority of the Tan

zanian rural population. In the absence of entrenched feudal 

lords, there was no "drama" and no "struggle" by the peas

ants. Land reform In Tanzania Involved a "retradltlonallza- 

tlon" of land by placing It under the state through a series

of Parliamentary Acts. The retradltlonallzatlon process 

started In 1963 when all freehold titles Introduced by the 

,German id British administrations were abolished and con-

^^Walter Rodney, "Colonialism as a System of Underde
veloping Africa" (Seminar Paper, University of Bar es Salaam, 
1970), p. 13. •
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Between 1963

land Act or Amendment was introduced in Parliament every

verted to leasehold. at least one

53year.

Furthermore, with the exception of a few cash crop 

areas, the levels of labor employment and productivity of the 

so-called "progressive fairmers" are still so low that to 

'label these farm'e'rs "kulaks" may confuse, rather than clari-
cli

fy, policy-options and implementational strategies.'^ 

some areas, it is still difficult to distinguish paid employ

ment (in monetary terms) from traditional forms of co

operation based on reciprocity (UJima). This "immature • 

class" situation creates, policy dilemmas-to which we shall 

return later.

In

f

52
Freehold Titles (Conversion) and Government Leases 

Act, 1963 (Cap-. 523). It is estimated that the extent of 
such land two million acres.

53For details of land policy, see R. W. Janes, Land 
Tenure and Policy in Tanzania (Nairobi: East African Publish
ing House, 1971).

ch
■ The term has been loosely used by such scholars as 

John Saul, Lionel Cllffe, Thoden van Velzen, and Rene Diunont 
to describe the larger farmers In Tanzania.
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Chapter 4

REVOLUTION BY EVOLUTION: THE INTERNAL DYNAMICS

The . . . Arusha Declaration lays down a policy of revo
lution by evolutlQpi we shall become a socialist, self- 
reliant society through our growth. We cannot afford 
the destruction of the economic Instruments we now have 
nor a reduction In our present output. The steps by 
which we move forward must take account of these things. 
Our change will, therefore, be effected almost entirely 
by the emphasis of our new development and by the ^ad- 
ual conversion of existing Institutions Into others more 
In accordance with our philosophy.

- J. K. Nverere. The Arusha Declaration Teach-In 
(Dar es Salaam: The Information Services, 
1967), p. 11.

One Important distinction between Tanzania's U.1 amaa 

revolution and other socialist revolutions Is that it Is i

It doesrevolution by "guided" (or accelerated) evolution, 

not make an abrupt departure from the past, but continues to 

modify the Institutions and behaviors Inherited from coloni

alism and traditional systems to make them congruent with the

We refer to the national Ide-"emerglng" national Ideology, 

ology as "emerging" because It was In fact emerging from the

early sixties, being consolidated in the Arusha Declaration 
and post-Aru^a policies In the late sixties and early seven- 

In one sense, the Ideology Is still "emerging" eventies.

now because some areas—Institutional and programmatic—still

The present chapter examines the Inter-requlre definition.

138
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nal dynamics of change after IndependenceT'^th a focus on 

(1) continuity and change in the inherited situation; (2) the 

factors which made this change "evolutionary" rather than 

"revolutionary"; and (3) the lessons learned from the process.

GRADUAL EVOLUTION: THE INTERNAL DYNAMICS OP CHANGE

The nature of the Tanzanian revolution can best be 

understood by examining the Internal dynamics and contradic

tions within the Tanzanian political system before the Arusha

Declaration, especially as manifested in specific programs of 

In this section, we shall examine briefly some ofchange.

the Internal dynamics of change and the major contradictions

observed during the first development decade; and in the re

maining sections we shall attempt to show the manifestations 

of these contradictions in actual programs of change—the' 

transformation and improvement models.

The single most important agent of change after inde

pendence was the political Party (TANU) which, as a mass na

tionalist movement, had been able to out-compete smaller, 

sectional parties and in 1965 established Itself as the de 
Jure one-party system.^ The socialist commitment of the cen

tral leadership of the Party had been expressed long before 

the Arusha Declaration. For example, an early version of

^Thls, however, was done after a Presidential Commis
sion set up in 1963 had travelled widely in the country seek-, 
Ing the views of the people. See United Republic of Tanzania, 
Report of Presidential Commission on the Establishment of
bemocratie One Party State (Par es Salaam: Government Print
er, 1965).
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TANU Constitution listed as one of Its maiur^ms to construct
- t-

a socialist society In which the state controlled the chief 
means of production and distribution,^ Again, the entire 

content of the Arusha Declaration could be assembled from the

various speeches and writings of President Nyerere between
o'

1962 and 1966. Yet no formal socialist program was adopted 

until 1967. The delay was mainly due to the problem of con

verting a nationalist movement Into a revolutionary vanguai^d

and changing Institutions aind orientations Inherited from , 

colonial rule. Thus the post-independence mobilization ef

fort was faced with three types of contradictions which often

led to Ineffective utilization of available resources—human 

and material. The contradictions Involved (1) the emerging 

Ideology versus the Inherited Institutions; (2) the need for

rapid economic development versus the need to reallocate the

national wealth along more equitable lines to correct the Im

balance enhanced by the colonial Instrumentalism; and (3) the 

intentions of the central leadership versus the response of 

the local systems to the various development programs.

These contradictions are not "theoretical'’; they mani

fested themselves in actual programs of change, as we shall 

see In the following sections. 

cal details
To avoid unnecessary hlstorl-

4P=j|e shall attempt to summarize in Table 2 below

^See particularly Katiba ya TAIOJ (Dar es Salaam: TAh’U 
Publicity Section, 1966), pp. 2-4.

^Examine, particularly, the essays Included in his 
Freedom and Unity, which touch upon almost every aspect of 
the Arusha and post-Arusha policies.
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the evolution of Tanzania's Ideology from "elf^y sixties to

' *■

• inld-1974. Indicating Institutional changes, moblllzatlonal

^ for rural modernization. (For the sake

of completeness, the table Includes the British colonial 

period as well.) Some of the contradictions referred to . 

above, particularly those regarding the "leads” and "lags" in 

the emerging Ideology and inherited Institutions, cam be seen 

directly frpm the table. The table shows how UJaunaa evolved 

over time as the regime tried one option after another during 

the first development decade; but as the following brief com

ments will showj these "options" were not accompanied with 

the necessary Institutional changes.

The most striking feature of the post-Independence 

period (1961-74, Table 2) is the rapid output of mobillza- 

tlonal slogans accompanying changes In rural development ap- 

proaches and emphases. These rapid changes show clearly the 

regime's concern that independence should make a developmen

tal difference within a short time. As the central leader

ship stated In 1962, the aim was "to achieve in ten years 

-- . most of the things which our colonial rulers had failed to

achieve during the whole of the time they had governed our
4 ■ ■

country." The development ideology adopted after independ

ency', thougifYtrlctly not socialist, aimed to go beyond the 

colonial approach by emphasizing higher rural productivity as 

Thus in 1963 two "models"—the transformationwell as equity.

s-,.
President's Address to the Kational Assembly, 1 

cember. !l9b^ (bar es Salaam; Goverrjent Printer. 19o3y>
10 De- 
"pr*17.
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/Table 2

■the evolution of TANZANIA'S SOCIALIST IDEOLOGY: INSTITUTIONAL 
CHANGES, MOBILIZATIONAL CONCEPTS AND PROGRAMS FOR 

, RURAL MODERNIZATION, 1920-1974

Ideology
(Expressed

or
Manifest)

Dominant
Mobiliza-
tlonal

Concept

Periods
Adminis
trative
Structure

TheMain Rural 
Development 
Programs

of
Political.
System

Major
Change

1920-45 Plantation, 
Settlers & 
Key Crops 
for Over
seas 
Markets

Colonial 
Bureauc
racy and 
Indirect 
Rule

Unrepre
sentative 
Central 
Gov't and 
Traditional 
Systems ■

Imperial
ism and 
Exploita
tion .

Native 
Welfare & 
Civiliza
tion

Added: 
Multi-Party 
System and 
"Multi- 
racialism"

1945-61 Added: 
Elective 
Local 
Gov't and 
Nat'l 
‘Legisla
ture 
(Partly)

Added:
Progres
sive
Fftrmer &
"MUltira-
cialism"

Added: . 
Yeoman-type 
Progressive 
Farmer and 
Agricultur
al Rules

Added:
Local
Capital
ism

1961-63 Dominant- 
Party Sys
tem & "J^on- 
Racialism"

Self-Help 
Schemes & 
Social 
Services

Bureau
cratic & 
Central
ized

Undefined 
(Independ
ence Honey 
Moon)

Self-Help 
& Co-op
eratives 
("Uhuru 
na Kazl")

One Peu*ty 
de factor. 
Traditional 
Rulers out. 
Union vflth 
Zanzibar

1963-65 Added: 
Develop
ment and 
Politici
zation of 
Bureauc
racy

Transforma
tion '& Im
provement 
Approaches

Mixed
Economy
(African
Socialism)

Added:
Nation-
Building
Concept

!

|1965-67 Hass One- 
Party de 
Jure, Cell 
System

Improvement 
Approach i 
Amending 
Settlement 
Schemes

Further
Politici
zation

Defining a Nation- 
Socialist 'Building 
Ideology

i

UJ amaa'^ auid; Self-
Self- 
Rellance

Ideological 
Party Su
preme, Re
defined 
Membership, 
Purged 
Leaders

1967-69 Yet fur
ther Pol- 
Itlzatlon 
(Regional 
Develop
ment Fund 
Decen
tralized)

UJamaa
VillagesReliance

i
}
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A
Table 2: continued

Ideology
(Expressed

or
Manifest)

Dominant
Moblliza-
tional
Concept

Periods
Main Rural 
Development 
Programs

Adminis
trative
Structure

Theof
Political

System
Major

Change

1969-71 Self-
Reliance

Added Em
phasis : 
Rural Edu
cation, V 
Water anc^ 
Health

UJamaa and
Self-
Reliance

Proposals 
for Civil 
Service 
Reform 
(Partial 
decentral
ization)

Added: Of
fice and 
Factory 
Party 
Branches

1971-73 Added:
Mwongozo

Mwongozo 
and Self- 
Reliance

Added 
Emphasis: 
Rural Prod
uctivity 
("Politics 
is Agricul
ture" Poli
cy) ■

Decentral
ization 
(Adminis
trative )

Party Role 
Enlarged, 
Leaders Re
examined, 
Disciplin
ary Commit-■ 
tee

1973-74 SAME SAME "Operation 
Tanzania" 
Full Rural 
Collectlvl- 
ization 
Target,
1976

Decentral
ization 
Continues, 
Capital 
Shift to 
Dodoma 
Begins

SAME
}

SOURCE: Worked out from Reading, Analysis of Documents and 
Personal Experience.
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approach and the improvementyapproach—were,adopted .simul

taneously. While the former sought to boost p^^^o^c^:ivlty by 

modernizing selected settlements, the latter sought to im

prove the general welfare of the peasants through a wide 

mass extension service, community development action and co

operatives. This was the "African socialism" phase of the 

Ideology (1963-1966).

However, institutional reform lagged behind ideologi

cal formulation*and slogan changes, with the result that 

neither the expected high productivity nor correction of the 

inherited development imbalances was possible. The adminis

trative bureaucracy Inherited from the colonial rule remained 

virtually Intact for a decade after independence, despite 

changes in Ideology, rural development programs, mobiliza- 

tlonal slogans and even the "political system" (l.e. after 

the adoption of one-party system in 1965). Apart from the 

attempts to "politicize" the civil service by (a) appointing 

some of its members to politico-administrative posts (e.g. 

Area and Regional Commissioners, 1962 onwards), (b) allowing 

civil servants to Join the Party (1964); and the introduction 

of partial decentralization of (a) the Regional Development. 

Fund (1968), and (b) the agricultural ministry (1969), the 

main features of"the inherited civil service structure were 

not changed unl^^the full decentralization of administration 

which began in 1972, five yeara after the Arusha Declaration. 

Apart from the sheer problem of reforming an established in

stitution, there was the further problem that these instltu-

1

.. .. .
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felons had a large body ojrtexpatrlafees In the sixties. There 

was an obvious discrepancy between the 

the orientation of the institutions used to implement it, 

often resulting In wastages auid decisional dilemmas. As we 

shall illustrate in the following sections, the attempt in 

1962 to change the colonial bureaucratic (or "innovator- 

adopter") approaches to rural development by creating plan

ning committees at the village, district and regional levels 

in practice'failed to produce the desired wide participation.

Furthermore, the improvement approach did not succeed 

in changlnjg the established tendency of the change agents to 

concentrate effort and inputs, on the progressive farmers, 

and, as such, could not effect equitable distribution of in

puts. The co-operative movement, which the nationalist gov

ernment expanded to serve as a development and distributive 

agent, proved to be., Just as capitalist as the other institu

tions, serving the interests of the progressive farmers and 

local notables. Although the discrepancy between the social

ist pronouncements of the regime center and the capitalist 

orientation of the inherited institutions became clear even 

before trie Arusha Declaration, major changes were not at

tempted; reforms were introduced to gradually make them con

sonant with the emerging ideology. For instance, reform of 

the 4jo-opei‘S^ve movement became necessary in I966 to make 

the movement more responsive to the needs of the masses. The

unfold^^ ideology and

movement underwent further reforms after the Arusha Declara

tion, as we shall see later, to make it the basis for ujamaa
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production and marketing Thus the Tanzanlsin revolution has 
• been "evolutionary" In the sense that Instlti^&lcjnal reforms 

have gradually (and peacefully) been effected to minimize In

ternal contradictions as the Ideology acquired clarity; and 

continuity and change are observable at every stage.

The continuity of Institutions and programs from one 

"model" to another necessitates a semi-historical approach to 

the analysis of Tanzania's revolution, particularly with re

gard to Its 'agrarlem aspect. For example, although the 

transfonnatlon approach was officially abandoned In 1966, 

some settlement schemes resulting from that approach have not 

as yet (l.e. by 1974) been fully transformed Into ujamaa com

munities; nor has the Improvement approacH completely disap

peared, for over 75 percent of the rural population' still 

lives and works outside u.1amaa villages. The dilemmas, prob

lems and wastages that Inevitably result from the switch from 

one model to another will become clearer later when we dis

cuss district response and adjustment to the Ideological and 

slogan changes at the center.

Four main factors have contributed to the evolutionary 

■ character of Tanzania's UJamaa Ideo.logy, namely (1) continui

ty of the central leadership, (2) the history of the Party,

(3) the democratic basis of the Tamzanlan political system, 

and .(4) the'^®n^ture of the Tanzanian society, 

tors will be discussed again In other chapters, only brief 

comments will be given here. First, the continuity of a cen-

As these fac-

tral leadership committed to a socialist goal meant that the
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lugh experience and "practice"Ideology was worked out t;

(rather than Just "theory").over a long period ^ time and

when It was officially issued as a declaration of intent.

much of Its contents had already been communicated to the
•: ■

The central leadership has been able to timepopulation.

changes In such a way as to avoid "shocks" or abrupt disrup

tion of the new nation's delicate political and economic in- 

Thus, for example, the Arusha Declaration (196?)stltutlons

was preceded by the establishment of one-party system (1965);

the Declaration would probably not have survived the fac

tional politics of the early sixties; and no major adminis

trative changes were Introduced, until five years after the

In other words, the central leTadershlp has used 

its good sense of timing of events as a weapon to overcome 

the system's Institutional Incapacity to effect a revolution.

Declaration.

as It were, with one blow.

Second, the ruling Party (TAIUJ) was a mass nationalist 

movement whose Initial objective was to acquire independence. 

During the fight for Independence (and some years after Inde

pendence), Its central leadership had talked of equality 

without specifying what, in programmatic and Ideological

As Hwallmu has

J:

terns, this would mean after independence, 

commented lately, it would have been impolitic to clarify the 

meaning of su^^oblllzatlonal slogans

(freedom with work), "Uhuru na Usawa" (freedom with equall-

as "Uhuru na Kazl"

for such clarification would divide the nationalistty), etc * »
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2movement.^ This meant that socialist progii^i_^uld emerge 

. only gradually after independence and the Party had' to find 

ways to explain and Justify it to its supporters. Again, the 

Party retained its mass character even after the establlsh-

ment of a one-party system, making it even more difficult to

sort out the real supporters of a socialist revolution from

opportunists. The full Implications of this will be dls-

. cussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

Third, the Tanzanian political system has already es

tablished a unique brand of intra-party democracy, amd the 

popular vote has since 1965 been important not only in be

stowing an aura of legitimacy on the leadership but also in 

deciding whether particular leaders will continue in office. 

This has inevitably made the leaders cautious in their timing 

of changes. The problem of using democratic participation as 

a tool for effecting a rapid rural change will be discussed 

with some illustrations In Chapter 8, it suffices to state 

here that democracy is probably more attuned to evolutionary 

than to revolutionary socialism; and, conversely, Tanzania's 

democratic traditions have survived because the leadership 

has opted for the evolutionary path, partly as a result of 

necessity.

5

Finally, as we saw in the previous chapter, rural dif
ferentiation In'^'^n

zanla was of a "non-revolutionary" charac

ter. Colonial development policies created clear lines of

5
See his "Introduction" in Freedom and Socialism.
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Y
class formation without creating the classesu-^themselves. 

Without a rural landless class or an urban proletariat which 

could be mobilized by the Party as the vanguard of the revo

lution, it is difficult to give the Party the same "rev(h.u- 

tlonary" character as that of more orthodox socialist par

ties. We shall argue in Chapter 5 that, in the Tanzanian 

case, the Party requires as much effort to control tendencies 

towards bourgeoislflcatlon among the peasants (and workers)

as among the members of the elite.

Thus, although the Party remained the chief agent of 

change at the central level throughout the sixties, other in

ternal forces determined the rate and effectiveness of the 

change,. The forces included (a) the wide variations in the 

response of the various traditional communities to progres

sive central Initiatives which sought to transform then, and 

(2) the bourgeolslfica€lon of the peasants' co-operative 

movement (as well as the workers’ unions), in direct contra

diction to the emerging socialist Ideology.

1

A further source of contradiction was the new nation's

inevitable reliance on foreign experts to recommend develop

ment programs after Independence. Thus, for example, the 

transformation approach recommended by a World Bank Klsslon 

in 1961 was clearly a continuation of the colonial policy of 
'selective' de\^^pment, and within three years it became 

clear that it conflicted with the emerging Ideology. How-

ever, the brief experience with the transformation approach

provided useful lessons for, as well as accelerated the
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formulation of, Ujamaa Ideology. The current emphasis on 

village self-reliance, labor-intensive techniques and peasant 

participation is largely a result of the lessons learned from 

this previous approach to rural change which we shall discuss

briefly in the following section.

THE THAHSFORHATIOH APPROACH: A BUREAUCRATIC 
MODEL OP RURAL CHANGE

At independence (1961), the nationalist government In- 

• herited a number of rural development schemes and Tenant 

Farming Settlements, most of which had been established in 

the mid-fifties by the British administration In response to 

nationalist criticism. The schemes were an attempt to accel

erate progressive farming among selected individuals under 

bureaucratically controlled conditions. They had been man

aged by the Tanganyika Agricultural Corporation CTAC) formed 

in 1955 to replace the Overseas Pood Corporation (OPC) which

i

6
had mismanaged the Ground.nut Scheme.

By 1961, TAC managed a total of iJ5^,13^ acres in its 

Most of the schemes, however, hadvarious settlements, 

failed to produce "progressive farmers," many settlers having

left the schemes or continued to produce at a lower level 

than the high cost' incurred on them and their holdings, 
cess had been '^^.ieved In only a few highly-paying crop set

tlements which were closely super-vised and managed.

2uc-

Tr.e

6. The■Groundnut Scheme had teen started in 19^8 and 
abandoned in 1551, having made many loses.
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, ^51

Inherited orgamizatlon (TAG) had Itself been in^ebt every 

, year and had little capacity to manage the schemes effective-
7 ‘

ly. As institutional reform could only be undertaken gradu

ally, the Three-Year Plan, 1961/62-1963/64, allocated some 

£506,800 for TAG activities pending Its reorganization and 

the formulation of a wider program of Village Settlement

This new program was8Schemes which was being formulated.

officially Introduced early In 1963, being known as the
9Treinafomatlon Approach.

The concept of "transformation" was seen as differing 

1 from that of "improvement" In three main ways. First. It

would Involve a shift of the selected settlers from their

^Only a few schemes had shown signs of progress.
For details, see W. P. Gocklng and R. F. Ford, "The T.A.G. 
Farming Settlement Schemes," Tropical Agriculture. Vol. XXXV, 
Ho. 2 (April, 1958), pp. 85-100; and Ruthenberg. op. cit.. 
pp. 80-103.

8Tanganyika, Development Plan for Tanganyika, 1961/62- 
1963/64 (Dar es Salaam: Government Printer, 1961), pp. 76-75; 
see also Presidential Circular Ho. 5 of October 28, 1964; and 
Tanganyika Development Corporation (Amendment) Act Ho. 69 of 
196^^. In 1963, a new body, Tanga-nylka Development Corpora
tion (TDC), had been created to handle the promotion of com
mercial and industrial projects. A merger of TAG and TDC was 
effected In December, 1964, the new organization being re- 
■hmmed.national Development Corporation (IIDC), charged with 
the promotion of agricultural as well as commercial and In
dustrial projects. Further changes In 1965 and 1967 re
stricted the !a>C to industrial and a few commercial concerns.

®The,program wab based partly on (1) the schemes of 
TAC resulting frcm^t^he Ill-fated Ground-nut Scheme; partly on 
(2) the reocmmendatllns of the World Eank; and partly on (3)

" reccmmendatlons of an Israeli agricultural planning advisor. 
See International Rank of Reconstruction and Development^ The 
Economic Development of Tanganyika (Baltimore; Johns Hopkins 
Eress, l5&l); Benjamin kaplan, "Hew Settlements and Agricul
tural Development in Tanganyika" (Beer Sheva, Israel, I96I; 
memecgraphed report); and the First Plan.

-■1-
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it would require large sums 
org^niz^ional 

It was believed that

traditional environment; sec^d 

of money; and third, it would Involve new

methods and bureaucratic supervision 

the new environment and the capital and technical inputs 

would lead to a rapid change in the life styles of the set

tlers and their aigrlcultural methods. 

would be carried out simultaneously; so that as the former 

concentrated on achieving higher productivity under modern

ized conditions,' the latter would spread improvement to the

The two approaches

greater portion of the population which remained in its tra- 

Success in the former sector would be Ini-dltlonal setting, 

tated in the latter sector; and replication of the successful 

settlements would be undertaken gradually until all rural
10communities became 'modern' settlements.

In its objectives, the Village Settlement Program was 

more akin to UJamaa than to the colonial schemes which sought ..

to achieve political stability by creating a small but finan

cially strong class of progressive farmers. .Organizational

ly, however, the transformation approach did not differ from 

the colonial bureaucratic (or "innovator-adopter") model.

The objectives of the prolan were stated in development as 

well as equity terms. Emphasizing the equity side, kwallmu 

saw the program as being the only way to provide social serv- 
and' other '^|nltlea

the scattered rural population: "Before we can bring any of

of life to the greatest number ofices

10See the First Plan, Vol. I, p. 33.
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development to the farmers of Tangan
yika, the very first step is to make it possiblT^n them to 

start living in village communities," and therefore:

For the next few years Government will be doing all 
it can to enable the farmers of Temganylka to come to
gether in ylllage communities. ... Unless we do [so] 
we Shall not be able to provide ourselves with the things 
we need to develop our land and to raise our standard of 
living. We shall not be able to use tractors; we shall 
not be able to provide schools . . . build hospitals or 
have clean drinking water; it will be quite impossible 
to start village small industries, and Instead we shall 
have to go on depending on the towns for all our require
ments; and even if we had a plentiful supply of electric 
power we would never be able to connect it up to each 
isolated homeatead.il

The development and equity considerations in the above 

policy statement do not differ from those of OJamaa. As it 

will become clear later, however, the program could not have 

created rural Boclallsra even if it had succeeded in raising 

rural productivity; for it was basically conceived and organ

ized along capitalist lines. Emphasizing the development 

side, the settlement planners saw the progrein simply as a de

vice to effect changes in the socioeconomic conditions of the 

rural areas so as to make rational development planning pos-

the benefits of modern

Bible:

The aim in establishing these pilot settlements is to 
provide experience in pleinned resettlement and to intro
duce improved agricultural techniques as a basis for the 
eventual transformation of social and economic conditions 
in rural- Tanganyika. As they are established and devel
oped', settMfeent personnel will be trained and every as
pect of rurallsettlement will be studied and the lessons

^^President»3 Address to the National Assembly, p. 17.
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learned and experience ga^ed In them will then gradual
ly be applied throughout the country 12 ,

As implementation started, the leaders' enthusiasm for 

rapid transformation led to the abandonment of the earlier 

idea of setting up a few pilot schemes for purposes of exper

imentation and 'learning, before expansion and replication. 

Instead, a full-swing resettlement program was advocated.

Each settlement would bring together 250 families. Title to 

land would be held by individuals but farm planning, mechani

cal cultivation aind general services would be organized on 

co-operative lines. The farming systems would embrace one or 

two cash crops and livestock together with some subsistence 

food production. Further, the settlers would be provided 
with water (pipe), education and health facilities, etc.^^

The First Plan proposed to launch over sixty such 

model villages between 1964 and 1969, each costing about
a

. 6150,000. The planners believed that the experience would 

"allow considerable acceleration of the process of moderniz

ing Tanganyikan rural production and raising the Income lev

els of farmers ... to about 6150 per annum (per family), as 

_j:ompared with,present-day cash Income in the traditional en-

By mld-1965, already twenty-three set-

■ i
-

1

,,14
vlronment of 625.

12■“'Bural lament Commission, Rural Settlement Plan
ning (Par es Sala^: Government Printer, 19^3), P.

^^The First Plan, Vol. I, p. 33.
.

“ibid.
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It:
Howeverj the prpgramtlement schemes were In operation, 

was facing serious problems-and the government was^onslder-

The problems resulted from (1)

-s

Ing ways of modifying it. 

organizational conflicts, (2) Increasing village dependence

on meager government resources, and (3) low settler produc-

As these problems (especially the last two) contrib

uted to the abandonment of the program and adoption of a 

socialist solution, and do raise questions of crucial impor

tance with regard to the strategies of the current U.1 amaa 

model, we shall examine them briefly below.

tlvlty.

Organizational Conflict

At the center, the resettlement machinery consisted of 

a Rural Settlement Commission and a Rural Settlement Agepcy,

the latter being the executive arm of the former charged with

The structure andthe day-to-day running of the program, 

composition of the Commission was such that it became diffi

cult to communicate consistent "messages" to the Agency. It

consisted of five Ministers representing different ministeri

al priorities and emphases, under the chairmanship and co-

Thus intermlnis-—ordination of ■'the Second Vice-President,

terlal priority conflicts made it difficult for the Agency to

^^The Rurfi\Settlement Commission started eight new 
village settlement schemes in 1963, and in the coursepilot

of 1961< took over seven existing settlement schemes from the 
former TAC and three small cotton schemes which had been 
started under the guidance of an Israeli Development Company 
known as "Agrldev."
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16
take quick decisions.

Furthermore, the ministerial hierarchies at'Hlje center 

were replicated at the regional, district and sub-district 

levels, each departmental staff in the field emphasizing the 

priorities of his own ministry. (This administrative depart

mentalization, extended to the field while the center re

tained full declsion-meiking power, was more detrimental to 

the Improvement approach thEui to the transformation approach, 

as we shall discuss in the following section.) At the set

tlements themselves, the schemes were bureaucratically super

vised -by government managers (in a number of cases, expatri

ates), making the settlers feel that the projects belonged to
17the government and that they were hired laborers. Organi

zationally, then, there was a great deal of continuity with 

the colonial period.

The administrative structure made it difficult to co- .

ordinate the movement and recruitment to the proposed settle- 

Thus, when in 1965 the organization of Government was 

reviewed to meet the requirements of the First Plan, the Gov

ernment decided to place the responsibility for settlements 

under one Minister, Instead of five.

30, 1966, the Commission was dissolved

over by the Settlement Division of the Ministry of Lands,

ments.

Consequently, on June .

d its work was taken

A
16

For a further discussion of this point, see Anthony 
Rweyemanu, o£. clt.. pp. liiO-179, where organizational con
flicts are examined In some detail.

-^Ibld.

■ ■ ’1*
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A
Settlement and Water Development, 

oided to replace bureaucratism with

The Government further de- 
democratiT'ptoticipatlon 

at the settlement level: "The settlers will be encouraged to 

identify themselves more closely with the schemes by actually 

participating in making the decisions on how the settlement 

should be run, with, the Divisional staff filling the role of 

advisers rather than managers.

It is clear from the above policy shift that the cur

rent emphasis (by Hwongozo and other policy documents) on 

grass-roots participation is In large pau*t a result of the 

failure of the bureaucratlc/lnnovator-adopter model of rural 

transformation, This raises a question of tremendous Impor

tance for the DJetmaa model: the conditions.under which bu

reaucratic and participatory approaches are likely to-work.

It Is clear that one condition under which the transformation 

approach could have wqrked would be the use of compulsion tq , 

ensure harder work and higher productivity of the settle

ments. The regime was not willing, probably not even capa

ble, to natch bureaucratism with coercion. Bureaucratism and 

persuasion did not seem to get along very well. Thus UJamaa 

Is experimenting with a different formula—democratic partic

ipation with persuasion, hoping to dispense with bureaucratic 

management and the need for compulsion. As we shall discuss 

more fqlly wl^Ts^Lllustrations In Chapter 8, the main problem 

with the participatory model ushered by UJamaa is how to

,.18

l8
A. H. Babu, Minister of Lands, Settlement and'Water 

Development, "Development Since the Declaration." The Stand
ard, December 8, 19&7.
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determine where democracy ends/and implementation begins,
oF'^c

In

other words, how to enforce the implementation 

democratically taiken-by the villagers themselves. The solu

tion of this problem, as we shall argue later, may as well be 

the determining factor between success or failure of the

visions

Ojamaa model.

Village Dependence on State

The second,problem was that the transformation model 

tended to Increase rather than decrease the inherited village

dependence on the state for subventions. Local initiative— 

at the settlement level—did not seem to be coming forth.

The policy Itself was partly responsible for the increasing 

village dependence. Heavy capital expenditure had been in

curred for roads, land cleeirnlng, communal buildings such as 

schools and hospitals, piped water supplies and housing for 

the settlers. In addition, each family was given a monthly 

allowance of thirty shillings during the initial years. The 

policy was that the Government would meet part of the costs 

of the infrastructure "free" while the rest would be repaid 

the settlers over a generous period of twenty-five years. 

This financing policy had three main weaknesses.

First, the settlers were saddled with a heavy debt be

fore It was pose“1 to say with certainty that, their farming 

would be suffloientiy successful to pay off the debt. Sec- 

ond, the long period given for repayment of loans (twenty- 

five years) worked against settler productivity; for the
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settlers, felt no inmediate pr-essure, and did no^t^ee the
.(Other

countries, e.g. Hungary, Yugoslavia, etc., give shorter peri

ods, usually five years, for such loans.) While on this 

point, we should mention that this government "generosity" 

has in practice not changed in the UJamaa era, even though it 

is centrally repudiated in theory. Third, the overall effect 

was to increase settler demands for more state subventions 

and to create a comsumptionist rather than a productlonist

schemes as a method of making them "self-reliant."^

orientation.

It is worth recapitulating what we said in the previ

ous chapter that this orientation- was fostered by the coloni

al rural development policies, Apao’t from the cash crop and 

"progressive farmer" areas, the peasants in most areas were 

not given development loans. They expected the government to 

extract resources from then—in the form of labor and taxes—■- 

and to give then aid for consumption in the frequent cases of 

fanlne. Thus peasant-state relations, though lacking legiti

macy and punctuated with hostility and protests, tended to be 

This paternalisn increased, rather than de-paternalistic.

creased, when the nationalists took over, but it was now ex

pressed in lavish subventions for development programs rather 

than Just emergency funds or ^ hoc reallocation of wealth to 
' challe^^

After three years of operation, there was no evidence

of fanlne in particular areas.meet the

^^We do not, however, imply "benevolence" on the part 
of the colonial administration.
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of positive correlation betw^n the level of -assistance given 

• to a settlement and settler productivityj Indeed^ an Inverse 

relationship was, observed:

... it was found that on schemes where the settler was 
given an axe aind Jembe [hoe] euid told to clear the bush 
and build his house himself, the response was praise
worthy, whereas on the pilot schemes where capital was 
used to make the lot of the settler easier, the response 
was disappointing.

Already in June, 1965, the pessimism of Mwallmu's ad

dress to the National Assembly had contrasted sharply with 

the optimism of his launching address in 1962: "Host of these

new s.ettlements are making good progress, but we have learnt 

a number of lessons from this early experience." 

lar, "we intend to reduce the capitalization, of these vil- 

This address seems to have teen a transition in

1
In partlcu-

lages."

liwallmu's thought, heralding the policy of socialism and 

self-reliance that was to follow two years later. He ob

served;

To burden the farm with very heavy debts at the out
set and at the same time to make It appear that Govern
ment can provide all services Is not the best way of 
promoting activity. In future we shall increasingly 
help by providing the eco.ncmic ser*/tees, leaving the 
development of the social services In the form of hous- 

, Ing, etc.", to the Initiative and energies of the far-ers 
as their work brl.ngs Its return. The Individual, no less 
than the nation, must learn the lessen of greater self- 
reliance.

The above policy statemc.nt was reformulated a.nd ex
pressed- in more'^^egorlcal terms l.n t.he Arusha Declaratlo.n

2DEabu, "D-eYelcpment .Since the I>sclaratlcn."

"K'rfal.imu Demands Frugality,** The Standard. June 9,.21
IS 65.
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the "dep^n^hce syn-end towhich sought to modify or put 

■ drome"—village on the state and state on the external' envl- 

Thus, whereas failure of foreign capital taught22ronment.

the lesson of 'national' self-reliance, the increasing de

pendence of the village settlements on meager government 

funds taught the lesson of 'village' self-reliance, both of 

which have received great emphasis in the post-Arusha period.

As we shall point out later, however, these lessons have not 

in all cases provided a guide in the implementation of U.1 amaa.

Low Settler Productivity1

Apart from the problem.s of bureaucracy, systemic inca

pacity (or, ^ore accurately, unwillingness) to*"coerce," 

peasants' consumptionlst orientation, etc., there was an ad

ditional factor contributing to the low productivity of most 

settlements. The settlements failed to attract "progressive" 

farmers, although this was the Intention as the qualifica

tions demanded of would-be settlers show. Each applicant was 

required to have, inter alia, (1) farming experience; (2) 

previous contact with the monetary economy; (3) a feeling for 

farming as a profession; (k) receptivity to new ideas and 
methods; end (5) capacity for hard work.^^

Host set-tiers did .not meet the above qualifications.

See particularly pp. 8-13 of the Declaration where 
- 1 the meanir.g of "self-reliance" is dlscusaed.

23su

J.’ellls, A Theory of Ideology 
OifoM Dniverslty Press,

arlsed from a lor.ger list given in John R.
: The Tanzanian Example (Kairobl:
2), Chapter 6.
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Why? It Is worth piirsulng this problem a littT:e-<?^ther 

‘cause it illustrates the interaction of a "political-choice

be-

criterlon" and a "rational-choice criterion," on the one 

hand, and central directives and local response, on the oth

er, in the process of planning and implementing development 

In practice, the above qualifications (theprojects.

rational-choice criteria of the managing bureaucracy) were

■ by-passed by the local leadership which handled recruitment 

(the political-choice criteria). In many areas, the settle

ments were seen simply as a method of handling or forestall

ing the political consequences of the growing rural and urban 

unemployment. In others, recruitment was based on good "po-

In a few extreme cases, the settlements 

were seen as a place to send the "trouble makers," thus 

negating the nobility of the entire project in the eyes of 
the peasants.^^^

)

lltlcal' record.

Furthermore, there was great uncertainty as to the 

"ideological" status of the settlements.

Chapter 2 that between ISSO and 1966 iansanla's ideology was 

—as "mixed" as-rthe ecor.cmi'—lying somewhere between capitalism

Ve tried to show in

and what Ifwalimu Kyerere had in 1962 termed "UJamaa—the 

Easls of African Socialism." We argued that t.he ensuing 

Ideologlc'o-progagm^tic discrepancy had created uncertainty
'll

^^AlChough this has been claimed by some. Interviewees, 
we lack sufficient evidence to determine its importance in 
the recruitment process.

^^Unfortunately, in seme areas of the country, ujamaa 
villages were initially viewed in this light.
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responslbler>f©j^he sys- 

' tern's low capability to attract foreign capital. This "dls-

at the national level and was partly

crepancy created uncertainty at the local level as well, and 

the failure of the transformation approach to attract pro

gressive farmers Is the best example.

Although the schemes had been conceived In capitalist

(and coninerclal) terns by the World Bank, they had a 

"capitalist-socialist" mode of production. Thus, for exam

ple, land was Individually held while most operations were

communal; again, while the settlement managers appealed to 

the settlers' profit motive, the politicians preached the 

"equality" and "classlessness" of the traditional African so

ciety which Hwallmu had stressed in his 1962 treatise, etc.

In other woi*ds, although the transformation approach was gen

erally capitalist-oriented, in practice It was unable to of- 

, fer the full stick and carrot of capitalism to attract pro

gressive farmers. The "carrot" was In fact gradually reduced 

as It became necessary to emphasize village self-reliance 

(1965-66) as a result of low settler productivity and failure

■lef^eiternal capital.

It must be stressed that the conflict between what we

referred to above as political-choice criteria and ratlonal-

n many cases a result of genuine desire 

• by the central leadership to achieve rapid development and to 

■' ’ bring the "expected" benefits of uhuru to the masses.

the experiences of the transformation model, improvement 

model (next section) and the early phase of UJamaa model

choice crltferla w

Yet,
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(Chapter 7), clearly show the delicate balance betwe^ 

politico-ideological and economic goals in a new nation, 

alyzlng four African states (Including Tanzania) in the mid- 

sixties, one eminent economist correctly questioned the util

ity of a strictly rational-choice model in planning for 

national development in Africa where economic planning is 

viewed as' a means of simultaneously achieving socio-political 

ends, such as national Integration, rewards to supporters, 

etc.:

An-

Qovernnents are rarely, if ever. Interested in econom- 
Economic policy and projects arelo policy as an end. 

seen as means to attaining socio-political objectives; 
for example, the rate of growth and the standard of liv
ing of groups to which politicians belong, or, from which 
they derive their support, is of more Intrlii 
to then than the rate of growth of national

1

sic coneirproduct.

In the absence of consistent data on the number of

families and size of labor force engaged in the activities of 

^ the settlements, it is not possible to assess the actual lev

el of settler productivity or, what would be even more inter

esting, to compare levels of productivity before and after
27their transformation into ujnnaw communities. It is clear,

hpwever, that low settler productivity was one of the main

26
Green, 0£. clt., p. 251.

27
Hot'all sq^^^es survived the ideological shift, 

new Dlvlslpn' of Vlllare Settlements had taken over the 
. twenty-three schemes from the Rural Settlement Commission on 
July 1, 1966. The major function of the Division was to re
view the economic viability of these schemes, a task which 
led to nine schemes being run down or handed over to the re
spective District Councils. Host of the rest have now been 
converted into ujamaa villages.

The
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reasons for the abandonment of the transformatlonTnod^.

Only a few settlements, mainly those specializing In such

lucrative cash crops as tobacco, wheat, sugar ceine, etc.,

were able to "take off" before the beginning of the U.1 amaa 
2Q^ Effective ending of the transformation approach was 

announced by the Second Vice-President, Rashldl Kawawa, on

era.

28
That low settler productivity was 'the main reason 

for closure of some of the schemes was clearly reflected In 
the new policy adopted towau^ds the end of 1966 to continue 
the expansion of the schemes which had done well economical
ly, even though-they did not constitute socialist communi- 
.tles. For example, the Urambo Tobacco Settlement Scheme In 
Tabora was expanded, and new tobacco schemes were started In 

' 1967—e.g. Kalluwa (1966), Ussoke and-Ulyankula (196?)—and 
thereafter along the old lines, despite the Arusha. Declara
tion. The target was to Increase the number of farmers In 
the tobacco' schemes from 2,500 In 196? to about 13,000 In 
1971/72, with a corresponding estimated Increase of tobacco' 
production from 3 million lbs. In 1967 to about 25 million 
lbs. by 1971/72. See Babu, "Development Since the Declara
tion."

^^For example. In the 1966/67 season, tobacco schemes 
sold about 3,000,000 lbs. which was worth about shs.
5,800,000 , with more than 50 percent going to the farmers.
In the same season, the Upper Kltete Wheat Scheme handled 
some 1,000,680 lbs. of wheat valued at shs. 39^,000 , the net 
accruing to the farmers being shs. 118,000 . The Kllombero 
Settlement Scheme sold l8,600 tons of sugar cane (at aha. 
^0/75 per ton), with the farmers receiving about 55 percent 
o^j^e total earnings. The two cattle schemes—Kongwa and 
Hatongoro—were also doing well In comparison with many oth
ers which failed to "take off." Already by 1967 "ujamaaiza- 
tlon" had started on these two schemes, with communal herds 
which Included all the male stock, the female stock remaining 
individually owned, ^e only Initially successful sisal set
tlement scheme, Kabuku (In Tanga Region), Is probably the 
best Illustration of fjfi'
.semi-capitalist settlement Into a socialist community. The 
scheme began to disintegrate when the Government initiated 

. its transformation into DJamaa in 1969, leading to the expul
sion of ■ twenty-six fanllie's" 'in 1971* These families went to 
Horogoro to found their own ujamaa village, Kldudwe in Turi- 
anl Division, complalnir.g that the' other members at Kabuku 
were lazy. Interview at Kldudwe, December 20, 1972.

e problem of transforming a formerly
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April 4, 1966. The official reasons were explairhe^as fol

lows:

. . . settler-fanners on pilot schemes in general show 
far less enthusiasm, and [are] less hard-working, than 
•settlers’ in 'spontaneous' and unassisted schemes. They 
aire also fip.1 of complaints and expect Government to give 
them everything. ... In future, it has been decided 
that. Instead of establishing highly capitalized schemes 
and moving people to them, emphasis will be on moderniz
ing existing traditional villages, by injecting capital 
in order to raise the standeurd of living of the vil
lagers. 30

The future' of the settlement schemes already estab

lished remained unclear until Hwallmu published his blueprint 

on "Sdclallsm and Rural Development" towards the end of 1967, 

after which rural development poll-cy was geared to the crea

tion of ujamaa vllleiges. The existing settlement schemes 

would be encouraged to transform themselves into socialist 

communities at the same time as collectivization of the rest 

of the rural population continued. 

tlon, we shall discuss the improvement model which was given 

greater ei!?>hasis after the abandonment of the transformation 

model. The improvement model illustrates even more clearly

1

In the following sec-

30Ministry of Information and Tourism, Press Release.
1 T/1, 302 (Dar es Salaam, Information Services Division, 
1966.) j pp. 3-^1. This quote is part of an "Address at the 
Opening of the Rural Development Planning Seminar at the Uni
versity College, Dbu* es Salaam, on Monday, April, 1966."

in the .^^Mtime, however, the Ministry of Lands, 
Settlement and Wat^r Development would "concentrate on madcing 
the existing schemes successful or closing them down If they 
are unvlablev Any new schemes will probably be in the .areas 
where there is already an existing population, and where the 
people have already shown their enthusiasm for development." 
See Babu, "Development Since the Declaration." Local initia
tive was now considered the key to success.

31
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the ineffectiveness of the inherited instituti^nt>^n peasant
/•

mobilization, and the problems of achieving equitable distri

bution of resources and development inputs by using the bu

reaucratic Instruments of the state or even the peasants' own 

organizations—such as the co-operative movement—which had 

been converted into political aind economic tools of the pro-- 

gressive farmers and local notables.

THE IMPROVEMENT APPROACH: A MASS EXTENSION MODEL

The new emphasis on "modernizing the existing tradi

tional villages" through mass extension and minimal capital 

assistance heralded a new direction. This shift in emphasis, 

however, did not represent a totally new Ideology; for the 

Improvement/mass extension approach, based on the "community 

development" idea, had co-existed side by side with the vari- '‘ts 

ous transformational attempts since the colonial days. We 

shall restrict ourselves to the broad features of this ap

proach, to shed some further light on the background to the 

current UJamaa approach.

'Community development' in Tainzania was a post-war 

phenomenon, closely linked with the need to 'contain' the

sociopolitical and socioeconomic effects of the Second World 
a :colonlal^opulatlon, especially the veterans return- 

The British administration set up a social

War on

ing from the war. 

welfare program after the war for the needs of the veterans, 

leading to the creation of a social development department in
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Coimnunlty Devtl^j^nt Divl- 

‘ siori of the Ministry of Local Government and Housing in Sep

tember, i960, after the country had acquired Responsible Gov

ernment (Madaraka). The Three-Year Development Plan (1961/ 

62-1963/6^*) allocated £229,195 for community development 

work, including community development training center; visual 

aids workshops; field staff; self-help schemes; community

centers; field units; film units; and social development 
32teams. a

1958. The department became the

The main function of the community development move

ment was 'mobilization' of the human resource, to make the 

people amenable to change and innovation.

Plan put it, to "arouse and mobilize the dormant human re

source of the nation so as to Improve the economic, social 

and cultural life, and to co-ordinate the efforts of the peo-

1

As the Three-Year

pie themselves with those of central and local government and

The Community Development Division.,33voluntary agencies, 

became one of the main organs serving the "Improvement Ap

proach" recommended by the World Bank Mission in 1961;.34 amd

from i960 to 1972 (when it was abolished) it was switched 

from one ministry to another in an attempt to see where it

^^Thre'e-Ye^ Plan, pp. 92-95.

^%bid.. ppl 94-95.
34
International Bamk for Reconstruction and Develop

ment, "The Economic Development of Tanganyika." Both the 
transformation and improvement approaches are discussed in 
this report.
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would best The First Plan (1964/69) explailte^ the ad-

■ vantages and limitations of the Improvement Approach as fol

lows:

The Government's policy for developing rural produc
tion . . . consists in following a two-fold approach in 
agriculture via the Improvement approach and the trans
formation approach. The former alms at the progressive 
Improvement in present methods of crop amd animal hus
bandry by working on the peasant farmer on both psycho
logical and technical planes to induce an Increase in his 
productivity without any radical changes in traditional 
social and legal systems. The Improvement approach re
quires continuing, widespread and co-ordinated action by 
community development staff amd extension services to 

. change individual behaviour eind to teach technical im
provements, and by co-operatives to ameliorate the meth
ods- of marketing. Experience has shown that in those 
regions where this approach, which does not require a 
massive injection of capital, has been well-organized, 
continuous growth in rural output has been achieved. 
However, this approach is not capable of assuring the 
maintenance of this expansion over the long-term for, by 
its very nature, it cannot bring about lasting solutions 
to the two cardinal problems of peasant farming, 
land tenure and agricultural under-employment.3°

'Self-help' and 'co-operatives' became the moblllza- 

’ tional slogans of the Improvement approach, and community de

velopment action was to be "by adult education, exhortation 

and example, to enlighten both men and women on possibilities 

of attaining a different, higher and more satisfying standard 

^o?' living."

1

l.e..

37 This development strategy Introduced an ele-

35Immediately after Independence, the Division was re
moved from the Ministry of Local Government and Housing and 
Joined with- the Cooperatives to form a new Ministry of Co
operatives-and Coimlljnlty Development. In April, 1964, the 
Division became part^of a new Ministry of Community Develop
ment and national Culture; further changes occurred in 1969, 
and in 1972 it was abolished entirely following administra
tive decentralization.

3^Plrst Plan, p. 19.

^"^Ibid.. p. 17.
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ment of democracy In local decision-maiklng, for 

velopment Committees were created at village, district and

Politically, it was argued, the committees 

would perform a local participatory function which was lack-

2 De-

reglonal levels.

Ing in the colonial period and would make the people feel 

that they were masters over their own affairs. Economically,

consequently, the people could, through self-help projects,

be more self-rellaent, which would lessen demands on the gov- 

The development committees would draw up plans and 

participate in the Implementation of such plans in their re-

ernment.

!

speotlve areas. A ministerial policy statement explained the 

new organizational structure a,s follows:
li

The essence of the plan ... is that it is based on 
autonomous development committees at village level, 
whose task it is to plan their own village development 
schemes, in the form of village roads and bridges and 
wells; village halls,.schools, dispensaries or health 
centres, co-operative stores, communal farms, free nurs
eries; in short, the immediate Improvements which the 
people want (.and can undertake with the minimum of out
side help.3«

This ambitious effort to give ’’more power to the peo

ple," as we shall elaborate later, was partly frustrated by

"'the existing administrative structure which dissipated the 

effort of the community development movement. (Ten years

later, 1972, administrative decentralization was to be intro

duced with ..the sarSf^logan.) With the appointment of 

politico-administrative leaders at the district and regl^al 

levels (namely Area and Regional Conmilssloners) in 1962, it

38
Quoted in Anthony Rweyemamu, o£. cit PP. 129-130.,• »
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"co-operati^ between 

the Government, the political movement, the civil service and 

The Vice-President, Mr. Rashldl Kawawa, saw the

was hoped that there would be a good

the people,"

new organization as Introducing a division of labor which

would diminish conflict between politicians and bureaucrats: 

"In this programme, we politicians must provide the spirit 

and willingness to work and the technicians must provide the 

know-how.

development as Involving "all methods whereby progress Is 

achieved as a co-ordinated effort of the people, on the one 

hand, and of the technical services and national aid of Gov

ernment on the other.

Although at the end of the First Plan the Improvement 

approach through community development action, widespread ex

tension services, self-^elp projects, and co-operatives had ^ 

more "successes" attributed to it than the transformation ap

proach, It had revealed a number of weaknesses resulting 

mainly from the sociopolitical milieu in which it operated.

We shall outline the main weaknesses below.

The bureaucrats, on their part, saw community

!

Co-operatlves Exploiting Peasants

First, the. co-operative movement was becoming a 'bur

sts rather than an instrument for their Im- 

Before Independence, marketing co-operatives were

den' on the pe

provement.

^^Mlnlstry of Information, Kews Review. April, 1962.
^^Hinlstry of Co-operatives and CQmmu.nlty Development, 

"Community Development Policy," August, 1962; mimeographed. 
Quoted In Anthony Rweyemamu, 0£. cit.. pp. 127-128.
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, to be found mainly In the cash crop areas which needed pro-

After Independence,tectlon against the Aslan middleman, 

the Government campaigned for the establishment of co

operatives all over the country, formed a Co-operative and

Development Beink, and created a Co-operative Union of Tangan-

Further, the existing Co-operative So-Ika (a.U.T., 1962). 

cletles Ordinance was changed so that the Registrar of Co

operatives could no longer refuse to register a co-operative 

The Increased credit facilities (via the Co-society.

operative Bank, etc.) and the removal of registration delays 

led to the mushrooming of what some bureaucrats have termed

1

"political co-operatives," organised from the'top "without 

genuine local demand or even understanding."'*

Thus, for example, co-operative societies which had 

Increased slowly from a rn'ere 62 In 19^8 to 657 In 1361, in-

By ISfi^, co-creased to 1.2,000 by ISci aj:d 1.533 by 1566. 

operative sceietlea were .already har.dling a flew cf goods and

""‘A Co-operative Society Crdlnance .had bee.n passed by 
t.he cclcnlal Legislative Council cn February 12, 1532. In.

'■''45-33, t.he Kilimanjaro l.'ative Cc-c.perative C.nlc.n CKK'CL’) was 
registered., follcwed by the B-ukc-ba Katlve C-o-tperatlve U.niej) 
(B.h'CU-) dn 155C, both marketl.ng coffee. Cthers follcwed .rap
idly, e.g. t.he Victoria Hed.eratlc.n of Co-operative Lhnlc.ns 
iWCU) marketing ootten in the Lake Victoria sene, etc. .See 
T. R. Sadler, The Co-cperat 1 ve Kovement In Tangar.yI'ka iLar es 
Salaam: GoVemmeri!5=*frlnter. :fry, 5'c'manb,
operative, :yay,*’ Srelrhead, Vol, I. Bo,
J: P. Itoffet, Kar-dtook of Tan.eaiiylka (2..nd.. ed.; Lar e.s 
Salaam: 3o¥er.''uotr.t Rrinter., iTroo',' p:p. 117-153.

'C-o-
(Lecemberl 1561 ;i

42,United Repobllc of Tanza.nia, F.epo 
tlal Special 'Committee of Bnoul.r'/ into the______ _ _____
Harketirg Board#~I^ar' e?. Salaa'o; >"o-ver:n.ent Frinter,

of the rreal.de.n-
-ooeratlvcs and

*
p. -o.
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*

services worth nore than &25 nlllion a year, and about one 

full third of the country’s foreign exchange earnings care 

fron co-operatives. The ain was that by early seventies all 

produce which lends Itself to co-operative narketing should
Jj-a

be in the hands of the co-operative coverent.

The politician's and local notables had used the co

operative Eoverentas an Instrurent for channeling resources 

—credit, fertilisers. Insecticides, tractors, etc.—to their 

areas; and by 196^ the .Hlnlster concerned was teccrlng dis

turbed by the growth of petty co-operatives which he saw ’’not 

only toiling in the fields, but also in the shops, the banks, 

the workshops and the garages," and was inclined to dlsccur- 

age the rate:

Flattered as I an by the constant references both in
side and outside this House to> the desirability of estab
lishing new co-operatives of every sort and kind, and 
%'astly erpandl.ng at great speed the activities of the ex
isting societies, I nust cske it quite clear that as the 
Hlnlster responsible I -a-t here to encourage the estab- 
l!El:n.ent of successful co-operatives only, and not Just a 
nushrccn of hay-wire prestige ec-cperatives

Training of personnel had not kept pace with, the rate
V

of growth of the novenent; corrupt ion had increased; the pro- ' 

liferatlon of- societies and narketitig boards was creating a 

•niddlenan’.; prcgresslve farners were benefiting 

teccning unde.socrat*c; and the peas-

new fcm ot
%nost; the nif’.fenent

....
'Hon. J. S. Kasanbala, M.F., Hi.nlster of Corrtsrce and 

Co-cperatlYes, "Policy Statenent to the Eudvet Session of the 
Katicnal Assembly," June_26, IStd, p. 13,

■' ii. .
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ants were losing faith in their leaders. Mr. J. S. Kasambala, 

Minister of Conmerce and Co-operatives, outlined the problem

as he saw it in 196^1:

Rapid as has been the expansion of our Co-operative 
Kovenent since independence, it is only fair to inform 
the House that less than half of the secretaries of our 
primly societies have received any co-operative training 
whatsoever, and quite a number of then have' either seen a 
Jail sentence or are^stlll there cooling their castle-
building ambitions 1^5

It became necessary for the President to set up a com

mittee of enquiry into the co-operative movement in 1966; and 

the committee’s report listed a number of complaints of the 

peasants. The complaints Included such indignant statements 

as: "CWe are led] to believe that societies have been Insti

tuted not for the purpose of protecting us from the exploita

tion of the former mlddlemsn, but to place us under another 

> verse type of middleman under the clca,»r of co-eperative scct- 

etles,, unions and marheti.ng boards* (Para 12); ccrplatn 

of the inefficiency of most of the societies* and unions* em- ■ 

ployees. and cc.mmitteenen . . .“ (Para 16}; "ii'e further cem- 

jTiain of the undl-nocratlc mslpractlces of societies* and' 

unions*' ccmmltteenen, who scramble to regain their seats 

. . .* (Para 11); and finally:

i

Ve regret after having achieved *Tnuru' in this
country-ve, . the flamers, have teen deprived of' all tiess- 

^ ings',.of ,»Thura*; cur incomes have been .dvindling, and 
what is worse, we are continually being cvertaied. Plr 

. example, we pay two types of levelcpment levy: the Local 
. Council. Cess and t.he haticnal .Develcp:r_ent levy, I’nder- 

these c.ircum5tance.a.,; w.e feel ourselves to be .forgo-tten

^5. ^Ibid...
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■ children, and we can see nothing better than the total 
ruin of this country and our children in the long run.

../■'■(Para 2h)
Lastly, whilst we assure the President that we appre

ciate the desirability of substituting co-operatives for
t to thethe private traders, so far we strongly objec 

way in which this is being done. (Para 25)*^°

Probably the exploitation of the poorer peasants by 

the comltteenen (often local notables and progressive farc

ers) was greater than governcent "exploitation" through taxa-

Kowever, the Governcent abolished the produce cess and 

other rural taxes In 1969.

tion.

The cccplaints noted above slcply 

illustrate the probles of ensuring the security of the siza.ll1

farcers within a capitalist setting end by using the bureau

cratic instrucents of the state which have strong affinity 

fcr the prcgressive farcers.

A n'ucter of cessures .have teen tahen since the lru5.ha

Tt;e nalntectarsticn to cleanse the cc-eperative covecent. 

ones, ins.lude (1) acceleration o.f ferscnnel training., includ-

ing the tui'lding of a ctdern ee-cperatlve ecjle.ge at Koshti 

{2} creatlcn cf a single "nice fcr each region, a task soc-

■unlftcattcn cf the co:-cterattve ser^v--.e-arl^- 19? 1; W
ice, i.e, ty stacidari*sing the ttm.s cf.serv'ice and crestirg

a Cc-eperative Service C^nmiS^aicn on .slcilar lines as the

gssercutental 'scrutiny of'Sccie-Clv'il fervice ■fr.niitis^gic.

.ties* asiS aniens i gre.ater p-nyers to■nts intensifieii

the Registrar, cf'sps.ieties to ■ens'.^re viati'lit.y -ef'-aety scciety 

tefere. registratlen^ (tj sttpalaticn that eYentna.lLy jinltik

• ' '1

' 'Report.: cf''the'''?re'Sidenti'a 
c-try .into 'Ic-c'ce rati Ye. Mj^'enent ■ et/'d Harleting' Beards, pt*

; ■' ■'■' • ■ ■■ ■' -;,■' : -

1 «
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-purpose uigmaa villages will replace primary societies;'(7) 

encouragement of societies and unions to engeige In production 

rather than Just marketing goods which are produced by Indi

viduals or conmunal^ farmers; (8) a restructuring of the 

boards to handle both marketing and production problems of

the peasants; and (9) deeper Involvement of the Party (TAHU)
ti

in guiding the affairs of the co-operative movement.

»Self-help*—Conservative. M?atlon-bulldlnK*—Too Abstract

second, by mid-sixties, ’self-help* was no longer an 

effective mobllisational slogan. Self-help schemes in the 

post-independence period started around 1962 when the Govern

ment propagated the idea that communities should be able to 

rely on their own efforts rather than expect the Government 

to fi.nance every project that was needed. Economically, Tan

ganyika had emerged from colonialism as one of the poorest 

countries in Africa, lacking schools, dispensaries, ocmmunlty 

centers, and many other essential services. During the cam

paigns for independence, TASrj had blamed these shortages, on 

.the colonial admlnistrsticn, and used them,- along with the

“•;r, .

4?Cn April 1972,.'.the Executive Committee .of the
Co-cperative I'nlcn of Tansahls <CLT') accepted a prcposal by

.•Restructure che CIT to. ■bring It, in line 
‘:'llcles. See to- Open dates for '

1572. p. 16..

its Eub-ccmmittee ?7|with TAJrj's. ^resen
•More Party Guidance.Sunday hews. April 32,

..'-'■The .extent-to "which ■ this," reconstruct ton ham taken p',la,ce and 
••■■ ■.•vto;.what effect. WES not known to this author at :the' time of 

.. writing, Vit,h. .regar-d to the marketbng tc-ards, all the imppr- 
tant -cneS'—e.g.' these dealing with tea, -cotton, tctacc-o,

„ ..pyrethr'um, etc.—have been cc-nstituted into •Authorities* tc:
rketing a.s ■:we'll,,-,as .l.r. .producticn'end research.'in' ms■■■': engage.
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.peasant opposition to 'imposed'^agricultural regulations, as 

mobillzational slogains for Uhuru. After independence, TANU 

constituted the Government, and the people expected the na

tionalist government to do better than the British adminis

tration in the provision of the essential social services. 

Such expectations were further heightened by pronouncements— 

such as that of Mwallmu quoted earlier—that more would be 

achieved within ten*years than what had been achieved in more 

than seventy years of colonial rule. It was in this context 

1 of 'rising expectations' that the concept of 'self-help' was 

elevated to a development Ideology. ■

Although self-help (kujitolea) was officially adopted 

In 1962 as a strategy of community self-improvement, self-' 

help activities had existed in both colonial and pre-colonial 

times. During the colonial period, however, the people had 

little say in the determination of projects; very often in

structions came from the top in terms of 'rules.' In some 

areas, the sanctions for non-compliance were heavy. The co

lonial administration, in keepir.g with the prevailing idea of 

'Indirect ihule," chose to leave the moblllcatlonal role to 

the local authorities and traditional community leaders who

had at their disposal age-long social sanctions against non-

Howe ver, the fact thatattendance.. So cc undertakings.

ccmmanity self-help activities were normally done on a day
'•n-

set aside as "Siku ya Utawala" (or "Administration Day") 

meant that the activities themselves were thought to belong 

to the colcr.lal government. Traditional norms of co-operation
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in communal undertakings differed widely from community to

Some communities had a well-established set of•community.

rules and sanctions while others had none; and therefore re

sponse to self-help schemes even after Independence differed
US

greatly from one area to another.

-Enthusiasm was high during the first three years of 

independence, and many projects were undertaken in the urban 

and rural areas on the basis of self-help. The Ministry of 

Co-operatives and Community Development was then the chief 

1 Instrument of moblilzatlon. After the publication of the 

First Plan in 196^, however, the concept of 'self-help' was 

replaced,by that of 'nation-building.' The former was con

sidered "too narrow, inward-looking and self-centred," while 

the latter was considered to be "more appropriate for patri

otic actions." It was ai^gued that the term 'nation-building 

implied "building for the present as well as for the future 

whereas self-help meant that only the present members should 

benefit and long-tein plans, such as planting trees, would be

I

avoided by those who thought they would not live to enjoy the 

fruits. It has been claimed by some ex-Haendeleo (Commu

nity Development) staff that the change in moblllzatlonal

slogeins led to- a diminished enthusiasm among the villagers

|iO •

We found great variations in different wards of 
Horogoro. In some cases, response depended bn whether the 

. 1 project had been initiated by the people themselves or wheth
er it was Imposed upon then by politicians or bureaucrats.

^^Intervlew with Mr. Kwanga, UJamaa and Co-operative 
Officer, Morogoro District, December 5, 1972.
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because the campaigns for 'natlon-bulldlng' remained^ ^as one 
put it, "abstract and distant."^®

There has been a rapid change in mobillzational slo

gans in Tanzania since independence—self-help, nation- 

building, self-reliance, u.1 amaa, Hwongozo, etc. (Table 2 

above). Often these chamges, initiated by the central lead

ership, took local mobillzers unawares and, according to some 

ex-Maendeleo staff, created confusion because (1) they were 

not accompanied by the necessary institutional changes, (2) 

adjustments by both the mobillzers and the mobilized were 

slow partly because of "uncertainty, as to whether a particu

lar slogan was a lasting or a passing phenomenon"; and (3) in 

some areas, change of mobillzational slogans (which meant- 

also a reorientation of resources and priorities) disappoint

ed mobillzers as well as the mobilized "who had Just started 

to make some progress in a peirtlcular direction and were re-

The response in the dis

tricts to the changes in ideology and moblllzatlonSl symbols

..51qulred to undo their effort.

is illustrated by data from Horogoro District to be discussed 

Chapters .7 ahd 8. The Horogoro experience, as we 

Shall point out, does indicate that there is some validity in

the above claims.

^°Ibld.

51Interview with.lir. l.’senembo. Regional UJanaa and Co
operative Officer, Horogoro, October 28, 1972.
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Failure of Co-ordination

Third, the community development effort was frustrated 

by the existing administrative structure. Although community 

development staff In the districts were supposed to coordi

nate the activities of the other developmental depart

ments, this function was often difficult because each depart

mental officer was directly answerable to his boss In Dar es 

Salaam. The creation of village (or ward after 1969), dis

trict and regional development committees In 1962 was partly 

an attempt to solve,the problem of coordination of the mobil

ization effort. The committee structure provided a forum In 

which the officers of the development Ministries; Party offl-

5

cials. Area and Regional Commissioners, M.Ps., Councillors.

and other representatives of the people could meet together

as a planning and Implementation team.

In practice, however, "team spirit" was difficult to 

achieve under the existing administrative structure. Each 

ministerial official looked to Dar es Salaam for his promo

tion, Instinictlons and finance for his specific assignment, 

■^ioreover, there ^as no district civil service head to coordi

nate the activities of the various ministerial officials.

The Area and Regional Secretaries (administrative) who in 

theory were'consli 

. spectlve areas had little. If any, control over promotion, 

. 1 demotion or transfer of ministerial staff.The Area and

id the civil service heads In their re-

^^These were the titles of the chief administrative 
personnel at the district and regional levels, respectively.
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Regional Commissioners, whose dual appointment^Ss1:^ads of
\jielr respective

could have made them effective coordinators of the de

velopment effort, lacked financial control, and consequently 

could not control the ministerial staff or determine district 

or regional priorities. Apart from the Regional Development 

Fund (RDP) established In 1968 and various self-help funds 

which were controlled locally, all development finance was, 

until the administrative decentralization of July, 1972, con

trolled centrally In Dar es Salaam by the, various development 

ministries; and every expenditure by a district or regional 

ministerial official had to be requested from, ,and accounted 

to, the Principal Secretaury of the Ministry concerned In Dar 

es Salaam. Coupled with the critical communication con

straints In many Tanzanian districts, this structure made

administration and Party Secretairles in

areas

1

quick decision-making very difficult, and, furthermore, made
-53 orIt Impossible to create a "district development front

This Is one of theto undertedce "locational planning.

Prom 1973, these titles refer to the Area anduntil 1972.
Regional Commissioners who are Party Secretaries as well as 
pblltlco-adninlstratlve heads of their respective areas.
Their chief administrative assistants/^e now called District 
and Regional Development Directors, respectively, following 
Decentralization of July, 1972.

53yor thlgs^i 
Front in Tanzanla7\ 
328.

oncept, see "The District Development 
In Illffe and Saul, o£. clt.. pp. 302-

5^Por the concept of "locational planning" and its ap
plication to Tanzania, see W. L. Luttrell, "Location Planning 
and Regional Development in T^lnzanla," In Uchuni Edltorldl 
Board. Towards Socialist Planning (Dar es Salaam: Tanzania 
Publishing"House, 1972), pp. ll§-l*J8.
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problems to which the administrative decentrallzatlt^ started
t

" In July, 1972, addressed itself:
The problem Is made worse by the fact that, at pres

ent, each functional officer Is responsible to his own 
Ministry In Dar es Salaam, so that It is extremely diffi
cult to work out a Regional or District development or 
problem-solving scheme which calls for co-ordinated ac
tion. Thus, for example. If all the different functional 
officers In a District get together to work out the solu
tion to a particular village problem, each one of them 
has then to apply to his own Ministry for any little 
money which may be necessary, or even sometimes for per
mission to devote his or her own energies to that proj
ect. Then if one Ministry refuges permission, the whole 
scheme can fall to the gjround.^S

The Community Development staff were, supposed to per

form a moblllzational and coordlnatlve function In this 'de

partmentalized' administrative structure so as to ensure 'in

tegrated development.' It failed to achieve this goal, and 

the Community Development Depairtment was abolished in July, 

1972, following decentralization. The abandonment of the 

'community development' approach Is not necessarily a reflec

tion of the Inefficiency of the staff of that department, for 

moat of them were absorbed into the new administrative struc

ture; a few were made party functionaries and moblllzers at 

-4Uie regional and district levels, and the more educated ones 

were posted to various training centers concerned with rural 
development.^^

^^J. K. Hye^^e, Decentralization (Dar es Salaam: Gov

ernment Printer, 1972), p. 1.

^^Most of the officers, however, assumed responsibili
ties as district or eglonal Djanaa and Co-operative Officers, 
following the merger of UJamaa and Co-operative functions in
to one department.
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Apart from the problem created by admlnistraft<ye de

partmentalization which made it difficult to coordinate the 

mobllizatlonal effort at the district and subdistrict levels.

the community development approach had three other weak

nesses. first, the personnel entrusted with community devel

opment progsrams were often young men and women who had Just 

left school. It is these young people who were (and still 

are) often found 'educating' the old folk at the village lev

el, for the older and more experienced personnel were promot

ed to administrative posts at the district, regional or na

tional levels. It is rather unfortunate that the Tanzanian 

revolution has not been able to change ,the attitude that 

superior education and experience must qualify one ’out' o,f 

the actual scene of action 'into* some bureaucratic post.

leaving the least experienced to perform the most critical
. job.57 Apart from Inexperience and immaturity, a young per

son has generally less leadership legitimacy than a maturer 

person of comparable qusliflcatlcn in most rural ccmmunl- 
ties.Se

The use of Immature school leavers at the village lev

el was-partly a result of the critical mar.pcwer shortage.

^^This is partly because the symbols, of prestige, in- 
have continued to favor the polltlco-■eludlng salary scai^', : 

administrative hierarchy.
58However, the findings of the lSt-3 election study 

showed that “gercr.tecracy’' was fast giving way to'education-as 
a, basis, for .leadership claim., See Election Study Committee* 
Scelali-em ar.d Farticipaticni Tanzania's ItiTO iiatlcnal Eles- 
ti-cn (t-ar es Salaam: Tanzania' Fubllsliing use. 157*.}.
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especially in the sixties when'the ' Africanizatinn^or 'lo

calization' program was rapidly moving people from the dis-

Thus, for example, out of sixty-twotricts to the capital.

Districts of Mainland Tanzania in 1965, only forty-five were

able to obtain Community Development Officers; and only 1^3

assistants could be found to cater for thousands of Tanzanian 

Some 200 community workers were provided by Localvillage’s.

Authorities and voluntary organizations to alleviate the

However, it became diffl-problem of the subdistrict level, 

cult to integrate these workers effectively into the develop

ment effort because they had a different orlentatlcn, pay.

Thus in thefrom the ministerial assistants.^training, etc. 

sixties it became necessary to absorb them into the govern-

yith the expansion ofment structure after retaining them, 

secondary and post-secondary education, the mar.pcwer situa

tion has greatly improved, but the existing structure of in

to militate againstce.ntive ■pay, facilities, etc.) continues
55the rural village.

fieldSecond, the role of the cc-”m‘cu.ity development

and' ether field staffitaff linleed,^that of tne agriculturcl

As a result, there was oftenas wellli was net wdl defined.

not suffielcnt fo^us on any particular pregram or programs,

sent workers were given *a wide-ranging

their energies, .and.

as cenm-.'-nity

area of rc.spon*ltility w.nlch dissipates

'^dpart from the better facilities in towns, officers 
their bosses at the district or re- 

this will make rapid promotior.
prefer to be 
gtonal capital 
easier,

1;.o-ser to 
hopir^ that.
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in nost cases, seens to produce precious little in'^tiie^ay of 

real development, 

by the fact that the consaunlty development effort was under

taken by a number of uncoordinated agencies, governmental.

n60 • *■

The situation was further complicated

para-governmental and private, with varying approaches.

Thus it became dif-tralning programs and terms of service, 

flcult for any single organ to control the movement of staff

from one village or district to another, as each, agency had 

its own promotion and trainsfer schedules. The generally 

rapid transfer of personnel during the pre-decentralisation 

period disrupted development programs which had to be carried 

to completion by people who played no part in their Initial 

formulation.

Third, in many areas, it became difficult to accommo

date the local initiatives resulting from the heavy campaigns

Thus one finds a, for 'self-help' into the government plan, 

number of cases where classrooms and dispensaries had been

built on self-help basis while staffing had not been provided 

Other examples include roads which ended atfor in the plan.

8''r=ver because those concerned with building bridges had not

been consulted and therefore had no plans to build bridges in

In other areas, facilities built on 

the community center) were not used for

those particular areas, 

self-help basis (e.gg^

‘the purpose for which they were built, thus weakening the

The best example is. initial enthusiasm of the villagers.

60Griffiths L. Cunningham, "Education for Rural Devel- 
In Resnlck, o£. cit.. p. l8b.Moprrient*
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2probably the community centers which in some areas^we^ 

verted into bars instead of being used as ’multi-purpose 

educational centers, which was the official aim.

Fourth, in most districts, targets for completion of 

projects (or even definition of what constituted "completion") 

were either not set or, where they were set, were hardly ob

served.

con-

Thus, for Instance, community development reports

District for the period 1962 to 1972 are full offor Korogoro
conflicting statements with regard to the state of the vari-

For example, a num-projects undertaken In the district.ous

\>er of projects reported "completed" one month are again re-
several months (In a fewported "unccmpleted" a month or

, several years) later by a different officer, 

conflicting (often late) Information makes It very difficult 

for the center (district, regional or natic.nal) to take the

Suchcases

6l
time.necessary action at the right

Vhlle bel.ng a reflection of the pre-decentralisation

structure and rapid transfer of personnel. u.nsystematic re- 

the colonial adminis- 

repcrts by field perscn- 

that these often

porting is pertly an inherltence from 

For the ^monthly and arniual

the need to ens'ure
ti^ticn.

.nel were geared more to
in effi-than to assistunsupervised workers did "scmethlng- 

cle.nt monltcrt,'’i£ of ^^:^tlcular development programs, 
reports became yet ansjher teclmlque of ’public alminlstra-

Tr.u:a

^Vmrcgcro Regicn, Annual P.eports. l?c2-lS?2.
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.62 Decentralization has Introduced a new, m-ana^ent- 

oriented system of reporting, target setting and monitoring 

of development programs at the district level.

Finally, literacy campaigns took a very substantial

tion.

of the working time of the various agencies concerned

Achievement of a mere Mlteracy'
part

with community development. 

by the rural population was considered an important step to

wards development. However, literacy as an end in itself

made little sense to a poor peasant interested in improving

It was difficult to link campaignshis material well-being.
1for literacy with the various programs geared to the achleve-

Kritlng in the year of thement of empirical material needs.

Arusha Declaration (1967), Griffiths Cunningham put his fin

ger squarely on the problem, and was able to predict a policy 

change in favor of 'Integrated mobilization' rather than 

,inter-agency ccmpetttion, a policy ushered by administrative 

decentralisation five years later:

A programme of rural development which might produce 
better results weald be one which appealed:, core to the 
peasants* self-interest by focusing its attention cn an 
Inccmes-ir.creaslng'policy, and, therefore, on econcmic ■

tfhat may bedeyelopment through agricultural change.
Joint campaign method, wherebyworth ccnsiderlng is. a

^^?or...a useful'examination of this point in the con- 
.. .text of Egrlculturaljffadmlnistration, see Jon .R, Horis,

' mlnistrative :Aut.horit,.y|end the Problem of .E,ffect-ve..Agr-cu-- 
V tural: Administration in East Africa,* '^.e African P.evigw.

.,,; ,Yol. ri,.Ko.,l .(June, 1572.), FP. ICt-l-’O-.
'^^Planntng- end msnegemer.t manuals were 

regicnel'and ^ district ^ officers, and seminars. hsve_^ccntinued 
to be held on hew to *msnege* rather than Just •administer

issued to all

rural^change
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community development workers and agrlcultur'ai-^tension 
workers co-operate In the promotion of rural dev^ppment, 
but in which the principal focus of the campaign is put 
in economic, rather than social, terms. This would mean 
that community development workers would need to learn 
basic agricultural techniques and agricultural extension 
workers would need to become more aware of social prob
lems and perhaps more expert in extension techniques. In 
the long run, community development workers and agricul
tural- extension staff might disappear as separate enti
ties and in their place we would simply have a riiral de
velopment organizer.®^

In theory, at least, decentralization of administra

tion (see Appendices A and B) has solved the problem of dis

sipated energies through inter-agency competition; for at 

present-the activities of district and regional functional 

officers are coordinated by a District Development Director 

(DDD) and Regional Development Director (RDD)respectively, 

and these officers are able to work as development teams as 

well as ‘argue out' their differences within the elaborate 

committee structure extending from the village to the region

al level. Thus a Joint campaign method is now possible.

The question whether the campaigns are put in economic 

or soclo-ideological terms, however, has been a controversial 

one during the UJamaa era. On the one hand, national self

-reliance depends on village self-reliance through the use of , 

local materials rather than continued village dependence on 

state subventions. “Thus the official policy after the Arusha 

Declaration has e^|B3ized mobilization based more on ideo

logical appeals then on the peasants* economic self-interest. 

Cn the other hand, however, the technocrats and local politi-

I

64 p. 184.Cunningham, o£_'i cit
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clans have often been tempted to put more emphasis^qn^at'erl- 

al inputs than on Ideological Inputs; and, as we shall sde 

later, response to U.lamaa so far has clearly shown that the 

peasants care more about campailgns which are closely related 

to their Immediate material needs than those which promise a

future of plenty and tranquility.

Assessment of Community Development Action

The precise achievements of the community development 

campaigns sire difficult to assess because most of them had no 

jlmmedlate-material correlates. Among the campaigns with Im

mediate material correlates were those carried out by Blbl 

Haendeleo (the women Community Development field,staff) re

garding different and Innovative ways of Improving the dlet-^ 

ary content of the villagers, making garments for the chil

dren, baskets and other simple things which make life for the 

' rural housewife and her family more comfortable. Even this 

excellent effort, however, was marred by the great emphasis 

In the sixties placed on Imported foodstuffs or such food 

Items as eggs, fish, etc., which most peasant communities 

could not afford, ignoring some of the traditional dishes 

which could be used In Innovative ways. This emphasis 

changed In the late sixties and the seventies have seen 

Swahili publication^'"^ the better use of traditional and lo

cally available food Items.

\

"• • •••>•

65See, for example, Hary-Catherlne llatemba, Maplshl ya 
Klkwetu (Dar es Salaam; Tanzania Publishing House, 1972).
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PcIt was difficult, even or the central 1ead^^hip, to

appreciate the contribution of the community development

movement which concentrated on the psychological level, at

tempting to effect attitudinal change through education, ex

hortation and example. Often, credit for successful projects 

went to the Ministries which could show evidence of perform-

aince in, terms of so many dams or village roads completed or 

so many coffee acres sprayed with insecticide, etc. Plaiying 

the role of a post-mortem Judge of his own Ministry, a former 

Maendeleo staff has summarized the problem of the improvement 

model as follows:5

The success of the 'Improvement Approach' depended 
heavily on the ability of the Community Development Divi
sion, in co-operation with the Party and other agencies 
of change, to effect a significant change in the attir 
tudes of the peasants. This meant that our role, apart 
from campal^s in village meetings, radio, papers, etc., 
was to co-ordinate the activities of the other depart
ments concerned with development, such as Agriculture, 
Water, Veterinary, Education, Health, etc., so as to 
achieve integrated development. . . . Failure of proper 
co-ordination was not our mistake, but the mistake of the 
administrative structure in which we operated. Every of
ficer went his own way.

Kelther the®Party, nor ourselves, not even the Area 
and Regional Commissioners could control their activities 
. , . so that the Water Department, for exa=5>le, could 
start building a dam without consulting the Agricultural 
Department which night want to use the dam for fish or 
irrigation purposes, in addition to the provision of 
clean water to the villagers. ... We tried our best to 
co-ordinate these activities with the assistance of the 
Party, the Area„ and Regional Commissioners . , . but all 
credit went to the ministries which could show evidence 
of performances^. . . For example, a successful acre of 
cottonj coffee cjjr maize earned the Agricultural Depart
ment some oredlti our initial role in mobilizing the 
peasants to use fertilizers and*to accept innovation, 
could hardly be measured, although it was, and still is, 
important,®"

\

- -I*

66Suzmary of interview with Hr. Hsenembo, Regional 
UJamaa end Co-operative Officer, Hprogoro, October 28, 1972,
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Pallvire of Demonstration

. Fourth, "demonstration” was one of the techniques used

The technique involved selec-by the improvement approach, 

tion of certain farmers in the villages who were encouraged

(and given material assistance) to use modern methods of 

farming, especially in the cash crop areas. This technique 

had been introduced by the colonial administration in the 

forties and continued to be applied throughout the fifties. 

The theory behind it, namely that peasants were more likely 

to adopt innovation upon demonstration of its superior re-

but the implementation of thesuits, was probably correct.

theory had a number of weaknesses.

First, attempts were made to use farms of community 

'opinion leaders' and traditional leaders for demonstration 

purposes. The theoretical underpinnings of the attempt de

rived mainly from the stress in rural sociology on "the im

portance of informal channels of communication and on the im

portance of the use of influential persons in putting a

These leaders were then expected to use„68message across.

t^elr Influence to make the rest of their communities adopt 

The approach failed to 4>roduce any tangible re 

suits in the areas where It was applied.

Innovation,

In some tradition-

^^Por a useful discussion of various theories advanced 
■ by the colonial administration as well as nationalist leaders 
and academics, see P. L. Raikes, "Differentiation and Pro-'

" ’^essive Parmer Policies" (unpublished Seminar Paper, Univer
sity of Dar es Salaam, 1972), esp. pp. 5-13.

68̂ Ibld,, p. 6,
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bound connnunlties, the people d^ld not wsint to • ^compete ' with 

their leaders; in others, the opinion leaders mlnimzed cam

paigns in fear of such competition. A Masai example illus

trates the selfish attitude of some of the so-called 'opinion
Ileaders.

To gain acceptaince for the Komolonlk Group Ranching 

Association under the Masalland Range Maunagement Program, ex

tension officers worked through the well-respected commvuiity 

leaders, wealthy elderly men. The approach had initial suc

cesses; but when the method of taxing the members for the re

sources supplied (e.g. piped water) was discussed, the opin

ion leaders insisted on a flat rate for every member, 

irrespective of herd size. They rejected graduated taxation 

which would demand more from then, for some of then had hun

dreds of cattle. Besides the unfairness of their proposal to

1

the younger men who owned only a few animals, the proposal

-^Monetization ofwould in practice fail the entire program, 

the economy has led to the erosion and cocmiereiallzatlon of 

tradition itself, so that it is hardly a coincidence that the 

"raln-nakers" of the Luguru (Horogoro) dr the Iraqw (Kbulu), 

^ftc. have anassed much personal wealth.

^®See ibid, for details.

^^The L'ugx^u leader, Klngalu, is still respected by 
people, desplte^he fact that he has been stripped of the 

formal administrative and political functions. In the Hbulu 
case, Raikes observes that the ritually dominant clans, par
ticularly the rain-making clans, "are by far the largest' cat- 

" tie owners among the Iraqw and . . . they are well represent
ed among the large commercial wheat producers of the area" 
(ibid ■

his

p. 8)..• $

S
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Second, In many cash crop’ areas, demonstration plots 
and much of the available extension service and ore&t'were

Theconcentrated on the farms of 'progressive farmers, 

argument was—and remained until the Arusha Declaration—that 

progressive farmers were more likely to adopt innovation,- for 

closer to information agents (bureaucrats, radios, 

etc.) and could financially afford the necessary In-
they were

papers,,

puts to carry the experiment through.

peasants either paid little attention to the demon

stration plots or associated success with the wealth of the

Often, however, the

poorer

owners." After all, the farms of the progressive fainers had

always been better kept than those of the poorer peasantv

Moreover,, the extension staff had always preferred to deal

with the progressive farmers, a bias which has continued even
71

in the post-Arusha era, according to two recent surveys.

In other areas, the faimisof Agricultural Instructors (usual

ly local men residing within the community) were converted

One negatl've consequence of this 

was that some Instructors used this as a way of becoming pro

gressive farmers themselves, concentrating more on their
_ _  • 72
farms than on "demonstration" work.

1

into demonstration plots.

^^See R. U. Saylor, "An Opinion Survey of Ewana 
Shacbas in Tanzania'’ (Economic Research Bureau, University of 
Dar es Salaam, 19JSa mimeographed), and H, V. E. Thoden Van 
Velzen, "Staff, Kul^k and Peasant," in L. R. Cllffe, J. S. 
Coleman and H. R. Do^orbos (eds.). Political Penetration in 
East Africa (Halrobl: Oxford University Press, 197^)*

^^In Horogoro District, for example, many of the dem
onstration plots in the fifties belonged to Agricultural In
structors, and seme interviewees attributed failure of 'dem
onstration' to this fact.
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Third, In some areas, demonstration results disproved 
the experts, having produced inferior output to ^thaf^ttained

This was partly due to the factusing traditional methods, 

that the demonstration work was often entrusted to the

little-qualified Instructors who could not use the modern in

puts in accordance with soil and climatic requirements of

In some cases, for example, tractorizatlon wastheir areas.

used where the traditional hoe would have done less damage to

In other oases, as in the Uluguruthe 'humus’ content.

Mountains of Horogoro, new systems of ridging and terracing 

failed to achieve higher yields; and when they were enforced

authoritatively on all peasants, a strong peasant opposition 
73was the result. *

1

Demonstration on private farms has been abandoned In 

Besides the ministerial demonstration farmsthe UJamaa era.

maintained by the Ministry of Agriculture in many districts.

' the uJamaa village Itself is used as a demonstration farm.

In many districts, the extension staff (agricultural assist

ants, ujemwa and co-operative assistants, etc.) are already 

residing In uJamaa villages where they can demonstrate, in a 

"more crgJUilccd framework, through participation In communal 

activities of the villages. They still represent en element 

of "bureaucracy" however, because they are^goyernment employ

ees depending on salary,

particular uJamaa village. The extension service faces a

J ■

rather than 'members' of any

^^Por the Luguru case, see foung and Posbrook, 0£. ‘ 
cit.. esp. Chapters 1 and 2.
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to services to the non-UJanaa sdofed^s 

which constitute (by mld-1974) more than 75 percent of the 

rural population. Although the official policy has been, 

since mld-1971, to give priority to ujanaa villages and other 

co-operative undertakings, there has been no explicit state

ment as to whether or not requests from non-UJamaa members

dilemma with regard

7ilshould he entertained.

Further, state.farms have been introduced to serve 

three purposes—production, cadre training and model for 

The first objective would achieve the production
t;

tirgets formerly attributed to plantations, estates, progres

sive farmers and large-scale, mechanized settler sche^^es: 

"Certain agricultural products for which growth Is required 

and which benefit from mechanization and/or large-scale Irrl-

UJ amaa.

gatlon, from organized innovation, and from centralized man

agement of large-scale operation will be produced effectively 

The Secc.nd Plan e.nvlsaged over 250,000 

acres of new state farms during the Plan period (1969-197^;), 

wheat (ten farms), rice (four farms), vine (o,ne), dairy 

(twq)j ranches (nine), oilseeds (one), and coconut (two

"The farms," furthermore, "can serve as an Important 

centre of training In two se.nses," namely (1) "The Government 

Agricultural service; the past almost exclusively advls-

on state farms."

farms).

7ii
The situation may change if the 1976 target for full 

rural collectivization is achieved. In areas like Kilimanjaro 
and Eukoba, only a negligible portion of the population lives‘ 

uJagaa villages. In such areas, the extension is still 
oriented toward private Individuals.
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ory, will now gain direct experience in productive'^tlvity. 

Itols experience will provide an effective training for those 

who will in the future be responsible for providing extension 

and supervisory services outside the state farm system. The 

development of a cadre with experience in the problems of 

farm rianagement is therefore one important objective of the 

state farm program"; (2) "The state farms will also serve as 

a model, introducing innovation in crops and techniques which 

can be taken up by DJamaa groups In the surrounding areas, 

and provide certain, sejr/lces such as workshop and transport 

facilities. The state-farms provide an opportunity for the
IK ~support for UJamsa activities."__

Even thoug.h the use c-f community cpinlcr. leaders (as 

"traditic-n breakers") has been discontinued in the Ulemsa

era, the use of specifically trained "political ca.dres* has 

not yet teen constituted into a program although training 

has teg’un at Hs'umie Institute of JJ-evelopment H.snagem:eat

{ISJt}, the Party’s Ideologleal -College at Etvukcnl, and in 

the various Farmers Training Cer.tr-es arour.d the -country, 

■dhjwev.er, as we shall argue in Chapter t. the sreat;lo..n G;f--an 

effective moblllsaticnal cadre ur.der the Fjr:Lv--¥hich new ap- 

pears more, necessary than .evar'leftr-e—-W-ill re.-quire the Party 

to. trsnsfojrs itse2?^.ri certain Important ways. .

75The Second Plan', pp. 3Q-31.
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XCONCLUSION

This chapter went into considerable historical details 

in describing the two pre-Arusha nodels of rural change for 

two main reasons. First, we want to enphasise that UJaaaa was 

core a result of experience with actual prograns of change 

than of an acadenlc or any orthodox theory of socialist 

transfomatlon. In brief, it evolved froa practice under a 

soclalistlcally-inclined leadership. As we shall discuss in 

the next chapter, this partly accounts for Hwallau's own 

"anti-theory" (especially Karxlst theory) stance. The two 

aaln goals of Ujaaaa—rapid develcpaent and equity—were not 

really introduced by the Arusha Oeclaratlcn; they had been 

afflrred by the central leadership since the early sixties, 

Evelutlcn to sociallsr in^the pre-Arusha period, however, was 

seen as involving what Itwaliru had called “attitude of n.i.nd"

—8 reoapturi.ng of the socialist or concrunalist sentinents of

the traditlcnal African society, without .necessarily changing

Fraetlce ClS6l-155b) ahowedthe crganisaticr.al structures.

"'rtesrly that a Socialist attitude of nir.d could not energe

fron the i.nherlted capitalist Instttuticns, and that the re

sult ir^ contradict lens would ultirately negate the regime's 

duel goals 'cf rap

Second, we have atter.pt.cd to Indicate the serlcusr.ess

. with which the T'ancao.ian leadership viewed its role as the

and the need to cverco-re the co’U-ntry's. >under- 

This concern is clearly reflected in the rapid

cvelcprent aiid equity.

*ch.ar;g:e agent* 

-developrent.
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succession of "options" (Table 2 above), often wlthTSt^tle
t

tlce to evaluate rejected models. In our attempt to examine 

why certain models were abandoned, we have tended to empha

size problems; we should therefore emphasize here that these 

models produced some successes In some areas. The heavy mo

bilization effort in the first development decade produced 

tangible development results, even though falling short of 

expectations or contradicting some of the ethical goals of 

the leadership. There was marked growth In agricultural out

put, health a,nd educational facilities, for example. As we 

shall argue in Chapter 7, however, prcductlvlty per unit fac

tor l.nput remained very lew, and this Is one of the main 

challenges facing the U1 amaa model In the seventies. In th.e

!

following chapter, we shall discuss in more theoretical tesmts 

the strategies and options available to the -I'Jama a model In 

overccmlr.g the problems outlined In this and the prevlcus 

ehapters..



Chapter 5

ECLECTIC SOCIALISM: A REVOLUTION FROM ABOVE

Most intellectuals In nodernizing societies cone fron 
bourgeois groups . . . but they reject the competitive 
instnxnentalisn of the differentiated system. Hence, it 
is the Intellectxials vho become the carriers of consun- 
natory values and represent revolutionary innovation. 
Their ideologies, all-embracing to be sure, are particu
larly designed to link them to lower groups. . . .

Emboiirgeolsement is a populist phenomenon associated 
with upward mobility. Radlcalizatlon, in contrast, is 
an elite phenomenon, or a "revolution from above," in 
which the revolutionary seeks support, from be.V>'^*

— David E. Apter, Choice yd the Politics of 
Allocation Cli’ew Haven: Vale University I’ress, 
1571), FP. 65. 105.

1

Owing to the close historical association of socialism 

with the ccmplei fcctly of theory generally kr.cw.n as ‘Harxism,’ 

there has been a tendency to view all leftist movements as 

belr.g scmehow •Karxlst.' This creates conceptual as well as 

pr4^1cal problems, when dealing with an eclectic, Intellectu-‘ 

-al "revolution from above," such as Tsncanta*s Ujamaa. let a

distinction CTiSt be cade between Karxiam as a methc-dolegy or

sis and Karxism as a set of findings,science of soolal 

cc.nciuslcr.s or prescripxicns.

..-.p,ects can be unlversallred—l.e. by posing the same or siml-

While the msthodolcglcal as-

lar questions for every society—the ccncluslcns cannot. 

Thus a strictly 'Karxlst* socialist revolution- would te un-

155
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- A
thlfikable in a country like Tanzania where the forces, and re

lations of production are still in their embryonic stage; for 

a Marxist revolution feeds upon "class struggle."

One of the most Important differences between social

ist revolutions based on orthodox Marxism and that envisaged 

by Hwalimu's Ideology of U.1 amaa is that, whereas the former 

depend on the revolutionary consciousness of the workers <and 

peasants) resulting from excessive exploitation and aliena

tion, the latter has thus far been a result of rational plan- 

jning by a ruling. Intellectual elite which denounces its own 

class privileges.

Politically, the degree to which the elite can forego 

Its material privileges, rather than worker/peasant con

sciousness, becomes the inmediate problem of equity. Stra

tegically, it is the ruling-elite which must take initiative 

to introduce equity measures and to equip the workers and 

peasants with revolutionary enthusiasm; this is what we mean 

by "revolution from above."K
Given Tancanie's situation of economic underdevelop:- 

ment, w'nich implies also underdeveloped forces and relations 

of production,, a socialist revolution becomes as much a meth

od of improA'ing productivity as a method of building an egal- 

itarlen society and protecting the .nation against 'external 

e,rplc!itattc-n. The natlcnalicat£o.n measures that st.arted in 

1957 are only a minute aspect of the task of national reccn- 

siructicn that lies ahead; for Tantania had only little to 

r.aticnallce, as we have indicated i.n the previous c.hapters.
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Thus, developmentally, the degree of efficacy achieved in 

planning. In the Implementation of development programs, and 

the ability of the Government to devise effective Incentives, 

are among the most urgent questions which can as well deter

mine success or failure of U.1 amaa revolution.

Methodically, UJamaa Is eclectic rather than doctri

naire.^ This eclecticism gives the leadership a large "po

litical apace" In the choice of methods and In Its Interac

tion with external systems and Ideologies. It lends the 

political system flexlbll'lty in dealing with the Ideological 

blocks, thereby making It possible tip maintain a kind of 

Ideological non-alignment or ideological self-re"llance. In 

other words, there seems to be Ideological as well as practi

cal-political reasons for maintaining flexibility.^

In Chapter *3, we identified the colonial instrumental

ism, particularly as expressed in bureaucratic organisation, 

and the traditional or local system-s as the main ‘conditlon- 

Ir.g* factors interacting with the naticnal ideology which waa 

emergir.g from above. In this chapter, we shall attempt to 

specify' core' clearly t.he internal factors to which UJar-aa has 

teen responding in its various stages of evolution. In the

•i

-Hwalimu's distaste for doctrinaire scclaliem. is 
• clearly expressed in -his Ujamaa: The Basis of African 5oeiaI- 
Ism; see also his arg'jments against the doctrinaire position 

■■.-tacen' by: the Karxlsts in the “Introduction" to bis Freedom 
and SDOiallem. especially pp. 1-30.

2
.‘'is we .pointed out In Chapter 2, •Vestern' and 'East

ern* advisers have continued to co-exlst in high goverrusent 
circles.
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first section, we shall present a non-conventlonal classifi

cation of actors Tinder Tanzania-type situation, emphasizing 

the Ideological (or normative-behavioral) variables more than 

the socioeconomic variables. In the second section, we shall 

give a Justification for such an approach under Tanzania's 

situation, of Immature stratification and poverty. The strat

egies used by the center at various stages of DJamaa evolu

tion to counter the three potential "counter-ideologies" dis

cussed In the first section, parochialism, bourgeolslflcatlon

' and tradition, will be discussed with examples In the follow

ing chapter.

TKHEE POTEl.’TIAL COUJ.’TER-IDEOLOGICAL FORCES

The first problem Is how to classify the actors in the
v;

The co.nventicr.al classifications of the members of, system.

t.he society ihto broad sociopolitical categories such as 

"masses" or into economic categories such as 

"lower," "middle,!* "upper" classes, or in occupational cate- 

gorges such as "wcri:ers" and "peasants," etc., are not t'ery 

useful for cur purpose.

"elites* and

Such classifications tend to empha

sise structural (in socicecbncmic sense) variables, often

-"rmatlve and . behavicral' variable’s.saying little a!;out,j^!

.Hcreover, these latter variables are often assumed to result

,frcm the former.

'Karx's idea of "substructure" and "superstructure" is
an example.
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We require a classification which Indicates normative

and behavioral attributes In addition to the structural varl-

Such a classification Is presented In Table 3 below.ables.

We Intend to use this scheme In discussing the factors shap

ing the evolution of the Tanzanian Ideology from the sixties 

to the seventies, and to Indicate the Implications of the re

sulting "compromises" for the process of modernization and 

pattern of resource allocation.

The classification Into four "social groups," namely 

^elites, modernists, traditionalists and pairochlallsts, does not 

(1) necessarily correspond to economic ranking, or (2) neces

sarily Imply intra-group cohesion. These are multlbonded 

categories distinguished by structural as well as normative 

and behavioral variables, and without Implying that one set 

of variables Is necessarily more determinative than the oth-

However, for a revolution from above under clrcum-ers.

stances such as those of Tanzania, the latter set of varia

bles may be more Important—at least initially—In InfluencingA
cl

the rate and direction of the revolution. Our main concern

here Is to view these multi-bonded social categories as pos

sible sources of "counter-ideologies," three of which are

To avoidparochialism, bourgeoislflcatlon and tradition, 
terminological confu^^n, we shall give a brief explanation

if

of these terms and "the contents of Table 3.

✓

Parochialism as a Counter-Ideology

The category of "parochiallsts" Includes all those
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groups which emphasize sectional interests—whether*'tli&y 

locallst, factional, or sectarian in nature; and whose organ

izations have an exclusively defined membership. The members 

may have high, medium or low political Information, i.e. in

formation that leads (or is capable of leading) to demands on 

the state; they may have the same normative and behavioral 

characteristics as those attributed to any of the other cate

gories. In political terms, such groups may represent a real 

problem of national integration.

^ Parochialism may take the form of "subnationalism" (if

locallst), or a counter-ideology (if factional or sectarian), 

and in either case claims for allocation are preBented in 

"Interest" terms because, like tradition, parochialism can be 

a strong force in welding its members together. The worst 

demand, from the central leadership's point of view, is un- 

■doubtedly that of secession.

are

Although the problem of parochialism—in the fora of 

tribalism, racialism, factional political parties , etc.—has

been of a much less magnitude in Tanzania than in most other 

African countries, it will beccme clear from our discussion 

in the next chapter that this is so partly because the cen

tral leadership feared- it frpm the beginning, and the first 

phase of Ujemaa evolcft|on addressed itself primarily to 

prcb^m.

this .

Moreover, the Party Itself became a "mass" movement

h
Here we are follcwl.ng a definition given by Kellis, 

££* Sll*. PP.^P-52, and Apter, Choice and the Politics of 
Allocatlcn. pp. 105-127. t'-
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whlchTw^e,by aggregating a number of local organizations 

narrowly oriented towards their own localities. This fact

makes TANO a mass movement with "confederation" chsiracteris- ■

tics, making it difficult for it to transform Itself into a 
vanguard moblllzatlonal organization.^ 

this will be elaborated later.

The implications of

Bourgeolsification as.a Counter-ideology

Bourgeolslflcatlon is a particular response to modern

ization among the members of the elite as well as non-elite
1

persons in search of "modern" (as opposed to "traditional) 

values and styles of life. The non-elite."modernists" may 

Include workers of various ranks as well as peasants who have

ccme into contact with the monetary econcmi'.

"desire" for modern values in new nations, but especially in 

ei-colonial ones, precedes the actual achievement of these 

values, the "modernists" need not be restricted to particular 

Thus, seme relatively poor workers or peas

ants who came under the influence of the colonial instrumen

talism may be just '■'as prone to the process of bcurgeolslflca- 

ticn as the members of the urban elite who inherited

Insofar as the

economic groups.

governmental roles after independence. 

definition of his con

Professor Apter's

t of embcurgeolsement appro-xlmates

the response with which we are concerned here:

5
For a detailed ezamlnation of this point, see Henry 

Blenen, Tanzanla--Party Transformation and Econo^e Develop- 
ggnt (Princeton: Princeton University f^ress, iS6?), and 
Lionel Cllffe, "Tanzania—Socialist Transformation and Party 
Development," in Cllffe and Saul (eds.), ££. c^., pp. 266- 
276.
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The preoccupation with occupation, nobility, short-' 
tern coalitions, and conBus5)tion creates a frane for the 
response we call enbourgeoisesent.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Enbourgeolsenent is an Inportant aspect of nodemiza- 
tlon for core than stylistic reasons, however. It has 
the effect of exagerating the consunption function with
out correspondingly affecting the production function.
It pccurs.as classes becone cultlbonded {based on a vari
ety of criteria), as group boundaries becone increasingly 
fluid, and as fixed Identifications or loyalties are re
placed by ccnpetitive group affiliations—that is, when 
society is divided not by powerful antagonistic classes 
but by cenpetltlve interests.o

In ah ex-colonial country, like Tanzania, enbourgeoise- 

nent has an additional characteristic: It is based on values 

which continue, to tie the.country with cetropolltan sources 

of consunption goods; often, nodernlcation itself .is :associ- : 

eted with *W’esternltetlcn,'' and hence the elite tendency to 

Inltate the ccnsunptlon pattern of oetropolltan elites. Un

controlled, 'therefore, this particular response .say .perpetu

ate indefinitely the inherited'’ dependency.. It is in this
'V ' ' : ■ .

sense that ,,,tc,urgecl.al.flcation anong loes.l. .elites and other 

groups^ of'.:'csdernists.'nay act '.as a cc."‘unt€r-ideolo£y'to Uj-anaa 

. which places enphasis on self-reliance. Furthernore, the re- 

.sponse -ay also lea.d to “iureaucratisn, cppprtunisn. .end-esr-,.v

;-ruption, to efforts to'provide fo-r f&ni.ly, .fr-iends and-as's^ 

.. sietes," etc. Sven if this "'-dees not neees.?erll,y isply 

irresponsibility," as Apter a.rg’ues,^ it nevertheless .i.np:li.e.s. 
perpetuatlcn,, O'f ■privileg.l anic.ng a few well-pl.asei. individua.ls,a
who use the .bureaucratic organs-of the £t.ate to .stifle any

. ^/.pter,.. Choice , and the Fslittcs of Allocati.cn, pp
61-62
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revolutionary activity from below. Moreover, the response

on the non-elite ^oups who come 

to associate modernization with the elite style of life.

In the case of Tanzania, formal, education has been the 

main source of elite status, as it has been documented by 

various analysts, 

herlted educational system. It Is quite legitimate to use the 

level of educational attainment as a predictor of value ori

entation. In other words, embourgeoisement among the Tanza- 

rjlan elite is In great part a product of the colonial instru

mentalism as embodied in the educational system. Apart from 

'• providing education to only a few individuals, the system en- 

ccuraged individualisa and social inequality, emphasised 

white-collar Jcbs and induced subservient attitudes cn the 

part of the colonial pepalati'cn:

. . . the educational system introduced into Tansanla by 
the colonialists was modelled cn the Eritlsh system, but 
with'even heavier e::^h,35l5 on subservient attitudes'and 
on wh4te--oollar skills. Inevitably, too, it was based on 
the BEsump'tions of a eolcniailst and capitalist society. 
It emphasised end encouraged the individualistic in
stincts- of manki-nd, instead of his o-ooperative ..Insttncts.

led to the possession of .individual material wealth ■ ■ 
being: the najor criterion of social merit and worth.

This meant that o.olcnlal education'induc.ed attitudes 
o-f human, -ine:q-u,ali,t,y, an-d .la practice 'underpinned the 
dcminsticn -of tjhe weak by 'the strc'ng, especia.lly in the 
econcsic fieldi^^ •

8
Given the colonial orientation of the in-

s.■ See farticulerl.y Helge hjekshus, *Tr..e Sleeted Slttei 
& Sccial Profile.of Candi-dates in the 191^ Farliamentary 

-■Slecticn* iSeminar Paper, The University of Bar es Salaam,
ISf J,. mi.meographedli ,ar4 .R. H. .Sabch, wducatlcn, .Inccae Bis-. 
tris.uticn. end''Rates -of Brban, Migration in 'Tassania* (ER3. Sem- 
.inar-Paper, The ^Bniversit y. of Bar es S^Xjuls, ,

%.yerere»:,£due,aticn fer Self-P.eli.anee. p. 3-,
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The possible outcomes of such inheritance were^'stkt^d 

by Amllcar Cabral: "The petty bourgeoisie can either ally it

self with Imperialism and the reactionary strata in its own 

country to try and preserve Itself as a petty bourgeoisie or

ally Itself with the workers and peasants who must thenselves 

Tanzania's central leadership has opted for 

However, as we shall elaborate in

nlOtake power.

the latter alternative, 

the nert section, the socialist consciousness of the Tanzani

an workers and peaso-nts cannot be taken for granted. Those 

whp can be ealled "modernists," l.e. those who are no lo.nger 

tightly held by the inertia of tradition, are still at the 

embcurgeolsement stage, searching for upward mobility within 

t.he existing system; the radl calls at Icn stage is still far 
away,^* It is therefore not clear when they can effectively 

use the power which has already been given to then from above 

Hw£n£oso, decentralisation, avenues of electoral partlci- 

paticn, and, other Initiatives of "the progr€.asive central 

leadership.

The distribution of the modernists in the rural areas, 

and. therefcre the pattern of embourgeoisene.nt,. is in .large, . ; 

part a product of the colonial rural development policies we 

'eianined in Chapter,S. 

greater in the areas wf!l|h responded to the cash eco.ncny than

Thps embourgeolsement should be

10Amilcar Cabral, Revolution in Guinea {!iew York, 
19/6), see particularly th'e'""chapcer on ^Brief Analysis of the 
Social Structure in Guinea."

11For the concept of "radlcallsatlon," see Apter, 
Choice and the Politics of Allocation, pp. 68-71.
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. >
in those which remained outside It. Moreover, there was^a* 

big correlation between the level of monetization of the

economy and the number of schools In different areas of the 

country during the colonial days, a gap which will take a

Furthermore, response to U.iamaa In12long time to correct, 

the rxiral areas reveals a striking correlation between educa

tional and cash crop Indices and the number of ujanaa vil

lages In an area, with' greater response being In the poorer 

areas.. (See statistics in Chapter 8.)

^ However, Insofar as campaigns for modernity in the 

pre-Arusha period were based largely on-the norms of the co- 

Icnlal Instrumentalism, it Is still possible to have poor 

peasants'who are "bourgeois" in desire and who may respond to' 

the cpportunttles opened up by Ojamaa—e.g. lavish government 

subventions to ujamaa villages, etc.—^^In a manner character

istic of “the embourgeoisement response described above, em

phasising the OfOnsumpticn functtcn more than the production 

As we saw In the previous chapter, this kind of 

erp-hasis was one of the factors which doomed the transforma- 

tlc.n^proaeh; the challenge to the L-jamaa model Is to change 

^,e inp'ortance of changing this tehsvlcral orientation 

.among, the pea.E8nts .will'be clarified by the case studies 
.which we shal.l.-present^ o.t.her chapters.

Host members of the ncn-ellte modernists have a dual .

function.K.
1

it.

■ 12 '■ '■; *hu5, for .example, most of the members of the.
bureaucratic, elite indren.cenle come from three sash crop 

. ..areas,...Sillmanjaro. (the Chaggaj, .h-ukoba Ct.he Eahayal and 
Kbeya (the Ji’yakyusa).
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orientation, maintaining a grounding In the tradltlonai>i^ys- 

tems and values while at the same time seeking modern values. 

This Is particularly true of the Tanzanian workers, for exam

ple, many of whom have retained their farms In the rural and 

peri-urban areas and continue, by way of regular visits to 

the countryside, to renew their kinship connections while 

working In the urban settings. This has been a necesseu?y 

strategy for some workers who cannot depend solely on the 

security offered by their urban employment, especially those 

who can only find seasonal or temporary labor. The tendency 

to maintain a dual orientation—which was also encouraged by 

the colonial development policies as we saw earller--delays 

the evolution of an "uprooted" urban proletariat, although It. 

should be emphasized that the orientation Itself Is a result 

of the absence of the economic factors which create a prole

tariat—rural or urban.

T^ils dual orientation, moreover, has significant, but 

often "hidden," counter-ideological consequences when embcd- 
35 \

led in political roles at the local level, h’orman'Killer has
K.

written on the political survival of traditional leadership 

among the iJyamwezi of Tanzania, and observed that: "ihis fora 

cf leadership is basically syncretistl'c, a leadership pattern 

among chiefs anTd hesd:<?!tj, 

ticn of the opposing forces of traditionalism and modernism.

"The result is a form of leadership which is neither modem 

nor traditicnal but an incorporation of both, 

one of acccmmodaticn and ccmprcmlse.

which is a synthesis and reconcilla-

The process is

It is a reconciliation
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of demands from (a) the traditional, custom-bound elements of 

rural society, and (b) the modernising bureaucratic groups 

made up of local administrative and political party lead- 

Traditional chieftaincy was abolished in 1963, but 

partly because of manpower problems, and partly because of 

the "reconciliation" approach of the central leadership and 

respect for some aspects of tradition, traditions’! leaders 

found Jobs in bureaucratic organs of the state, within the 

Party, and in various local organisations, such as the Cell 

and development committees.

By the time of Independence, traditional leadership, 

especially in cash crop areas, had already been secularised, 

accepting the norms of the colonial instrumentalism, includ-t

nl3ers.

ing the commercialisation of lend as well as the m>'stlcal
ihus it is possible for"powers" such as "rain-mafclng," etc.

' such leaders to make use of their dual legitimacy—frcm tra

dition .and their role in modern organisations—to .advance

their embcurgeolsement goal, as the case of the Kasai elders

we quoted in the previcus chapter suggests. Vt'e shall have a
i

further-word cn this w.hen we discuss tradltio.n (or tradition

alism) as a possible counter-ideology to UJamaa.

Cn the other hand, embourgeoisement among the members 

of the governing eli^^

■political roles at higher levels—regional or national, 

'after the adoption of the policy of socialism and self-

finds expression In bureaucratic.or

Even

^^Ji'orman H. Killer,. "The Political Survival of ‘Tradi
tional Leadership,” in Cllffe and Saul, 0£. eit.. p. 1«5.
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reliance, the bureaucratic elite has retained a hlglTlie^ee 

of discretion In deciding what projects should receive prior

ity. Moreover, as we pointed out In Chapter 2, external In

fluences In the form of management contracts, advisory 

Ices, etc., have Increased rather tham decreased after 

nationalization, and the Party has lacked a well-trained

serv-

cadre to ensure full compllaince with national priorities In 

the economic organs of.the state. Thus the possibility of 

the bureaucratic elite distorting, "with Impunity," the pri

orities of the central leadership of the Party does exist. 

For example. In acme cases, as Halcom Segall has described 

^ the preference for grandiose health facilities In the urban 

centers, the local elite wanted to "compete" with metropoli

tan elites by siting relatively glamorous projects In the 

urban areas where they can easily be seen by visiting for- 

e.lgners:

The urban elite also wants to feel on a par with the 
bourgeoisie of the capitalist world, with whom they 
Identify. They reasonably want to demonstrate national 
"achievements," but these are seen In terms of prestige 
buildings and other material accoutrements of "modern 
medicine"; such Interpretation is truly "bourgeois." A 
^socialist achievement In health would be the maximum 
well-being of the mass of the people; this would be some
thing to show the world. The demand of the urba.n elite, 
their' bourgeois naticnallsa and neo-colonlalisn. are the 
main determinants of the current health policy of the 
country.*"

If embourgeolseme|t

hidden In •natlcnalistlc* explanations given by the elite

■V

at the national level la scnetlnea

14
Kalcolm Segall, "llie Politics of Health In Tanzania,” 

■ ..In Uchumi Editorial Board, Towards Socialist Planning, p., 15,9.
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which is qualified (by the moderri educational criterla:5\ to 

act as the Intermediary between the society and external sys

tems. In some local settings It Is hidden in •traditionalis

tic' claims of the local leaders, some of whom are qualified 

by traditional legitimacy to act as the Intermediary between 

the bureaucratic elite and the masses In their areas. The 

point we are making Is that both tradition and nationalism 

may be used to shield embourgeolsement of the elite and local 

"modernists" In the process of modernization. Furthermore,

the economic "dependency syndrome" we described In the prevl-
■|

bus chapters—l.e. the village on the state and the state on 

the external systems—is replicated on the Ideological plane,

with the noh-ellte modernists imitating the local elite £uid
«■

the local elite imitating metropolitan elites. The Ideology 

of Ujamaa Is opposed to both "syndromes."

V

Tradition as a Possible Counter-Ideology

Tradition, or "traditionalism," can act as a counter- 

ideology to UJamaa In two ways, 

we brieJTly described above and which we shall elaborate here.

The first Is In the manner

namely the possibility of being used by some leaders as a 

cloak for their bourgeois practices. Second, traditional In

ertia may set a constraint on the rate of development en- 

vlsaged by the central Uleadershlp.

The 'traditionalists .15—as an analytical category or

^^We are concerned here with those who are under the 
forces of traditional Inertia; not with those who see some 
aspects of tradition as being cocqjatlble with modernizatlohj
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concrete social group In Tanzania’s remote vlllagi^s— 

contrast with the 'modernists’ In several Important respects.
as a

First, they largely remsilned outside the Influence of the

Second, they have continued to re- 

Thlrd, they are gener-

colonlal Instrumentalism, 

main under the Inertia of tradition.

ally to be found In remote villages which are difficult to 

’penetrate’ because of communication problems and have re

mained without substantial monetary activity, 

quently, they have low level of polltlcally-relevant informa-

Pourth, conse-

tlon (l.e. information leading to allocation demands on the 

state system which remains "distant" and. In a few areas at 

least, almost "external" to their traditional systems), 

Furthermore, the level of embourgeolsement In such oommunl-, 

ties,would be very low or absent; and maximisation of the 

security offered by the traditional system (collectivist In 

, organisation) becomes more attractive than a venture into the 

modern sectors w.here roles are too complex and demand trained

“attitude* of 
to advance

as ftwallmu !»yerere tries to use the "spirit” or 
co-cperatlcn attributed to the tradltic.nal society 
modern goals. See the next chapter.

ItThis polfit s.hc-uld not be overstated, however, he-^ 
cause the Party, liorough its cell system cstatTlshed in I5td, 
has made much effort to penetrate remote villages whtc.h never 
saw a colonial admlnlstratcr, let, eye.n up to now, there are 
still villages whiefes^re relatively ur.pehetrated, political
ly, Ideolcgieally or {(rimlnlstratlvcly. In some -cases, the 

•Iccal party leadership--e.g. the Cell leader, etc.—has teen 
as Ignorant about what is takir;^ place at t.he center as the 

■people it leads; for the local leaders.hlp In largely 'ur,- 
tralned,.
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skills which cannot be acquired In these communltlesr^®^^ ,, 

Perpetuation of tradition In such communities may act

As we shall showas a powerful constraint on modernization.

In the next chapter, however, Nyerere presents ujamaa Ideolo

gy In traditionalist terms partly In order to give the Ideol

ogy "traditional legitimation" which will In turn abolish the

dysfunctional elements In local traditions. In the meantime. 

Implementation of central development programs In such areas 

will continue to be compromised by traditional Inertia, and 

spme local "modernists" may take advantage of the situation 

to advance their course. For It Is precisely in the areas 

still dominated by the norms of tradition where the syncre- 

tistlc political behavior described by Killer can take full 

ittectt

A key characteristic of syncretlstlc political behav
iour is constant cha-nge. The political system is one in 
which values and guides for action ccme frcm two compet
ing sub-systems—a fluid situation, which allows a great 
deal,of personal Jousting and bargaining on the part of 
the traditional leaders. The individual leader can re- 
spo.nd to a pessant in one way on a given topic and answer 
a bureaucratic administrator on the same,-topic in another 
manner. This phenomenon promotes the speaking to two , 
worlds in different tongues, a duality of. response. For 
the villager, the situation is often in flux. !few syn- 
cretistic guidelines, principles, and practices are :r4xed 
and. are not fully understood. The leader hlm.3elf is un-

i. ■

c' -

^Vhen it is reSchisered that by 1974 about 50 percent ■ 
of Tar.sania*s schcol-age children can still not find a 
school, it will be seen that the points being made here are ' 
T.ot theoret.ical procrastination. Furthermore, the distribu-'
' ti'cn of the schools is still biased in favor of the cas^ crop 
areas despite much effort to correct the imbalance, -l^r the • 

.distribution, and .the effort to correct the imbalance, see the 
Secc.nd Plan, Yols, I, II and III,
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:treB^ ofpredictable; he will often vacillate between ex 

■ what is traditional and what is modem.

This duality of response necessarily delays the 

achievement of polity-society congruence which requires ef

fective penetration of the state system into the local sys

tems—institutionally and normatlvely or ideologically. 

Whether this "penetration" 'caiT be achieved by the current 

method of persuasion, education and exhortation (which is, 

incidentally, the same strategy used by the Improvement mod

el), or whether the center will have to resort to coercive 

m^ans, is an important question which we shall ezam.lne close

ly In Chapter 8.

Ccunter-Ideolcgles; A Summary

W'hst we have described sc far Is a situation of com

petitive ideologies (or potential for t.hem), seme having a 

direct link with the colonial Instrumentalism as It found ex-

presslCT. In development projects, in the educatlcnal system 

and in continued interaction between local elites (and med-

ernists) and the nec-colcnlal network after Independence.

(Tne net result of these experiences was a particular respense

to modernisaticn which we have referred to as bourgeoisifica-

tlcn (cr ehbeurgeoisement. as Apter calls it), 

does act as a cc"unter-14;eolcgy of slg,nifieant consequences, 

as we have attempted to shew, and as we shall further elabe-

This response

rate i.n the next chapter.

18Killer, c£. clt.. p. 145.
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The other two potential counter-ideologies are t^^l,T- 

tionalisn and parochialisn. Traditionalisn is a kind of 

‘static’ or inward-looking ideology; it waits to be acted up
on, but its response ciay have a deteminative effect on the 

rate of sodernisaticn, efficiency and productivity, especially 

in the rural areas. Parochlalisa has to a large extent been 

neutralised, but it Influenced both the Party and PJaaaa ap

proaches in the early stages, as we shall see; and'it is still 

pcssible for it tc reassert Itself If the existing integrative 

factors—including, the figure of Jhialinu Jfye.rere—disappear 

without- suitable substitutes or befcre the r.cm-s ushered by 

-■ the socialist ideology have been fully inatituticnelited.

Hence, Pjanaa can be seen as acting cn^ and being acted upon ' 

by, three (pctential) cs'ir.ter-ideolcgic3l forces--etbourgeoise- 

aent,. traditionalisn and parochialien. These forces could be 

shown diagranatl'cally as in Plg-ure J telcw.

Figure 2; TKE, eSviiriS-llltriCaiiS To VJlMJk

1 I Ii t’Janae Ideology and other i 
Fro.gressdYe P5.lici.e5 of | 
the Ce.ntral Leadership

1
1

#- ■h\s.
,/

cT:icrr*»: '•.s

il./

../
/

•4.4

f I Parschla'ltsn ILoc.al- 1
V I isn, Factdcnalisn- | 

5 axid dcctardahisn) 5
l■,Tradtticnall

■ i
4
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Only a fev remarks need be made on the relationship -of 

the contents of Figure 2 which presents In dlagramatlcal form 

what we have been describing In long paragraphs. Under the 

existing circumstances, the progressive element^ In the cen

tral leadership is faced with a number of potential chal

lenges, some of which it emst avoid while the others could be 

converted Into advantages.

Hioee which must’ be avoided include (1) mobilisation 

which bcurgeolsifSes those still under traditional inertia; 

(2| the tendency Calreedy occurring) of the modemists and 

elites to Imitate metropolitan elites or-elites of nelghbor- 

Ir-g ecuntrie8,_ or to ally themselves (e.g, skilled workers 

with Jtsnsg.ers cr tur-eaucrats with progressive farmers) 

against the interests cf the tread masses- of the populatio-n; 

(3) a pcssitle tendency to "resurrect* the tureeueratie 

trsnsformatlcn model ty ever-sutsidialn.g u lama a villages cr 

■ •c'ver-s-upervtsing'* them; these tendencies may result fr-ca a 

genuine desire’to accelerate moderni-sation, tut the result 

may te to- encc-urage emto-urgecisement an-cng the villagers as 
wellX^tc'v-,!llage -d'eten-jensy on the state,. ’-V'e

c.

shall give some exasiples in the f cl lowing chapters.

-tPn the advantag-e si.d,e,' the progressive center can -(1)

appeals* (or "tradit'icnal legitl*i^latteBp-t tc ye.e..,*t„rsdit 

mat.icn*) to transforre t.he'majority iih,o are still relst.tvel.y 

:nntomtaa.inate-i ty emhourge-cd-Eemient; (2) -tse existing parccht- 

":;'al, interests-o-r'0,rg:anl«ations ■(e,„g-, various religious sects

and thei.r c-rg.ania.EticnsI to f’,.rthe.r r.aticnsl Ir.tereatsj (J)
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take advantage of the legltinacy that has already been 

llshed between the center (Kwallnu In particular) and the 

yillages to establish direct links of political co=unica- 

tlon, thus weakening the Influences of conpetitive local 

elites who night nlslead the nasses In their areas. These, 

and slnllar strategies, have already been tried in Tanra-nia,

as we shall see in the next chapter.

I!rrHLL£CrJAL KEESIAJ.'ISH AJH) "CLASS’* COLLA20HATI03.'

■ Ve have deliberately avoided the concept of "class 

struggle” in eianlni.''..g the dynanics of the Tansanlar. sicua- 

tlen, preferring, instead, to express potential ccntradlc-

tems cf Ideological (or ncmatlve-tehavlcral5 vari

ables appertalr.l.ng to three r-ultl-bcnded social eategcrles. 

Tnts dees .not rean absence C'f struggle; It Is the kind and 

nanner cf that struggle w.hlch Is In questlcn.

Identification cf the key participants In that struggle Is 

Itself prcblenatlc -u.nder Tansar-la’s present clrcunstances.

■ To vlew^thls struggle ps slnply Involving workers and peas-

tiens In

Furtherniore,

ants against sc-ne 4nternal (ar.d external) exploiters and cp- 

presEcrs wculd be to cver-exaggerate the socialist

s end peasants.

scclallsn. is euch ecre ecnplei

conscious-

Tne truth Is' ness cf the Tensanlan werj

that Ter.senla's struggle fer 

.then the erthedpx "class str'uggle" ncdel would Inply; it Is a

situation of "nultl-frcntal struggle," against Internal as 

well as external obstructlcns; against sene ner-bers cf the
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and'ths,

peasantry; It Is as much a struggle for development as for

such circumstancesi It is not always 

clear as to who should struggle against whom; for the wide

spread poverty and multiple {often primordial) relations 

among actors blur the conventional lines of class confronta
tion.^®

elite as well as against some members of the workers

Immature Class Situation

?rantc Fsnon, who to seme extent followed.a Harxiat 

methodology, hoped that African peasants would rise against 

the new middle .class {.the "naticnal bourgeoisie") as income 

differentials increased, and that this would lead to s so

cialist struggle.^^ 

dwellers and the urban, elites have increas.ed substantially in 

Africa during the past two decades, but there is little evi- 

der+ce cf such struggle,

ll;e •classes* that have been e.Siergtng. in Africa hav.e 

been multitonded, involving e-iucatl.onal, etbutic and fani'iel 

factcra^as^ Arrighi .and Saul have well described then.; "the. 

general absence, cf pc-pulaticn pressure o.n the' land and the", 

relatively unrevoluticnieed nature of trad.iticnal rural eco- 

nonic systcRS—far-ily cei^tred with .man.y c.c-nffi:u-n.al esnstra.ints

Inecne differentials between the rural

I
15Ih-ls creates, a big dilenna for the progrese.iv.e cen- 

.. ter, .as. we shall elatorate belcw ar.d in the next' chap ter.
^Frants Par-on. .fhe V'retehed cf the E.arth (h’ew I'crhi. 

Grave Fres.s, ^IS'cS).

w..
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upon the full play of Individualism—^^mean that the range"*o^' 

pressures characteristic of either full-fledged feudal or 

capitalistic exploitation are much less in evidence," and 

therefore:

. . . class contradictions in independent Africa are less 
dramatic than in . . . many areas of the underdeveloped 
world. Moreover, they are blurred by racial, ethnic, and 
nationalist dimensions which hamper the development of 
subjective conditions favorable to radical change. The 
development of a rural proletariat and of an urban lun- 
penproleteirlat will steadily restructure this situation, 
but for some time to come class antagonisms are unlikely 
to contribute in a determined way to the internal dynam
ics of independent Africa. This very linderdevelopment of 
revolutionary social forces further underscore the poten
tially Important contribution both of Intellectuals, who 
might play the role of generalizing protest and raising 
it to a level of'.'ll gnif leant revolutionary praxis, and of 
disciplined political movements which can oyer time turn 
discontent into a drive for radical change.

'ii’here the struggle has not been nationalistic—i.e. 

struggle, against external exploiters cr rulers—it has fol

lowed parochial cr ethnic and religious lines rather than 

•class" lines in any Harxlst sense. This point has teen 

well stated by Eenct who has cemmented in ccnnecticn Kith 

rresident Sekeu Tcurc's constant references to "class strug

gle":

Eecause cf the impcrtance of t.he sutslstence economy, . 
and of self-sufficiency, tecause of the l.mpcrtance of so-’ 
cial structures marked by residual ccmmunaltsm and paro
chialism, tecause, too,- cf the- fact that Cln Africa] the 
same complex, cf gercntocratic and familial traditions and 
custems: er.tcmp.ass thes^p-loited and the exploiters alike 
(who are, so to speak, Iften relatives), tecause of all 
these things the class struggle of which Eekcu Toure

2i
Qicvanni Arrighl and John S, Saul, Essays on the Po-

_ _ _ _ _ 'eenemy cf Africa (h’ew yerk and London: Monthly Ke-
view. Press, 1515), pp* 51-8-,
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speaks does not manifest itself within present-day Afi*!- 
can society as an internal conflict (affrontement interne) 
but as a conflict with the state, which remains a far-off 
abstraction, unconnected with felt experience—a conflict 
with which everyone can eventually identify himself in 
some vague way.2<i

These general comments apply even more concretely to 

the Tanzanian case, for a number of reasons, 

is one of the world’s poorest countries.

First, Tanzania 

Second, as a result 

of the selective nature of colonial projects and the unsuita

bility of E.a.ny rural areas for the cash crops chosen by the 

colonial' administration, Tanzania emerged into Independence 

as W.e of the African countries least penetrated by the mone

tary or capitalist system. Third, for a variety of reasons 

(elaborated later), a "consensual culture" has emerged in

Tanzania, making it very difficult to distinguish genuine

Fourth, giver, these fac-revoluticnarles from cpportu.nists. 

tors and the close kinship ccn-nectlcn fcetween the present 

generation of urbs.n elites and the rural peasantry, it Is 

sjuite possible to perpetuate eapltallem wlt.hout much "strug

gle** on the part of t.he ezploited "classes." T.nus, stating

his and long experience with the Tanzanle.n masses, ,Pres-

Ide.nt J»yerere has expressed his persc.nal belief that t.he mem

bers who did .net teceme the Immediate beneficiary of the

r
i

fruits of Ir.depende.hce could still continue to support the
A

Ett'Yer.nme.nt for"treditlcnat and soclcpolltical reasons j

The perpetuation of capitalism, and its eipansic.n to 
’include Africans, will be accepted fey the masses who took

^^Caoted in ibid.. pp.' 82-83. Erphasls in original.
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part In the Independence struggle. They may take the^new 
wealth of their leaders as natural and even good—for a ' 
time they may even take a reflected pride In It. This 
maiy go on for a long period if the economic circumstances 
of the country allow a simultaneous lightening of the 
general poverty—or even if the conditions of the masses 
remain static. This public acceptance of African capi
talism will be obtained because the people have learnt to 
trust their nationalist leaders, and will wish to honour 
them. Also there will inevitably be new Jobs £uad oppor
tunities for a good number of the most active, vocal and 
intelligent of those who might have led criticism. And 
on top of that, there will be an end to stupidities like 
interference with traditional Africem customs by a for
eign Government. But, sooner or later, the people will 
lose their enthusiasm and will look upon the independence 
Government aa simply another new ruler which they should 
avoid as much as possible. Provided it has been possible 
to avoid any fundamental upset in their traditional eco- 
homlc and social conditions, they will then sink back in
to apathy—until next time someone is able to convince 
them that their own effort can lead to an improvement in 
their own lives 123

Where, as in Tanzania, the central leadership appears 

to be genuinely Interested in improving the lot of the masses, 

the traditional inertia among the rural masses becomes an ex

ceedingly important variable, thus emphasizing mobilization

as the main task of the revolution. Yet mobilization may 

lead to demands based on parochial tendencies. Fanon stated 

this problem very well: "wlfat can be dangerous is when Ethei

African-^eople} reach the stage of consciousness before the

If this happens, we find In underde-itage of nationalism, 

velcped ccu.^trles fierce demands for social Justice which
2tiparadoxically are'alliedswith often primitive tribalism."

\
This-has not been a formidable problem in Tanzania although

. .  23h’yerere, Preedcm and Socialism, p. 29.
24
Quoted in Arrlghl and Saul, o£. cit.. p. 83.
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the potential for It exists.

Intellectual Hesslanlsm

As we have Indicated, the Tanzanian revolution can 

Initially depend neither on "peasant messlanlsm" nor on "pro

letarian messlanlsm," but on "Intellectual messlanlsm"; It Is 

the elite which Is Initially responsible for mobilizing the 

masses—peasants and workers. This situation creates several 

dilemmas and challenges for the leadership.

The first challenge Is that of generating a large 

enough body of socialist Intellectuals within the ranks of 

the governing elite to be able to give correct interpretation 

—theoretical and practical—of the Tanzanian situation and

how Kwallmu's socialist Ideals can be translated into action

in the various social settings of the country. So far, most 

of Tanzania's achievements on the Ideologlcaf %nd policy side 

seem to be mainly a result of the efforts of one man, J-twalimu 

Kyerere. This Is dar.gerou3 in two ways. First, it wears out 

"one scarce resource through overwork. Second, and even more 

important. It may make revolutionary continuity beyc.nd the 

public life of current leadership difficult. Indeed, Tanza

nia has now reached a stage where commitment alone Is no

longer sufficient; there Is an urgent need for a committed 

and knowledgeable elite-cadre. Probably Amllcar Cabral was.

correct when he commented in co.nnectlon with the African Rev

olution;

The crisis of the African re5i;olutlo.n ... Is not a 
crisis of growth, but a crisis of knowledge. In too many
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cases the struggle for liberation and oiir ovm plans^foB\ 
the future ^e not only without a theoretical base, but 
are also more or less cut off from the concrete situation 
In which we are working.25

Issa Shlvjl has stated the problem In the specific 

context of Tanzania. He views the Tanzanian revolution as a 

revolution without a coz5)rehenalve sociological theory of 

transformation.. This situation, he argues, has meant that 

DJamaa practice is Inevitably based on the 'subjective' con

ditions of personalities rather than the 'objective' material 

conditions-, resulting in contradictions which may be harmful 

to the revolution:

^n:e present situation In Tanzania appears to be both 
confusing and confounding. This is made doubly so be
cause hitherto no attempt has been made to do a sclentlf- 
'Ic .analysis: of, the socloeconozJ-c formation In Tanzania. 
Jhe vacuum resulting from the lack of a theoretical anal
ysis of the total situation has given rise to the danger
ous phencmenon of finding a substitute In platitudes, 
phrase-mongering,or chanting of hollow slogans. Impor
tant decisions and Judgements’, even among progressive 
circles, are beglr_ning to be fcunded cn day to day hap
pening of Incidences and events. The psyc-holcgy, atti
tudes and utterances of perscnalltles are Increasingly 
replacing concrete., cbjectlve material conditions b,s a. 
yardstick for assessing particular actions. long-time 
perspective has receded Into the fcackgrcund. Instead, 
Individual predilections end description of superficial 
phenomena have come, to^ dominate the dlscusstc.ns c-f the,,,

• reVjaliJticnEries. Appearances pass as. reality while prop
er analysis of reality is met with ignorar.t contempt or 
condemned as,'dDotrlnaire. * Sutjectlvlsm Is on the v.erge 
of triumph

The problems rais.ed ty. £'ni,v*i -ere in parr a reedlt cf 
- - - - - - - - e>-T,

,. in B. .led-dai
Struggle,^ Internaticnal Socialist 

, in A.rrighi and Saul, co, elt., p. 311
. ^^%hl,vji..€n. el^.. p. Ci|.

I

•Sc'Clal Class-es. and Sollticel
Jcurnal, ?iO. - and
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the manner in which U.lamaa ideology (as well as the Part^ 

evolved. As we shall elaborate in the next chapter, UJanaa 

was not a product of a sociological theory but a commitment 

to ideals which were gradually given a programmatic content 

as opportunity arose. And, furthermore, it did not emphasize 

class conflict but class collaboration. The reasons for this 

should be clear from our discussion so far—Tanzania's "ob

jective” material conditions could only support an eclectic 

revolution from above under circumstances of mass poverty and

Immoblllsn, on the one hand, and superficial consensus among
!

the elites, on the other.

Given this origin end the problem of determining who 

Is genuinely committed to socialism and who is net. It Is 

little wonder that the central leadership of the Party has 

clearly shown a strong "distaste" for the kind of mlllta.ncy 

which advocates struggle based cn theoretical (and "pure") 

classes which cannot be clearly defined in practice. Such 

militancy seems to have gone unrewarded, and often denied the ^

crganlsatlcr.al basis which could give it the opportunity to.
■^7*■ The central leadership has preferred to beejpresa-itself.

2?Such militancy has begun so come from a small group 
consisting mainly of students, acme members of TAIPJ Youth 
League and TAICU Study Group- and-'a few bureaucrats in the r.a- 
tlcnal media. They rea.s^' do not constitute a "group" as 
such because they have of^'en lacked an organizational base 
and-an independent platform. Furthermore, the more "leftist" 
have not always faired too well., A few examples can be- men- 
t-lc.ned with regard to the ce.nter's effort to discredit 
•ultra-left-ism." First, seme radical movements have been 
tanned; examples include the tanr.ing of the University Stu
dent African P.evolutlcnary Front and a student theoretical 
Journal. Cheche (or Spark), in 1S69. Second, seme "radicals" 
in the mass .media have either been dropped (e.g. the contpo-
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eclectic in method without sacrificing the principles of ^ 

Djnr.na socialism, relying more on lessons learned from actual

practice than on an academic theory of socialist revolution. 

It is therefore clear that the emerging Intellectual revolu

tionaries can only contribute effectively if they work within
28

These premises will bethe eclectic premises of Uj amaa.

elaborated in the next chapter.

This eclectic approach, however, though necessitated 

by the existing circumstances, creates a number of conceptual 

and practical problems, as Shl'.'Ji correctly points outi (1) 

”It fosters illusicns and clouds ideological clarity"; (2) 

"even among progressives, meods alternate between cheerful- 

r.ess and disappointment depending on what was the'headline In 

the morning newspaper or how this or that dignitary reacted 

or behaved regarding particular issue"; (3) "without a clear

verslal F.hllllp Cchle.ng, 1973) cr given alternative assign-

Cf course, it may as well be that there were ether 
reasons for S'unh action. Similarly, it is not clear whether 
the drepping of A. U. Sabu from his mi.nlsterial p.ositicn in 
1972 had' scmethlr^g to do with his alleged ccmmltment tc for
mal Harxism or whether it was ccr„nec.ted with the conspiracies 
in fantlbar which led io the assassinaticn of the ?irst Vicer 
fresldent harume. It is difficult tc say because several 
■ether ministers and *ur4er ministers, some -of whom were 
cle.arly •'rightists,* were dropped at the same time.

““Kost cf these revolutionary intellectuals have n 
ar.alyced the work? of .'taf^i!''-;'a-nd Hr.gels directly, but indirect-, 
ly tluro.ugh the growing literature -on •devel'tpment of 'un-ier- 
developmentespecially the works of such people as And.re 
Gunder Prank, Celso Furtado and James Fetran on Latin Ameri- 
cah eiperler.ee; Frant’s Fano.n, famir Amin, .Jean .Suret—Canale, 
Amilcar Cabral, Sob Fitch ar.d Itary •Cppe.n.helmer, aiev,ar_ni 
Arrlghl, John Saul, a-nd Valter F.cdney, to me.ntlcn e.nly a few, 
on Black Afrlca.n experience; a-nd the more Grthedox. wo-rks cf 
the founders of^phe’ "h’ew Left,* such as Earan and Sweety.

rents.
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class analysis. It is Impossible to chart out a correct 

strategy and formulate appropriate tactics"; and, more impor

tant still, ('i) "it is impossible to make correct alliances." 

Shlvjl then poses a vital question: "How can we talk about a 

'Tanzanian Revolution* without even knowing the friends and 

the enemies of such a revolution?

Undoubtedly, the questions raised by Shivjl reqiilre

. > *

Icmedlate attention If OJamaa is to advance to a higher

However, we shall argue that any answers based on a 

rlgldj"doctrinaire" position can only mean a "revolutlcn ' 

within a revolutlcr.."

stage.

t3.lam.aa has already established Its^ 

pwn evolutionary logic from the early sixties. Ve argued in

the previous chapter that It Is the choice of this evolution-

de it- poss-lfcle to experiment., so far auc-

It Is
I'ncremental nature of Ujanaa which has stabilized the ^ 

dem,jc;cracy-£cclsl,l.sn equation; and the choice of this .strategy 

w.s,s a.s muc.h a .matter of c.irc".^_5tsntl8i necessity as It was a 

prC'Cuct of 3t»allm,s‘s pe.rscmal ecnvlctlcns,

chapter.
dhls. Is net to suggest the chesen pstn has no vsak-

-n actual fact, .at the present stage of 

the questions ppse'z;|atoy:fe are of ejtreme urgency.

'd-s clear, ..'-fcr.'.example, that these .feredgn ..Int-erests. .affeot.ed 

'dy the’natlcnalSzation .measures of ISt? could not

ary path which m.n

cessfully, with democratic soclall.st transform.attcn.
the

Ihls point will
he furt.ne^ clarified, in'the ;iezt

■ne'S.ses or prehlems.

*.'.iaj..aa. It

te used as

.29 C*|.'dhlvil,.
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• i'managers and advisers of the corporations which took over 

their firms without giving rise to the problems and contra

dictions with which Shivjl is concerned, 

tant that a distinction has been made between the contradic

tions in this sector and the less obvious contradictions in 
the rural sector.^®

It is also impor-

^°Ibld., pp. (il)-Clli), states:
!rhe ..fundamental contradictions In the'TanEBnian socle.ty 
are not. to be found In, the rural peasantry (lncludir.g the 
big farmers> but in the content end nature of therela- 
t.tcnsh4p .of-Tantanla^.s; econc.my'' with the ■intejmatlor.al.: .. 
cspltal- .In sy o.plnic,n, it is a mistaken over'-empha.sis 
(espe-clalJi' on the p8.rt of those who csme with fixed 
ideas. Bbsut. classes .end appear ts .see, classes ^everywhere,
So .Icr-g.:as. they: can- count a handful 'of farmers cwntr^ two 
landrovers cr'a tractor) to focus attentio.n cn rural 
stratification out of ell prcportlon to its role in the 
context'of the ^ancanian e'concmy:'as, a'.who.le. It is, to,' 
say t.he le.sst., misleadlrs .to t'egin ts.lkir.g sbcut •capi- 
talisa* in Irlnga e,nd Silimarjero and present them as 
fundamental, Bn5.seor4stSo contradictions* . . ,

.fhe.'..important 'question, within th.t.s c.sntext is: “Suite 
contrel-s fansania's eecnosiyl* For it is that ol,ass which 
.controls .the .e'C-oncmy—*the nerve centre of a s-oeiety—who 
,lK .the.'..fInal ans4y.sis will he a dects.lve factor .against 
s..cr*allst .struEfl.e,. . , , She farmers of I,rln£a and hll.l- 
m,ar4ar? do not oontral ■"■a.nz.ahia’s economy as a wftole. If 
they-ere, important at all, it is because they may tf,. al-^..,^, 
lied'With the etonomic bureaucracy which in turn fs^aln.u . 
lied^ith .t.he International bourgeo-isie. We may,plan 
a4cto.ri.e.s' o.ver rural eapit.aliem and/or tale militan.t pc-.' 
'IStlcal, deeisichs* but. these W''cu,ld ulttmat.ely .mtear-hbth* . 
ins if '.cur es.C'n.cmy re-mains the appe-niage of .imp-erla.lis.m.

'■ v

Our ow.'n view of the prcblem-with re.s,ard to the .rural 
seetp* .is .that .the relatively 'wealthy farmers will.present a 
prcblem.,|alreaiy eT^dent 
■call for.u^amaa villssesi melt en'l.y bec.suse t.hey have •seme- 
t,hins..t.s;",.|cse^^Ut ,als,o»..because they have been, more e.xpo,s,ed 
t,,n,;,the .values ©f the bclonlal inatrumentaltsH;, . '

he .pattern'of response t.© the
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THE. PROBLEM OP PARTY-WORKER-PEASANT COALITION
t

We asserted in the first section that the non-elite 

"codemists," whether peasants or workers, (1) had (at least 

until the Amsha Declaration) accepted the norcs of the co

lonial Instrucentallsn which were also ecbodled in the post- 

independence developcent programs and the adnlnistrative In- 

stltutloris which continued with only snail changes, and (2) 

were seeking personal Incone, power and status to "look like" 

the elite. They nay therefore verbally welccne the progres- 

slve initiatives of the central leadership insofar as these 

prcnlse Innedlate naterlal Inprovenent In their lives—higher 

wages, core government credit and subsidies to famers, etc. 

—but In practice they nay ally thenselves with the bourgeois • 

sections of the elite In cpposlng a change of the systen per 

se_. ,,Tnis is not theoretical prscrastlnetlcn; there Is suffi

cient evlder.ce of such behavior in Tansanla's brief history 

of tcclalisn as well as frcn. experiences i.n other ccuntries.

We shall give a few ezanples to illustrate this problen.

•There Is - eh inpliclt assunp-tlcn in Msrxisn that the 

lower classes want a scclallst revolution because they "hsve^ 

nothing to lose tut thelT:.chains.“ The Tanzanian workers and 

, .like the'eliteexpectations. If nothing else,

;X to lose. The awareness of these groups had been, until the 

Dec-laraticn, a product of the same "political Information" 

which led to enbcurgeolsement among the members of the emerg

ing local, elite;. . As such, they'had been co.ndltioned to

■■ '.■peaeant.s
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aspire for the same values that set the elite apart fron*l^m 

and for private property which was a symbol of dignity and

respectability during the colonial days. The antlcolonlal 

movement was not a movement against colonial values, but a 

movement seeking to domesticate these values.

Pxirther, the relatively smooth transfer of power In 

Tanzania (without "prison graduates" or violent uprisings) 

meant that the Independence stmggle, as Saul has puflt,

"was too easily equated with the taJ-:lng over of established

bureaucratic Institutions, -TAJiU's formal control In the last 

Instance being considered sufficient guarantee of the relia

bility of these Institutions," .and "such an Instltutlo.nal in

heritance tended to allow for a mere Africanization of the/

tureeucratlc style of work, the ccnventlcnal criteria cf rel

evance, the elitist K.er.t.sllty, Ingrained In colonial st.ruc- 
«3l Jtvallnu has himself emphasized the point that 

anti-capitalism in the post-lndefendence period will not as 

readily attract pc-pular support as -did the antl-iolcnlsl cam-

lures.

> psigns:

'£%Terycne wa.nts tc t-e free, a.nd the 
let Is slmpdy to rouse the people to a 
theli" cwTi power cf prc.test-. hot to to 
dcm wtilch .Ecclallsm represe.nts Is a very different thd.ng. 
It demands a pcaltlve 'pcvderstending ez^-d p.c5itlYe actions, 
net simply a relectlcn, cf sclcnlallsm and a willingness 
to eceperate in ncz;c c ifp|r at ten. And the ac.tlec-lo.nlal

task cf a national- 
fid'ence in 
tne real free-4 \ A

..... n31 John S. Saul, "Scclallsm in Cne Ccunt.ry: "anzania,* 
in Arrighi and Saul, op., clt., pp. 2?7-2c8.
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dif^struggle will almost certainly 
flcultles.32

the

Immediately after Independence, even some years be-

all over the country that the shops owned 

by the Aslans aind other migrant traders would be oonfiscated 

and distributed free to the workers and the emerging class of 

petty African traders. This possibility of quick personal 

enrlchlssecent was also discussed by peasants in connection 

with Asian- and European-owned plantations and estates.

Often, these'interpretations of Uhuru {highly materialistic) 

resulted frca the promises of the middle-level and local

leadership of the nationalist movement during the moblllca-

As a matter oY\political prudence, astlon for Independence, 

ve mentioned earlier, every member of the movement was left
\

to Interpret the meaning of Uhuru in his own way,

The .many strikes of the workers that follCwed after 

Independence, and the demands for immediate •Afrlcanlsatlon*

cf p.OBtS: (not necessarily c-f the Instituticns themselves), 
(^\hcwed clearly the close assoc ietlcn of independence with ma

in, most _cases, the strikes were Initiated'by' 

the elites who stood to g.aln most from the demand fcr rapid 

Afrlcenlaetlcn;, thus there was co-.ep-eration between the work

ers and the elites a.gainst the '“moderate* apprce,ch of the 

central leadership.

terial pay-off.

d3
t

' " '’'^Jyere.re, see *Introductlon* to Freedtm and Socialism,
in particular, the sectlcn he calls *0n tlS“’‘?r<;hlem of Euild- 
Ing, Scciali.sm in an E-x-Colcnlel,. Country,*

.■^..'Fcr .a .dicsusslon.of the clashes tecween the'workers* 
.Rcyesent end the Party in this period, see lal Patel, •The
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XThese demands appeared "radical" In nationalistic

terms, but not in any socialist sense, as the post-Arusha ex-

In this period, it is the center whichperlence has shown, 

took initiative to equip the workers with Hwongozo and par

ticipation programs not only to help them to achieve their 

narrow economic Interests but, even more important, to raise 

their socialist consciousness and to challenge the bureau-

One outcome ofcratlc model inherited from, colonial rule, 

this was to weai:en the pre-Arusha tendency of bureaucratic

elites to use the many "voices" of the workers to entrench
1

their own privileges; but this did not Immediately lead to

The Increasing r.um-P.rpgresslve responses from the workers, 

ter cf Illegal strikes (often called "laying down tools") In

the pcst-Hwcr.goso era were In many cases conceived in narrow 

eccncmic Interests of the workers rathe- than In terms of
34

tcostlng the overall efficiency cf & socialist econcmy.

her could the soolallst ccnsclcusness cf the peasantry

Host of these who could te •.te taken for granted either.
J'-.\
Eelatlcnshlp between TAhy, Government and the Verkers* Hove- 
ment after-independence"'- (Seminar Paper, Faculty 
.I'r.lverslty cf Sar es Salaam, 1971, mimeegraphed).

' ^'^Seme of these strikes, however, were clearly against 
managers who had felled to comply with the new norms-of par
ticipation, end the central leadership did not hesitate to 
discipline them,. In a r.'umS®\ of cases, on the other hand, 
the workers simply- wanted to Remove efficient managers who 
demanded too much work from them. I.n a few cases, although 
cur evidence Is slim here, the workers* strikes resulted from 
ir.ter-e'lSte ccmpetlticn, e.g. the Chairman of a Board or Cor- 
peratien seeking to replace the manager, either himself or by 
a candidate of hls choice, etc..

of Law, The .

t
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• are still on the enl^ourgeolsement stage^ 

rather'than radlcalizatlon stage. At this stage, the colonl-

called 'modernists

■£il instrumentalism is accepted, and in the more 'modernized' 

rural areas commercialization of traditional values in ex

change for modem goods and services is considered a positive 

Thus, for example, the land which was traditionally 

communally-owned and only rarely "sold," has in such areas 

become a regular market commodity, and Kwallmu saw the crea

tion of OJamaa villages as a way of forestalling an eventual 

proletarianization:

sign.

. .as land becomes scarce we shall find ourselves with
The lattera farmers' class and a labourers' class 

will become a "rural proletariat" depending on the deci
sions of others for their existence, and subject in con
sequence to all the subservience, social and economic in
equality, and insecurity, which such a position Involves.

The present trend ^Is away from extended family production 
and social unity, and towards the development of a class 
system in the rural areas. It is this kind of develop
ment which would be^nconsistent with the growth of a 
socialist Tanzania.

It is significant to note in the last sentence of the 

above statement chat liwallmu views the Tanzanian revolution

in terms of "forestalling" tendencies which eight in future 

structure~'qulte a different kind of revolution. On the other

hand, however, the pattern of response to the call for ujamaa

villages seems to suggest that the colonial Instrumentalism 

had penetrated deeper int<?^.e rural society than the tabula 

rasa image we have described would suggest. Bespcnse in the 

initial stages showed that the peasants were more interested

^^Kyerere, Freedom and Soeialias. pp. 3^^^, 3^6.
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In either (1) acqixlrlng the good land fonnerly held by^^EuS^ 

pean 'settlers or African progressive farmers (as at Ismani) 

for their ovm individual use, or (2) acquiring the government 

financial, technical and social aid that was often promised

them, than the basic Ujamaa idea of communal ownership and 

tilling of such land, or the sharing of Joint production on 

egalitarian basis.

Such tendencies are, of course, not restricted to the 

Tanzanian workers and peasants alone. They can be found in 

all societies where enclaves of capitalism and feudalism have 

existed. For instance, commenting in connection with the 

peasants of Germany in the latter half of the nineteenth cen

tury, Bernstein stated: "To by far the greatest number of

then, the socialization of agricultural production cannot be 

much more than empty words. Their Ideal Is in the meanwhile

(Incidentally, it should be noted„37to get their own land, 

that Bernstein's idea of "evolutlo.nery. socialism," as a reac

tion to the Karxlan idea of "revolutionary socialism," has a 

great deal in common with Jlyerere's idea of democratic so

cialism represented by,the UJamaa ideology; and the southern 

part of Germany was at this time dominated by agriculture as 

much of Tanzania is today.)

The best avallebl^modern example to Illustrate the
1

36These points will be elaborated in the Horogoro case
studies presented in Chapters 7^

^^Eduard Bernstein, Evolutionary Socialism (liew York: 
B. W. Haebsch, 1909), p. lOT- ' ... 1
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problem of creating a revolutionary regime-worker-peasant-*'-  ̂

cosiition in a country which has undergone some degree of 

menteil embourgeoisement was undoubtedly Chile under the lead

ership of the late socialist President Allende (1970-1973)•

The workers and peasants who stood to gain most from the 

change from a highly paternalistic, neo-colonial and self- 

interested regime to the progressive regime of Allende were 

Willing to Join hands with the local elite and the external
58

enemies of the regime to topple President Allende. 

menting on the Chilean situation some months before the coup 

of September 11, 1973, one observer had this to say;

As the Chileans are finding out . . . the peasants who 
. staged a land selrure are really interested more in rals- , 

Ing their Incomes than in building the new society. Em- 
bourgeolsement goes to work almost immediately among 
then. Similarly, workers went on strike against the new 
socialist owners of the copper nines because they expect- *', 
ed much higher pay, now that foreign exploitation was.at 
an end. Government needed to .threaten to use force to 
keep production going. Embourgeolg 
thus fed by socialism at the tcp.j“

The purpose of these observations is to Illuminate two

Com-

ement at the base was

‘ ^®Por a further discussion of the Chilean predicament,
see the special issue of Gover^ent and Oppositicn. Yol. ¥11,;

. h’o. 3 (f573), "c.hllean'8 Chile"; 'and Arturo Yelentuela, "Po- ' 
lltical Constraints and the .Prospects .for SDclallsm. in 
Chile," in Douglas Chalmers (ed.), ‘Changing Latin America," 
APS, Vol. XXX, JJo. a (1972). Allende tried to rely on legal- 
ism and democratic means, - using the existi.ng laws and bureauc
racy to bring about socialism—a revolution from above by 
•bourgeois radicals.' who t‘61f|leved in bargaining* debati.ng and 
negotlatir.g. ‘The- existing circumstances—the absence of 
'party of solidarity,' for example—made this ill-fated 
strategy a matter of necessity.

David.-'.E', Apter, "Embourgeoisement and Padioalita- 
tion" (Klmeograpbed manuscript. Political Science Depart
ment, Yale Dnlverslty, 1973), p. 39.

• -'I-

39
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points which we have previously ’asserted' and which wlir-^pe^ 

cur in the following chapters, 

ization, particularly in a new country with a colonial back

ground, tends to bourgeolslfy not only the elites but also 

the very ranks—workers and peasants—in whose name socialist

Thus the consciousness

First, the process of modern-

revolutions are usually carried out. 

of what we have called 'modernists' is Itself problematic. 

Second, the observations do also emphasize that it is not

very easy to transfoin a mass nationalist movement into a 

socialist "vanguard party."

In the Tanzanian case, TAIUJ has been facing the prob

lem of "self-transformation," to be able to cope with its en

larged function in the post-Arusha, and especially post-

The low socialist consciousness of the work

ers and peasants sets an understandable constraint on the

Kwongozo, era.

Party’s efforts to transform Itself organizationally and

It has also dictated in part the strategiesfunctlcnally.

adopted by the central leadership in the implementation of

The strategies Include emphasis on persua-ujamsa policies. 

sion rather than coercion, collaboratio.n between social

groups (workers, ma.nagers, peasants, bureaucrats, politi

cians, etc.) rather than struggle or conflict, 

and their political 4ind dev^cpmental rumlficaticns will be 
elatcrated further in the foAowlng c.hapters.

These matters



Chapter 6

THE NORMATIVE BASIS OP UJAHAA MODEL

The point nust be nade that ultinately the safeguard of 
a people’s right, the people’s freedon and those things 
which they value ... is the ethic of the nation. When 
the nation does not have the ethic which will enable the 
govemnent to say: ’We cannot do this, that is un- 
Tanganyikan,' or the people to say: ’That we cannot tol
erate, that is un-Tanganyikan’ ... it does not natter 
what kind of constitution you frane. They can always be 
victins of tyranny. . . . What we cuat continue to do 

‘all the tine is to build an ethic of this nation.

— Julius k. J.'yerere, Preedos'ar.d (Dm* e=
Salaaa: Oxford University Press, ISoS),' pp. 
17^-175. >•

UJanaa Ideology is a systen of ideas origln3tlr.g frcn
/

Kwallnu's personal search for a normative and ethical founds-
V

tier, for the Tansanian political syaten; end the evolutlo.n of 

the Ideolcgy should correspond to the evolution of ihrallnu’s

Ulanaa transfcrnatlcn has 

depended sore on a careful calculation or a pragnatlc netho- 

dology, taking the current "when it serves," than on a .rigid

Kethodlcally, the unique- . 

X^rinent lies in the ability of the 

central leadership to adopi a pratmatic (and eclectic) ap

proach without sacrificing the nain ethical principles or 

Ideals which fore the basis of UJanaa. 

ferred to this ability as the "Tansanlan developnent equation*

own thought over a pprlod of tine.

theory of social tren.5fo'm.3tlcn.

ness of the Tansanlan e

John Saul has re-

239
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which has overtime made the Ideological evolution of the X, 

leadership possible and "enabled it to discern possibilities, 

to avail Itself of permissive conditions, and to divert 

trends which would otherwise foreclose a progressive solution 

to the challenges of underdevelopment." Saul correctly em

phasizes Hwallmu's role in this process;

An adequate history of Tanzania's socialist develop
ment would have to trace the skillful means by which the 
president placed himself at the centre of the Tanganyikan 
political system from ‘an early date and managed to build 
his own personal links with an extremely wide popular 
constituency. It would also have to trace the evolution 
of his own convictions about the values most central to a 
n^w Tanzania and about the steps most necessary to ensure 
the country's development.*

There is little doubt that the ideas (or Ideolopy) of
V ^ . . . . . '

Kwalimu were the "Independent" variable,' while the objective 

material cc.ndltlcr.s acted as "intervening" variable limiting 

the range of alternatives available at each stage of Pjama a

evolution, end to a large extent heightening the problem of 

choice.
t- -

Vhereas it would be correct to say that the pragmat

ic methodolcgs’ was in large part determined by the ’ibjesttve
<

materiel .and social conditions, it wo'Uld fc.e naive to see. the-

ideals of-Pjamaa thenseives e.5 necessarily being dete.rmir.ed 

by the objectl.ve material ocnditlcns. Tne leadership factor-' 

has been of treaendcus importance in the Tanrani.an revol.u-

tlonj and the systemic 1inag^^iticns^ t.hat have talten place 

since •independence must be attrlbute.d m-0'.re to .ideas of men

"T

Saul. "Scclallsm : 
Arrighl .end''Saul; (eds.), .c£. clt

in One 'Country; Tansania,* in 
p, 2 6.S.* »
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than to any agsumed "forces of historical necessity."^ We 

should add that this inteiTJretation of the Tanzanian experi

ence does not necessarily reject Harz's fomulation of the 

problen, Karx described the relationship of social transfor- 

catlon to econoaic structure and the conditions of social

:»X

transfornatlcn in tvo well-known passages:

(1) 5.’o social order ever perishes before all the productive 
forces for which there is rocs in it have developed; and 
new, higher relations of* production never appear before 
the cateriai conditions for their existence have natured 
in the wcnb of the old society icself-3

12) Ken^cake; their own history, but they do not rake it Just 
as they please; they do not rake it under circumstances 
chosen by themselves, but under circumstances dirfctly 
enceuntered, given end transmitted from the past.''

Cn the surface, the etove two statements seem to con- 

tredlct each other. Srs: the ccrstext of Jiarx's analysis, how

ever, they can be seer, as ccmplementlng each other. The

first etatement--bS5ed c.r a thorough study of the history of 

Yaricus huropeasi eo-oiettes-*'focuses on the inter.ral djnamles 

of change in a-r ^evclutic.nsry* situatic.r without revoluticn-

Ke therefore saw the maturity cf the 

ftrces a.nd_re let ions ,cf m|teriai p rc^duct ion as the independ

ent variable previcing the i 

proYlCeC Xarx a social equivalent cf.the Darwinian theory of

cXies at the nelm.

emal Cynanlss of mange. ‘Trie

2• ..
for there era 0:tner''T^i.ntrie5 in ifrica with similar 

s.aterial c-o-nCitlcna a.ni experiences tut which have s.ct atiopt- 
eC a svclallst seCubion.,

, tharl Marx* ''Preface to the fritl'iue of rolitioal 
Iconcmy," in Select eC wCrv.s, Vol. 1 IHCBCCW, lS:b|, p, top.

Xari, "'IThe eighteenth hruEaire cf Louis ■ 
hepolern,’*‘ in it td., p. -uf ,.

,'^harl
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the evolution of species based on "natural selection."

Harx realized that the evolution of human societies differed 

from that of species In that man could Intervene and manlpu-

Thus In the second statement he 

formulates the problem differently, treating (Implicitly)

late the evolution Itself.

man's Ideas as the Independent variable and the material 

dltlons as Intervening.
con-

It Is this second formulation which

has relevance for planned socialist revolutions—or for any 
revolution at all.^ As we shall point out, however, Kyerere's 

theory of UJamaa revolution emphasizes the ethical and psy

chological factors whereas that of Karx emphasized material

factors.

T-he present chapter examines the process by which 

UJamaa Ideology reacted to the three potential counter Ideol

ogies discussed in the previous chapter—parochialism, em- 

tcurgeolsemenc and traditionalism—in its various stages of

Three stages are discernible, namely (1) the unt- 

. flcation stage (1561-1566)1 (2) the anti-emiourgeoisement

evolution.

fl
' stage (from 1566' onwards); a.nd (3) the anti-traditionalism 

stage (f^cm about 1572). Ji'o rigid dates can be attached to 

these stages, but each, stage is characterized by a ecncentra-

tlcn of attack on a particular problem, parochialism, embour- ' 

geoisement or excessive trg^^tlcnelism, in t.hat order.' Ve 

shall attempt to show that this order was necessary but con-

5For a further discussion of this poi.nt, see David 
•;«». p:e End of I.nequallty? Stratification Under State 
Sceialism
chapter 1.

CKanchester: C. Kicholla & Ccmpa.ny Ltd., 1571),
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tinned to create internal contradictions which had to be re^ 

solved pragmatically as opportunity arose.

For example, concentration on nationalunification in 

the first stage gave the urban elite an opportunity to en

trench its privileges, and the traditional systems were al

lowed to remain relatively Intact so long as they acknowl

edged the central leadership. To challenge the privileges of 

the elite—and the structure that supported them—in the sec

ond stage, the center needed popular support, and therefore 

cculd not at the same time challenge the traditional inertia 

which was frustrating development programs. It is in the 

third stage that the center can act more aggressively on tra

dition, the extent of that aggression no 

the size of the elite-cadre at its disposal.

•

‘ douh&y depending on ,
. /

X

STAGE l.t HATICmi Uh’IPICATIC.'J, 15&1-1S66

¥e have already pointed cut CShapters? end '4) that

if^.during this period the Ideologlssl climate was domlheted hy 

the ideas—common In Africa—^cf “mixed economy* and “African 

socialism." two sets of ideas were often identified.^The

Esth develcpment and equity were seen as resulting from a 

harmonious co-existence between private foreign capital and 

, 'public

the'colonial■Instrusentelles would be elimineted
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ^

affirmatlcn of indigenous cultures;^' and the inherited Insti-

ir.dige.ncu5 efforts private. The worst effects of

'V

6
A Klnlstry of Culture a-nd Youth was created in IS63 

to accelerate the evolution of a national culture.
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tutions would undergo gradual changes, dictated madnly 

need for rapid economic development. Yet It Is under these 

very conditions that UJamaa evolved, at first almost as a 

•private' philosophy of President Nyerere.

UJamaa was eclectic from the beginning, seeking to 

combine the Ideals of the Western liberal tradition with what 

Hyerere termed "socialist attitude of mind" attributed to the
7

traditional African society. Democracy Itself was seen as 

being a necessary part of this traditional "attitude of 

mind," rather than a foreign importation or Imitation of some 

abstract social theory. There was undoubtedly something 

nationalistic about this early formulation of UJasaa. For

1

example, the search for African "Identity" Is u.nnlstakable In 

the following statement:

We, in Africa, have no core need of being "converted" 
to socialism than we have of being "taught" democracy. 
E,oth are rooted in our past—In the traditional society 
which produced us. Kolem African socialism can draw 
from Its traditional heritage the recognition of a "soci
ety" as an extension of the basic family unit.®

It should be noted further that this early formulation

^5ecaa questioned neither the existing organisational

ttructure—modern cr traditional—nor the mole of' proddctlcn.

loclallsm was ccnoeived simply as an attitude of mind, as

kwaiimu boldly asserted In 1562:'
Socialism,...S'lke de^^- 

.a •E.celallst society It

1

acy, is an attitude of mind, 
is the socialist attitude of .m.ind.

In

7 »See particularly tels >tMamaa: The Basis of African
Sc-tali£w,

^Ibld.. p. 1.
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and not the rigid adherence to a standard political pat^K 
tern, which is needed to ensure that the people care for • 
each other's welfare, ... In the individual, as in the 

. society, it is an attitude of mind which distinguishes 
the socialist from the non-socialist. It has nothlm? to 
do with the possession or non-possession of wealth.j

The emphases on "national ethic. II IIattitude of mind," 

etc., were in large part dictated by the need for national

Fou:^ main potential sources of parochialism ex

isted at Independence, namely (1) tribalism/localism/

integration.

racialism; (2) political factions; (3) trade unions; and (4) 

religious orgemlzatlons. There was a need to create "myths" 

of a glorious past to weld these various groups together. 

However, concrete measures were taken as well'to minimise the

aggregation and articulation of interests on parochial lines, 

as we shall outline briefly below.

With her 120 tribal groups, small In population size, 

non-belligerent in their history, edonomically poor, and po

litically weak, Tanzania has faced much less tension result- 

lr.g from tribalism or localism than many other African coun

tries. However, the potential for divisive tendencies based 

on tribal claims existed after independence. In the first 

place, the Party had acquired its "mass" character by aggre

gating tribal organizations during the fight for Uhuru. With

the disappearance of the cozmon eneny—coloniallsm—consensus 

would no longer be automat 1<^|
For example, in the 1963 Ixjcal 

Goverruzent elections some Independents successfully chal- 

lenged official TA!»U candidates in Kilimanjaro and Bukoba;

9
Ibid,, emphasis added.
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there were rumors of Chagga and Bahaya separatism, of "bro'ER^ 

erlzatlon” within the civil service, etc. Moreover, moderni

zation coiiid stimulate, rather than silence, locallst and 

primordial sentiments, especially among the more economically 

viable tribes most of which were In the border areas. This 

potential was partly weakened by the abolition of traditional 

chieftaincy In 1963, and after the formation of one-party 

system In 1965, all claims or recruitment based strictly on 

tribal affiliation have been tabooed.

There was also potential for racism even though this 

had been consistently repudiated by the central leadership of 

the Party long before Independence. The elite could defend 

(and actually seme did) racism on the argument—quite accept

able as It goes—that the colonial period had created econom

ic and 'power' imbalances among various racial groups. It 

could be pointed out that the Aslan communities had dominated 

all internal trading, preventing Africans from tleveloplng a 

middle class experience or consolous.ness. For example, in 

1960 two-thirds of the total retail business was handled by
ia

non-Afrlcana ,^r.ot one of the country's wholesalers was an 

African, Again, of the 390.000 Afrlcan'’wage-earner8 in I960

only 9,000 were in executive and professional positions. 

Furthermore, Governor Twinl s policy of "multi-racialism”

10
For an excellent and detailed analysis of the meas

ures t^en to weaken these potentially divisive tendencies, 
see Harvey Gllbkman, "Traditional Pluralism end Democratic 
Processes in Mainland Tanzania," Asian and African Studies. 
Vol. 7 (1969), pp. 165-202; also reprinted in Cllffe‘and ’ 
Saul (eds.), o£. clt., pp. 127-144,
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(1950b) had advocated a numerical balance of racial repre

sentation in government even though the Africans constituted 

almost 99 percent of the total population.

In actual fact, the local elite did use these facts to 

appeal to the masses.against the 'ethics' of racial equality 

advocated by Kwallmu. Immediate Africanization was demanded, 

the generous terns of acquiring citizenship given to the im

migrant communities by the Citizenship Bill (1961) were chal- 

It entailed a "struggle" on the part of thelenged, etc.

central leadership.to be able to maintain its moralist and
c

The following brief exchange betweennon-racist approach.

Kwalimu and 2Cr. John Kwakanga^le in Parliament (October, 1961)

over the terms of citlsenship is but one example of the kind

of "ideological struggle” carried out by the central leader-

Jir. Hwakangaleship in the first phase of Ujamaa evolution.

stated;

I think .75 per cent of the non-Africans in Tanganyika . 
still regard an African ... . as an inferior human being. 
Vhy is it so? It is because the white pcpulatlgn has 
been dominating us, both eccncmically and pollttcally, 
and their neighbours, the Asla.ns, too, have economically 

• dominated us, we Africans. ,rD-o you thirl: the ordinary , ; 
Afrlca.'f'fomir.g the vast majority of the pcpulaticn will 

* agree to have equal rlg.hta with Europeans a.nd the Asians? 
Ky answer is

The ’fact that Kr. Kwakengale was widely applauded in 

"the House shows that his viewsf^ere held by other members as 

well. Apart from the question of racial equality, Kr.

11

^^Assembly llebates (Hansard), 36th Session, 5th Meet
ing, pp. 329 ff.
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Htfakangale argued that at Independence (then two months aweiy)^ , 

the African political elite should ImmedJ-ately Inherit not 

only the roles of the migrant and colonial personnel, but the

money they had accumulated as well, thus revealing the elite 

preoccupation with enbourgeolsement the opportunities for 

which Independence was opening up. Hwakangale continued;

Registration of people of other races In Tanganyika 
who are our friends, who will have proved their loj^alty 
to Tanganyika, should commence five years after independ
ence. . . . All foreigners who are living In Tanganyika 
now and have transferred their coney to their home coun
tries or to other countries should within this period of 
five years bring this money back here. . . . Prom now on, 
those foreigners who are rich, who have got the means, 
should contribute at lesst fifteen per cent of their mon- 

• ey to us, the Tanganyika Katlonal Fund, 
it is fair that as a result of all this, on the day of 
independence all the foreigners on the front bench Ci»e., 
Eurcpean and Asian Hembers of the Cablnetl must resignl’d

These sentiments are entirely understandable when 

viewed in the context of eolcnlal dcmlr.attc.n, economic monop

oly fcy''ihe minority communities end the .nationalistio feel

ings of the day; yet unchallenged, they could have led to an 

Q^ntirely different Ideological road, as the elite "ac-sulsi- 
' tlver.ess* of the I5CC-l5o6 period clearly tears witness, 

what was in-’■question-was not exploieaticn per se, tut. expiei- 

tetlcn ty foreigners, /.rticulatlng a different position* 

Jtwalimu replie-d:

There cannot he .a 
era...and this Qover.nmsnt here. , , 
speak for the vast majority of the people of this co^.i.n- •

, try.,. Ve .cls.lm to do the same. . . . ilscriminatien 
.against h.uma,n beings teoause .of their co-lc’ur is eiaotly

. . And I think
V

■Far

tl'S^r difference tetween the sc'eak- 
They have said they
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what we have been fighting against. This is what we hav^ , 
formed TAIIU for ... and so soon, so soon, before even 
9th December, some of my friends have forgotten It. How 
they are preaching discrimination, colour discrimination, 
as a religion to us. And they stand like Hitlers and be
gin to glorify the race. . . . These people are telling 
us to discriminate because of the special circumstances 
of Tanganyika. This Is exactly what Verwoed says: ’The 
circumstances of South Africa are different.' This Is 
the argument used by the racialists. Ky friend here 
talks as If It Is perfectly alright to discriminate 
against the white, against the Indian, against the Arab, 
against the Chinaman,^ It Is wrong when you discriminate 
against a black can.^^

The workers' movement was another source of parochial 

cr sectional interests. After independence, Che cordial re- 

latlcnshlp between TAiai and the workers' movement, Tanganyika 

Federatlcn of Labour {T?L), decli.ned sharply. Strikes in- 

creased, all based C'h demands for higher wages .and accelerat

ed Afrl cant sat Ion. Seme ar-bitlcus trade unlcn leaders, firm-

ly entrenched in the workers* movement, were becoming a

At the same time, the middle-levelthreat, to TA!CU -authority.

sorts of things--leadershlp .of the farty wa.s demar.dit^ .all 

rrom immediate Afric.anlsatlpf^ of the civil service .and repub-

licac; status, to erpulston of •'misbehaved* eipatrlates. 

.central leadcr-shipi gave a n'^sber of ccncesslcns In this re-

Th:e

Cther scurces of parochial interests after tniepeni-

l:c.cal

gard.*-
Ib ,.' enca •ncludcd weak cppositlco; parties at the center.

,•^ 1
1

inst.ance, the erpulsicn of a few £uropea;:.s in 
lai^uary, iSbl, wa.5 iustlfied by vague ncbicns such as ‘ntsbe- 
havicr,* ‘insult bo- Africans,* etc. These pressures also ac
celerated Afri cardie at ion and rcnsb itut icnal changes from do
minion status to a .Republic. Jtealimu’s resignation t^arly

esslcn as well as political calculation.5o2 was it.seif a o

'“’Trie African hatlcrcal Congress of Uteri Ittemvu and 
the remocratio farty of ha-anga T'unlo.
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1817organizations, 
forces which staged a mutiny in 196^1.^^

religious sects. and the inherited aunned

It should be noted that most of the important institu

tional reforms in the period 196O-1966 were largely geared to 

the solution of the problem of parochialism and political 

factionalism. These Included the creation of a single work

ers' movement in 196^, closely supervised by the Party and 

creation of one-party system in 1965i and af-.20government;

filiation of all Important national organizations to the sin
gle Partj!.^^ All interests were to be articulated through

the various organs of the Party which would be'identified
22

with' the nation as a, whole. Further, the argiiments In de

fense of these reforms were put In 'ethical' and 'reconcllla-

tlcnal' terms; although Kwallmu distinguished 'compromise'

17
Some, like the Chagga L'nlon, wanted the restoration 

of their chiefs who had been legally retired by the center at 
' the end of 1962.

^®Por eiample, the interests of the Hoslems were ar

ticulated by their national organisation, the All Kuslem h'a- 
tional Onion of Tanganyika (AHJ.TJT).

IQ'
*^The central.leadership suspected that some trade ' 

anion leaders had instigated the muting a-nd several of them 
were detained.

20For example, the movement, National Union of Tangan’- 
yika Workers (JUPTA) , was led^^ a General Secretary who was 
also the. .Hinister for .Labour, Hichael Kamaliza.

^^These organizations include the Cooperative Union of'" 
Tanganyika (CUT); KOTA; TAJ.TJ Youth League (TYL); Women's or- 
ganlzatlcn (U.W.T.); Tanganyika Parents Association <TAPA),

..'.etc',. ■ ■

„'22.„. 
pp. 23-27.

See hyerere. Democracy and the Party System, esp.
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from factionalism or sectional interests:

In any human society compromise between individuals is 
not only necessary but desirable; for it is the only 
means of arriving at that common denominator without 
which the very idea of society would be Impossible. But, 
if compromise is desirable, what meikes it so is the com
mon good~not sectional Interests. Individualism, there
fore, should be tempered with, or subjected to, the good 
of society as a whole, not merely to the good of a part 
of society. Indeed, the good of a part is too often 
sought only at the expense of the whole. In a society 
which is united, which is like a family, the only differ
ences will be those between individuals; and that is the 
best starting point from which to reach the cost nutually 
valuable compromise between the good of the individual 
and that of the community, Pactlonallsm, on the other 
hand, is, by definition, eelf-lnterest. 'Hierefore it is 
bound to be anti-social.23

Both socialism and democracy were presented in ethi

cal, rather than organizational, Thus, for example, 

during the debates on the Republican Constitution (1962},

terms.

liyerere argued that democracy depended core on faith and the 

ethic of mutual trust than on the organizational forms stipu

lated in a co.nstituticnal docum^ent. If the constitution is

to'Work, he declared:"' "Ve have got to have a little a=:e'unt of 
j^,4With"; for “democracy is a declaratlo.n of faith i 

tore ... a declaration of faith in mankind.

in huma.n ns-

This ■ inter

pretation was in part a reaction against t.he Vestern emphadis- 

on the "structures* of'democracy (e.g, the multi-P'arty sys

tem); it was also a rejection of abstract theory as a guide 
to the creation of a polltic^^system: “the defence of any

system_mu8t take account of its origin," Kwalimu emphasized,, .

^^Ibid.. .pp.. 21-22.

2lJ ■i.’yerere, Freedom and Pnlty. pp. ly^f-lTp.
;V
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adding: "the origin of a political system will be found ei

ther In history or In theory, 

of the system must depend either on given historical circum

stances without which It would not have developed, or on the

That Is to say, the evolution

practical application of some theory of government conceived 
as suitable to all conditions and circumstances."^^ Choosing

the former, h^allmu has consistently defended his position

that Tanzania's democracy and 'socialism must evolve from the 

roots of the country's history and circumstances, and not 

from 'borii’owed theory.

In practice, however, this evolution has been eclectic 

since the sixties, selecting the best from the Western heri

tage and from local traditions. For example, in 1963 Kwallnu 

listed eight "ethical principles" which he claimed to "lie at 

the basis of the Tanganyikan nation" and which cade democracy 

and soclallsa inseparable. These principles, which were to 

be a guide for the Presidential Commission on the Establlsh- 

of One-Party State, do reveal the eclectic nature of the 

Tantanlen revolution. Thus, while the formation of a one- 

party system was 'seen as a necessary departure from the in

herited i.nstitutlcns based on Western democratic theories

I

m^

(though, of course, perverted by colonialism), principles one 

to five enumerated the'conver -.81 "freedcms" attributed to 

the Western liberal., traditicn, while principles six to eight
Of-

stated the need to create a socialist society.* '
1 ‘

Of;
'■"Kyerere, Democracy and the Party System, pp. 15-16.
?6Kyerere, Freedom and Unity, pp. 262-263.
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Purt)biermore, although the one-party Commission suc

ceeded in recommending an innovative and imaginative one- 

party democratic model, it was less successful in innovating

the Parliament to suit the one-party structure, as Helge
27

Emulating some as-KJekshus has convincingly demonstrated, 

pects of the Westminster Model, the Commission assumed that 

the Parliament could still be "sovereign" under the new 

structure, while practice (1965-1970) showed that the Nation

al Executive Committee of the Party would have been the prop

er orgaj) in which" to vest "sovereignty. n28
What we are sug

gesting is that the changes had elements of "Western-phobia" 

as veil as "Western-phllia.

Yet much of what was achieved in the first phase in 

connection with national unity and laying down the ethical 

and organisational foundations of democracy and’soclallsn de

pended on Hwalimu's personal Initiative and intervention; • 

For instance, his resignation in January, 1962, surprised 

/'^'en the emulators of the Ve3tminste^^Mcdel;• for although op- 

position had beer, gathering, it had not acquired sufficient 

strength to push him out. Whatever political calculations 

involved in his decision, his resignation at this point was

^^Helge KJekshus, "Tljs^^eccnd Parliament: 1965-1970." 
in Election Study Ccmmiptee (ads.), ££. c^., Chapter 3-

• '28 

29^Probably Professor Ali liasrul's concept of "Tanra- 
phllia" should be considered a product of this eclecticism 
combined, of course, with Kwallmu's personal imagination and 
intuition.

Ibid.
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important for the evolution of both democracy and socialismT^ 

Of this decision Colin Leys was to write:

Once again, and this time in the Assembly rather than 
within TANU itself, the democratic character of TANU had 
asserted Itself on a policy Issue and Hr. Nyerere's easy 
authority as the chief Party bureaucrat and charismatic 
head of the nationalist movement in the period 
self-government was dramatically reduced.3®

The reduction In Nyerere’s charisma, however, was 

doubly compensated by the faith that the people had In him

before

when he reappeared as a Presidential candidate for the new 
Republic created at the end of 1962.^^ His resignation, fvir- 

thermore, had eifforded him time to consolidate his political

Ideas and to write his two treatises on democracy and OJ[amaa. 

More important still, he was able to travel widely In the 

countryside "tuning down" the expectations of the masses 

which were beginning to feed upon the embourgeolsecent of the 

elite, and to revitalize the Party organization which was 

likely to atrophy after independence. The idea of mass par

ticipation and democracy within the Party machinery was for- 

■ j^lated during this period. Thus the new TANU Hwalimu In

tended to build would "act like a two-way, all-weather road, 

along which purposes, plans and problems of Government travel 

to the people at the same time as Ideas, desires and nis-

30 .
Colin Leys, "TanganylJcat The Realities of Independ

ence," in Cliffe and Saul (eds.), o£. cit.. p. 193.

^ that first Presidential election, Hwalimu defeat
ed his opponent, Zuberl Ktemvu, by a very healthy margin, 
^klng the end of the thin "opposition" presented (outside 
Parliament) by the African National Congress led by Ktemvu.
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,,32understMdlngs of the people can travel to Government.

STAGE 2: CHALLENGING EMBOTOGEOISEMENT 
AND BUREAUCRATISM

The understandable preoccupation with localization of 

roles, correction of Inter-raclal Imbalance, reconciliation 

of divergent interests, etc., gave the local elite an oppor

tunity to consolidate its own privileges. Moreover, embour- 

geolsement and bureaucratism went together. Apart from Pres- 

IdentlSj! attacks on "pomposity" and "officialdom," the 

privileges inherited from colonial personnel by the bureau

cratic and populist elites remained intact during the first 

six years of independence. Besides the problem of the fast 

growing material inequality, this was leading to attitudes of 

social inequality as well. Moreover, high salzu^les within 

the inherited capitalist context inevitably increased the 

acquisitiveness of the elite, as the President has recently 

commented:f'
But the problem was not simply that a small number of 

eduoate^d individuals.were getting great responsibilities 
and being paid comparatively highly for them. .The real 
problem was that these same people were able to get ac
cess to credit facilities and technical advice, and' that 
some of then were therefore venturing into other income- 
earning activities.33

These assertions by President were proved to the

•• 32Quoted in Tanganyika News Service (Tanganyika High 
Commission, London), Janu^y SiJ, 1962.

K. Nyerere, Tanzania; Ten Ye^s After Independence 
(Dares Salaam: Government Printer, 1^71) , P. I**.
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public in early 1968 when the accusations and "insults” of , 

the self-exiled former Minister and militant Paurty Secretary-

General, Oscar Kambona, then based in London, caused the re-

It was discoveredglme to investigate his personal property, 

that this ex-Hinlster had become rich, possessing not less

than five houses (which he rented in several towns), a family 

printing press, and other businesses. Kambona’s reply from 

London is Interesting. He‘did not deny these revelations, 

the allegations by the leading East African newspapers 

that he had been seen at the Ilalrobl airport with what was 

described as "bags of money" on his way to London. He Justi

fied his property on the grounds that 'Jail other leaders have 

acquired similar amounts of property," and urged the Presi

dent to set up a Commission to inquire into the property of

nor

•4.
the other leaders, not only in order to be fair to him, but

Ko such Commissionalso to prove the truth of his assertion.
3ii

was set up.

Prompted by the shock of University students’ demon- 

' stratlon against the terms of the newly Introduced national 

Service program, the President announced (October 23, 1966) 

the reduction of his already relatively low .salary (then

A-

^^In the same meetifJ^that Kwallmu revealed these^ 
findings, he instead thanked‘the leaders for complying with 
the Arusha Declaration and argued that it would be improper 
to set up a commission to disgrace the leaders simply because 
"one tiiief has been caught." Kwalimu was obviously aware 
that many other leaders would be "caught" had such a comm.l8- 
slon been set up, hence the problem of "who purges whom" he 
has often posed in response to some militants.
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about $700 per month) by 25 percent, 

initiative, all Ministers, senior and middle-grade civil ser

vants, etc., accepted a salary cut varying from 10 to 15 per-

In response to this

cent.

The National Service had been Introduced partly to act 

as a 'political re-soclalizatlon agent,’ in order to counter 

the growing acquisitiveness of the elite and to bring the 

young aspiring elite into closer contact with the masses and 

nation-building projects. Every person who had acquired a 

post-secondary training was expected to participate in the 

two-year National Service program before or after he was as

signed a Job. The first six months would be spent in Nation

al Service camps learning the policies of the nation and 

physically helping in nation-building activities such as dig

ging wells for rural villagers, etc.- During the camp period, 

all participants would receive equal allowance for minor ex

penses. The remaining eighteen months would be spent in 

^^Ir appropriate Jobs, but each individual would now receive 

^0 percent of the salary to which his qualifications entitled 

The main quarrel leading to the demonstration of Octo

ber 22, 1966, and to the expulsion of some 393 students (cost 

of then from the University of Dar es- Salaam), was the 60 

percent deduction. The Presi^nt Instructed that the stu-

hlm.

dents remain in the villages working with their parents for 

two years before being reinstated. However, cost of then 

were re-admitted the following year after a well-supported 

Private Member's Motion in Parliament had requested the Pres-

C
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Ident to reduce the period to one year.

In fact, the student demonstration had acted as a

catalyst, reminding the regime the need for a clear deflnl-

"It Is Ironic,” stated one 

foreign observer of the events that followed, "that the re

sistance of the conservative students against their alloted 

share In natlon-bulldlng has enabled Hyerere to bring about a 

political change . . . without destroying the system It-

tlon of the national direction.

«35self.

Tl^e following few weeks saw a challenge to the privi

leges of Ministers and Regional Commissioners; especially the 

luxurious "Eenzes" which the Government had provided them im

mediately after Independence. (Incidentally, the colonial 

Provincial Commissioner had used a Land Rover, rather than 

the luxurious Bens, In conducting official business.) These 

privileges were challenged In the h’atlonal Assembly as well 

as in the press; and the Rational Union of Tanzania Workers 

called upon the President to set up a Commission to

consolidate the Ideas of socialism which had been thlked
, t '

about since independence. By the.end of 1966, moat of the 

Eenses had been returned to the Hlnlstry of Communications 

and Works which could allocate them to any servant upon evl- 

<!ence of need. Without waitln^^ for a Comiosion on Social- 

ism, the National Executive Committee of TANU met in Arusha

^UTA)
1"

^^A. Van de Laar, "Growth and Income Distribution in 
Tanzania Since Independence," In Cllffe and Saul (eds.), op. 
cit.. p. 113.
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towards the end of January, 1967, and Its four-day dellbera- ■' 

tions produced the Arusha Declaration which was announced to 

the nation on February 5, 196?.

clallsn simply as the "absence of exploitation," thus:

The Declaration defined so-

A true Socialist State Is one In which all people are 
workers and In which neither Capitalism nor Feudalism ex
ist. It does^ not have two classes of people: a lower 
class consisting of people who work for their living, and 
an upper class consisting of those who live on other peo
ple’s labour. In a true Socialist State no person ex
ploits another, but everybody who Is able to work does so

and incomes do notgets a fair Incong-for his labour, 
differ substantially.3o
and

TOe only people who can live on other people's labor, 

the Declaration stipulated, are small children, cripples, the 

aged, and those for whoa the state at any one time cannot 

provide with employment. Tanzania was not yet socialist be

cause; "It still has elements of Capitalism and Feudalism and 

their temptations. These elements could expand and entrench 

themselves." To prevent this trend, a leadership code was 

adopted as an Important part of the Declaration, The code 

/included six prohibitlona which further reduced the privi- 

leges of the leadership: . __

(1) Every TAJrU and Government leader must be either a 

Feasant or a Worker, and should in no way be associated with 

the practices of Capltallss or Feudalism;

(2) h'o TAini or Governmf.nt leader should hold shares in

any Company;

(3) Ko TA!»U or Government leader should hold Dlrectcr-
f

^^The Arusha Deelaratlcn, p. 3.
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ships In;any privately-owned enterprise;

- (4) No TANU or Government leader should receive two or

more salaries;

(5) Ho TANU or Government leader should own houses 

which he rents to others; and

(6) For the purposes of this Resolution, the tern 

"leader" should comprise the following: Hemhers of the TAinj 

National Executive Committee; Ministers, Members of Parlia

ment, Senior Officials of Organizations affiliated to TANU, 

Senior Officials of Para-Statal Orgauilzation, all those ap

pointed or elected under any clause of the TAiUJ constitution, 

Councillors, and Civil Servants in high and middle cadres.

(In this context "leader" means a man, or a man and his wife; 
a woman, or a woman and her husba-nd.)^^

Ttie relaticnshlp between the leaders and the led was 

well spelled cut l.n Clause 15 of the Kwcngoso; "I^.ere must be

/■

a deliberate effort to build equality between the leaders and 

;t'hcse they lead.

to be arrogant, contemptuous and oppressive, 

leader -has to be a person who respects people, scorns c-sten- 

taticn. and who is not a tyrant.

For a Ta.ntani6n leader it must be forbidden

The Tanzanian, '1

He should epltcmise heroism, 

bravery, and be a champicn of Justice and equality."

Clause , l€: the'Mwcnvozo observe'^: "Chere 

leader_s who do not .fulfill these condlticns, 

and cl.everl.y: avoid the leadership code.

I.n

ere present.ly seme

They disregard

Tne time .has come

'^"ibid.lmP. 'IS-2S.
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for the Party to supervise the conduct and the bearing of the."^ < 

leaders." It should be noted that the "pragsmatic methodolo

gy" of the center prevailed even in this second stEige. Thus,

although the Party had been empowered by the Declaration—and

four years later by Mwongozo—to supervise the conduct of the 

leadership, no machinery was provided for such supervision 

until 1973 when it became necessary to give the Party statu

tory power to form a Dlsclprinary Committee. Observe, for 

Instance, the following sequence (and timing) of the main 

antl-embourgeolsehent and anti-bureaucratic initiatives of 

the central leadership:

Legal-Institutional Controls

(1) 1967—Leadership Code (in the Arusha Declaration);

(2) 1969—Legislation making public servants personal

ly accountable for errors of Judgment when disposing of pub-
* ^8

lie funds in the course of duty;-^

(3) 1970—Legislation to prevent corruption ^ong pub-

^Hc servants, allowing the Government to check the property

of any public servant who can be made to account for his ac- 
39cumulated riches;-’^

(9) 1970—Workers* participation in management;
(5) 1971—Acquisition of Buildings Act;^°

■V-;

38 5■ It did not, however, give the Party any particular 
supervisory role.

39Prevention of Corruption Ordinance (Amendment) Act
Ko. 1 of 1970.

90
This was a big blow on the economic elites in the 

urban areas, especially the Asian traders, who had built
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(6) 1971'—Restrictions on Importation of luxurious

personal cars;

(7) 1971—Mwongozo, the slogan of "more power to the 

people" strengthened; party's supervisory role enlarged; peo

ple's militia; subjection of the armed forces to Party con

trol, etc.;

(8) 1972—Administrative Decentralization, the slogan 

of "more power to the people" given organizational content;

(9) 1973—Dlsclpllnairy Committee, a follow-up to the 

1970 anti-corruption legislation;

(10) 1973-197^—A new, more progressive Income Tax Law. 

- We require no extensive comments on this sequence; a

fuller list of events has already been given (Chapter ^1, 

Table 2). We should, however, note the center's timing of

legal-institutional means of control to strengthen Its posi

tion vis-a-vis the elite. Thus, for example, although 

Kambona*s call for a commission to inquire into the wealth of 

th^^leadershlp in 1968 was rejected, no doubt for reasons of 

political prudence, the laws of 1970 and 1973 did exactly 

that. -The tiS' factor gave the members of the ruling elite'a

chance to dispose of their accumulated wealth, and meanwhile 

the center was able to use then.

the:' elite no1

social group but as individuals.
'.■V

were purged frcm the Party in 1968, and the explanation given

Furthermore, Kwallmu Yi&s 

as a "class" or a cohesivechosen to deal with

On this basis, some leaders

Some leaders had used thechains, of houses for renting, 
credit 'facilities available to them during the pre-Arusha 
period to become urban "land-lords."
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was that these individuals had clearly shown, by word and ac-. '
ill

tlon, to be against Party policy. In 1970, the TANU Youth 

League (T3rL) passed a resolution advocating a more systematic 

"purging" policy:

Members or leaders of TANU who have capitalist connec
tions or ideas should be expelled from the Party in order 
to make TANU a vangusird Party of the workers and peasants 
only, it was resolved this weekend by a seminar of the 
TANU Youth League in Dar es Salaam. ... It was also re
solved that all loopholes in the Arusha Declaration lead
ership code which can be 'used by leaders to hide away 
their capitalist connections should be done away with, 
and the Party was called upon to
stringently .**2

5
The position advocated by the TYL in the above resolu

tion represents an "ideological struggle" within the Party 

itself, between the more militant elite (often guided by some 

"theory" of socialist transformation) and the more 'calculat

ing' approach of the central leadership (always maintaining a 

strict sense of timing).

According to the Party newspaper:

enforce the code more

\
Thus Kwallmu's response is impor

tant.

Kwallmu said at present he could not conceive any per
son who had the qualifications to purge the non- 
socialists from the Party and added that it was necessary

"we

c'\
to recruit many socialists into the Party before 
thoughtr-of excommunicating the non-socialists."^3

The problem of "who purges whom" i.3 a real qrie under 

Tanzania's circumstances, and this p^tly accounts for 

hhfBllmu's reconciliational approach. This also points to

4l
The members affected included H.P.a, councillors and 

TAJ(U functicnarles. See my article, "Electlo.ns and Political 
Koblllzatlcn in Tanzania," in Election Study Committee (eds.), 
op. clt Chapter 5.

The Kationallst (6ar es Salaam), October 22, 1970. 
^^The Nationalist (Dar es Salaam), November 5, 19?0.
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another. Important difference between Tanzania’s road to 

oleaism and the roads followed in other countries, 

pie, in Russia, China and even Cuba, the revolutionary party 

was initially organized underground as a "conspiratorial

so-

For exam-

group," and lists of "enemies" and "friends" had been pre

pared long before the revolution or coup, 

not only quick but systematic.

Thus purges were 

TANU, on the other hand, was 

—and still is—a mass nationalist movement which acquired

power democratically, winning popular support upon an antl- 

colonldl argument, 

large extent, on the popular vote.

Its power has continued to depend, to a 

Furthermore, given the 

gradual evolution of the ideology since early sixties, the

elite has continued to adjust itself in such a way that it is 

difficult to sort out real revolutionaries from opportunists. 

Thus, for example, most of the leaders whom Henry Bienen 

(ironically, his book was published in the'year of the Decla

ration) had singled out as the real "socialists" ("Karxlst- 

i Denlnlst-Kaolsts") were among those who refused to /’declare 

their wealth" in compliance with the Declaration, opting out 

of leadership to manage their own businesses.

The Arusha Declaration stipulated that socialist 

nltnent should be the new criterion for membership recruit-

COE-

44
Bienen, 0£. eit.. see his chapter on "Ideology and 

Commitment." For a useful criticism of his failure to 
erly read the pre-Arusha situation, see Lionel Cllffe, "Tan
zania—Socialist Transformation and Party Development," in 
Cllffe and Saul (eds.), o£. clt.. pp. 266-276. Ironically, a 
person like Htakl, who was Jocularly called "professor of 
Karxisn" by his fellow M.P.a, was among the early 'abdica- 
tors. ’

prop-
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ment: "Since the founding of the Party greater emphasis has -

been put on having as large a membership as possible. This 

was Justified during the struggle for Independence, Now,

however, the National Executive Committee feels that the time

has come for emphasis to shift away from mere size of member

ship on to the quality of the membership, 

tlon must be given to a member's commitment to the beliefs 

and objectives of the Party,'and Its policy of socialism.

As we have Indicated, however. In practice It has proved dif

ficult to comply with this principle which has remained an 

artificial 'vanguard characteristic' Imposed on what Is 

through and through a mass organization. Ironically, the 

achievements of the first phase of UJamaa In battling paro

chialism and In creating a generally 'consensual universe' Is 

making It difficult to sort out friends and foes In the 

ond phabe.

Greater consldera-

sec-

Party Control versus Bureaucratic Control

Closely related to the question of party self-

transformation is the problem of skilled manpower and “a so

cialist cadre wltliln the party machinery. The Party has con

tinued to face a critical shortage of both types of cadre— 

l:he "expert" and the "comnl“1-" Furthermore, given the ex

periences with "fallen angels" during the past few years. It
V,

Is much''easier to assess the level of expertise within the

nsThe Arusha Declaration, p. 19.
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Party—which Is certainly low —than the level of commit

ment. This situation poses the problem of Party control In 

two ways. First, even if the Party acquires more skills in 

Its hierarchy as the manpower situation In the country Im

proves, It Is still possible for the Party Itself to become 

an unwieldy bureaucracy In the absence of genuine commitment 

to the norms of populsir participation and control, as experl-

Second, In the meantime, the

Party will have little alternative but to rely on the best

Intentlpns of the bureaucratic elite In the various organs of 
48

the state.

'‘7,ence elsewhere has shown.

It Is an encouraging sign that these problems have re

ceived some attention In a number of articles appearing In 

the national press and local Journals in the past five years.

46
Ppr a useful discussion of the manpower constraints 

on the party see Mwansasu, "Commentary on Mwongozo wa TANU," 
0£. clt especially pp. 22-27.

Given the reconclllatory and pragmatic approach, how
ever, the number of "fallen angels" has necessarily remained 
.^mailer than one might expect. Again, the general poverty of 
/‘the country makes the position of the elite, even with cur
rent Income restrictions, attractive In comparison with that 
of the general populace. , ; .

*>

\

47 A-
The unwieldy bureaucracy of the Soviet Communist' 

Party Is probably the best example. See particularly Lane, 
2E‘ » especially Chapter 4, which deals with "Social In-
equaHt^y: Hierarchy and Privilege," pp. 71-106.

iiS
It should be remem6fked, however, that "office" and 

"factory" party branches, have^existed since 1969, even though 
there Is little evidence to show that they have been active 
"watch dogs" for national priorities. For example, when In 
1972 the' National Bank of Commerce management dished out fat 
bonupgs to Its members, in keeping with pre-Arusha practices, 
the local party branch’did not question It In the light of 
the Decleu’atlon; Initiative had to come from outside.
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Perhaps the most articulate position Is that taken by Klsenge ' . 

In connection with the need for Psn:*ty cadres;

In short, cadres are a sort of multi-purpose revolu
tionary vanguard, an Inexhaustible source of party reno
vation, rejuvlnatlon, and dynamism. A party backed by 
such a corps of dedicated Individuals can rest assured 
that It will maintain Its revolutionary militancy and be 
able to carry out successfully any type of program. The 
one that has none risks sooner or later deteriorating 
Into an apathetic. Immobile, anachronistic bureaucracy. 
When this stage Is reached, the party becomes Just anoth
er government department being led by the government 
rather than the reverse.' In fact this has been the mis
fortune of many political parties In developing countries, 
where very good Intentions of building socialism have 
completely failed to materialize. It Is therefore Impor
tant to note In this connection that TANU has not had to 
date any serious and systematic program for training

a socialistcadres, though Its Intentions of building 
state have been known since 1962.^9

Although these comments are generally correct, they 

also carry a potential danger of obscuring the dilemma of

choice Inherent In the Tanzanian situation. In the first

place, the concepts of "cadre" and "vanguard" need to be un

derstood In 'non-classical' and 'non-doctrinaire' terms If

they are to be of any utility In the mobilization for UJamaa. 

S In 'classical' terms, changing TACT Into a cadre-based party
A

Implies a-fundamental change, a structural revolution within 

This raises not only a question of wlll-the party Itself.

Ingness on the part of the central leadership but also the

' question of capability (as ^11 as "political wisdom") to do 

so at this stage.

Tanzanian system where the Party is (or ought to be) Identi-

ISecond, a related point Is that under the

49 \' * - llyelwa Klsenge, "The Party In Tanzania,” Ha.llmajl 
(September, 1971). Similar arguments have appeared In the 
national press.
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fled with the nation as a whole, one requires 'national 

cadres rather than Just 'party' cadres; and such cadres must 

be trained for the various organs of the state and posted at 

various levels. Klsenge acknowledges the magnitude of the

I

task and the possibility of leading to further bureaucratism;

"The success or failure of the socialist cadres at the grass

roots level will largely depend on our ability to provide 

their counterpart at various levels above. This Is for the 

obvious reason that however good, hard-working, and dedicated 

the lower cadres’may be, they will Inevitably be frustrated 

by the crushing weight and Immobility of the bureaucratic

bourgeoisie above"; and thus;

In general terns. It night b^ said that the cadres re
quire a right organizational frEunework within which to 
operate effectively. . . . Such a framework does not ex
ist at the moment. Without It^cadres will simply be ab
sorbed Into the established’system, and sandwiched In 
various layers of bipeaucratlc hierarchy they will be 
neutralized and rendered hamlessT It would follow 
therefore that the whole proposal presupposes also the ‘ 
necessity of party reorganization to provide such a 
framework. The overhauling of the party machinery and 
radical changes In methods of work could provide 
for creating a vanguard within a mass party.50A a basis

>

Furthermore, the revolution within the party to which 

we referred above would necessarily require the party to take

on a "class" as opposed to "mass" character, a change of 

dubious utility under the 

attempted to show.

esrSjStlng

Tanzanian policy, moreover, does not make 

a,clear distinction between "workers" and "non-workers" (l.e.

circumstances, as we have

managers, etc.); the Declaration simply states: "Tanzania Is

^^Ibld. Emphasis original.

T
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a state of Peasants and Workers." The word "worker" here is 

used In the sense of "non-loiterer" or "non-exploiter" per

forming any role of national Importance, NOT in the sense of 

an Industrial proletariat which is, at any rate, non

existent. As the state becomes the,chief employer of wage 

labor, and assuming also the state remains progressive, the 

classical "worker-employer" (or worker-capitalist) distinc

tion loses its Importance as a-moblllzatlonal tool or a line 

of confrontation. An alternative line of confrontation has 

been "Invepted"—l.e. workers versus managers (or bureaucra

cy). Thus Kopulu, for example, attributes the initial weak

nesses of the workers’ participation program to the failure 

of the central leadership to mobilize the workers along 

"class" lines: ^

Tanzania’s strategy has not gone as far as to identify 
a 'working class’ that can be viewed as the chief agent 
of socialist development. . . As a consequence of the 
absence of political strategy due to the lack of a class 
ideological position, there has been no conception of a 
bureaucracy as a structural phenomenon. The tendency has 

ojjeen to view workers’ participation not as a structural 
S 'mechanism for the control of certain strata by the class 

that should be the pillar of socialist construction, but 
principally as a wrong attitude which leads to wrong 
methods of work.

It follows therefore that when one reaches the factory 
level, participation can only be minimal In substance. , 
Essentially, the tasks of "marjigement" belong to the 
agers and the workers can come, In Only occasionally to 
"help" in certain fields and. to quench their thirst for 
Information on what la goihg|on In the factory as a 
Whole. This seems to be the only explanation of the pre
ponderance of the managers in the workers' council and 
the council's mere advisory power.

■ ^

^^Henry Kopulu, "The Organization and Participation of 
Workers in Tanzania,"(Economic Research Bureau, Paper 72.1 
(The University of Car es Salaam, 1972, mimeographed).
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The, position taken by Mopulu, Kisenge, and others who
CO

have contributed on the subject, clearly shows the unfortu

nate tendency among the emerging Tanganian intellectual revo

lutionaries to accept unquestioningly certain classical theo

ries of socialist revolution which really did not have the 

Tanzanian-type situation in mind. Hence the unwarranted 

Identification of "political strategy" with "class Ideologi

cal position"; the assertion that the workers are "the pillar 

of socialist construction," and that the bureaucracy must be 

viewed as'an instrument of another "class," the elite, etc.

It is our contention that such an approach fails to come into 

grips- with the realities of the Tanzanian situation. It 

sounds "revolutionary” and is probably intellectually fasci

nating as well, but its practical significance could only be 

realised by "Inventing" a new "society" for Tansanial Under 

a situation of "revolution from above," both the workers and 

• the elite require a resoelallsation to make them Joint- 

pillars of socialist construction; neither can be written 

off. This seems to be the position taken by the central 

leadership which initiated political education programs for 

both management and workers, as well as, for other political

"'"For example, .Thlvji, "Tanzania: The Silent Class 
Struggle,"' does also Identify the bureaucracy with a "class," 
the elite, and if his ergum.ents were taker, eerlcusly, it 
wculd mean’vrlti.rg off the bureaucratic elite as an agent of 
socialist reccnstructlcn. Yet the ccr*tritutlon of this 
strata—we maintain that, "class" is a wrong term--despite its 
emtcurgeolsement .te.ndencies, has probably been greater than 
many observers wculd expect, given the colonial tackgrcund of 
its training.
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53actors.

We are not arguing that the approach adopted by the 

center has been flawless to the details; we are suggesting 

that the alternatives offered under the rubric of "scientific 

socialism" are not only unscientific considering the existing

society, but also miss the very essence of scientific soclal- 

The founders of "scientific socialism" model had inism.

mind a situation with <1) clearly defined classes, distin

guishable and.opposed to each other by virtue of (a) the role 

they play in the productive process and, even more important, 

(b) ownership of property (l.e. means of production); (2) 

high level of industrial techno:^gy and productivity; (3i so

cial division of labor leading to alienation under the situa

tion; and consequently {^4) capacity of the classes to "repro

duce" themselves functionally as well as in terns of 

ownership over a period of time.

OJamaa model did not emerge from such conditions, as

«e 'have attempted to show; It sought to anticipate then, l.e.

It Is therefore unscientificto prevent them fron occurring, 

to apply the strategies of the former model to the latter

model whose main preoccupation is to forestall the emergence 

of the very conditions which the, fomer assumes to exist.

Per example, u.nder the fomCr7|hlgh consciousness of workers

•-^After the introduction of the workers' participation 
program in 1970, political education classes were organized 
for all categories of public servants. Further, the Party 
has a political education section and an ideological college 
at Kivukcnl; 'and from 1971 political education has been.an 
ez»mlr.Bble subject in eecondary schools, etc.
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and high productivity of labor are taken for granted; under 

the latter, their achievement Is one of the main objectives, 

and It is the elite which must take the initiative. Crlti-

cizlng Shlvjl's formulation, which in some areas was a bit 

too faithful to the classical model, Justinian Rweyemamu has

made significant points along these lines:

Shivjl'.s thesis Is that for Tanzania to move toward 
socialism It will be necessary to establish a revolution
ary party of dedicated cadres. In his own words, ". . . 
the state power must be In the hands of the workers and 
peasants led by the present revolutionary leadership and 
not the bureaucracy. A class. In this case workers and 
the peasants, ciinot build a society In Its Interests 
without wielding political power." Such a formulation 
raises a host of questions about the concept of the party 
and Its organizational practice. ... • ' , ‘

* [Tlhere la no class of workers and peasants In Tan- ‘ 
zanla. There Is’ a small, weak, urban Industrial working 
class organized according to the traditions of the west
ern type of trade unionism. There is also a class of 
peasant owners of land producing at a low level of pro
ductive forces. There Is finally an elite substratum, 
which in the early period of industrialization, appears 
to be>a privileged class, a class not far from the petty 
bourgeois In its social status and consciousness. This 
substratum "rules" not through private ownership of the 
means of production but through occupying the decision
making positions In the" party, the state and the economy.

't;It Is thus obvious that the weakness of the working 
• class and the low level of consciousness of the majority 
of the peasantry raises the question of the proper way of 
establishing a mass party which Is at the same time a 
vanguard party. . . Yet It appears to me that such a 
conception of the proletarian party assumes the "classi
cal" proletariat, l.e. a "new man," formed by the womb of 
capitalism and possessing the interest, the will and the 
ability not only toj overthrow the capitalist regime but 
also to lead the way in the construction of a new social
ist soclety-f-a conception whose usefulness is question
able at best in the context of Tanzania. The economic 
tasks of such a proletariat were to Increase productivi
ty, to eliminate waste and irrationality and to move as 
rapidly as possible from a commodity producing to a fully 
planned economic system. The workers and peasants of 
Tanzania can hardly be said to have "assimilated" the
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above as -their concrete tasks during the period of 
transition. 5'*

It Is precisely because of these "objective" material 

(as well as non-material1) conditions that "the elite sub

stratum cannot be Indiscriminately written off, as Shlvjl ap

parently does," for It "will have an Important role In the
CC

process of transformation."It follows that the "class 

struggle" strategy of the classical model may even be 

counter-revolutlonairy/under the Tanzanian circumstances, that

is. If It Is not remembered that embourgeolsement does not
!

always coirrespond to the arbitrary lines drawn, (for puirposes 

of salary scales) to separate a managerial stratum from a ‘ 

stratum of "workers" which Is Itself divided Into various 

ranks, all yearning for upward mobility. Ilor Is It entirely 

correct, termlnologlcally, to refer to the present bureau

cratic and political elite as a "class." The seeds for self- - 

reproduction, as we saw In the previous section, were being 

during the first phase of UJamaa (I961-66), but the 
process »fas "hl-Jecked" by the Arusha Declaration.^^ 

the status bnd power of the elite have a brief history, as 

Hwalimu has correctly commented:

Thus'

Klj
Justinian PiVeye—a=u,m(*Che Silent Class Struggle in 

Retrospect" (Seminar Paper, University of Dar es Salaam, 
1971, mlmSographed), pp. 1-3. Emphasis Is original.

^^Ibid

''^If the current trend in Kenya continues, the bureau
cratic and political elites will soon constitute a "class" in 
the classical sense.

p. 3. Emphasis Is original.* *
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. . . almost the only way In which Africans could get the""^ , 
capital’ to become landlords or capitalists was by virtue 
of their office and seniority In the public service. . . . 
There Were exceptions to this general rule, because there 
had been Isolated Instances before Independence of Afri
cans establishing themselves In business or modern farm
ing. But In general It was the post-Independence acces
sion to power which enabled Africans to enter the

as owners or employers Instead of ascapitalist system 
workers.57

Hence, from the early phase of PJamaa, Hwallrau saw the

main problem of transition to socialism as one of overcoming 

a bourgeois "attitude of mind"; and his rather controversial 

assertion (1962) that socialism had "nothing to do v/lth pos-
5

session or non-possession of wealth" must be understood In

He saw the mainthe context of the conditions existing then, 

struggle as a stru^le against a "mentality" rather than 

against "property"—at least Internally. .Consequently, there 

has been a great emphasis on political resoclallzatlon for 

the population as a whole rather than Just for certain

"groups" which must fight among’ themselves In the process of
CD

socialist construction.^ As ve have seen, however, legal-
c'-

*57
Hyerere, Freedom and Socialism, pp.' 28-29.

58
The need for elite resoclallzatlon arises from the 

colonial content of their educational experience. In 1970, 
about 68 percent of the parliamentary candidates, and 86 per
cent of elected K.P.’s, had attended some political education 
classes or seminars or been to the National Service.' It qan- 
not be assumed, however, th^ these seminars necessarily con
verted these people Into socialists. As KJekshus, 0£. cj^
P- 33. correctly statep;

Socialism Is a recent Ideology to most leaders and Is 
^Intellectually embraced by then rather than resulting 
from an extended formal or Informal socialization process 
growing from their relationship to material or class fac
tors. Moreover, the socialist Ideology Is propounded by 
a group of educated leaders In a situation where educa
tion Itself Is an Important Index to socio-economic 
stratification.

* 9
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Institutional means have also been used In the second phase 

to tfontrol embourgeolsement and bureaucratic tendencies among 

The third technique being used by the central 

leadership Is that of "control from below" which we shall 

discuss briefly below.

the elites.

Elite Control From Below

The 'mass participation' aspect of U.jamaa Ideology Is 

both a logical outcome of the center's declared commitment to 

democracy as well as an additional strategy of elite control 

from below. It Is not an outcome of political pressure from 

below. Any regime In Africa that Inherited political power 

at Independence could use the colonial tactic of "divide and 

rule" or the philosophy of 'letting the sleeping dog lie' and 

Just concentrate on the elites and the participant sections 

of the modernists. This trick ensured colonial stability 

(for some time) In Africa and Asia, as Pye has well summar

ized It:
JL

The handful Europeans who governed most of Asia and 
Africa could do their Job because the peoples they ruled 
were still governed throughout the cycle of their lives, 
by traditional systems. Habit, custom, and village rela
tionships gave discipline and order to the lives of most • 
of the people, and the colonial ruleraehhd to treat only 
with elite relationships at the top of the societies.59

As we pointed out in Chapter 1, Tanzanla^i Ideology 

views participation (and liberation) as an essential aspect 

of development, and It Is sometimes defended as an end In

59Lucian W. Pye, Aspects of Political Development (Bos
ton: Little, Brown and Company, 1^66), pp. l6-ll.
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Itselfi. Thus, for example, Nyerere defends the expansion of 

electoral participation in Ideological and moralistic terms:

. . . only while there is this opportunity for choice 
the people rest confident that they govern themselves.
. . . Without free elections, the people of an independ
ent country do not govern themselves; they are governed 
by masters. They may have good masters or bad; their 
masters may be local or foreign; but they are still 

-ters. And if your masters are good, thank God; if they 
are bad, God .help youl°“

can

mas-

Thls cannot be the whole story however; for the lead

ership does also use mass participation for political reasons 

—an attempt to control the behavior of the elite from below. 

The following statement by ^wallmu lilustrates this kind of 

consideration:, ,

. . .• only while this opportunity [l.e. for popular par
ticipation] remains are we, their representatives, forced 
to overcome our Indolence or selfishness and serve them 
[l.e. the mass] to the best of our ability.

This represents the "benevolent" elements in thereon-' 
cept of mSss- partlclpatlon-^-lndeed, so far beyond questlb^ 

under Mwallmu’s leadership. Yet, occasionally, wide partici

pation has also been sought in the face of a mounting polltl-

cal opposition to t For example, when Hwallmu was
faced with elite opposition t’o^the leadership code in 1967,^^

center.

and resignation and self-exile of an Influential Cabinet

60
Broadcast to the Nation on the eve of the 1970 elec

tions; see The Standard. October 30, 1976.
^^Ibid.

^^See, for example, the kinds of questions asked by 
the elite to which the President, in his Arusha Declaration; 
Questions and Answers (Dar es Salaam; Government Printer, 
i9b7), gave critical answers which exposed the embourgeolse- 
cent of the elite.
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Minister ilrho was also a former Party Secretary-General (Oscar 

Kambona), he called upon.the masses of Tanzania "to have 

great confidence in themselves." As the official Party paper 

reported:

Mwallmu Nyerere warned the people against pinning all 
their hopes on the leadership, as the leaders were apt to 
sell the people's freedom to meet their lusts. He warned 
■further that In ininnlng the affairs of the nation the

on their leaders as saints orpeople should not look 
prophets.63

Vfhat we are suggesting Is that the central leadership.

despite (and partly because of) Its genuine Ideological com- 

mltment to popular democracy, does also use vox popull to re

pudiate the actions of the elite or to forestall the elite 

which could mobilize the masses against the authority of the 

center. In a sensej the elite Is a "shadow regime," and 

therefore a competitor for the support of the masses. Unlike 

in many developing nations, m^ss support In Tanzania Is con

sidered very Important particularly because electoral compe

tition within the Party Is considered necessary In bestowing 

an aura of legitimacy 

whole.

the Party and the leadership as a -

Nor is mass participation merely symbolic; for the re

alities of mass control have been duly demonstrated jln two 

elections, 1965 and 1970. In the former election,
'v

established figures In the Party and Government (wltfi minis-

X well-

terlal ranks) were rejected by the electorate, and only about 

a third of the old Parliament survived the popular verdict.

^^Reported In The Nationalist. September 5, 1967.• ■ i' ’’
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In the laten election, several members with ministerial port

folios were also rejected and a full 75 percent of the 1965-
gli

1970 Parliament gave way to new Incumbents.

"elite circulation" within the Parliament as a direct result 

of the voters is not only greater than that of most new na

tions but*, surprisingly, much greater than that of many older 
two-party democracies of the West as well.^^ 

in the Party Itself have also been a 'terror' to the elite.

This rate of

Elections with-

Thls popular control from below, is augmented by cen

tral control of the recruitment process. For example, the 

National Executive committee of the Party retains the power 

to reject candidates with top votes in the District primaries 

(l.e. before popular vote); but so far the center has. to a 

surprising degree respected the preferences of the local 
Party organization.^^ Thus one can see a genuine effort by

For details, see Cliffe (ed.), One-Party Democracy, 
and Election Study Committee, Socialism and^artlcipation: 
T^zania's 1970 National Elections, especially the chapter by 
Bismarck Mwansasu which analyzes the candidates for the 1970 
elections. .■

65
The outcome of the two ele.c^lons, moreover, does 

substantiate to a very large degree'Hwallmu's 1962 treatise 
on Democracy and the Party System to which we have already 
referred.

66The only position which has not been challenged is 
that of Kwallmu Nyerere and his Vice-President-Rashldl-^Kawawa. 
For an analyals of the Presidential elections,-see Ancoiny 
Rweyemamu’s article in the study'of the 1970'elections,^al
ready cited. Unfortunately, elections within the Party have 
not received as much attention as the general elections, and 
therefore we cannot assess the rate of elite circulation with 
any precision.

67
In 1965, it rejected I6 candidates with top district . 

preferences; in 1970 It rejected only 8; a small number In- 
‘deed considering that this was the first election after Arusha
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the central.leadership to strike a balance between local par-'itlclpatlon and central control to ensure compliance with cen-

However, one 'negative' out-tral directives and Ideology, 

come of the many restrictions and taboos placed on candidates 

during electoral campaigns Is to submerge differences which 

could lead to (a) Important debates on policy Implementation, 

(b) afi educational experience for the voters, and (c) Infor

mation to the center from the constltuences which Is -Impor

tant not only negatively In sorting out frlendsand foes of 

the revolution but also In determining the. general "mood" of 

There has been a tendency to emphasize the "re-the country.

glme legitimation function" of the elections at the expense 

of the "educational function. „68

The generally high level of popular participation and 

challenge to the elite In the last two elections, however, 

should not lead to the erroneous conclusion that the revolu

tion has necessarily created a mass-base; for It haa meant

and also relative to the/Wrge number (1233) of candidates 
offering themselves at the prlr.aries. The Party had declared 
In March, 1970, that It would not consider candidates who did 
not have U^Jamaa association; In pr^ctrlce this did'not become 
a major constraint on candidates. For further analysis see 
m.y articlealready cited, In the 1970 election study.' What 
Is Interesting is that, whereas the center rejected only. 8 
top preferences, the electorate rejected more than three 
times that number of candidates with top district'prefer
ences. " ^

68
These points are elaborated in my article In the 

1970 election study, already cited. It should be remembered, ’ 
however, that Kwallmu personally Iplaces great emphasis on the 
educational function; and also encourages debates on Imple
mentation strategies as long as "consensus" on the fundar.en- 
tals of the national policy remains Intact.
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"oirculatlo^" among elites, not necessarily among workers and 

peasants/ liie 1970 election data showed that percent of 

the candidates and 69 percent of the elected M.P.'s held some 

form of Govemment or Party employment when he/she sought 

election. That Is to say, most candidates enjoyed security 

of Income and tenure unlike the masses. Further, since on 

the average the elected H.p.'s had about ten years of educa

tion, most of them would have qualified for elite status be-

Thus—for those who prefer to thinkfore seeking election.

In "class" terms—Tanzania does not as yet have a parliament
70 However, this very dependency of 

candidates (and other members of the elite) on the Party and

of workers and peasants.

Government for employment does facilitate central control. 

Elite dependence on Che center for its livelihood has In fact

Increased with nationalization which reduced elite employment

outside the public sector.

In summary, In the second phase of UJemaa evolutlo.n 

the central leadership npA^-onger relies on Ideological ap- 

peals to change t.he elite's "attitude of mind." 

methods of control have been devised: (1) legal-institutional 

controls; (2) popular control; (3) rem'unerative control (pow

er to employ, to transfer and to dismiss); and (^) normative 

control thrddgh a more systematic program of politicalseduca-

Fouru-maln

For a further analysis, see KJekshus, c£. pp.
3^-37.

^®See particularly the occupational breakdown given in 
I'twansasu's chapter in the 1970 election study.
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. Despl|;e the remaining loopholes which we have already 

pointed oifb, the center has acquired much success In this ef- 

Wlthout such success—the level of which Is, admltted-

tlon

fort.

ly, difficult to determine—It would be Impossible to enter

the third stage, which Is probably even more delicate than 

the second, for It Involves a challenge on tradition Itself.

The setting of 1976 as the target for full collectivization, 

for example, entails a challenge of the traditional Inertia 

of many rural communities; a challenge which would be boot

less without a high degree of elite compliance with the poll-

To this crucial third stage we now turncles of the center.

briefly.

STAGE 3: CHALLEt.’GIIJG TRADITIO’JAL IIJERTIA

Host of the problems presented by the traditional In

ertia relate to the quest for rapid modernization of the

rural areas, in particular, modernization of the agricultural
!<

sector which is the back-bone of the Tanzanian economy. This

particular aspect is discussed wlth-lllustratlve case studies

A related problem is that of convincingIn the next chapter, 

the people to abandon their traditional habitat so as to join

ader-Thls la now a big challenge to the 

Ship since a target (1976) for full rural collectlviraticn

u lama a villagea.

It will be clear from our Korogoro case atudlea 

in Chapters 7 S^that this target ca-nnot be achieved with-
/ ' ■■ r

cut:a more effective mcblllratlcn effort than that carried 

cut between 1962 and 197?.

has been set.
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This third stage of Ujlamaa started around 1972 when 

several Important measures relating to rural mobilization 

were taken. First, administrative decentralization was In

troduced to remove the moblllzatlonal constraints we noted In 

Chapter ^1. Second, a new agricultural policy was adopted 

whose alms can only be achieved by adopting a more effective

style of mobilization, and by challenging the traditional

"tabooes" which prevent peasants from adopting modern methods 

Third, the center decided to put more empha

sis on productivity and viability of ujamaa villages than on

72of husbandry.

merely living together and working together which had charac-
aii4

terlzed the period between 1969 ^ 1972. Finally, a target . 

for full collectivization was set in 1973. The Important 

question arising from these series of measures Is whether 

persuasion and democratic participation can overcome the tra

ditional Inertia In the third phase. We shall deal with this 
question in Chapter 8. We only need to,note here that 

Hwallmu presents UJamaa*to the peasants w^kh traditionalist 

appeals, no doubt partly as a strategy for acceptability.

/

Thus he begins his policy statement on socialism and rural 

development with the following:

.The traditional African family lived according to the 
ba&lc principles of ujamaa. Its members did this uncon- ' 
sciously, and without any conception of what they were 
doing In political terms. They lived together and worked 
together because that was how they understood life, and

71
See’Appendices A and B.

^^See the next chapter for details of the new policy.
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^|ch ^ther against difficulties theyhow they reinforced 
had to contend with

In his elaboration, Mwallmu states the need to utilize 

the traditional 'spirit' of co-operation to achieve modern

goals; points out the inadequacies of the traditional system, 

such as poverty, sex discrimination, etc.; details the strat

egies to be used in different areas of the country according

to their level of development, mode of production, and tradi

tions; and insists that the approach must be based on volun

tariness and conviction resulting from persuasion, exhorta

tion and education.

The question that we shall take up in the following 

two chapters is not whether all the 'good' things attributed 

'‘^'''to the traditional society are historically true. This is a 

wrong question to ask of an ideology; the question is whether 

"it works"; for few ideologies can be effective, moblllza- 

tionally or integratlonally, without a myth element. In the 

following chapter, we shall focus on respo^e to agriculture 

by the local systems, and in the next we shall further ex

plore the problem of mobilizatlonal strategy In connenrtlon
V.

with specific district case studies.

7*3
Hyerere, Soelalisa and Rural Development» p. 1,
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Chapter 7

AGRICULTURAL GROWTH WITHOUT INNOVATION

By bad agriculture we are reducing our ability to pro
duce wealth. . . . We, must modernise the methods by 
which we grow food and other crops. This Is at the 
heart of our political policies; socialism will be re
garded as having failed If In a few years, we grow In
sufficient food; for a failure to earn foreign exchainge 
with agricultural exports causes other development work 
to stop.

— TANU, "Politics Is Agriculture," Sunday News, 
May 14, 1972.

In Chapter 4, we examined Tanzania's mobilization ef

fort via the transformation and Improvement approaches, and 

pointed out some of the Internal contradictions necessitating a 

gradual displacement of these previous approaches and Insti

tutions,

In the present chapter, we shall examine the Impact of 

that mobilization (1962-73) on the agricultural sector which 

Is the backbone of Tanzania's economy, noting sorie of the de~ 

clslonal dilemmas Involved In switching from one mode of pro

duction to another. The problem of r.alntainlng a balance be

tween productivity and equity during the transition period la 

more conspicuous In the agricultural than in any other'sec

tor; it involves a switch from concentration of development 

Inputs (land, credit, extension) on a few "progressive farm.- 

ers" to a wider distribution of the Inputs. The maln^chal-

284
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lenge In the seventies Is, therefore, how to achieve this re

distribution of development Inputs while maintaining a grow

ing level of agricultural productivity; auid this raises the 

"question of "mobillzational strategy" which we shall examine 

closely in the next chapter.

GROWTH VERSUS DEVELOPMENT: PRELipiNARy 
CONCEPTUAL QUESTIONS

Taking stock of the nation's achievements of the first 

decade of independence in September, 1971, Tanzania's central 

leadership was able to show an impressive "growth" record in 

various sectors of the economy, especially in agricultural 

output, health and educational facilities. At the same time, 

however, the leadership was beginning to doubt whether 

"growth" figures were a sufficient measure of "development" 
in the rtiral areas.^ Eight months later (Kay, 1972J, the 

leadership stated categorically that, although agricultural 

output had Increased tremendously in the past decade or two, • 

such growth resulted more from expansion of acreage in re

sponse to political campaigns than from a modernization of 
the peasants' attitudes towards innovation.^

The distinction between "growth" euid "development" is 

not Just an academic exercise when applied to a developing

^See Hyerere, "Tanzania: Ten Years After Independence,"
PP. 37-'J3.

^TANU, "Politics is Agriculture," Sunday News, May 1^,
1972.

'i
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country such as Tanzania. For whereas growth data often re

fer to aggregate material Inputs and outputs within a given 

period, development goes beyond this to Include a general ac

ceptance by -the population of innovation and ^self-improyement 

on a continuing basis; which means taking into consideration 

the levels of efficiency in performance and productivity per 

unit factor input. But quite apart from Increased efficiency 

and productivity—which can sometimes be achieved lipder

coerclon^'=^development requires
vL-

attitudlnal cheuige as well, so that the people come to be

lieve they are masters of their environment rather than a 

mere reflection of it. This ImportEint aspect of development 

requires people to "see life as alternatives, preferences and 

choices.Without such mental reorientation, the cherished 

goal of "self-sustaining growth," whether in the economic or 

political field, would probably be InpoBslble to achieve in a 

new nation where the larger portion of the population is 

Still controlled by tradition.

In a country'^llke Tanzania, a development revolution 

Is as much material as it is attitudlnal and, as we shall 

continue to argue, to separate the two is to frustrate the

bureaucratic supervision or

^Davld E. Apter, The Politics of Modernization (Chi
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1965), p. lO.

For a discussion of stages of economic development, 
see W. W. Rostov, The Stages of Economic Growth (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, l9b6; for stages of political de
velopment, see A. P. K. Organski, The Stages of Political De
velopment (Kew York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1567).
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Tanzainlan policy has come into grips with this:revolution.

"We are not simply trying to organize increased production;

we are trying to Introduce a whole new way of life for the 
majority of dur people," states Mwallmu.^ Viewed thus, the 

"moblllzatlonal variable" (or the politico-ideological in

puts) acquires great Importance in the development effort. 

Probably the most Important lesson to be learned from the ex

perience with planned change in Asia—in particular, India 

and China—during the past three decades is that organiza

tional and Ideological inputs count as much as capital Inputs 
in the process of national development.^

Tanzania’s experiences with mqblllzatlon for higher 

^ rural productivity from 1962 to 1972 provide some examples of 

' clmpalgns' which led to agricultural growth without a signifi

cant change in the peasants’ attitude toweirds modern methods. 

Much of the material presented here (as well as in the fol-
e

lowing two chapters) is based on data gathered in Horogoro 
’District between September, 1970, and May, 1973.^ We shall 

use this data to Illustrate the problem of local response and 

adjustment to rapid ideological and slogan changes at the

^Nyerere, Freedom and Socialism, p, 407.

^Por India’s experience, see Wilfred Kalenbaum, Modern 
•India's Economy: ^o Decades of Planned Growth (Columbus, 
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1971). For a 
comparison between India and China, see Kuan-I Chen and J. S. 
Uppal (eds.). Comparative Development of India and China (New 
York ^ ~e Free Press, 1971).

The research was done in three installments; Septem
ber to December, 1970; April to July, 1971; and May, 1972, to 
May, 1973.
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center, and to assess (a) the Implications of such response 

for U.lamaa and (b) the "developmental content" (in the above 

sense) of the response.

Morogoro provides several advantages ir^ this regaird. 

First, the presence of ample good land (taking the District 

or Region as a whole) eliminates land shortage as a con

straint on the campaigns for greater output. Second, the 

more or less "coercive" strategy used by the colonial admin

istration in an attempt to Innovate the agricultural prac

tices of the Luguru contrasts with the more or less "persua

sive" mobllizational strategy of the post-independence period

based on the slogans of self-help, nation-building, self- 

reliance, participation and U.lamaa. 8
Third, Morogoro had a 

niiSber of settlement schemes which have since 1968 been
V-

transformed (or partially transformed) into u.1amaa villages; 

providing Illustrations for the problem of transforming semi- 

capitalist settlements into socialist communities. Finally, 

Morogoro'8 experience with changes in the leadership's empha

sis on the productloft of cotton, rice and sugar cane illus

trates the problem of local-center adjustment we referred t:o 

earlier and the problems of resource "underutilization" and 

"mlsutlllzatlon" discussed below.

V-,.

The discussion that follows leads to the conclusion 

that, although available statistics show tremendous "growth"

8
For an account of the Luguru story, see Young and 

Fosbrook, Land and Politics Among the Luguru of Tanganyika.
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in rural material Inputs and outputs in the past two decades, 

especially aifter Independence, "development”^ in the wider

sense defined above was inhibited by three main factors. 

First, "pollticd-ldeologlcal Inputs" (the moblll^zational var

iable) either (a) tended to lag behind available material in

puts and technical information, or (b) in some cases wntra- 

dicted the latter Inputs. Second, partly as a result of ^e 

existing administrative structure (i.e. before the Decentral

ization of July, 1972), and partly because of rapid policy 

and slogan changes at the center, many local settings "under

utilized," "mlsutillzed" or "failed to utilize" available re- .

Third, the net result was 

to weaken the noblllzatlonal effort and to perpetuate the low 

productivity (i.e. output per unit factor input) Inherited

We shall argue that, although Tan

zania—like other developing nations—has continued to face 

the problem of capital and manpower shortages, local imple- 

centers (at least in Korogoro) tended to exaggerate these 

shortages in accounting for failure of projects, and often 

said little about the "real" problems such as inefficiency, 

low productivity, conflict of goals'at the local level and 
icmobllism.

sources—both mate'rlal and human.

from the colonial rule.

AGRICULTURAL GROWTH WITHOUT PRODUCTIVITy: 
HATIOIJAL OVERVIEW .

On the agricultural front, many crops, especially cash 

crops, more than trebled between 1961 and 1970. .Thus, for
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example, cotton output rose from 30,000 metric tons to 

79,000j coffee from 20,000 to 55,000; sugar from 29,000 to 

90,000; cashew from 28,000 to 118,000; sunflower seed from 

6,000 to 13,000tobacco from 2,700 to 21,1(00; and pyrethriun 

from 1,300 to 3,800. Since the rate of growth achieved for 

many of these important cash crops was much higher than any 

achieved under the colonial i*ule, it is legitimate to claiCi 

that Independence has made a "developmental difference," as 

Hwallmu promised in 1962. However, for most crops, there is 

no evidence that better husbandry played a significant part 

in the increased output. Response to campaigns for greater 

output was in teina of expansion of the land under cultiva

tion, without innovating the existing agricultural practices. 

Exceptions Include the areas with land shortage, especially 

those growing coffee, state farms and a few closely super

vised schemes. For instance, the ninefold increase in tobac

co output is mainly due to the success attained by the highly
^ Q

ncdernised tobacco schemes.

Thus the increase in agricultural output is matched

. with a comparable increase in the total land under cultiva

tion, but with a relatively small increase in the quantity of 

fertilisers used or modern tools purchased. Land under cul

tivation increased from about 29 million acres in 1961 to 

nearly 39 million acres in 1970. The amount of fertilizers

V

9
Most of the figures quoted in the above two para

graphs are taken from Nyerere, ''Tanzania: Ten Years After In
dependence," pp. 37-38.
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used increased from 7,000 tons in 1961 to 23,000 tons in 

1970. This three-fold Increase is very small in comparison 

with the large land under cultivation, the alarming extent of 

soil erosion in some districts of Tanzania, and th^heavy 

campaigns (including free distribution) for the use of ferti

lizers since independence. An important Party report has 

correctly commented in this regard: "If we had really been ' 

carrying out an agricultural revolution in Tanzania during

that period, the expansion in the amount of fertilizer used
nlOwould have been nearer 30 tines than 3 tines!

The use of fertilizers, moreover, was not even

throughout the rural areas. Response to chemical fertilizers

was greater in the progressive farmer, cash crop areas and in 

the areas where the farmers traditionally used organic ferti

lizers (e.g. animal manure In Kilimanjaro and Ukerewe). 

Farmers in such areas could more easily, funds being availa

ble , switch to chenlcal fertilizers. In most other areas, 

the use of fertilizers was an innovation either considered 

•too expensive* where farmers were required to pay for them

or surreunded with a host of traditional taboos, even where 

they were dished out free. Thus among' the cotton growers, 

who have been preached on the use of fertilizers since the

colonial days, only about 6 percent of them were using ferti

lizers by 1973. The same attitude has prevailed with regard 

to the use of pesticide and new seed variety In some locali-

^°Ibid.. p. 38.
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11ties.

Purthermore, with the exception of the more prosperous 

areas, ujamaa villages, state farms and few successful 

schemes, which had adopted partial mechanization (plainly 

tractorlzatlon), there was very little change In the use of 

tools. Thus, for example, while cotton was already floiu^lsh- 

Ing In Sukumaland by 1907 using traditional tools, by 1972 * 

there was only a change In acreage (and better seeds supplied 

by Uklrlguru Research Station situated In the cotton area) 

and, as one report has commented:

Our cotton Is grown very much as It^was grown ten 
years ago. A visitor to a cotton farm In Sulounaland or 
elsewhere-, returning after an absence of ten years, will 
probably see nothing new In method or In tools. He will 
still hear the same message being broadcast—plant early,
UPQ30t
will see that these messages are stlll_necessary 
otherwise the work does n't get done.

There was even less Innovation adopted for food crops 

than for cash crops, partly because campaigns tended to con

centrate on better cash crop husbandry for the country to be^. 

able to earn much needed .foreign exchange, but also because 

in the subsistence areas food crops l/ave a "survival value" 

and hence the peasants are more reluctant to accept innova

tion in absence ot guarantees of success. Again, those who 

responded to the rapidly widening market opportunities ex

panded their farms where possible, without innovating their

and burn the plants after harvest, etc.'—and he
because

H.

\

^^The estimated figure for 1971 was 5 percent; see
Ibid., p. 38.

^^Ibld.
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methods or tools, 

ports have shown that an acre of maize—In most malze-growlng 

parts of Tanzania—should under proper husbandry produce from 

12 to 15 bags, only 5 to 7 bags eire actually achieved In most 

areas. Including many ujamaa villages.

Thus, for example, whereas research re-

The Implementers—politicians In particular—were

partly responsible for the emphasis placed on acreage rather

than 'productivity.' This was particularly true In the six

ties when lemd was ample In many areas and the easiest way

for a leader to show "evidence" of success was In terms of

new land broi^ht under cultivation In his area. Some Area 

and Regional Commissioners set acreage minima for some crops. 

In some cases, however, the nlnlm.a were higher than the total
y.,

family labor could mauiage, often resulting In yields far be

low those attained on smaller farms. There was nothing wrong

In the expansion of land under cultivation, generally speak

ing, because much family labor was,’'^d still Is, underuti

lized in many areas of rural Tanzania. But productivity per 

unit factor Input was Ignored in the process, with the result

that much sweat produced relatively little, leading to peas

ant discouragement In some areas. The emphasis on acreage Is 

clearly reflected In the agricultural reports of the sixties 

as well as radio and newspaper reports which announced total 

acreage under cultivation In the districts or total agricul

tural output without assessing productivity per'family, per

13 0
One state farm, Rwankoma, has demonstrated the pos

sibility .of attaining about 20 bags per acre.
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14
unit feirtlllzers used, or even per unit government Inputs.

Limitations In technical information have often been

cited as a cause for the generally low productivity in the 

agricultural field. It is true that agricultural research 

was severely limited during the colonial days; it is also
■; 'v'.'

true, as a recent Ministerial policy statement has put it.

that "Without conducting research and applying the scientific ». 

findings in the field, we can forget all about the improve

ment of the agricultural industry. nl5 Yet, despite these 

limitations, the question whether the little information

available is disseminated beyond the confines of the research

station is the more immediate one.

During the colonial period, research findings were 

either "lo'diced up" in the station or in demonstration farms 

which the poorer peasants did not visit, or distributed to 

the plantatlonsj, estates and a few African progressive farm

ers. In 1961* only four big research centers existed—at 

Uklrlguru in Mwanza, Tengeru^ln Arusha, llachlngwea in Mtwara 

and Ilonga in Horogoro (Klrosa District). In addition, there 

were, seven substations run by the government, and two others 

—Mllngano under the sponsorship of Tanganyika Sisal Growers 

Association and Lyanungu sponsored by the Tanganyika Coffee

14
Examine, for instance, Morogoro agricultural reports 

from 1962 to 1972. In almost all the reports, low productiv
ity is attributed to such natural factors as failure of 
rains, etc.

15Ministry of Agriculture, "Research Vital to Agricul
ture," in The Standard. December 18, 1971-, p. 65.
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Board. The big crop research centers have since increased to 

eight and the substations to seventeen. Despite continuing 

problems of manpower in these stations, some progress has 

been achieved. For exam5;le, seeds of higher yield (e.g. hy- 

brid maize, 1969; new cotton variety—"Ilonga 66," etc.) have 

been developed for the Tanzanian conditions; better methods

of preventing crop diseases and controlling insects have been

In addition, there is an expanding Pac-oharted out; etc. 

ulty of Agriculture of the University of Dar es Salaam, stra

tegically situated in Horogoro, where there is ample good 

land for experimentation. There is certainly sufficient in

formation awaiting moblllzers and disseminators; absence of 

technical information can no longer be a sufficient explana

tion of low a^icultural productivity in the seventies!

. Tlje Tanzanian leadership attempted from jnid-slxtles to . 

encourage the peasants to augment their labor with draught 

animals and by 1971 some 21 ox-training centers bad been es

tablished t<5 train peasants in the use of animal power in the 

areas where tractors would be uneconomic or beyond the reach

of the peasants. But response has remained low. For in

stance, in 1970 only some 12,000 ox-ploughs were bought by 

peasants, out of which 2,300 were locally made. Prom the low 

purchases, it seems that either attendance to the training 

centers was not enthusiastic or some of those who had attend

ed went back to their traditional tools. Response has been

16
Ibid.
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much better In the case of the Farmers’ Training Centers 

which now tfeke members of ujamaa villages for special causes

related to the building of a self-reliant community. Includ

ing training In carpentry, masonry and similar crafts.

U.1 amaa villages have the advantage of being ’organized’ and

the members have more readily taken advantage of training fa-
17' Thus one argument In

favor of a faster pace of rural collectivization has been

that It Is the only way to accelerate the penetration of

ideology and Innovation, not only In the agricultural field
18

but also In cottage Industries and traditional crafts.

The tractor Is often preferred to the ox-plough by 

most Tanzanian peasants, being considered a symbol of modern

ity. Thus (attempts to Introduce an Intermediate technology.

duties offered by the Government.

short of ,tractorlzatlon, has often failed to attract the

This is partly a reflection of the emphasis put onpeasants.

-mechanization iri the past, especially in connection with the

Yet, In very few areas have the peasantssettlement schemes.

been able to afford the tractor or to use It economically 

where it has been provided (free or on credit) by the Govern

ment or Co-operatives.

17There were 17 Pairmera' Training Centers by 1972, 
with plans tp increase the number and courses taught.

The national Development Corporation (IfDC), which Is 
responsible for the nation's Industrialization, worked out In 
1972 a program of establishing such Industries in ^lamaa vil
lages on a nationwide basis. The program had not been ^Inal- 
Ized at the time of writing. Such Industries will be partic
ularly Important In Introducing co-operative undertakings In 
the land-hungry areas which cannot form new uiamaa villages.
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In many cases. Immature mechanization replaced labor 

which was in great supply, 

tlement at Kabuku (Tanga) observed that the settlers had "im-

Thus a report on the sisal set-

Itated too slavishly the conditions of work of the big plan

tations, in particular by using bulldozers for land clearing, 

which requires too much capital, reduces the employment of 

local labour, and removes a part of the surface soil, which 

is by far the richest in humus.” It has been estimated that 

the settlement paid about per acre instead of about &10 

or less which would have been possible under labor-intensive 

methods. Labor-intensive methods could have probably reduced
■'4 .

by half the huge total expenditure (about h2.5 million) on 

Other settlements were over-equipped with 

tractors. Foi^^example, in 196? the Upper Kitete Settlement 

had ten tractors for 1,600 acres of corn] with better organi

zation half the number would.have been sufficient. Moreover, 

often there were no" arrangements to use these tractors for 

other purposes (e.g. transportation of manure, etc.) during 

off-season periods, most of them'remaining idle (rusting) 
most of the tlme.^°

ujamaa era will be discussed in another section.

The' increased agricultural output, however, resulted 

more from longer hours of work spent on enlarged farms than 

from the use of tractors which is still restrlcteil to a few

.19the scheme.

The question of mechanization in the

iq
Dumont, Tanzanian Agriculture after the Arusha Dec

laration . p. 8,

20See ibid, for more examples.
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areas and settlements. This meant that the peasants (at 

least the hEird-worklng ones) had little time left for other 

development activities. After Independence, campaigns for 

better houses, modern latrines, literacy classes, etc., went 

hand In hand with the campaigns for Increased crop output;

but often the more hard-working peasants had little time to

attend to these non-farm development activities. Emphasis on 

greater productivity on smaller, manageable farms would re

sult In a more 'balanced' rural/peasant development. Pixr- 

thermore, concentration on productivity Is now becoming abso

lutely necessary In the areas with land shortage as well as

In ujamaa villages which have the advantage of tighter organ-

In actual fact.Izatlon, plainning and permanent residence, 

in absence of outfight coercion, voluntary movement to u.1amaa 

villages can only be expected to continue If the existing 

villages show evidence of higher productivity.

Dependence on Agriculture

For Tanzania at present—and ^for some time to corner- 

development will depend on the productivity of the agricul

tural sector; and national policies have recognized this 

'■ fact. As early as 1965, President NyCrere had stated:

Agricultural progress Is the basis of Tanzanian devel
opment. This tt*uth Is said so often that people forget 
It. They almost don't listen; the words become part of 
the atmosphere, and have no Impact any more. To talk of 
the importance of agriculture Is like playing a record 
which has been heard too often. Yet It remains time. 
Agricultural progress Is indeed the basis of Tanzanian
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a better standard of living forDevelopment--and thus of 
the people of Tanzania.

It Is even more urgent in the seventies than It was In

the sixties to re-emphaslze the Importance of agriculture, 

and the rural areas generally where more than 90 percent of 

the population lives, because the nation has already adopted 

a development Ideology, and because It Is clear that the Tan-

zanlan path to socialist development will inevitably be heav- 

A few statistics may Illuminate the over-’ 'lly "agrarian." 

rlcjlng importance of agriculture fOr Tanzania's future

development, and hence the urgent need to concentrate on 

'higher productivity' of the peasants.

■ First,‘because of low productivity, the Government has

used its thin foreigi exchange on food Imports, especially In

the years of droughts—1961, 1965, 196? and, more recently.

Thus each community should be1973 and 197^ (see Chapter 2). 

encouraged to produce at least sufficient food to feed It- 

Second, the, more productive areas should produce a 

food surplus to feed more than percent of the total popu^ 

latlon (14 million by 1974) which is l4 years or below; 9 

percent of the population who are 50 years old and over; some 

5'00,QbO adults aund their wives, currently (i.e. 1974) working 

outside agriculture; and an extra 5.3 million people by 1980 

(who will still be Infants) resulting from the present gather

self.

^^llyerere. Freedom and Socialism, p. 104. The Presi
dent made this comment in an address at the opening of the 
Horogoro Agricultural College, November I8, 1965. This col
lege became the University's Faculty of Agriculture In July, 
1969.
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high rate of population growth (3 percent per annum), 

to Improve the low life expectation (40 years in 1972., cf. 70 

in the U.S.), emphasis on the quality and variety of food 

produced and consumed localiy is necessary. 

of industrialization will continue to depend on exports of

In 1972, for example, between 85 and 90 percent 

of the country’s total exports consisted of raw or processed 

agricultural products.

Expansion of exports (which requires increased rural 

productivity) is made more necessary in the seventies by the 

rising prices of capital^gdods which Tanzania needs for her 

Infant Industry (now growing at about 15 percent per annum). 

For example, whereas in 1965 a tractor could be bought with- 

about 5.3 tons of cotton or 17.3 tons of sisal, by 1972 the 

equivalent tractor required about 8 tons of cotton and 42 

tons of sisal. The prices for these and other'key. cash crops 

experienced a downw8u:*d trend-from the mid-sixties, as the 

prices for capital goods went up in foreign markets. In
r

"real" terms, then, the growing agricultural output did not 

result in a- significant increase in national purchasing ca

pacity. Tanzania's growing processing industry (e.g. the

textiles) will benefit the country more if most of the raw
22

materials are produced locally.

Finally, political mobilization in the post-independ

ence, particularly in the post-Arusha, period has heightened

Third,

Fourth, the rate

cash crops.
•»

.

^^Most of the statistics are taken from the Party*i» 
paper on Agriculture.
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material expectations among the peasants. Two development 

plans (the third beginning In July, 1974) have been launched 

with promises of material self-improvement; what has been

termed.Tanzania's "Radio Revolution" has communicated these

This hasmessaiges to the remotest villages of the country.

Increased, rather than decreased, peasant dependence on the 

state to supply the necessary'material Inputs.. Yet, ulti

mately, the state's capacity to supply the rural areas with 

the necessary material Inputs depends on the productivity of 

these areas. Thus the state Is faced with a dilemma: the ex

tent to which it can pressure the peasantry not only to be. 

self-reliant but to Improve •productivity beyond subsistence. 

We mentioned earlier that mobilization for Independence took
j ^

advantage of peasants’ grievances against agricultural regu

lations enforced by the colonial administration. This "ad

vantage" produced negative consequences after Independence. 

Thus an entire decade (1962 to 1972) went without any system

atic enforcement of such important rules as those of soil 

conservation (ridging, terracing, etc.). These rules were so 

’ much associated with .the oppression of the colonial regime 

that neither the Patrty nor the administrative and field 

cadres were inclined to enforce them beyond verbal pronounce-

23
For the role of the mass media in Tansanla, see 

Graham Mytton, "Itass Hedia and TACT: Information Plow in Tan
zania and^lts Relevance to Development" (Paper for the 1970 
UnlverBltles of East Africa Social Science Conference, Dar es 
Salaam, December 27-31, 1970); and Budd Hall and Stephen 
Lucus, "The Electioh as an Exercise In PolltlcalComnunlca- 
tlon," In Election Study Committee, Soeiallsm and Participa
tion; Tanzania 's 1970 Kational Elections (Par es Balaam: Tan
zania Publishing iiouse, 197**).
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menta In village meetings and resolutions In various develop

ment committees. It became difficult for the local Faulty

functionaries to begin enforcing the same rules which they
24

had denounced as oppressive.

The New Agriculture

The Party admitted In 1972 that this relaxation was 

partly responsible for the Increasing deterioration of soil 

and the low productivity In many areas. The Party admitted 

also that available technical Information, though scanty, had 

not been fully utilized. A new policy paper, suggestively 

titled "Politics Is Agriculture," was thus Issued In May,

1972, at the same time as the government administration was 

being decentralized. The li^per emphasized productivity and 

soli conservation but discouraged indiscriminate use of trac- 

tors. Three essentials were listed for the new agriculture:

Modern methods are known. Many of our people have' 
been trained, information Is obtainable from books, from 
Dkullma wa Klsasa [l.e. modem farming program of the 
Ministry of Apiculture], and on Radio Tanzania. Modem ’ 
methods do not demand much capital. The 'first essential 
Is the use of modern seeds, early planting, proper spac- 
ins* plenty of weeding, adequate harvesting effort, and 
cleansing of the land afterwards. Also, soli conseinra- 
tlon methods such as terracing, ridging or ensuring - 
ground coverage. IJone of these need cost money, only In
telligent work. The second essential Is the use of fei^, 
tlllser and, where necessary. Insecticide, These should 
be available on credit to Ujamaa villages and members of

Slinutes

tee, 1967 to 1972» for Instance, have a number of such reso
lutions, especially with regard to the people on the Uluguru 
Mountains where erosion was becoming excessive; but none of 
these msolutions had been implemented.

of Horogoro's Regional Development Commit-
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Co-operative Societies.. The third essential is simple, 
small-scale irrigation where practicable, and the use of 
better tools such as ox-plou^s, ox-carts, wheelbarrows, 
etc. Tractors are only useful when a farm is large, 
properly organized and disciplined, and equipped to main
tain the tractors and to run them properly. Without 
these things, a tractor can be a disaster, can ruin the 
peasant and destroy the land.25

Unity of Politics and Technique

The Party paper on agriculture called upon the Party 

to play a greater role in mobilizing the peasants for higher 

productivity, thus: "Although Government employs many agri

cultural workers to advice the farmers, and is constantly im

proving their training, TANU leaders must take an active pairt 

in spreading better agricultural practices." Experience had 

shown that the past separation of politics (or Partyrrole) 

from technique (or role of agricultural experts) had weakened 

the mobilization effort because (1) "Agricultural advisors 

can only help if the farmers are willing to learn from them," 

which required Party animation; and (2) "Agricultural workers 

cannot be at every village at the most critical, times, but 

- the better methods must be implemented everywhere now." Thus 

the new apiculture required unity of politics and technique.

To"achieve this unity, every TAHU leader In the rural 

areas would have four Jobs relating to agriculture,'namely 

(1) to learn the basic principles of good husbandry for the 

crops in his area; (2) to explain to the people In his area

25"Politics in Agriculture," Part III, "What is Re
quired ."
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why old agricultural practices sire no longer good enough and 

to "make the farmers ainxious to lesum, sind willing to prac-
■v-f

tice, the new methods"; (:3) to arrsuige for Field Assistants 

to come to the villages at the appropriate times or. If nec-

essary, to teach tliese new methods himself; sind (4) to co

operate with the distributive institutions of the state, such 

as the State leading Corporation (STC) sind the'Co-operatives, 

to ensure that fertilizers and other essential equipment sure 

available in his area at the right time.

If Implemented as outlined, the new agricultural poli

cy should go a long wsiy in removing some of the conflicts 

(elaborated later) between politics and technique by ensuring 

that politico-ideological messages are closely related to 

specific technical Information required by the peasants for 

their self-improvement. Thus.—tha^paper emphasized; "Politi

cal education involves agricultural education, and agricul

tural education is part of political education." Purther-
\

more, the role of local TAIfU cadres was for the first time 

specified in some detail. In the past, TAJIU cadres at the 

subdistrict level hardly considered themselves to have a role 

vln the agricultural field beyond shouting such slogans as 

t "produce more," "work hard" or "be self-reliant," slogans 

which remained abstract because these leaders were themselves

'V

f

unable to show, in practice, how these efforts would lead to 

higher productivity. The new policy demands more than that:

26
Ibid..Part IV, "The Responsibilities of TAhTJ."
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It Is a question of making everyone understand (a) 
that our production per acre is going dovm, (b) that we 
are destroying our land by our present agricultural meth
ods, and_(o) that urgent steps are necessary to Improve 
productivity aind to'safeguard the soil. But good hus
bandry cannot be taught by addressing mass meetings; only 
by discussion and by shanked work. It is action—good 

-which is required, not words at public meet-farmlng- 
lngs.27

The new agricultural policy entails a heavy training

task; it would mean giving all—or almost all—Party Cell 

Leaders, Branch Secretaries and Chairmen, etc., courses on 

the basic principles of agriculture. Agricultural seminars 

were held in 1972 aind continued in 1973 for some of these 

leaders, but no specific training program had been formulat

ed. One possibility would be to expand the existing Farmers' 

Training Centers and to build many more; another is to use 

the existing extension staff already in the field to train 

the Party cadre 'on the spot' using local community centers, 

school buildings in evenings aind, of course, the Ministerial 

demonstration farms and ujamaa villages. Whatever method Is 

adopted, a clear guidance from the center (i.e. Party and the 

Ministry of Agriculture mainly) will be necessary. At pres

ent it is not even clear whether these Party officials will 

be remunerated for the additional teaching responsibility or 

whether some of them will be placed on the ministerial list 

of field staff.

Unless these questions are clarified from the begin

ning, what appears to be a resolution of politics-technique

^^Ibid., "Conclusion."
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conflict may create more conflicts In the future, particular

ly If the Party cadres are given the Illusion that a few sem

inars on agriculture places them at par with the ministerial 

Assistants who have formal training. Again, success of the 

program will probably depend on a more rapid collectivization 

which will make training of leaders (based in ujamaa vil

lages) easier. Moreover, given that the extension service is 

now U.1 amaa-oriented, training of additional cadres will nec

essarily have to be u.1 amaa-oriented. Yet, there is a "tran

sitional” dilemma of deciding between ujamaa and productivi

ty, because at present the greater part of the agricultural 

output comes from non-u.1 amaa farmers. This means, therefore, 

campalngs for Higher productivity cannot now be separated 

from the campaigns for more r' ^id collectivization, otherwise 

there will be two efforts contradicting each other and prob

ably leading to mutual cancellation. The problems that are 

likely to face the Party in executing its enlarged role will 

be discussed later.

/ ,

THE POLITICS OP AGRICULTURE III ?^0R0G0R0: 
A CASE OP COJIPLICTIHG PRIORITIES

The fluctuations of agricultural output in Morogoro 

between 1962 and 1972 reflected the fluctuations in policies 

and priorities enunciated by the central or local leadership. 

Morogoro region has a variety of climatic and soil condi

tions, and most vlllageB/wax*d8 in the region are suitable for 

a number of crops—cotton, paddy, maize, coffee, sunflower.
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wheat, sugar cane, sisal, beans, vegetables, and many more. 

Even though the problem of overcrowding continues to inhibit 

development in such areas as the TJluguru Mountains in Morogoro 

District, land shortage does not exist, taking the Region or

Few regions are endowed with such a 

climatic variety capable of supporting production of almost

the District as a whole.

all the crops grown in Tanzamlav Yet Morogoro has remained
. . C.

relatively backward; and until 1972, not a single cash crop 

had been firmly established among the peasantry, even though 

a wide veirlety had been tried in various parts on a small
- '' v^

^-S^cale. A report of the Regional Director of Agriculture for 
(?•, Morogoro expressed a concern about the failure to make firm 

J choices from available alternatives:

Although the presence of good land for a variety of 
crops is a blessing for Morogoro, on the other hand this 
blessing is causing a problem to both peasants and lead
ers, a problem of determining and choosing the crops 
which will give the maximum benefit to.the farmer and 
which ought to be given top priority.28

The relatively low agricultural output in Morogoro, in 

proportJ.on to its potential, between 1962 and 1972 was main

ly due to two factors, namely (1) conflicting policies or 

priorities and (2) low mobilization of the peasantry. To il

lustrate these two aspects, we shall restrict ourselves to 

two cash crops, cotton and sugar cane, particularly in 

Morogoro District.

28
Regional Agricultural Director, Morogoro, "Kllimo 

cha Kazao ya Fedha—Hkoa wa Morogoro," March 28, 1972, p. 1. 
My translation from Swahili.
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Cotton In Morogoro and Policy Conflict

Starting at Ilonga Research Station, Kllosa District,

In the 1940s, cotton spread gradually to other parts of 

Morogoro Region, reaching a production of 16,500 bales In 

I960. Though producing a relatively small amount In compari

son with the main cotton areas of Tanzania (e.g. those around

Lake Victoria), the peasantry In Morogoro had accepted cotton 

as a possible cash, crop by the time of Independence. What 

remained was a systematic encouragement and campaigns for the 

use of the right methods Euid expansion. Pau* from being sys

tematic, the campaigns for cotton In Morogoro were so contra

dictory that the loss of enthusiasm In the late sixties and 

early seventies must be attributed more to the leadership 

than to the peaaaintry. Table 4 below shows the progress of 

cotton In the region between 1961 and 1965 and between 1966

and 1970. The two periods represent major policy shifts with
20

regard to cotton In the region.

As Table 4 (a) and (b) shows, cotton failed to "take 

off" In Morogoro during the first decade of independence. 

Having reached a peak In 1965 (30,000 bales), it continued to 

decline and by 1970 It was at the lowest level (3,500 bales). 

Although the fall Is partly explainable In terms of 'ration

al' response by the peasants to the fluctuations In prices

^^Ibid.; Table 4 Is extracted from Appendix A, ^_ _
Yaliyokusanywa Kutoka Kwa Wakullma—K^tkoa wa Morogoro." 
Morogoro Region has three Districts—Morogoro, Kllosa and 
Olanga; the declining trend was experienced in all the Dis
tricts.

"Mazao
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(and these were very wide), this factor alone cannot explain 

the virtual disappeeirance of cotton in Morogoro after sin ini

tial promise.

Another possible factor is the competition between 

food crops and cash crops. In many wards of Morogoro, there 

was certainly a conflict between cotton and paddy, as we 

shall discuss below; but the conflict would not have arisen 

if there had been careful plsuining at the local level to en

sure a balsince between the two crops; or if the center had 

systematically used prices as an incentive (positive or nega

tive) through price stabilization techniques or subsidies to 

avoid too wide fluctuations in prices of key cash crops.

The first few years of Independence saw a widespread 

famine in Tanzania as a whole due mainly to severe droughts 

and floods. This experience Justified an emphasis on food 

crops. In Morogoro, emphasis was placed on paddy and other 

food crops such as maize, beans and millet; and thus cotton 

production went down from over 16,000 hales in I960 to about 

3,000 bales in 1962. Upon the arrival of the first Regional 

Commissioner in 19^2, however, Morogoro saw a new emphasis on 

cotton. Convinced that cotton was more profitable than 

paddy, the Regional Commissioner campaigned'heavily for it.

^°The Lint and Seed Marketing Board (or now, the Tan
zania Cotton Authority) attempted to stabilize.cotton prices 
by subsidizing the fareer when world prices became too low, 
but there does not appear to have been a coordination between 
this effort and that o'f other organs concerned with food 
crops. Thus, for example, a policy to encourage cotton In an 
area would-Tall if rice prices were set higher than that of 
cotton.
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Every adult, man or woman, was compelled to grow at least one 

acre of cotton.

The campaigns had two main weaknesses, 

areas minimum acreage was enforced without consulting the 

technical personnel regarding suitability of soil or relative 

advantages of cotton and other possible cash or food crops. . 

This failure to assess the 'opportunity cost' of each indi

vidual area led to wastages in peasants' energies and goverh- 

Second, between 1963 and 1965, the heavy empha

sis placed on cotton ign<ired food production, an extreme 

instance being in Kllosa where some peasants were foi^bed to 

uproot their paddy and maize and to plant cotton instead.

Such measures’^ncreased peasants' dislike for cotton which

In the eyes

of the peasants, such measures represented not only a contra-

Pirst, in some

ment funds.

was already proving less lucrative than paddy.

diction of an earlier emphasis but also endangered survival.

However, the regionand would avoid them whenever possible, 

was able to increase its cotton production four-fold within

two years of campaigns, from 7,^30 bales in 1963 to 30,000 

bales in 1965, a peak for Horogoro until the seventies.

Although the manner in which the uncoordinated cam

paigns were launched had discouraged some pea^Snts, by 1965 

some of the larger peasants (in block farms)'were beginning 

to like cotton because they were able to make use of the

^^Some Kllosa peasants are said to have sent a delega
tion to Dar es Salaam to complain to the President about the 
unreasonable enforcement of cotton.
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facilities put at their disposal by the Government and credit

institutions. For instance, the National Development Credit 

Agency (NDCA) provided seventy tractors for the region, and 

four million shillings were made available for fertilizers,

under the control of the co-operatives.Insecticides, etc 

Indeed, there were more facilities (capital and manpower) in

volved in promoting cotton in Morogoro thsui the output Justi

fied. In some areas, aerial spraying of block farms was used
32

with much unnecessary wastages and alleged corruption.-'

However, as the peasants were beginning to appreciate 

cotton, emphasis changed again in 1967/68 when a new Regional 

Commissioner was appointed. Fully aware of the unpopularity 

of his predecessor, and the better prices of paddy (relative 

to its lower production cost) existing then, the new R.C. 

toured the Region giving the peasants £tn option between paddy 

and cotton. Most peasants opted for paddy, being food as

9

well as cash earner, and requiring less labor and such other

The result was thatInputs as insecticides emd fertilizers, 

only 2,500 bales of cotton Were produced in 1968, much of it

coning fron the block farmers of Kllosa District.

The policy of national self-reliance ushered by the 

Arusha Declaration emphasized the Importance of the rural 

areas and the role that agriculture would play in providing

32Interview with agricultural personnel in -Korogoro, 
Hay 25, 1972, September 5, 1972* and January 17, 1973.

no block faming tradl
tion, produced only 350 bales of cotton in 1958.
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This required a careful bal- 

In response to this call.

food and cash crops for export.

^ce between cash and food crops, 

leaders in Morogoro began campaigning for cotton again, but
is-

this time encouraging the peasants to ensure production of

101969/70, a new variety—"Ilonga 66"—was 

introduced and free insecticide was given to attract the

sufficient food.

But when in 1970/The output rose to 9,000 bales.peasants.

71 no free insecticide was provided, production fell again to

Roughly the same number of peasants had cultl-3,000 bales,

vated in 1970/71 as in the previous year {and weather condi

tions were comparable), but very little spraying was done be

cause most peasants Were reluctant to buy insecticides, 

was estimated that, had there been proper care—weeding.

It

spraying etci“the acreage (5,000 in total) would have pro

of the 5,000 tinsduced about 10,000 bales Instead of 3,000. 

of insecticide (DDT liquid) ordered for 5,000 acres (l.e. a

tin per acre) for 1970/71, only 2,000 tins were bought, which

means some farms were not sprayed at all, others being
34,

sprayed thinly to minimize costs.

In 1971/72, it was decided to stimulate cotton produc-

Thus some 8,000tlon by providing free insecticide again, 

more tins were bought (making a total of 11,000 for estimated-

11,000 acres) and distributed free to the peasants by the 

Horogoro Co-operative Union Being free, there was now more

34The DO? liquid was rather expensive for an ordinary 
peasant, sbs. 62 per tin (compared to shs. 30 per tin of 
DDT powder), a disincentive to many peasants
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demand for insecticide than the Union could afford! This

graphically demonstrated the problem of Instilling the new 

norms of self-reliance in a peasantry already used to govern

ment subventions; as a Morofeoro Co-operative Union function

ary neatly put it:

The peasants in Morogoro have as yet to learn that 
self-reliance means that they have to pay for the Inputs 
they receive from the Government and the Co-operative 
Union. At present, as in the past, the peasants are re
luctant to pay for these things. . . . They avoid the use 
of insecticide when they are asked to pay for it; they 
scramble for it when it is free. Some report larger 
acreage than they have cultivated and collect more in
secticide than they need, assuming that the insecticide 
will do the production for them. ... We must continue 
to teach,the peasants the philosophy of self-reliance.35

There were many instances of default in loan repayment 

in Morogoro, and co-operative societies had virtually given 

up the effort to chase peasants to pay their fertilizer and 

insecticide loans, The Indebted peasants used their sons or 

neighbors to help them sell their cotton in order to avoid 

loam 'deducations.' (All cotton is sold through the primary 

societies responsible for collection in their respective 

areas.) The societies fear to hiairass the defaulting peasants

lest it results in a further ’dislike' for cotton which is

In the sixties, some societiesnow given national emphasis 

decided to give loans selectively to trusted peasants, but

this did not work either; much insecticide remained unused 

and there were accusations of favoritism, corruption, etc..

35Interview with the Secretary of the Morogoro Co
operative Union, October 24, 1972.
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leading to Intervention by local populists.

Following the enunciation of the new agricultural pol

icy in May, 1972, the Government decided to develop agricul

ture through "national diversification” amd "regional spe

cialization." This entailed (a) growing the 'best 

the 'best' soil, so that a region which is more suitable for 

a particular cash or food crop than others should put greater 

emphasis on. that crop, while maintaining a good balamce be

tween food and cash crops; and (b) a greater variety of both 

cash and food crops is to be encouraged to Increase the coun

try's alternatives on the fluctuating world market.

I crop on

"The

•irony of our colonial experience," stated editorial com-

servirig as a source. ment on. the new policy,"has been 

• of raw materials '.for the metropolitan power, and as a ready 

. nafket for the latterh costiy^m'anufactures. As a result, our 

own economy has been lop-sided and increasingly reliant on a 

few selected cash crops whose prices are ever plummeting
■' "V,’ . ' '

down"; ^d thus: ■v,' ,v:-"

■ . Implicit in the Government decision is the introduc
tion of crop specialization at village, district and re
gional levels. Admittedly," there are areas in the coun- 
.try w^ll endowed for the production of particular cash 
and/or\food crops. Intensified attention to food crops 

, will undoubtedly contribute to Tanzania's diversification

^^Ibid.

37The policy had been outlined briefly by the Second 
Vice-President, Rashldl Kawawa, in March, 1972. Later In the 
year, the Ministry of Agriculture prepared specific programs 
for such crops as cotton, maize, wheat, etc.,-to guide local 
implementers.
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of her economy. Such a crop specialization will facili
tate the growth of an Internal market that will allow a 
free exchange of agricultural goods and monies and the 
maximization of agricultural production. Furthermore, it 
will be easy for the people and the Government to set up 
associated industries in particular crop growing areas so 
that the industrial investment does not suffer from a

. 'Explicit in the announcement is ^lack of raw materials 
the use of negative incentives to peasants of an au^ea or 
areas who do not readily accept crop specialization. It 
has to be remembered that the bulk of our population in 
the countryside concentrates on subsistence farming.
This has been going on for generations.3“

Had 'negative incentives' (l.e. manipulation of price 

mechanisms under state control) been used earlier, cotton

would have probably thrived in Morogoro; but as we shall con

tinue to argue in the following two chapters, 'negative in

centives' must be accompanied with 'positive mobilization' of 

the peaseuitry if success is to be achieved. However, follow

ing the adoption iOf the new policy, cotton was one of the 

.cash props given top national priority for rapid expansion, 

and Morogoro Region was specifically identified as one of the 

are'as that wlil contribute to the expansion. The President 

himself went to Morogoro in May, 1972, to campaign for cot

ton, among other crops; and in July that year the Morogoro

Regional Development Committee (RDC) listed cotton as the top 
29

priority cash crop

Thus the leaders in Morogoro began a heavy campaign 

Administrative decentralization broughtfor cotton again

^^Editorial Comment. The Standard. March 8, 1972, p. 1.

v^^Departnent of Agriculture, "Kwongozo wa Klllmo Mkoa 
wa Morogoro, 1972/73,” a guideline showing what crops grow 
best in what wards and the best way to plant and care for 
then (Morogoro, July, 1972).
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optimism to Morogoro leaders that rational planning and co

ordinated mobilization would now be possible, as the Area 

Commissioner for Morogoro District stated: "Successive lead

ers In Morogoro, for the past few years, have variously over

emphasized food crops at the expense of cash crop production 

or cash crop at the expense of food crop production. All Is

now set to reorganize the order of emphasis with a view to
„40balancing the situation.

Peasant Distrust

Yet, for three main reasons, the leaders will find It 

difficult to revitalize cotton In Morogoro. First, much ef

fort will be needed to overcome the peasant distrust engen

dered by the contradictory policies of the past decade. This 

problem has been well stated by one close observer:

The cotton case In Morogoro Illustrates a number of 
things: First, that the people respect the advice of 
their leaders. Thus, whereas cotton was fast becoming 
the main cash crop between 1950 and I960, cultivation was 
later abandoned when leaders emphasized new priorities. 
The leaders are now considering possibilities of revita
lizing cotton-growing. When this Is done, the leaders In 
the region will have turned round a full circle In their 
policies. This trlal-and-error method In peasant agri
culture has its own disadvantages. First and foremost.
It only succeeds In destroying”the spirit of Innovation 
among peasants.

It will be necessary to convince the peasants, through

attractive prices, concerted-campaigns by both technocrats 

and politicians that this Is not Just another transitory

40Quoted by Guide Hagome, "Introductlng Cotton to 
Morogoro," Daily Kews, July 31. 1972,

41
Ibid.
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emphasis but a genuine government commitment. Second, ac

cording to the list of crop priorities issued In July, 1972, 

by the Agricultiiral Department in Morogoro, each ward is al

located a number of cash and food crops, reflecting the pre

vailing local Interpretation of "self-reliance" as meaning 

that every small unit must depend on its own production.

This local interpretation Is not altogether In line with the 

national Idea of "specialization" which would require that 

certain Wards or Divisions 'specialize' In certain key crops, 

according to their soil conditions, and then use their earn

ings to acquire the_things they Eire unable to produce from
2l2other Wards, Divisions, Districts or even Regions.

Regional crop guidelines stand, for Instance, cotton will 

continue to conflict with paddy because the two are listed 

, together In most wEirds. There was no Indication as to how 

compllEmce with the guidelines would be enfoiTced, especially 

outside ujamaa villages.

As the

Third, in the absence of "coercion" or greater Party 

animation, the peasants will still opt for paddy which Is 

food as well as money earner, besides the fact that it In

volves less labor. The conflict between the two crops arises 

from the fact that they are planted and harvested roughly at 

the same time. Horogoro people, like most people In the

42
In the absence of clear guidance from the center, 

the present administrative decentralization can lead to the 
desire for each Region to be narrowly "self-reliant" and make 
the policy of "regional specialization" and "national diver
sification" Inoperable,
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entire coastal belt from Tanga to Kllwa, are fond of "leisure" 

and "feasts"; and in the absence of more effective mobiliza

tion, compliance with national crop priorities cannot be ex- 
43

The extent to which the local politicians will be 

prepared to overcome this traditional inertia, which will 

probably need a more aggressive style of mobilization, re

mains unclear, as we shall elaborate in the following chap

ters.

pected.

The Politics of Sugar Cane Production:
A Dilemma for Policy Makers

The story of sugar cane growing in Morogoro in the 

past decade Illustrates other problems of rural deVelPpment
c ' .

in a situation of rapid ideological and policy changes. In 

particular, we shall concentrate on the dilemma of deciding 

between wider participation in sugar cane growing (to meet 

the country's ideological criterion) and higher produQtivity 

by‘concentrating efforts and funds on a few established pro- 

ducers (to meet a purely economic criterion).

We should make it clear that we have no a priori as

sumption that either of these alternatives is necessarily 

more "economic" than the other. For Instance, wider partlcf- 

patlon can in the long run solve the problem of low purchas

ing capacity of the peasants, and therefore has economic as

43For a olitiillitr view or the people In Tanga and 
H&r.dcnl nietrictB, see Clyde H. Ingle, From Village to State 
in TanEftnlg; the Poll ties of Rural Developmeht (Ithaca and 
■ycndon: ^'ofT.tirlTiilvcretty'TreBlj, TSTST/ espec!ally Chapters 

, 5 Oi'.d t,
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well as politico-ideological implications.‘ However, the di

lemma results from the fact of "transition" from concentra

tion of inputs in a few hands to a wider distribution of 

these Inputs, which means not only interrupting production 

targets of well-established groups but also mobilizing new 

. producers who cannot be expected to meet national targets for

In other words, the politics of sugarthe coming few years, 

cane growing in Morogoro illustrate the problem of "transi

tion" from one development ideology to another, with some 

lessons for the kind and degree.of_mobilization still await

ing the Party.

The neied to expand sugar ■'cane production in Tanganla 

is indisputable. First, Internal consumption of sugar has 

risen considerably in the past decade, so thairdespite much

effort to expand production and processing, the country has .
O '

not been able to satisfy the Internal market. For instance,- 

total production of sugar in 1972 (from the country's‘five 

factories) was about 95,000 metric tons, while consumption of 
sugar was in the order of 135,000 tons’P the extra sugar hav

ing been impoitted
o ■*,

C--
at the cost of 68.8'million shillings. 

Second, the growing catti^ Industry (as well as Taij?ania?s 
Konyagl—whisky—iVdustj’y) stands to benefit from the molas-

Thlrd, there is plenty of good land, especially in 
o'- ■ ■ .

Morogoro Region (Waml and Klldmbero Valleys) for cane grow-

seo.

f. .

Ing, providing a good opportunity to enlarge rural employment

Finally, de-and improve the peasants' productive capacity, 

spite competition oh the world market, sugar can in tho future
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became an important cash earner for Tanzania, If production 

costs can be minimized. -Two factories exist in Morogoro Re

gion, one at Kllombero (Ulanga District) and the other at 

Htibwa (Morogoro District). Our analysis concentrates on the 

politics of sugar cane around Mtibwa Estate from 1962 to

1973.

The Story of Mtibwa

The story of Mtibwa Estate from the early sixties has 

been a story of an "interaction" between peasants and a capi

talist enclave established in their midst; the,former strug

gling to take advantage of the opportunities opened up by the 

latter with the assistance of local political leaders. The 

relative gains of the two sides partly, depended on the ideol

ogy and priorities emphasized by the center at any particular 

, -title, and therefore both sides appealed to the center for 

mediation, using the slogans of the prevailing Ideology to 

justify their claims. Two phases are discernible in this 

struggle. Phase one extends from 1962 to about 1970, when 

the center (the mediator) tended to support the peasants j^(ari 

"outgrower" group) against what was then seen as an "explot- ■■ 

tatlon" of a forelgn-owned, capitalist enclave. The second 

.phase, 1970-1973, had a policy dilemma: the center, while en- 

oouraglng higher productivityJ placed emphasis elsewhere 

(produetlen via UJamaa), leaving the two sides wondering as 

to what their future would be. To that story we now turn.

Around i960, a few peasants in Turlanl Division (some

i

■.j ■.

‘.i ■

V:
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75 miles north of Morogoro town) began to plant sugar cane 

around the Mtlbwa Sugar Estate owned by a certain Greek set-

Partly to meet his own proc-tler named Stephen Emmanuels. 

essing targets and partly to respond to the growing political 

pressures after Independence, tKe settler encouraged the 

peasants around his Estate to cultivate sugar cane, 

first few years, there was a smooth interaction between the

For the

peasant outgrowers and the Estate factory, the latter supply

ing the necessary assistance such as husbandry techniques and 

transportation of cane from the scattered peasants' farms to 

the factory.

Trouble began when the Estate was sold to Messrs 

Thakabhal and Hanubhal Patel of Kenya, and later (1967) re

sold to the Madhvanl Group of Companies which had the monopo-

These latter companiesly of the sugar industry in Uganda, 

belonged to well-established Aslan industrialists in East

Africa; and they tended to use a purely economic criterion in 

their dealings with the budding peasant outgrowers. 

presence of two Aslan Planters in the area competing with the 

peasants to supply cane to the Asian-owned factory heightened 

the peasant politics. '

The peasant outgrowers accused the new company of (1) 

lack of co-operation, (2) favoritism (l.e. buying more cane

The

from the Aslan settlers), (3) paying then low prices on the 

pretext that their cane had low sugar content; (4) refusing

In these complaints, the peasantsto supply transport, etc. 

had full Bupporf'of the local Party organisation which as-
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sisted them In securing the Intervention by the Member of 

Parliament, the Area and Regional Commissioners.

The issue rose above the local political arena on July 

28, 1968, when the Regional Commissioner appointed a high- 
powered, four-man committee to’'investigate the problems of 

outgrowers and their relations with the Estate. 

mlttee acted quickly and presented its report to the R.C. on 
August 17, 1968.^^

Regional Chad.rman of TANU, the Committee was able to get the 

General Manager of Mtlbwa to "admit mistakes of the past and

lili
The Corn-

Led by a powerful political figure, the

to accept a new orientation" which would strengthen the posi-

The Company agreed to (1)tlon of the peasant outgrowers. 

absorb all the cane of outgrowers; (2) co-operate with them

to ensure availability of transport and credit which they 

would repay from their earnings; (3) work out a schedule of 

sales for the outgrowers; (^) make proper sucrose tests in 
the determination of fair prices, etc.^^

District Agricultural Officer,*the Divisional Executive Sec
retary for Turianl,' and TATnJ Branch Secretary; Turiani.
Their speclfie-mandate was to report on (1) acreage of the 
outgrowers; (2) annual tonnage of sugar cane; (3) how the 
outgrowers sold their cane; (iJ) the types of problems they 
faced;(5) Mtlbwa Estate's views regarding outgrowers; and (6) 
capacity of the mill (Horogoro Region, Pile D.3/l'</Vol. Ill/ 
551). „■

^5Horogoro Regional Office, Pile Ref. G/SUG./59- The 
report gives a brief historical background to the cane grow
ing in Mtlbwa Valley,

^^Ibid. The procedure was to get a sample from the 
farm for the purpose of testing for sugar content, and then 

. to determine the price for the whole yield by the outcome of 
the test. The price per ton ranged from shs. 37/63 to shs
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By 1968, there were 31 peasant outgrowers In the 

Mtibwa area, with a total of 506 acres, ranging from 95 acres 

per person (highest) to two acres (lowest) and farm distances 

from the factory between 13 miles (farthest) and 140 yards 

(closest). The above 'agreement' seemed to have solved some 

of their problems, especially that of transport of cane from 

distant farms. The Area Commissioner was Instructed by his 

regional boss to enforce compliance with the agreement, with 

a warning that the Government would deal sternly with any at

tempt by the Company to act contrary to the agreement or In
I17

any way discourage the peasant outgrowers. '

It appears that the General Manager of the Estate had 

accepted the terms of the agreement to avoid a political con-

frontation at a high level; for a few days later the Company
< *

explained (in a long letter to the Regional Commissioner and
^ (

M.P. for Morogoro (North) why compliance would be difficult——

from practical and economic points of view. First, the fac- 

tory was small and In bad condition; spare parts would take

six to eight months and Mtibwa would not expand immediately;

'hence they had In vain advised the outgrowers not to plant
V

more cane before these problems were solved. Second, supply 

of transport to distant and scattered peasant farms was ex

pensive because roads were Impassable and peasahts Refused to

^0/73• depending on sucrose content. Because transport 
claimed about aha. I6 per ton. It rieans the farmer got about 
shs. 20 per ton.

Morogoro Dlatrlct Office, Pile ref. D.3/l'^/Vol. Ill/ 
355* August 28, 1968.
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remove stumps from the land, causing damage to Company trans

port. Third, the peasants were themselves competing with 

each other, bypassing Company sale schedules. Thus, "may we 

kindly request you [l.e. R.C. and M.P.] to make the farmers
#5-

understand our position, and not to plant any more sugar cane

until the project materializes and until we request them to
„48

do so. . .

There was no immediate response to this complaint, and

the agreement remained in force at least for the I968/69 sea-
■ ■

Although the outgrowers, the regional leadership and 

local politicians in Turiani had the feeling that the Estate 

was deliberately discouraging African outgrowers—and perhaps 

there was something to that effect—the Estate, on its side.

son.

had a legitimate co^lalnt tKra about the unpredictable 

production behavior of the peasant outgrowers. 

ment in their complaint was the "irregularity of supply,!'.

The key ele

They emphasized that the j)easants had no sense of planning; 

therefore it became difficulty, to co-ordinate Cpmpany targets 

of sugar crushing and processing with the outgrower's "un

planned decision to enlarge pp ,reduce his farm 

fluctuations in outgrower output between 1964 and 1968(see 

Table 5 below) support the^Estate's argument. For instance.

/

The wide

; the Estate factory had been taken almost unawares in 19681* ■

ViT

^^Horogoro Regional Office, Pile ref. GEN./A/1024/68, 
August 29, 1968.

Sugar Factory, ref. A.3/12, letter to Princi
pal Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, August 5, 1969.
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when the outgrowers supplied some 24,000 tons of cane as com

pared to about 3»500 tons in 1967.

364 tons in 1964 to 6,504 tons in 1965 and 3,615 tons in 1966

Whatever

The fluctuations from

are also noteworthy from a planning point of view, 

the reason for these fluctuations, by 1969 the Estate was

facing a big problem of coordinating their own cane produc

tion targets (by 1968 the Estate was producing over 50 per

cent of the cane required by its mill) and crushing targets, 

for the cane must be delivered and crushed on the same day 

that it is cut to preserve sucrose.

Table 5

GROWTH OP OUTGROWER SUGAR CANE AROUND MTIBWA ESTATE,
1964 TO 1968

% of Outgrower Cane 
to total crushed

Outgrower's 
Cane (tons)

TotalCme 
Crushed (tons)Year

. O.1.8?364

6,504

3,615

3,447
24,253

19,358

38,746

42,060

29,965

56,166

1964

16,7?
8.5?

11.5?

43.2?

1965
o

1966

1967
1968

SOURCE: Mtibwa Sugar Estate Ltd., "Farmer's Cane Supply to 
Mtlbwa Sugar Estate Limited," a letter to Principal 
Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture, Dar Es Salaam, 
Ref. A.3/12, of August 5, 1969.

These technical problems were brought to the attention

of the Principal Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture in August, 

In a well-argued letter to the Ministry, the Estate1969.
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Intimated a conference with the ministerial representatives 

from Dar es Salaam, Regional and District leaders concerned 

and local leaders "with a view to regularising the Cane Farm

ers or Outgrowers at Mtlbwa," and complained:

In the past, various approaches have been made to the 
appropriate authorities, including the Regional Commis
sioner and Area Commissioner and the local TANU repre
sentatives of Morogorb, with a view to regulsirlslng the 
Cane Farmers planting and its supply. Unfortunately, oxir 
efforts have been in vain. The farmers have also been 
repeatedly advised not to plant cane indiscriminately but 
to plant it with a prior knowledge and approval from the 
Sugar Factory who will eventually be responsible for re
ceiving their C6uie at the Factory. The supply in the 
past has been very irregular and it has been found diffi
cult to co-ordinate this supply with our own plantations 
and keep the Factory going to its full capacity.50

The solution to the problem, the Estate suggested.

would be to encourage the outgrowers to channel their cane 

through co-operatives as at Kilombero. 

later, however, the Estate had in mind capitalist, rather 

than socialist, co-operatives, for when the Government sug

gested ujamaa production as a solution to the many technical

As we shall see

problems they had raised, the Estate applied for more land in 

order to expand its own production.

The outgrowers, on their part, aware of the new na

tional emphasis on co-operative farming, had by August, 1969,
S

constituted themselves into a "Wananchl Cane Outgrowers Asso

ciation" and had appliedcfor registration.^^ They however

50Ibid.^ p. 2.

^^Turlanl Divisional Office, Pile ref. TUR/D.2/3/Vol. 
11/99, letter of August 20, 1969, from Turianl Executive Of
ficer to the Area Commissioner, Morogoro.



continued to produce and transact with the Estate indlvldual- 

That the Association was a "symbolic compli-ly as before.

ance" with the new national Ideology to strengthen the mem

bers' b€u?galnlng capacity is- clear from the fact that until 

now it has not undergone ujamaa transformation. However, its 

executive committee held an emergency meeting on August l8, 

1969, to react to the charges of the Estate contained in the 

letter to the Ministry; and a week lateivpetitioned the Area 

Commissioner about these charges, repudiating the Estate's 

proposal for a conference with the Ministry in very stern

terms:

The attempt to initiate a conference with the Ministry 
should he procedurally condemned and discouraged unless 
and until the agenda has been dealt with unsuccessfully 
at divisional, district and regional level.

The allegation that Regional and District authorities 
have failed to promote any understanding between the com
pany and ourselves la devoid of foundation. A delegation 
from the Hegional/plstrict Offices had a meeting on 18/8/ \
69 with Company officials where it was agreed that supply 
of Pormers* cane should be isade according to a progranime 
to be drawn up by the local 'Mrni branch so as to pave the 
way for the forinAtlon of s Cane Orower's AsBOclatlon,
Until this syst«in was later violated by the new General 
Ma;-,ager from Uganda, the supply of cane to the Factory 
hfed been orderly and satisfactory to both parties. The 
violation of that system has brought us back to maltreat- 
neat. . . , The fact Is therefore that present Factory 
Management is recalcitrant at the ricdlatory directives of 
both the Regional and District Authoritlea and commits 
breach of agrcemontE, in favour of their incognito part
ner-—the Dlzungu Farm [owned by an Aslan Planter1.52

Tlig "breach of sontracts" the Association argued.

arose from the fact that participation of its members In 

sugar can© growing had in the first place been "launched and

-^^Turlani Divisional Office, File ref. A.13/12; letter 
of Augiint 15^-9, P. 1.
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encouraged by the Factory who provided us the cane suckers 

... as well as the skill and we have to-date abided by 

their Instruction as to the maximum tonnage." 

tion accused the Estate of having cheated the Government by

The Assocla-

reportlng that in 1968 the African outgrowers had produced 

and sold 24,253 tons, whereas the correct figure was only 

12,310, "while that of their partner [l.e. Dlzungu Farm] was 

11,087." In phrases reflecting the prevailing antl-forelgn 

exploitation mood of the Arusha Declaration, the Association

called the attention of the Government towards what it con

sidered exploitation of peasants, adding: "the Inclusion of 

the Dizungu Farm in the outgrowers list is a mystery intended 

to victimise our output," for "Dizungu Farm is an overseas 

territory of the Mtlbwa Sugsur Estate and it is for this rea

son that the [Aslan] feirmers have been irreproachable, and 

have an easy twenty-four-hour access to the Factory as re

gards delivery and similar functions.

Following the agreement between the Estate Manager and 

the Regional Commissioner's committee in 1968 and various lo

cal political pressures in the following year, the Manager 

informed the Aslan Planters on July 28, 1969, that the Fac

tory would give priority to the cane from peasant outgrowers. 

On September 12, 1969, the Dizungu Farm complained, via their 

advocates in Dar es Salaam* that this move would be a breach 

Like the Wananchl Out-growers Association, theyof contract.

”ibid.

j
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argued that their endeavors (started In 1961) had been en

couraged by the Estate Itself. Emanuels, the original owner 

of the Estate Factory, had agreed to teike from them up to 100 

acres* cane, Messrs Thakabhal and Manubhal Patel up to 400 

acres' cane, and Madhvanl up to 800 acres' cane—or a total 

of 20,000 tons of cane annually. They had supplied 18,000 

tons during the 1968/69 season (a figure Included in the 

total attributed to peasant production). By 1969 the Farm •

had 650 acres of cane suid the Company had promised to eon-

The Farm, therefore, requestedtlnue taking all their cane• 

the Estate to honor the agreement to avoid a possible legal 

confrontation, adding: "We appreciate your crushing and cane

.position and that of the Indigenous growers in Turlani area
,,54aa well.

Meanwhile, on August I8, 1969, a fire broke out in the 

at Kunke location, which was described by 

the Manager of the Estate in a petitioning letter to the Area . 

ComiSBlonor as "a foul play and sabotage" by the African 

outgrowers. The^anager requeeted the Government to inter

vene against what could lead to "a,big national loss.

Three more fires—on September 30, October 14 and October 15, 

1969—broke out, causing damage to Estate's cane estimated at 

Shs. 150,000 . "We firmly believe all these fires were pur-

fiVlld
Estate's cane

„55

^^Patel & Co., Advocates, Dar es Salaam, letter to 
Manager of Htibwa Estate, ref. Ho. 01Z/MT/Ap'/366l of Septem
ber 12, 1969. / V

^^Mtibwa Sugar Factory, Letter ref. GOV/A/il03/69 of 
October 26, 1969. , "

N
I
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V' complained the Man-poaely put up by some mischief moni 

ager in a stern letter to the Divisional Secretary.

The Area Commissioner had to intervene with instruc

tions to the Turiani Divisional Secretary to convene an ur

gent meeting and warn all farmers against causing damages by

Prom the address of the Divisionalburning the Estate f^ms.

Secretary to the Association members on November 1, 19^9, it

is clear that the peasants were using the local Party organi

zation as a weapon to fight their 'enemy.' This 'enemy,'

. ' stressed the Divisional Secretary, was creating wealth for

the nation, especially .because the state had acquired con

trolling shares in the Factory, even though the management 

remained unchanged. What had.started as a "silent class 
struggle" was now beginning to be destructive.^^

Further measures were taken to bring the situation 

under control. At a meeting held on September 15» 1969, in 

Turiani, the Regional Chairman of TANU, the Area Commissioner 

and the H.P. for Horogbro North agreed that the Company 

should be Instructed to negotiate with the Association's

56
Mtlbwa Sugar Factory, Letter ref. GOV/A/1388/69 of 

Oct'ober 20, 1969. The post of Divisional Executive Officer, • 
which had been created in 1963 to replace traditional chief
taincy, was redesignated Divisional Secretary in 1969, giving 
the holder a dual Party-government function as the Area and 
Regional Commissioners. In 1973, these latter two were re
designated Area and Reglonar Secretary, respectively,<to em- ^ 
phasize their role as Party secretaries in their respective « 
areas.

^^Paraphrase of letter ref. TIIR/A3/17/70 of November * 
6, 1969, from Turiani Divisional Secretary to Area Commis
sioner, Morogoro,

f/
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leadership rather than with Individual growers, so as to

avoid the allegations of Individual members that the Company

was taking advantage of their technical Ignorance to exploit 
cQ
^ Two weeks later, the Area Commissioner's Reconcllla-them.

tlon Committee met with representatives of the Association

Despiteand the Estate, and a new agreement was reached, 

the agreement, however, friction between the two sides con- 

Thus by 1970 (end of phase one), the estate was be-tlnued.

Ing pressured from all sides—'by peasant outgrowers, by Aslan

Planters, and by local politicians. As an Estate official

put It: "There-'were manoeuvres from all sides, and our plans
„60

for expansion, were made In the midst of uncertainties.

Before we examine the "Isirger Issues" arising from this 

story, we shall first present briefly the U.lamaa phase of the

struggle.

By 1970, the Government had acquired controlling 

shares of Mtlbwa Sugar Factory In'keeping with the policies 

of the Arusha beclaratlon. ‘Moreover, expansion of the sugar 

industry in Morogoro was designated a 'national project. 

However, the Government was now thinking In terms of communal 

production via ujamaa villages rather than production by

I

'o
0= '■

58
Turlani DlvlslonaloOfflce, Letter ref. A.3/12 of ^ 

September I8, 1969, from Divisional Secretary to General Man-'" * 
ager, Mtlbwa Estate.

^^Morogoro Regional Office, Letter ref. A.3/12/28 of 
October 1^4, 1969, from Administrative Officeri Morogoro, to 
the Area Secretary, Morogoro. ^

60
Intenrlew at Mtlbwa Factory, December 21, 1972.

O
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Individual outgrowers. Until May, 1973, when we concluded 

reseairch in the Turiani area, the changed emphasis had left 

both the outgrowers and Estate management in abeyance, await

ing the outcome of a prolonged debate that was going on be

tween technocrats aind politicians in the District and Region

al Development Committees.

The issue of the debate concerned Implementation rath

er than policy; the national policy to promote rural produc

tivity via u.1amaa villages is firm. The Implementers were 

then concerned with how to switch from individual to communal 

production without falling national production targets. The 

Estate (and Government) had spent some 73 million shillings

on a ten-fold expansion of the Mtibwa Factory, and the ex-

Thls meauit th^tpanded mill would be ready by January, 1973. 

a ten-fold expansion of sugar cane production was necessary

' if the capacity of the mill was to be fully utilized, a real
S^eral proposals were put for-ohallenge to the moblllzers. 

ward. ,Since these proposals do Illustrate some of the deci

sional dilemmas facing implementers of national policy in 

c this critical period of transition to rural socialism, we

shall outline them briefly below.

The Larger Issue's

Three possibilities which would meet the national cri

teria of higher productivity within wide participation were

First, to avoid underutili

zation of the enlarged mill, it was initially suggested ,that

discussed at the regional level.
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the Estate should expand Its own cane production so as to 

supply most of the cane while efforts'continued to mobilize 

uiamaa production. The economic advantages of this were ob

vious; the Estate had the equipment, technique, experience 

and personnel. By 1971, the Estate was in control of 7,000 

acres of land—3,500 developed and 3,500 undeveloped. As the 

new factory would process between 420,000 and 600,000 tons of 

cane annually Instead of the existing capacity of 60,000 

tons, the Estate requested an additional 7,000 acres.

The Regional Development Committee (RDC) was initially 

reluctant to approve allocation of more land to the Estate 

for two main reasons. First, while appreciating the economic 

argument, the Committee (mainly the ’populist' element) ar

gued that emphasis on Estate production would ultimately make 

it more difficult to meet the requirement of wider peasant 
participation. Second, the Estate wanted its additional land 

consolidated-around the factory, which meant that ujamaa vll- ■ 

lages would produce their cane far from the factory and face 

the problem of transport experienced by the’ outgrowers.

After a prolonged discussion, with most of the technocrats in

the Committee being in favor of the Estate’s request, 500 ad- ,
- . o ,

dltlonal acres were granted; but the Committee insisted that 

at least half of the total cape processed should come from 

ujamaa villages.

Second, to meet thejchallenge of the Increased process-

*

•;

I
61

Interview with Regional Director of Agriculture, 
Morogoro, July 5, 1972.
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Ing capacity. It was suggested that a few, highly mechanized 

and modernized ujamaa villages should be established around

the factory. The Estate, using their "experience of similar

project elsewhere in East Africa,presented an elaborate

'UJamaa Planters Scheme' to the RDC. Briefly, the main fea-
62tures of the scheme would Involve the following:

1. No. of families = 1,250
2. No. of acres per family = 10 acres
3. Area to be planted = 12,500 acres 

Area for building roads = 350 acres
5. Total area for-the Scheme = 12,850 acres
6. The scheme to be fully developed in 5 years—i.e.

1972/73-1976/77
7. After the Initial 5 years, the. families to get up 

to shs. 4,800 per annum; in the meantime, every 
member to receive shs 5 per day subsistence al
lowance

8. Additionally, the families to inherit all the cap
ital expenses after 1977 when Government loan is 
paid up—e.g. houses, schools, dispensaries, etc.

9. The Scheme to be under Estate Control—under a 
manager earning shs. 4,000 per month.

10. Productivity to rise, to 22 tons per acre (of. 
about 8-15 tons -in existing outgrowers' farms)

11. Total Government loan 1972/73-1973/74 = Shs. 
5,596,000

ft I
■ These proposals are interesting because they illus

trate the strong tendency for'the technocrats (as well as the 

politicians) to "resurrect" the settlement schemes of the

4.

sixties in the form of "modern" uJamaa villages, in their 

genuine attempts ‘to meet the challenge of productivity. 

These particular proposals, however, happened to have come 

from the-Estate'3 management rather than from 

economic arguments given by the Estate in sup:

iC. The

f their \

62
Mtlbwa Sugar Estate, "Feasibility Study of UJamaa 

Villages Around Mtlbwa Sugar Estate for Outgrowers' Cane 
Plantation," Appendix A.
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scheme are similar to those given a decade earlier (1962) in 

defense of highly capitalized, mechanized settlement schemes. 

As .they emphasized in their feasibility report, "The entire 
scheme is worked out on absolute commercial consideration."^^

Presented to the RDC in September, 1971, the proposals had

not received official approval or disapproval by mld-1973 

when this research ended. The long delay in giving a deci

sion was undoubtedly a result of an understandable dilemma of

choosing between possible short-term productivity and the ex

pected long-term advantages of wider participation. However,

most of the members of the RDC interviewed were against the ,

scheme for two main reasons. First, they pointed out cor

rectly that the net effect of the scheme would be to "undo"

the ujamaa ideolomr itself by emphasizing dependence on the 

state and bureaucrats. Second, it was argued that if the 

equally capitalized, mechanized and bureaucratically con

trolled settlement schemes failed, there was no reason to ex- 

peat that this new experiment would succeed in the midst of 

socialist campaigns.

■j

P

Jt is worth pursuing these points a little further, 

particularly because the question of mechanizing u.1 amaa vil

lages has been an on-going debate in Tanzania since the Arusha 

Declaration, but especially since 1971 when the Party direct

ed that all rural development facilities should be concen-

63Ibid p. 1.• *
6it
Interview at Mtibwa Sugar Estate, December 21, 1972.
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trated In ujamaa villages. Consider the above proposals as 

an example of a mechanized and modernized "super-village." 

Even if we suppose that the scheme would meet the productivi

ty goals of the state, it would destroy the very ethical 

principles of "equality" on which u.1amaa Ideology rests. 

First, consider the huge amounts Involved for a few villag

ers. The Government would spend about six million shillings 

in two -years (1973-1974) so as to enable them to earn an av

erage of nearly shs. 5,000 per annum by 1977. Considering

that per capita Income in the rural areas of Tanzania is 

probably less than shs. 400 per euinum (certainly much less 

in Turianl), the Scheme's families would constitute a priv-

Second, theileged enclave in the midst of poor peasants, 

scheme would fall the norms of self-reliance and the idea of

opening up Job opportunities using labor-intensive rather 

than capital-intensive methods. Third, whereas the scheme 

would provide incentives to the villagers around Mtlbwa, it

would most probably be a disincentive for other peasants 

*hose villages depended on their sweat rather than Government 

subventions. Moreover, so<far there is no evidence to show 

that the two hlgjhly modernized u.1 amaa villages in Tanzania— 

^^Butlama in Musoma and Chamwino in Do^ma—are serving as 
"models" of ulamaa living and high productivity.^^

65
Both villages were established with much government 

assistance, the President himself having spent several weeks 
at Chamwino making bricks for the houses of the new village 
in mld-1971. Butlama was the first to get electricity.
Plans for electrifying uJamaa villages were announced in 
1972, but they have not yet been implemented.
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Third, the only acceptable option was thus to widen 

participation in cane growing by members of ujamaa villages 

with minimal mechanization. This was in line with the na

tional policy. 'The irony of these debates, however* was that 

huge cane quotas were assigned ujamaa villages which did not 

really exist at the time. Until mid-1973, only two cauie- 

growing U.1 amaa villages existed in Turlanl Division, Kidudwe 

and Lukenge, both within-two miles from the factory. Thes'e 

villages were producing a very small amount of cane even for 

the old mill's crushing capacity. Their combined production 

for 1972, according to Htibwa's leaders, would scarcely meet 

one day's crushing requirement of the new factory. The ini

tial crushing capacity of the expanded mill is 1,500 tons of 

cane per. day which should produce ^0,000 tons of sugar per 

annum, with the possibility of Increased daily Intake to 

2,000 tons of cane and 52,000 tons of sugar per emnum. Ini

tially, ^420,000 tons of cane would be crushed annually, the 

Estate providing 210,000 tons and ujamaa outgrowers 210,000, 

Instead of the 25,000 tons per year supplied by the Individu- 

This indicates the magnitude of moblllza-al outgrowers.

tlon yet to be undertaken in connection with cane production 

via ujamaa villages in Horogoro,

Since 1970, campaigns for more cEuie-growlng uJ amaa

villages had been undertaken by regional and district Party 

£ind Government personnel, but response had not been forth-

66
"Feasibility Study of Ujamaa Villages," pp. 1-3•
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coming.'' In a speoial session of the RDC held on-the subject 

in August, 1971, the Regional Commissioner informed the mem

bers that cane growing, in Morogoro would be declared a "na- 

tlonal project" so as to facilitate mobilization. Three 

strategies were adopted. ;;Plrst, the Party would Increase its 

• moblllzatlonal effort "to convince the villagers on the im- , 

pottance of cane growing for themselves and the nation." 

Second, the Ministry of Agrlctilture would appoint one officer 

to be known as "Project Manager" to coordinate the cane pro-

■:

gram. Third, arrangements would be made to get money from 

the Regional Development Fund (RDP) and other sources to as-

As wealst peasants in co-operative production of cane, 

shall show more clearly in connection with other undertakings

discussed in the next chapter,! funds presented no problem at 

all in all the projects we examined, and therefore "money 

shortage" cannot be used to explain poor results.

By mld-1973, the situation had not changed, and the

new factory remained underutilized to the extent of more than
s ■ ■

75 percent .^--JPhere is "double" loss in this kind of under-

Flrst, Interest continues to be paid on the 73

Second,

utilization.

million shillings borrowed for the mill’s expansion, 

by 1974 the nation was spending hot less than 15° million

shillings (out of its meager foreign reserves) to purchase

For the uj amaa villages (withinsugar from foreign markets. 

oconomlo distances from the factory) to be able to contribute

^'Interview with the Project Manager, August 8, 1972.
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their annual quota of 210,000 tons of cane. It will probably 

require a twenty-fold Increase In the present number of par- 

tlclpatlng villages and a real revolution In productivity.

Furthermore, with the emphasis on u.lamaa, the role of 

the existing private outgrowers remains unclear; yet, at the 

present rate of u,1 amaa mobilization, their contribution of 

cane remains Important. If the Party could convert these ex

perienced growers Into an u.1 amaa collective, their higher 

productivity;’would probably be a good example to budding vll- 

lages; but there was no evidence that the local Party organi

zation had exerted pressure on the Wandnchl Cane Outgrowers 

Association, nor did the members of the Association have Im

mediate plans to transform themselves Into an u.1amaa communi- 

- ty. Their useful experience may, like the new factory, re

main underutilized if the Party support Is withdrawn,^? Most 

of the problems raised In this chapter will be elaborated In 

the next^ohaptet^ln which we shall examine more closely the 

current "moblllzational strategy" and the prospects for demo

cratic socialist transformation.

*r„.

9
/ .*

68
These views are based on Interviews with local Party 

leaders In Turlanl Olvislon and members of the Association 
carried out from December 5 to 22, 1972.
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Chapter 8

MOBILIZATION FOR UOAMAA AND PEASANT RESPONSE

While investment in capital is undoubtedly necessary 
for economic growth, it is certainly not the con
trolling or predominant factor, 
yet in a position to analyse this matter fully? but 

that the principal factors in economic

Economists are not

we can say
growth are not physical—natural resources and in
vested capital—but human.

—Colin Clark, Growthmanship; A Study in the 
Methodology of Investment (London; Barrie 
and Rockliff, 1961), p. 13.

The "human factor" is particularly important in 

Tanzania' s develojanent for idiree main reasons > 

country's development depends heavily on the increased output

Thus the

First, the

of millions of scattered small-holder peasants.

task of bringing the peasants togetoer is a prerequisite for 

any development work beyond subsistence in many areas of

Second, some local traditions do set a con-

Moreover, some aspects

rural Tanzania.

straint on agricultural development, 

of tradition such as the fear of witchcraft have in some areas 

slowed down the rate of movement into ulamaa villages.

Third, the colonial instrumentalism gave rise to the

341
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i
embourgeoisement response among the peasant 'modernists' 

who may either (a) resist collectivization or (b) emphasize

the consumption function over the production function of

uiamaa villages, leading to interpretations of the national

ideology in distributive (but not in productionist) terms.

A vigorous mobilization of the peasantry is required to over

come these tendencies. We shall use Morogoro's experience

with mobilization for uiamaa villages during the period 1968

to 1973 to illustrate these problems.

It shoul<3 be emphasized that collectivization of

the rural population is not just a method of achieving

equitable distribution of resources; it is a prerequisite

for rural development, especially in the areas where the

population is scattered thinly over a large area for tra

ditional, ecological and other reasons. The Arusha

Declaration listed what it called "four prerequisites of

development"—people, land, good policies and good leader

ship, in that order.^ The emphasis on "people" (i.e. the

human factor) in the third stage of Uiamaa evolution, and

especially with regard to the rural areas, is appropriate.

Taking the country as a whole, land is not a major constraint

on development at present; again, Tanzania has gone further

^The Arusha Declaration, pp. 13-18.
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{than many other developing nations in clarifying her

development policies; and, apart from the temptations of

embourgeoisement and lack of trained cadres at the local level, 

the country's central leadership has thus far shown imagin-

ation and commitment. It is therefore possible that the

people's side of the development equation may, after the cur

rent programs of leadership training have born fruit, prove

to be the main source of weakness.

We see perpetuation of the traditional inertia as

the main weakness on the people's side of the development

equation. This inertia has perpetuated indolence and fear

of innovation in many rural communities. The Arusha Declar

ation recognized this fact and listed hard work and knowledge 

as the "conditions of development.It stated; "Everybody 

wants development; but not everybody understands and accepts 

the basic requirements for development. The big^gest require

ment is hard work. Let us go to the villages and talk to 

our people and see whether or not it is possible for them 4:o 

work harder."^ The Declaration correctly emphasized that 

hard work by the peasants without new information or knowledge

^Ibid pp. 14-16. 

?Ibid.. p. 14.

a .

. ;' i *
-yf:
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could not bring about development.^ Indeed, as we saw in the/

previous chapter, one of the weaknesses of the peasant response

to the vigorous mobilization effort of the 1962-1972 period

was that hard work was not combined with acceptance and use

of new knowledge. Furthermore, it is not entirely clear

whether the strategy of "talking to the people"—essentially

the same strategy of "persuasion" that was used by the im-

■ provement model—will be able to overcome the traditional 

inertia of the peasantry during the third phase of Ulamaa.

To this question we shall return after examining the-Morogoro

evidence.

There is no doubt that one of the crucial tests of

the developmental superiority of the current Ulamaa mpdel oyer

the previous rural development models will be the extent to

which it can overcome (1) the dysfunctional elements of 

tradition and (2) the^ established tendency of the rural 

villages to look to the state for all development tasks, and
- i'..

instead foster the idea of "selfr-reliance" as a development

norm at the village level. In this task, however, a basic

distinction must- be made between self-reliance at a subsis

tence level which characterizes most Tanzanian villages and 

self-reliance at the higher level of productivity envisaged

^Ibid.. p. 15.
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it
by post-Arusha policies. The developmental goal of the s

1*

Uiamaa model has been formulated as follows:

If every individual is self-reliant, the ten-house 
cell will be self-reliant; if all the cells are self- 
reliant, the whole ward will be self-reliant; and if 
the wards are self-reliant the District will be self- 
relict. If the Districts are self-reliant, then the 
Region is self-reliant, and if the Regions are self- 
reliant, then the whole Nation is‘self-reliant and 
this is our aim.^

i-f

This kind of self-reliance cannot be achieved without

"interfering" with some traditional norms of behavior, es

pecially what we have refe^ed to elsewhere as "the tendency
\

to be on the same level of progress with neighbors" largely 

g bewitched.®for' fear o For many peasants, it will 

enteil the establishment of entirely new communitieS'crA.e.

uiamaa villages on new sites—and initial resistance will be

expected. In the following section, we shall examine briefly 

the factors determining peasant response to Uiamaa between

1968 and 1973.

PEASANT RESPONSE'TO UOAMAA, 1968 - 1973

The main feature of., the revolution in rural Tanzania

®Ibid p,. 18.

-S. S. Mushi, "African Traditional Culture and the 
Problems of Rural Modernization," TAAMUDI, Vol. 2, No. 2 
(July, 1972) , pp. 3-l'6.

,* #
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has been the rapid growth of uiamaa villages since 1968.

The Arusha Declaration made explicit the Party's policy of

socialism and self-reliance, but did not give any detailed

information on how the aniral areas would be socialized, al

though it placed great emphasis on the need to pay much

attention to rural development. This question was clarified

by Mwalimu's second post-Arusha policy paper—Uiamaa Viiiiini—

• which called for the establishment of uiamaa villages or

co-operative producer communities in which people lived 

together and worked together for the benefit of all.^

The following twelve months witnessed tremendous

campaigns by the Party and Government for the creation of

such villages. Thus at the end of 1968 a total of 350

villages had been established. By the end of 1969 the number

had almost doubled, being 650, with a combined population of

about 300,000. At the beginning of 1970, some 1,100 uiamaa

villages were recorded, with a population of about 500,000.

The ntimber of villages had risen to 2,668 by mid-1971, with 

a total population of 8^0,000 or about 6.3 percent of the

8total mainleind population. Following a presidential

'' ^Socialism and Rural Development. published in
;September, 1967, or. seven months after the Declaration.

This number included the "traditional” uiamaa 
villages such as those found in Sumbawanga.
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{
directive in inid-1971 to place all regional resources at tfie

disposal of uianiaa villages and the introduction of "Operation 

Dodoma," both the number of villages and population in them 

almost doubled in six months, being 4,500 villages vlth a

combined population of about 1.6 million or about 12 percent 

of the mainland population by the end of 1971. 

a little over tv«> million people (15 percent of total 

population) lived in some 5,000 uiamaa villages.®

By mid-1973.

Main Factors

We shall make several comments on the peasant response

during this period. Four main factors appear to have influ

enced the response, namely (1) the need for security, (2)

material incentives, (3) politics and leadership, and (4)

ecological and traditional factors. We require only brief

comments here; more extensive analysis will be made in other
tv

sections in connection with Morogoro.

The people living in the border regions—especially

in Ruvuma and Mtwara where Portuguese attacks from the south
C'

have made the people security-conscious—responded more

quickly than those in more secure areas. Thus, for example.

®See the Economic Surveys for 1969/70, 1971/72,
and 1972/73.
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until 1970 more than 50 percent of the total ui'amaa villages

were in the border regions.

Second, the regional distribution of uiamaa villages

suggests that material considerations have been an important

factor in determining the pattern of response. Most uiamaa

villages are to be found in the areas of sparce population

and where good land is still plentiful. These areas are

generally also among those with the lowest per capita income.

lacking the essential facilities such as water, education and

health services. By 1973, over 75 percent of the villages

were in such areas. Furthermore, campaigns for uiamaa villages

have generally been more successful in low-income areas

without permanent cash crops than in those with cash crops;

also more successful in agricultural areas than in the pas-

torallst areas. In the densely populated areas such as

Kilimanjaro and parts of West Lake (Bukoba in particular),

formation of uiamaa villages has been hampered by the acute

land shortage and the presence of permanent cash crops

(e.g. coffee) on Individual plots which make it difficult for

|»eople to concede tp the idea of surrendering their crops 

The fact that the densely populated areas 

are also the high-income areas acts as a disincentive for a 

rapid response to the call for uiamaa villages.

the
1

■ >'«
to a common pool.

However, land shortage, population density, permanent

’S
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cash crops, or the "nomadic" habits of the pastoralist peop'le 

(e.g. the Masai), etc., cannot be a sufficient explanation

for the low response to the uiamaa movement in such areas.

Tanzania's land policy makes it possible for people from one

area to settle in a different area of the country where land 

is still ample. The reluctance of the people in the cash

crop areas to respond to Uiamaa cannot therefore be attributed
i

to such factors as land shortage; three more factors are at

play.

First, there is the natural attachment to one's

'traditional' environment; this attachment is further

strengthened by the fact that the colonial administration 

had favored these ateas in the provision of the basic

Second; an alliedservices—schools, hospitals, water, etc.

factor is that the colonial instrumentalism penetrated deeper 

into these areas than in those without cash crops. Third,

the local leadershi^^Javterj^eted uiamaa narrowly, empha-

sizing physical movement in^o n̂ew sites, which was not %

possible in the densely populated areas. Thus, for excimple.

most delegates to the district selection meetings for the

1970 elections asked whether the candidate(s) lived in an

uiamaa village rather than the broader question whether

^^TSius, for example, in 1969 some COiagga Joined new 
settlements in Mpanda, far away from Kilimanjaro.
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the candidates had associated themselves with (or helped to 

establish) any co-operative group based on uiamaa principles.

The "frontal approach" advocated by the Second Five-Year 

Plan would recpiire a wider interpretation of the u1amaa
V

movement than simply a physical movement into new land. 12

The importance of the material factor and government

assistance in peasant response to Uiamaa is graphically

demonstrated by the virtual doubling of uiamaa villages in

six months (from mid-1971 to end of 1971) when the Government

decided to place all resources in the regions—financial and

technical—at the disposal of uiaroaa villages. The response

in Morogoro Region is a good example. The huge Region had

lagged behind in the number of villages, having only 19 by

December, 1970. The campaigns of the following six months

added only three more, making a total of 22 by June, 1971

when the President issued the new directive. The next six

months saw a sixfold increase, from 22 to 113 by December,

There is little doubt that the placing of the Regional1971.

Development Fund (RDF) at the disposal of uiamaa activities

^^For elaboration, see my article in the 1970 election 
study to which we have already referred.

12 ^
* The Second Plan, Vol. I. See also Nyerere, Social

ism and Rural Development, op. cit., pp. 25-29 where he 
discusses the different approaches in the cash crop and 
paatorallst areas.
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was the leading factor in this big rise.^^

We should emphasize that during the period we are

analysing (i.e. 1968-73) most uiamaa villages had ample

assistance—material and technical—from the Government,

co-operative societies, missions, and other sources. For

the -purposes of credit, supply of government funds, technical

assistance and provision of: social services. It became

necessary in 1970 to classify uiamaa villages into three

types, depending on tjie stage of development they had reached-

F^st, there la the formative stage when villages require 

financial aid for activities of low economic viability, in

cluding clearing bush, construction of access road, purchase

of equipment and building materials, provision of seeds and 

fertilizers, etc.^^

Prior to July, 1972, when decentralization intro

duced a new organizational form, the responsibility for such

villages lay primarily with the district and regional officials

of the ministries of Rural Development and Agriculture (which
C-:

included also Veterinary and Co-operatives). These officials.

^^Leadetship was an additional factor. The Region got
a new and more enthusiastic Regional Commissioner in June,
1971, and his extensive campaigns in many wards did contribute, 
to the response.

^'^See United Rejaiblic of Tanzania, The Economic Survey 
and Annual Plan (Dar es Salaam: Government Printer, 1971), p. 24.
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in consultation with the district and regional Uiamaa village

Co-ordinators, ensured that the budding villages got at

least a mininiuin of the necessary inputs, partly to enable

them to move to a higher stage and partly as an incentive for

undertaking uiamaa activities. Apart from the ministerial

budgets and the self-help and educational funds (controlled

by the District Councils), two other sources of assistance

to the budding villages existed. The Regional Development

-Funds, introduced in 1968, was the major source of financial 

assistance; and the villages that were raenODers of primary 

marketing co-operative societies continued to receive the

same seirvicing facilities as individual members.

A village enters the“''shcond stage of development when 

its members have learned how to live and work together, have 

adopted a workable constitutiSh, and the village has become 

economically viable. At this stage the village is encouraged

to register as an Agricultural Association, thereby being

eligible for credit from the Tanzania Rural Development Bank

established in mid-1971 and other financial institutions.

The final stage comes when, the village becomes a full

multi-purpose co-operative society, with sufficient economic

and managerial security to attract commercial forms of credit

from all sorts of financial institutions. The aim is to
■

ultimately replace the existing marketing co-operative
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societies with such multi-purpose uiamaa co-operatives in

all areas of rural Tanzania. At the current rate, this will

certainly take a long time. For instance, of the 4,500

uiamaa villages recognized centrally by May, 1972, 4,125

were still at the formative stage, 261 at the second stage

and only 160 had been registered as full multi-purpose co

operative societies.15 About 40 percent of these societies

were in one Region—Iringa—which had 59. Apart from free

government services, there has been ample credit facilities

for such villages, particularly because they are still few.

For example, in the 1972-73 season the Rural Development Bank

gave some 5.5 million shillings (as loan) to 44 uiamaa 

villages in Iringa for the production of maize.1®
■O

It is worth noting here that the provision of huge

loans to organizations of "ordinary" peasants is itself a 

big revolution in government trust of the so-called "common

man"; and this is one area in which the Uiamaa model contrasts

sharply with the colonial models which placed the small

peasant outside the allocative arena and concentrated on the

progressive farmers. Most regions will have to double or

even treble their present mobilizational efforts to produce

ISibid.. p. 61. The others had not been properly
classified.

^^Dailv News. (Dar es Salaam), 27 July 1972.
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villages which are as credit-worthy (from economic point of

Morogoro District, for example, 

did not have a single vill^e in stage three by mid-1973, and

view) as those of Iringa.

most villages had a very low level of productivity, as we

shall see later.

Regional Differences

The great ecological and demographic variety in rural 

Tanzania, coupled with the differences in local traditions and 

land tenure systems, as well as different educational levels.

have ofnature and level of economic activities, etc • i

-necessity led to wide differences in the number, size and

With regardpattern of uiamaa villages in different areas, 

to nuntoers, at the beginning of 1972, five regions—Dodoma,

Iringa, Mara, Mtwara and Lindi—accounted for 70 percent of

^ the total uIamaa population; the range being from 11 uiamaa

In terms ofvillages (Kilimanjaro) to about 750 in Mtwara. 

size, an equally large variation existed, ranging from an

average of 82 persons per village in Shinyanga Region to over

770 in Coast and Dodoma Regions. The range becomes even

wider if individual uiamaa villages are considered; some

having less than 50 people (less than 10 families) while 

others have over 2,000 people.

average was 357 people per uiamaa village (about 60
f;.

By mid-1972, the national
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i
17families) .

These figures do not, of course, say anything about

the level of economic productivity; it all depends on the

nature of activity and the composition of the population in
/"■

In most cases, about 40 percent ofeach particular village.

the village population are children under fifteen who are

either in school or in their”mother's arms (further reducing

the working capacity of the women). About 20 percent are

either too old to work or disabled in some manner. Again,

it has been estimated on the basis of Morogoro's experience

(1968-73) that, on the average, about 20 percent of the

working labor force (i.e. the able-bodied adults) will for

one reason or another fail to work in the village on any 

given day.^® It means that, on the average, only about 20

percent or a little bit more of the village population works

on village projects on any given day.

We shall later discuss this composition in connection

with specific villages in morogoro, noting the implications

for the generation of surplus and eradication of poverty

and famine. It suffices to state here that the low labor

* V

^^See The Economic Survey and Annual Plan, 1971/72, 
p. 22.

^®Calculated from various statistics on Morogoro ulamaa 
villages, 1968-73, and interviews with villagers and agricul
tural field staff in Morogoro.

op. cit • t
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i
force in most villages is a transitional problem resulting 

from the fact that at present (1) many villagers mainlia.in 

large private farms for security purposes; (2) others have 

part-time employment outside the village; (3) most villages 

have not been able to establish communal nurseries to free 

the women who spend much time looking after their kids, and 

(4) the traditional obligation to the parents (within and 

outside the village) has continued, partly because the state 

has not found alternative security for the rural aged 

population.^®

Response to innovation and the level of productive 

work in uiamaa villages has also depended in part on |:he

In some areas, there are tradition-origin of the village.

Such villagesal II iamaa villages such as those of Sumbawanga. 

have the advantage of filial bonds among their members, but
r- '■

this has aid^d the perpetuation of traditional practices.

making it difficult to introduce Innovation in husbandry.
x.

A few villages started spontaneously in response to the 

need for security long before the Arusha Declaration, such •

They achieved a greatas those of the Runjjtia Association, 

deal on self-help basis; some have continued to do well after

^®The need to create communal>nufseries in uiamaa 
villages was officially recognized by 19J3, liut no formal 
program had been adopted at the time of writing this study.
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Arusha, but a few seem to have lost their initial enthusiasm 

when initiative came from the top.^O In other areas, existing

'settlements' have been converted into uiamaa villages. The

capitalist inheritance of such settlements, especially those 

resulting from the transformation model of the sixties, has 

been a major constraint on internal uiamaaization. We shall

give illustrative cases--in the next chapter.

The fourth factor in peasant response has been local

In a number of regions, a changeleadership and politics.

of the Regional Commissioner was followed by a dramatic

multiplication of uiamaa villages. Mtwara and Iringa are

probably the best examples. In both cases, the personal

Dr. Wilbert Klerru, was a big factordrive of the'R. C • /

in accelerating the rate of u1amaaization. Some areas

received more central attention than others either because

of their internal seeds of capitalism and/or feudalism or

because of their extreme poverty. For example, between

1970 and 1972 Iringa received tremendous central attention

because of the capitalism and land-lordism that was developing 

in the maize-growing area of Israani; and the dynamic

20The Government abolished the Association after 
Arusha and the Party took charge of the villages. The waning 
enthusiasm of some villages was communicated to me by Morogoro's 
Regional Planning Officer who had been in Mtwara for several 
years. Interview on 27 August, 1972.
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Dr. Klerru vras transferred to Iringa from Mtwara where he

had made mobilizational "successes." The number of villages

in Iringa Region rose dramatically from a mere 22 in December,

1970 to 350 in June, 1971, and 651 by December, 1971, a

Unfortunately, however.thirty-fold increase within a year.

Dr. Klerru was assassinated by a member of the.so-called

"Ismani kulaks" who had-been compelled to surrender his 

land to Waiamaa.^^ Again, the big movement into ulamaa 

villages in Dodoma and Kigoma must in part be attributed to 

Mwalimu's personal involvement in "Operation Dodoma" (initi

ated in 1971) and "Operation Kigoma" (initiated in 1972) .22 

The role of local politics will be illustrated with Morogoro 

examples in &e next chapter.

UOAMAA, TRADITION AND THE PARTV: 
THE MOROGORO EXPERIENCE

In its application to rural development, the Ulamaa 

model is supposed to innovate tradition and to eliminate 

bourgeois tendencies among the leadership and the members

'V

21i|ihe assassination took place on December 25, 1971.
The assassin, Juma Mwarawindi, was given a death sentence by 
the Iringa High Court, a sentence upheld by the East African 
Court of Appeal; indicating that the sentence was not 
necessarily based on considerations of the political importance 
of Ulamaa for Tanzania but strictly on proper judicial assess
ment.

^^In mid-1971, Mwalimu spent several weeks .in
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of the peasant modernists who have absorbed the individualist 

gTiT-HnViH HRPigi-vnus norms of the colonial instrumentalism. 

Morogoro's experience with mobilization for uiamaa villages 

between .1968 and 1973 showed that there were still ambiguities 

as to the extent to which this goal was being achieved, 

anflaiguities resulted from the following observations; (1) 

in some areas, Uiamaa and'the local Party^and government 

cadres were absorbed into the local traditions, and thus 

the local mobilizers became the mobilized; and (2) the lack 

of a precise definition as to what constituted an uiamaa vil- 

iage (a) gave a chance to the local populists to use
.;v ^

uiamaa as a means to reward their constituents and, "con-
■

sequently, (b) members of uiamaa villages themselves came
- ' • ** ■ 

to view Uiamaa simply as a method of income redistribution.

These

Traditional Uiima versus Arusha Uiamaa

It is important, first of all, to distinguish tradition

al forms of co-operatioh such as UJlma from uiamaa as defined

Uiima was based on theby Mwalimu in the post-Arusha period, 

principle of reciprocity expressed in mutual assistance in

construction of houses or in cultivation and harvesting, etc. 

Almost every tribe in Tanzania has a tribal equivalent of the

Dodoma making bricks for the now famous Charawlno u jamaa
He has of course made innumerable visits tg variousvillage,

uiamaa villages around the country.
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Svrahili word "ujima," and this form of co-operation can still 

be seen in many rural communities in Tanzania. 

this traditional co-operation resulted from the need for

subsistence level of production, modern Ujamaa

Whereas

survival at a

co-operation aims at higher productivity, taking advantage of 

the traditional "spirit" of co-operation and the wider tech

nological possibilities-of the present century.

To see how the peasants view the relationship between 

traditional forms of co-operation and post-Aanisha Ujamaa, we

asked a straightforward and open-ended question to some 1500 

peasants sampled from various rural communities around the

The answers are..24country; "What is the meaning of Ujamaa? 

givdn in table 6 below which also shows separately the

"traditional" villageresponses of an Uiamaa village and a 

iii Morogoro District.25 The responses support some of our

23Examples include the kyando of the Chagga (Machame) 
and msaracfambo of the Pare. ^

24xhis was question number 68 of a questionnaire de
vised for the study of the 1970 elections in which I-participated. 
See Political Science Department, "Uchunguzi wa Uchaguzi Hkuu 
wa-Mwaka 1970," (The University of Dar es Salaam, 1970), p. 10, 
hereafter referred to simply as the 1970 Klection Study 
Questionnaire. -'o

2%n the case of Kauzeni ujamaa village, there was no 
took all heads of household (and their wives) who 

I administered the questionnaire, 
"random” sampling methods were used to

sampling? we 
were available on the day we
In the case of Mikese, 
first select cell leaders who we then asked to provide lists 
of their members from which the respondents were randomly 
selected.
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previous arguments and do indicate the magnitude of mobil

ization required to make the peasants understand vzhat modern

uiamaa entails. These responses require a number of comments.

First, about 80 percent of all respondents were will

ing to answer the question and gave "intelligible" answers.

The 21 percent shown in the table includes those who admitted 

that they did not know the meaning of "^Uiamaa (DK) or deliberately 

refused to answer (KA) as well as those whose answers were

considered irrelevant, ambiguous, or inapplicable to our

argument (NA) and would not make a difference to the argument

if listed separately.26 Further, it is not surprising that

the members of Kauzeni Uiamaa village were more willing to

give answers (73 percent) than those of the traditional

villages in Mikese Ward who had not formed Uiamaa villages

(50 percent). Responding to another question; "What news

have you heard about ujamaa villages?"27 77 percent of Mikese

respondents either said they had heard nothing or refused to

This was obviously a deliberate evasion of an "em-answer.

barrassing" question because roost of them had said they had

access to radios or read newspapers, and most of the villages

are along the Dar es Salam-Morogoro main road and within only

26sqjj,q answers were so vague that it was impossible 
to categorize, them. .

27Question number 70 of the 1970 Election Study 
Questionnaire, p. 10.
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about tvzenty miles from Morogoro town.

Second, it should be noted that the Overwhelming

majority of the respondents defined Uiamaa in accordance

with the traditional norms of co-operation—living together 

and working together in harmony (see answers in categories 

2 and 3), about 68 percent of the national sample, 47 percent

of the Mikese respondents and 69 percent of Kauzeni uiamaa

villagers. Only about 30 percent of the respondents mentioned

some of the key elements in the definition of modern Uiamaa

given in the Arusha Declaration and the various writings and

speeches of Mwalimu. The key elements include those listed

under answer categories 4 to 7, working together^for the
...

benefit of all, self-reliance, sharing joint production and 

elimination of exploitation. The failure to conceive Uiamaa

as entailing self-reliance is particularly "conspicuous" 

(only 15 percent associated Uiamaa with self-reliance) 

because the national ideology had been formulated, published 

and disseminated under the title "socialism and self-

reliance" (Uiamaa na Riilteoemea). and Ccunpaigns by leaders

and the mass media had emphasized both elements.

Third, the smallness of the proportion associating 

Uiamaa with "sharing of joint production" (Mwalimu's principle 

2, see below)—12 percent of the whole sample, 0 percent for 

Mikese and 0 percent for Kairzenl ujamaa village!—is also
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very striking. This cannot be explained in terms of lack of

information on the part of the respondents, ‘ for the national

sample included some peasants with a good educational back

ground and access to the mass media.^® Two explanations are

possible. First, it is still possible that the peasants

failed to distinguish between traditional forms of co-operation

(which received a high score) and post-Arusha Ujamaa. This,
.*■

however, would suggest that the principle of "sharing joint

production" and that of "communal ownership of the means of

production" were probably not as entrenched in the traditional

system(s) as it is generally believed. Mwallmu has listed

three principles or what he calls "basic assumptions of 

traditional life," namely (l^-rautuaj^ respect—i.e. "a

recognition of mutual involvement in one another;" (2)

communal ownership of the means of production and sharing of

joint production; and (3) obligation to work. He states;

These assumptions were not questioned, or even 
thought about; but the whole society was both based 
upon them, and designed to uphold them. They permeated 
the customs, manners, and education of the people. And 
although they were not always honored by every individual, 
they were not challenged; rather the individual continued

28over 70 tribal groups were included in the sample, 
with varying ages, educational and social background, and 
from different economic zones of the country. Moreover, the 
Arusha Declaration was four years old when we administered 
the questionnaire.
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to be judged by them.

These "assumptions of traditional life" are generally 

true, and anthropological work (on Africa and other countries)

has shown that they are largely a product of low technology,

subsistence living, and little information to control the

hazards of the environment. But it must be emphasized that

the assumptions are drily true at a high' level of generality.

For example, with regard to the 

communal ownership of the means of production (mainly land),

even in the Tanzanian case.

it must be remembered that in most traditional Tanzanian

'Communities land was communally owned by the family, clan.

or tribe but individually held although (a) the individual

could not sell the land to 'outsiders,' and (b) the land 

could be taken away from him arid allocated to somebody else 

by the community guardians (elders, chiefs, etc.) if he did

It remained his land and could be in-not make use of it.

Furthermore, theherited as long as it was properly used.

traditional forms of co-operation (such as Uiima) were based

on the principle of reciprocity rather than joint production 

per se, even among members of the same family.^®

^^Nyerere, Socialism and Rural Development, op, cit • #
PP. 1-2.

^°These matters are elaborated in my article "Ujamaa: 
Modernization by Traditionalizatlon," TAAMULI. Vol. 2, No. 1, 
(January, 1972), pp. 1-18.
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What we are suggesting Is that there are some important 

differences between the Uiamaa model of JVri^s^ and that of
f

the traditional community; some of the differences are suggested

by the responses listed in table 6 above. The mobilizational

cadres must be aware of these differences which suggest that

the pillars of Uiamaa must be built rather than assumed to 

exist.This brings us to the second, and more plausible,

explanation of the low score for the principle of sharing 

joint production. It seems likely that the peasants were

defining Uiamaa not according to what they thought—indeed.

knew—it meant 'officially' but rather according to what

they would like it to mean. This would suggest that the

embourgeoisement phenomenon and the norms of the colonial

•instrumentalism penetrated deeper into the rural society 

than it is generally assumed (even in this study)-.32

Fourth, probably the ^st striking feature of the

responses is the failure to associate Uiamaa with elimination

of exploitation. Out of the national sample, only five

31see ibid, for a more detailed comment.
^32

The sample, however, includes groups which were 
already in the 'modernist' rather than 'traditionalist' 
category; we had no sample from the remote villages, for 
many of these are in areas with acute communication problems.
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people (about 1/3 percent) gave answers which could be inter

preted as meaning elimination of exploitation. This supports

our previous argument regarding the non-revolutionary nature

of the stratification in rural Tanzania- An entirely dif

ferent result would have been obtained, of course, if the

same question had been asked in such areas as Ismani or some 

parts of Bukoba whiere the smaller peasants and farm laborers

•4have recently been 'struggling' against local capitalists or

feudalists. Yet even the members of Kauzeni uiamaa village

did not define uiamaa as a method of eliminating exploitation

of man by man; nor as involving the sharing of joint pro

duction, even though the villagers had already shared two
33joint harvests.

If the responses do generally support the notion that

the peasants have a low socialist consciousness and that they

do not view socialism as necessarily entailing "class struggle,"

they do also reveal that most peasants in Tanzania still value

at least the traditional "spirit" of living together, working

together and co-operating for mutual benefit. This is

^^Two years later, 1972, there were problems regarding 
sharing of joint production at Kauzeni and Mkata and a few 
members were expelled for doing too little and demanding too 
much; a few left the villages complaining that they did not 
get their due share of the proceeds. The criteria of rewards 
had not been well established in many ujcimaa villages in Morbgoro.

; s
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precisely what Mwalimu Intended to take advantage of in

building modern forms of co-operation, and that is partly why

he defined Ulamaa in traditional terms. In the Morogoro

case, however, there was no evidence that this traditional

spirit of co-operation, as ^manifested in seasonal co-operation

among the peasants and in various 'mutual help’ organizations, 

was being used as the Basis for gradual^transformation into

ulamaa collectives in areas where traditions of co-operation

still existed. This would supplement, rather than replace.

the physical movement to new sites which is obviously

necessary in some areas.

The heavy emphasis on the latter approach also meant
/

that much of the initiative for forming ulamaa villages came

from the District or even Regional headcpiarters which supplied

the 'modern' inputs (e.g. tractors, etc.) and often the sub

district leadership (particularly at the ward and cell levels)

was unable to take full advantage of local opportunities for 

various forms of uiamaa co-operation.^'^ This interpretation

^^Examination of minutes of various divisions of 
^^rogoro district—especially Kinole, Turiani and Bwakira 
Chiri—1969-72, revealed the heavy dependence of the local 
leadership on the definitions of ulamaa- supplied by the district 
populist-bureaucratic leadership. Apart from commercial and 
transport co-operatives, uiamaa was viewed simply as movement 
to new sites; but there was no consideration of how Ipcal 
traditions could be used to promote uiamaa life whether or not 
it entailed movement. Movement into new sites is possible in 
Morog'oro because land is still plentiful; yet in some areas

V
\
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of the uiamaa movement as being primarily a responsibility

for the populist and bureaucratic elites at 'higher' levels

(district, region or even State House) is not quite in line

with lie frontal and step-by-step approach defined by

Hwalimu;

Where necessary . . . progress can be made in three 
stages. The first may be to persuade people to move 
their houses into' a"single village,'if possible near 
water, and to plant their next year's food crops within 
easy reach of the area where the houses will be. For 
some peoples in Tanzania this will be quite a change in 
living habits, so that in certain areas this may be the 
second rather than th^ first stage in the progress.' For 
another step, is to per&Mde a group of people—perhaps 
the members of a ten-hou^ cell—to start a communal plot 
(or some other communal activity) on which they work 
co-operatively, sharing the proceeds at harvest time 
according to the work they each have done ... In either 
of ^ese ^pases, and whether or not the people are living* 
together in a village at this stage, the people would 
keep their individual plots; the community farm would be 
an extra effort instead of each family trying to expand 
its own acreage. Once these two steps had been effected, 
the final stage would come when the people have con
fidence in a community farm, so that they are willing to 
invest all their effort in it, simply keeping gardens 
around their own houses for special vegetables, etc. Then 
the socialist village will be really established and other 
productive community activities can get under way.^^

Although all these ^teps would not be followed

'mechanically' in every area,' they are-certainly necessary in
. d. '•

it is still possible to gradually transform existing commun
ities into uiamaa collectives, as it was done in some parts 
of China where traditional 'mitual help' organizations and 
traditions existed.

^^Nyerere, Socialism and Rural Development, p. 22.

a.
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In Mlkese Ward, for example, there are somesome areas.

traditional villages with sufficient population and good land 

for an ulamaa community, without entailing much physical

movement or immediately pulling down their houses. Most

campaigns were put in terras of 'moving out' of these villages

into some other villages. On several occasions, we heard the

following remarks from Mikese peasants '(indeed, from the cell

leaders themselves): "We have good land here; we have our 

houses and a few crops; we are living as a community although 

we do not as yet have a communal farm. ..36 The "habit" of

working together on a communal farm or other activity was

unfortunately not reactivated in the areas which had not 

formed "formal" hiamaa villages. Yet, it is precisely in

those areas where the people are more 'traditional,' for

most of those who joined ulamaa villages in the first phase

of collectivization in Morogoro District (1969-72) were

people who fall in the 'modernist' category (minus efficiency).

many of them having been former members of the settlement

schemes of the sixties (Mkata, Bwakira Chini, Kidudwe, etc.), 

or travelled widely in search of labor in estates or towns.

^^Interviews in Mikese Ward, October to December, 1970.

^^Moreover, the villages with such 'modernists' 
have been notorious in their expectation of government sub
ventions, as we shall see in-the next chapter.
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To be fair to the implementers, however, it must be

remembered that the failure to interpret Uiamaa more widely
‘i

and to fully utilize "traditional attitudes" was partly a

result of the weak organizational structure before the re-

organization of July, 1972; as we pointed out in chapters 4

and 7, the organizational variable did weaken the mobilization

of the improvement (or community development)- approach, 1962;^

1972. Furthermore, the wider approach outlined by the

President would require a well-trained local cadre; for, as

the President realized, it would entail not merely Implementation

of a standard model worked out at the center (whether district.

regional or national), but also a careful analysis of the

traditions and customs of every Ideality:

It is obvious . i ; that with the variations in 
potential, in soils and in social customs, it would be 
absurd to set down one pattern of progress or one plan 
which must be followed by everyone. What is necessary 
is the objective of an ujamaa community. The interim 
steps and the detailed organization should be adapted to 
the local circumstances—which include an understan^ng 
of the people's traditional attitudes as well as the 
degree of the people's political understanding and their 
acceptance of this social objective.^®

Such an approach would certainly require a well-

trained cadre at the sub-district level. However, it is now

®®Nyerere, Socialism and Rural Development, pp. 22-23.
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possible to attempt 'location planning' with the existing 

manpower because of the more rational organization introduced 

by decentralization. In the pre-decentraliization period.

ifhe field staff at the subdistrict level, besides being

largely 'unsupervised. could not work as a team because of

the existing administrative structure. As one experienced

Agricultural Officer put it: "Some field workers were them- /

selves absorbed into the local systems, enjoying local 

driiJcing parties and various ceremonies and festivities."39

In actual fact, the Party cadre (cell leaders, branch

vjsecretary and chairman, etc.) was even more entrenched into

the traditional systems than the government cadre which in 

most cases consisted of people from other parts of the country 

and with some education and travelling experience. This was 

particularly true in the more remote villages, especially in

Turiani and the Uluguru Mountain areas. In a number of

villages in such areas the Party cadre consisted of people 

who had traditional titles—mshenoa. mndewa, etc.'^O In two

wards of Turiani Division, Msovero and Kibati, the executive

officers were also the traditional leaders of their areas.

^%nterview with Mr. Chorabo, Director of Agriculture, 
Morogoro Region, 3 July, 1972.

^®These positions embodied roles which are similar to 
those now performed by the cell leader and ward executive 
officer, respectively.
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In some villages of Turiani, in particular, the Party branch

and cell seemed to have been "mobilized" into tradition in-

stead of mobilizing tradition.

But even in places like Mikese, with urban influences

and accessibility, one could still notice the influence of

tradition or possible conflict between the Party cell leader

3nd mshencfa, the traditional leader. For exampler-in several

occasions we were asked by Mikese peasants whether we wanted

to discuss village matters with the cell leader or mshenga.

In at least one occasion, an interview session was delayed

for two hours because mshenga had not arrived, even though

In other words, even where thethe cell leader was present.

traditional leader had lost his official powers, he was still

. recognized and, in a few areas at least, effective. We are

not suggesting that this is necessarily a bad thing; we are

simply pointing out the possibility of the mobilizers being

the mobilized because of the lack of an innovative cadre in

many rural villages.

‘^^Interviews in Turiani, November-December, 1972. I 
owe this Information particularly to Community Development and 
Agricu-rtural field workers in Turiani as well as the Division
al Secretary who patiently explained to me the mobilizational 
problems in Turiani. From what I could gather, the local 
Party was more absorbed into the traditional network in 
Turiani than in many other areas of Morogoro District, partly 
because of the high rate of survival of traditional leadership, 
partly because of communication problems, and partly because of' the 
deeply entrenched traditions of the Nguu people in the area.
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Lealtlmatlonal versus Developmental Mobilization

The Party has been more effective at the local level
.ir

in what we could call "ceremonial mobilization" and "legit-

imational mobilization" than in "developmental mobilization."

Thus, for example, the local Party has been more effective 

in organizing mass demonstrations in support of national 

policies or condemnation of saboteurs, and also more-effective

(using the cell leadership, etc.) in mobilizing the peasants

for national elections than in pressuring the peasants to form

uiamaa villages, to complete outstanding self-help projects.

Thisor to accept innovation in agricultural practices. 

point requires a clarification, 

fectiveness of the Party, one must distinguish two levels—

In talkingfabout the ef-

the strong, dynamic, revolutionary center, and the thousands

of local branches whose mobilizational effectiveness depend

on a host of local factors, such as communication, traditional

political systems, presence or absence of a cadre aware of.

and committed to, the national ideology, etc.

42in the 1970 elections, for example, the party cell 
leaders were used in the voter registration effort and over 
70 percent of the eligible population was registered. Further
more i the Party used more than 75 percent of the campaign time 
in campaigning for a big "yes" vote for the President; campaign 
for uiamaa coming in only indirectly insofar as it was enum
erated as one of the contributions of the Presidential candidate. 
While the "legitimatlonal" coi^Sfhs are obviously essential 
for national unity, more could have been said on Uiamaa during 
the campaigns.
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There have been varying interpretations of TANU's

strength, from those which see it as the best 

organized party in Africa to those who see it as a weak reed.

Representing the first view, Friedland, for example, em

phasized the reality of TANU's power which had made the Party 

"a focal institution, an institution which pervades and dom-

..43inates all other institutions and society. Henry Bienen,

on the other hand, emphasized the implementational weaknesses

"TANU is, indeed, hierarchically organizedof the Partyr

and led by a charismatic leaderj Yet Tanganyika is only

partially and intermittently ruled by the national TANU 

elite. TANU is still a party where the relationships between

the center and the organizations outside Dar es Salaam pose

.,44 Raymond Hopkins adds a thirdproblems for the leaders.

He states that the conflicting views on TANU's strengthview.

can be reconciled "if one considers that the first is based

on TANU's strength relative to other national organizations.

while the second relates TANU's strength to its ability to

effect change, especially of a developmental or integrative

H. Friedland, "The Evolution of Tanganyika's 
Political System" (Program of East African Studies, Syracuse 
University, Occasional Paper No. 10), p. 18.

■^^ienen, op. cit pp. 12-13.• t
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..45nature, at tJie local level.

Our interpretation of the Party's strength is a little

The‘‘Party is strong and weak at the same time; 

and, paradoxically, it finds strength in its weakness and 

weakness in its strength, depending on whether one wants to

different.

• i
emphasize the integration-legitimational function (i.e. 

political st^iiity) or the technico-developmental function
. "'L.'

(i.e. economic deyelopmeh€), TANO is stronger on the former 

than on the latter function, as we pointed out in chapter 6;

and strength in the former sets a.constraint on efforts to 

increase strength in the latter function, as we shall elabor- 

-%e below.

The central leadership, however, has^not only been

concerned with authority legitimation. Its strength has 

been expressed in its ability to generate new options for 

the political system as opportunity arises. On the other 

' hand, the local party organs have not generated a sufficient 

implementation capacity to cope with the ever growing role

TANU'^s is not.of the Party and Veirious central initiatives 

strictly speaking, an "organizational weakness;" it is rather 

a weakness of Internal dynamism on the part of its local ; 

organs resulting from the lack of a cadre which is at the

'^^Raymond P. Hopkins, Political Roles in a New State; 
Tanzania's First Decade (New Haven and London: Yale University 
Press, 1971) , p. 31.
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t time skillful and committed to the initiatives of the

/.^center..

The paradox and dilemma of the stiuation arises as

The central leadership has used its "populist strength"follows.
,tr :

acquired in the last two decades to generate new development

All these options (Arusha Declaration, Mwonoozo. Ir-options.

inga Agricultural policy, etc.) received popular support in

the form of demonstrations, congratulatory messages, etc • $ .

all being vitally important for the integration-legitimational

function. The problem has been transforming the "populist

strength" into a "developmental strength." This entails a

: technical challenge at the local level, a replacement of one

■p set of practices or methods with another. In some cases, the

leadership has to decide between some form of 'compulsion
0

to^overcome the inertia of the past at the "political risk"

of diminishing populist support and accepting a slower rate

What we are suggesting is that the Party'sof change.

"populist strength" can itself act as a constraint on a more

aggressive style of mobilization to accelerate change within

the local and traditional systems.

THE PARTY-PEASANT RELATIONSHIP

To assess the populist strength of the Party relative

to other agents of change, we asked a group of Kauzeni and
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Mi^ese^p (100 in each case) an open-ended question

with three parts; "Vfliom vypuld you contact if you had a 

problem relating to (a) money, (b) education for your children, 

and (c) domestic quarrels of misunderst^dings with your 

hkghbors?"'^® The responses (t^ie 7 below) left no_doubt
»■'

whatsoever as to the deep penetration of the Party into the

For each of the three items—money,minds of the peasants.
7

education and quarrels—there was, of course, a ^.'relevant" 

bureaucratic agent or institution. Yet, an average of 54 

parent of the respondents said they would contact TASU i
o . . , , O '

'.■■V . O,. . .
office, or TANU leader (cell leader, branch chairman or 

secretary, etc.) for such needs. Despite the smallness of->tiie 

sample=(200), the responses do illuminate a number of points~~r 

made in this and previous chapters.

First, the responses confirm the claim by the central

But, second.

o . ■

.
■

Readership that TANU'is a party of the masses, 

the responses do also give an indication (by no means con-

elusive) of the nature of TANU-peascint relationship at the local

Thus, aboutlevel and the functions of the local party cadre.

88 percent of the peasants would take their domestic quarrels 

or quarrels with neighbors to a TANU cell leader rather than

'^^Question number 32 of the 1970 Election Study 
Questionnaire, p. 5.

•;
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to the formal primary courts or even traditional village

This finding is consistent with claims based onelders.

research done in other parts of the country on the role of

the TANU cell leaders which have emphasized the semi-judicial

functions, of the cell leadership—or what is called Usuluhishi 

wa Ki-TANU (l.e. "reconciliation" the TANU way)

Third, the low score for the "relevant" bureaucratic 

agents of change (Ministerial or of the local Government)

is also revealing. This is not entirely surprising given

As we pointed out in chapter 2, thethe country's history.

colonial rural development models created a deeply rooted
t?

peasant distrust for governmental change agents. In actual
o

fact, the field officials who enforced colonial agricultural 

rules were themselves hated as much as the colonial admin-

As we h^e already pointed out, from the days ofistrators.

the struggle for Uhuru, the peasants used TANU as a weapon to 

comba^ colonial rules and bureaucratic "interferences" with

thdir age-long practices. This distrust has not completely

disappeared despite much effort by the Party center to dis

courage it. This distrust was confirmed by responses to another

47see the various articles in J. H. Proctor, ed..
The Cell System of the Tanganyika African National Union (Dar
es Salaam: Tanzania Publishing House, 1971).
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question: "Supposing you had a certain need, such as a license

and you approached theto carry out some business, etc • /

relevant departmental official. Would you say your request

would be considered as that of any other person?" About 52

percent said no, 28 percent said they were not sure and 20 

percent answered in the affirmative. This outcome tended to

confirm a claim by a number of Morogoro bureaucrats and

technicians that often the peasants would not implement commun

ications from the administration unless it was supported by

some TANU official. This fact had a developmentally detrimen

tal potential for "politics-technique" conflict. However, 

as we pointed out in the previous chapter, the Party National

i-

Executive Committee seemed to have been aware of this potential /

conflict, and the Iringa Policy Paper on Agriculture sought to

achieve unity of politics and technique.

Fourth, the "pppulist" elite—M.P.'s and councillors—

received even a lower score than the technico-bureaucratic
V,

elite. Again, this is not surprising. Studies in other dis

tricts of,Tanzania havq. emphasized the "waning" influence of 

the M.P. in the eyes of the peasants in regard to the M.P.'s

dwindling capability to bring material resources to his ^ 

constituents. The M.P. has no platform^outside the Party

^®See particularly, James R. Finucane, ^Participation 
in Rural Tanzania: The Role of the M.P." {Paper for the 1971

-/
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Machinery; and during electoral campaigns—which are organized.

supervised and to a large extent funded by the Party—the

candidates are discouraged from promising material "rewards" 

to their constituents.
ir

The pattern was the same in all the 

twenty campaign meetings we attended in Morogoro during the

The chairman of the caravan, a TANU represen-1970 elections.

tative or a member of the ^ hoc supervisory committee, would

start by“warning the audience that the candidates had-Se^ither

"miracles" nor power to bring resources or development to

their areas; this was the work of the people themselves in

Pre-empted thus, 

the candidates concentrated on their personal biographies and 

their Party record.'^®

Government elections.^®

co-operation with TANU and the Government.

The same held true for the Local

Fifth, the negligible score for the other institutions

such as the co-operative society, the TANU Youth League (TYL), 

the parents’ organization (TAPA), the women's organization 

(UWT), etc., also deserve a brief conunent.
is.

The case of the

co-operative movement is clear; besides being relatively new

Universities of Social Sciences Council Conference, Makerere, 
Kampala, December 14-17th, 1971).

49For elaboration see my article, "Elections and 
Politicai Mobilization in Tanzania" in Election Study Committee 
(eds.), Sociaitsm and Participation, op. cit chapter 5.• t

^®These have now been abolished following the abolition 
of the Local Government structure after Decentralization of July 
1972. The new method of electing councillors had not been
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and generally unpopular in Morogoro,^^ it does not lend

money as hard cash but in the form of inputs—fertilizers, 

pesticides, etc.—'nor is it strictly concerned with children's
i'r

education or settlement of domestic quarrels. Yet, such

organizations as TYIi and TAPA, which have immediate relevance 

with regard to education for the young were also down-graded.»

One possible explanation is that the peasants do not necessar

ily make a distinction between these organizations and“the

If this is the case, the effort of the central leader-Party.

ship to identify the Party "with the nation as a whole" by

giving affiliate membership to all important national organ

ization^ has achieved a measure of success. It is also

possible that such key functionaries as the Area and Regional 

Commissioners (or Secretaries, as they are now called) were 

also included under TANU responses, for they are Party 

Secretaries as well as administrative heads in their respective

52areas.

finalized at the time of writing.

^^Interview with the Secretary for Morogoro Region 
Co-operative Union, 5 October, 1972.

52The main reason for changing their titles in 1973 
was the observation that these functionaries had tended to em
phasize their governmental role more than their Party role.
Our evidence is incapable of validating or invalidating this 
observation.
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Concilia

Several conclusions follow from the above observations.

First, the Party's."populist strength" is unquestionable. 

This strength has resulted from the historical relationship

between the Party and the peasants as well as fro^’“*SLe^egg^

-independenc  ̂period to 

strengthen the position of the Party relative to other in

stitutions, agents and individuals. This populist str^gth 

is vital for political stability in the unique one-party 

democracy of the country which is undergoing the unique 

socialist transformation we have already described. Yet our 

argument? remains that this populist strength has not been 

fully taken advantage of by local policy implementers; attempts 

must be made to transform it into developmental strength at

%rational measures taken in the post

This is, of course, not an easy task. For,the local level, 

as we have pointed out, i^ many local settings, party-peasant

relationship has not been fully transformed into that of

mobilizer-mobilized relationship; and in a few extreme cases.

even the danger of the mobilizer being the mobilized exists. 

Apart from the problem of trained cadre, there is also the 

understandable fear that a more aggressive, style of mobilization 

may diminish the Party's populist strength.

is quite possible, for example, that the Pres
ident has continued to receive a big "yes" vote from the cash 
crop areas with the so-called "Kulaks" because ,P1amaa has not;

i
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Second,^ the Party's "technical strength" is low in

It is negligible within the Party hierarchy it-two vrays.

self, as we pointed out earlier.

Party to utilize the technical capacity of the ministerial

Further, the ability of the

personnel was constrained by three factors in the pre

decentralization period, namely (1) peasant distrust of

governmental agents, (2) conflicts between political.and
■|K.

technical criteria, and (3)departmentalization of effort. 

Decentralization and the Iringa policy on agriculture sought

Both .

to elijninate these bottlenecks, a necessary step if what we

referred to as the "third stage" of ulamaa evolution—involving

a challenge on the traditional inertia of the peasants—is

to succeed.

Third, the populist strength of the Party may iron

ically constitute a constraint on its ability to change its

mobilization style which has up to now depended on persuasion

and accomodation of-local differences in response to central

directives. The dilemma of deciding between persuasion and

compulsion of varying intensity will be elaborated in the

next chapter.

In the 1970 elections, thebeen enforced in such areas, 
highest affirmative vote came from such areas, Kilimanjaro and 
Mbeya, both affirming the President with 98 percent "yes" votes.



Chapter 9

UJAMAA AND MtCRO-^ELANNING IN PEASANT ECONOMY: 
THE LOCAL POLITICS OF ALLOCATION

Today, no country can manage its national economy 
without long-term development plans ... Like all 
aspects of social life, planning is a product of lerigthy 
development. A plan conceived by one individual, no 
matter how ideal, may not coincide with the plan of an
other w' The more active the isolated efforts of indiv
iduals to carry out their personal aspirations, the 
greater the resulting chaos which frequently destroys 
the productive forces . . . In a self-supporting economy 
... it did not matter much if the initiative of one 
peaslnt did not co-ordinate with the actions of others 
... In the conditions of developed commodity production 
and extensive division of labor, however, any mistakes 
made by one economic unit spread like a chain reaction to 
many others and, in the end, often cause disruption of 
the whole economy.

—S. Pervushin, The Plan and Initiative (Moscow: 
Novosti Press Agency Publishing House, undated), 
pp. 5-6.

It is worth repeating what'^^we have already emphasized.

namely that Tanzania's development depends heavily on improving

the productivity of millions of peasant farmers; and the 

country's socialist path is of necessity strongly agrarian.

Thus rural collectivization is a pre-condition for planning

for rural as well as national development Moreover, given

the great diversity existing in rural Tanzania, in terms of

386
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ecology, traditions, levels and modes of production, etc., a 

combination of macro-micro-planning is an absolute necessity.

The impracticability of piaiming each small family 

farm means that the concept of "micro-planning" with regard 

to the peasant economy can only refer to planning the develop

ment of units larger than one or a few families, 

present Tanzanian context, it means planning individual 

uiamaa villages and other co-operative activities of uiamaa

In the

groups, nbt only in relation to their own internal needs and

potentialities, but also taking into account national targets

and priorities as well as all complementary activities and 

potentialCities of other areas, villages, groups or organ

izations within the same ward, division, district or even

In other words, micro-planning in the rural areasregion.

must be viewed as "location planning" in a wider sense than

the narrow focus on each individual uiamaa village which char

acterized the first phase of collectivization (1968-1972).

In section one, we shall give a brief outline of the

attempts to create the organizational prerequisites of micro

location planning (1967-1972). In the second section, we

shall examine the problems and prospects of micro-location

planning and the local politics of allocation, taking most

illustrations from Morogoro's experience. In the third

section, we shall sum up the problem of mobilization strategy
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to Which we have made a number of references in the previous 

In particular, we shall examine the problems and 

prospects of a democratic socialist transformation in the

chapters

rural areas, using the strategy of persuasion, education and

exhortation’* ill the context of the local avenues of participatibn

which have been further strengthened by Mwonaozo and Decentral-j

ization.

CREATING THE PREREQUISITES OF MICRO-LOCATION PLANNING

\:
>

Tanzania's etfc)rt to"t:reate the organizational pre^ 

requisites for micro-location planning (or "Regional Planning," 

as the phrase goes in Tanzania), pre-dates the Arusha 

Declaration;^ but we shall concern ourselves here with the
7tn.

post-Arusha effort to give Uiamaa organizational content

What follows is a mere 'catalogue' of 

the main measures, which further illustrate the determination

at the local level. ' ^

of the leadership to attempt one option after another to 

achieve the nation's development and equity goals. The

measures do also show the evolutionarv approach we discussed

in the previous chapters, involving a step-by-step institutional

^Some .of these measures are examined in R. G. Saylor, 
and I. Livingston, "Regional Planning in Tanzania" (Economic 
Research Bureau Paper 69.25, The University of Dar es Salaam, 
1969). See also William L. Luttrell, "Location Planning and 
Regional Development in Tanzania" in Uchumi Editorial Board 
(eds.). Toward Socialist Planning, op, cit pp. 119-148.• $
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dhanges, each ^tailing a partial decentralization of the

development effort, to meet the "mass participation" norms

of the Uiamaa model. The culmination of these changes

was a full administrative decentralization started in July,

1972 or five years after the Arhsha Declaration. We shall

restrict ourselves to the main features of these changes.

Partial Financial Decentralization: The RDF

The Region^ Development Fund (RDF) introduced in

November, 1967, was the first post-Afusha step to change the 

colonial bureaucratic model.The failure of the transfor-

matlon approach had taught the rieed to encourage local in-
m

itiatives, a lesson well stated in Government Paper No. 4

of 1967:

Effective rural development requires considerable 
emphasis on 'planning from below,' and its synthesis 
with planning 'from the top' at different political/ 
administrative levels, involving people in all stages 
and levels, both with the planning and implementation 
processes.3

^See Presidential Circular No. 1 of 1968.

^Dnited Republic of Tanzania, wages, Incomes, Rural 
Development, Investment and Price Policy, (par es Salaam: 
Government Printer, 1967), paragraph 72.
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4Though small,^

initiative through the village, ward, district and regional

the RDF was geared to stimulate local

development committees. The Fund could be used for any

locally chosen projects under shs. 50,000 , the center only

demanding that such projects be (1) of a "developmental" 

nature; (2) capable of stimulating high popular participation; 

(3) "at all times, the Fund should work for the benefit of

all village people who live and work on farms, and not for-

..5 0?he Fund, in other words.the benefit of•individuals.

should fulfil the developmental as well as' the equity goals

of Uiamaa.^

i3

Ministerial Reorganization and Regional Plans

To Improve regional planning, two important reorgan

izations were introduced between 1968 and 1969. In 1968, 

the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Development Plannlii^ 

posted Regional Economic Secretaries to some selected

'^It was originally shs. 500,000 per region a year; it 
was later raised to a million shillings; and in'1971 it was 
based on population size, two shillings per head.

^Presidential Circular No. 1, 1968.

®For a useful discussion of the distribution of the
RDF in a number of regions, see Paul D. Collins, "A Preliminary 
Evaluation of the Working of the Regional Development Fund" 
(Rural Develojmient Research Committee, Paper No. 1, The 
University of Dar es Salaam, 1970).
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Regions.^

the regions. However, partly because their role was not well

• defined, and partly because of the administrative department-
!v

alization we have already discussed, the role of Economic

These would co-ordinate the planning process in

Secretary was as frustrating to the holder as it was in-

8effective.

,A more comprehensive ministerial reorganization was

attempted in 1969, the more important changes being those 

relating to the Agricultural Ministry, Regional Administration 

and Rural Development, and Ulamaa, and Co-operatives. With 

regard to the agricultural development program, a Regional 

Agriculturalj^irector was appointed to co-ordinate the work 

of the technical agricultural officers (i.e. Agriculture, 

Veterinary, Co-operatives, Game, Forestry, and later*Water 

Development and Irrigation) at the regional and district 

levels. Further, the Ministry of Regional Administraftion and

Rural Development was created to act as a non-technical, 

co-ordinating organization, covering all rural development'

An even more Important change was the creation ofV-' programs..

the Ujamaa Visage Department of this ministry on a much 

broader basis than the former Village Settlement Division,

■^Initially, to 9 of-the existing 17 regions, later 
the niimber was raised to 12.

®The post was abolished in 1972 following Decentral
ization. Almost all R.E.S.'s we interviewed between 1970 and

(J
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to work in close liason with the Ministry of Agriculture.

Although this reorganization did not (and its limited scope

could not) eliminate the problem of inter-agency competition

which had led to wastages and duplications under the trans

formation and>improvement approaches, it increased the flow

of information and communication between the agencies more

directly concerned with the implementation of Ulamaa and 

other rural development programs.^

Furthermore, unlike the First Plan (1964-1969) which

was based on "macroeconomic models emphasizing aggregate

..10targets and sectoral rates of growth. the Second Plan

(1969-74) ii^troduced a micro-locational dimension, setting 

regional targets in addition to sectoral targets.^! Although

the regional targets were based more on speculation"than on

data, as both research and implementation records have

1973 expressed a sense of frustration and admitted the 
ineffectiveness of their-role.

^For an elaboration of the reorganization exercise, 
see Saylor and Livingston, op. cit., pp. 5-6.

^°Ibld.. p. 10.

^^See the Second Plan, Vol. Ill, "Regional Per
spectives ."
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shown,12 the change of the colonial and pre-Arusha planning 

orientation is itself importanti and the Third Plan (1974-79) 

is likely to have a sounder regional data base.l^ Second
^5-

Plan attempted also to 'decentralize* industry by diverting 

new industry aWay from the Capital to selected towns.1^

Uiamaa Planning Teams and Training Facilities

In early 1970,' six centrally initiated uiamaa

planning teams Were set up for work in six selected regions.

Led by a senior TANU member, each team consisted of an

agricultural officer, an economist, a co-operative officer.

The teams worked in 

selected uiamaa villages, helping the peasants to prepare 

their development plans.

a land planner and a water engineer.

One outcome of their work was a

government decision to set up similar teams in all regions 

using regiqnai, nianpower. The local planning effort was 

later further decentralized by /creating Ward, divisional

12j>or example, several projects allocated to Morogoro, 
including tourist hotels and a vegetable factory, were later 
allocated to other areas following feasibility studies which 
were made after the publication of the Plan. This alteration 
was made without consultation with the morogoro leadership. 
Minutes of RDC meeting of 6 July, 1972, Morogoro Regional Office.

^^Mwalirau introduced a motto: "Make the Third Plan 
Regional Plan." Unfortunately the Plan had not been published 
at the time of writing.

l%or criticism of this policy, see Saylor and Living
ston, op. cit., pp. 10-12.

l^Mtwara, Coast, Tabora, Tanga, Mbeya, and West Lake.
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and district uiamaa cominittees. The attempt to conibine

planning by "experts" with grass-roots participation will be 

elaborated in connection with Morogoro in another section.
is-

Uiamaa education for leaders and peasants was also 

recognized as an Important input in micro-location planning;

the first three years of rural collectivization had taught:

.'/The chief 'bottleneck to the development of uiamaa remains

the shortage of leadership and skills. The only solution

to this is increased education, particularly adult education.

including a large element of political education relevant

This appears to be at least as importantto uiamaa living.

..17 From 1970,as the provision#of advice and material aid. 

agricultural training was uiamaa-orlented; institutional

instructors and field officers underwent ujamaa refresher

courses, and new entrants into the agricultural service were

to live in uiamaa villages for several months as 4>art of their

training. Farmer training centers were increased, and

However,priority was given to members of uiamaa villages.

l®In Mbrogoro's case, the Ward, division and district 
ujamaa committees were created in March, 1972.

17United Republic of Tanzania, The Economic Survey 
and Annual Plan, 1970-71, op. cit

^^There were 22 District Rural Training Centers by 
1970, and more were under construction.

p. 25.• /

%
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to-date, education for ulamaa has not been a well co-ordin

ated program. The Party's Ujamaa Village Division does not 

appear to have taken the question of cadre training seriously. 

The division trained a score of cadres in 1970 but it dis-

continued its program for a rather unconvincing reason,that

it lacked funds.

Administrative Decentralization

The culmination of the above partial decentralization

measures was a comprehensive program of administrative decen

tralization started in July, 1972. This had been preceded

by a number of district and regional studies commissioned by*
■ '-S

the central leadership.^0 This program may go a long way.in

eliminating the problem of dissipated energies at the district

^^Cadre training is being undertaken by various insti
tutions such as Kivukoni College, Farmers training centers^ 
adult education institutions, etc., which have worked in unco
ordinated manner. There has been no central conception of what 
cadre training for Ulamaa would entail.

20jjost of these studies were carried out between 1969 
and 1971. Examples are (1) Su3n/eys of Msdwa and Lower Ruembe 
Valleys carried out by the International Land Development con
sultants; (2) Rural Interdisciplinary -Project in Sukumaland, 
sponsored by the Danish Government; (3) Arusha and Lushoto 
District Studies carried out by the Rural Development Research 
Committee of the University of Dar es Salaam; (4) Run^e District 
studies carried out by a Dutch interdisciplinary team; (5) 
studies on Decentralization, carried out in districts and 
regions by a three-man Presidential Commission led by Professor 
Pratt (1969); and (6) the McKinsey studies and recommendations 
(1969-72) on which the decentralization of 1972 was based.
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and subdistrict levels which we pointed out in chapter 4; 

but more important still, it introduced measures which make

micro-location planning possible. We shall mention only the 

major ones.^l

First, the program gave local implementation teams

a financial and decision-making autonomy within well-defined

About 40 percent of Central Government development 

budget would be allocated to Individual-regions to be spent 

on regional projects other than those undertaken by the 

Central Government or national organizations.

limits.

This facil

itates efficiency by eliminating the necessity to request 

and account to a ministerial head in Dar es Salaam every cent 

spent on development projectsi Each region would, however, 

account to the Parliament at the end of the financial year
4^

through its Regional Secretary (or formerly Regional Commission

er) and Regional Development Director^ the regional equivalents 

of the minister and Principle Secretary at the Capital.

Second, the regional and district manpower was organ

ized as “development teams” under a Regional Development 

Director (RDD) and District Development Director (DDD),

Each development team—at the district and 

regional levels—consists of three staff officers and eight

respectively.

^Ipor details of the program, see the President's 
paper. Decentralization. to which we have already referred.
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functional officers. The staff officers include a Planning,

a Financial, and a Personnel Officer; and the functional

officers include the technocratic personnel responsible for

such developmental functions as health, education, agriculture, 

natural resources, water, land development, communications and 

industries, replacing the former ministerial representatives. 

The Regional structure was also decentralized. For
lib.,

example, whereas the RDD'is the accounting officer for the

whole region, district allocations are controlled locally by

Again, the former 

hierarchical links (in terms of "command" or "authoritative

the ODD who is the- sub-accounting officer.

a
communication") between the district functional officers and

their regional equivalents and between the latter and their

ministerial bosses in Dar es Salaam were significantly mod

ified. Official communications between .these levels are now

made through the DDD or RDD as they are made through the 

Principle Secretary at the ministerial level, 

of being a part of a ministerial organization, the -functional 

officers are a part of a regional or district organization

Thus, instead

and their activities are co-ordinated by the RDD or DDD, as

the case may be.

Third, co-ordination between and within the district 

and regional organizations is further facilitated by develop-

* ment councils' and committees. With the abolition of the former

/
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Local Government structure, the former District Councils vere 

reorganized as District Development Councils (DDC).

Councils now consist of the elected meiribers of the former 

District Councils, the M.P.'s for the District, the Area 

Secretary (or former Area Commissioner) and members of the 

District Development Team (as ex-officio- members); with the 

TANU District Chairman at the chair and the DDD being the

These

This rather large body is mainly concerned with 

The details of planning and implementation

secretaiT •

policy matters.

the responsibility of its executive arm, the District 

Development and Planning Committee (DD & PC). 

smaller body consisting of the Area Secretary (i.e. former

are

This is a.

Commissioner) as Chairman, the DDD as Secretary, the M.P.'s 

representing the district in the National Parliament, one 

quarter of the elected members of the former councils (or 

ten such members, whichever is the larger number), and the staff 

and functional officers of the district development team, 

all the development agents are well co-ordinated within the 

new district organization.

Thus

There is no directly "representative" body at the

However, co-ordination within the region andregional level.

between the regional development team and the equivalent teams

in the districts is facilitated mainly by the Regional Develop-

This is a gigantic body consisting ofment Committee (RDC).
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between 60 and 80 meiribers.^^ The membership includes the

Regional Secretary (formerly Regional Commissioner) who is its 

chairman, the RDD who is the secretary, TANU Regional and 

District Chairman, DDD, Area Secretaries (i.e. former Area
•a

Commissioners), M.P.'s for the region, and the Regional

Development Team. This large body has a smaller executive, 

arm, the Regional‘Development Sub-Committee.

The committee structure extends to the ward and ujamaa

village level, in each case the'TANU branch chairman and

secretary acting as the chairman and secretary of the develop

ment committee, respectively, and the divisional secretary 

being an ex-officio mefSaer. This elaborate committee structure

makes planning from the grass-roots level possible, and the

main purpose of the reorganization exercise has been officially

stated as follows;

One of the major purposes of this reorganization 
is to ensure that future economic planning stems from 
the people and serves the people directly . . . The 
District staff will be responsible for ensuring that - - 
ideas are sought from, and collected from, the people in 
^the villages and Divisions before the District Develop
ment Councils discuss these ideas and decide upon the 
problems and priorities for that District ... In 
addition, if these proposals are worked out properly, 
the mass of the people will find it easier for them to 
practice self-reliance in their own development, and to 
take part in decision-making which directly affects them. 
Fvirther, they will find it less difficult to call to

^^The Morogoro RDC had about 70 members in 1972.
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and regional officials are employed by the central government.

the DDD and BCD being presidential appointees. Third, the

Regional and Area Secretaries (formerly commissioners) are

also appointed by the President, and they are heads of admin

istration as well as the Party in their respective areas.

Fourth, the Prime Minister's Office (itself a child of

.Decentralization) exercises control over the regions, acting

as the "clearing house" for all regional plans, and has

power to put "ceilings" on regional estimates, etc. Moreover,
• 4.'

since the reorganization entailed "deconcentration" of the

center but "centralization" of all development agencies at
a

the lower levels under people directly controlled from the

center, it can be argued that Decentralization increased

rather than decreased the center's power of control while

at-the same time creating a greater plaiming and management

capacity at the local level.

'yUJ^MAA PLANNING AND THE POLITICS OF ALtOCATION IN MOROGORO

The administrative decentraliMtion and the Mwongozo 

that preceded'it went a long way in challenging the bureau

cratic, innovator-adoptor model of rural development inherited

)

^furthermore, their statuses—in terms of emoluments— 
were raised to that of ministers, and they are.:,all members of 
the Party National Executive Committee, the top policy-making 
organ, and ek-officio members of the Parliament.

1>
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from the colonial rule and perpetuated by the transformation 

An organizational basis now exists for micro-location 

planning as well as for popular participation at the grass-

Yet, it must be remembered that often normative 

changes lag behind structural or organizational changes. 

Normative changes are still required on the two sides of the 

development equation, namely the leadership side and the 

people's side.

model.

roots level.

With regard to the leadership side of the equation.

the bureaucratic model may continue to be attractive for

several reasons: (1) most bureaucrats have been used to admin

istrative solutioiil^J^lffich were used in the previous models;

(2) they have also been used to "planning things" (i.e. 

projects to be undertaken by the government, etc.) which

is much easier than "planning people" which is demanded by

the tiiamaa model; (3) moreover, as we pointed out earlier.

bureaucratism has a strong affinity for embourgeoisement, and

Thus, for example, 87 percent of Agriculturalvice versa.
■V

extension workers interviewed in a post-Arusha survey said

they would prefer to work among the progressive farmers who 

are more likely to accept innovation than the "common" peasant.

25see Saylor, "An Opinion Survey of Bwana Shambas," op. 
cit-, p. 8. The sample included 1,111 agricultural extension 
workers in 39 districts.

t
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It is not the truth or falsity of their belief which is

necessarily in question, but rather how soon they can be

expected to add the "ethical dimension" demanded by Uiamaa to

their purely instrumental Interpretation of development.

Furthermore, one direct legacy from the dual approach to

rural development in the past (e.g. the "focal point approach"

vs. mass rehabilitation in the colonial period, or transformation

approach vs. improvement approach in the sixties) has been a

tendency by the bureaucratic elite to continue to view rural

development in dichotomous terms, as Cliffe has neatly put it:

A compartmentalized pattern of thinking developed 
(i.e. in the sixties)^, which has its parallel today in 
the planners' view that there is an ujamaa programme on 
the one hand, and that there is an agricultural develop
ment policy on the Other; missing therefore, is a more 
meaningful and integrated alternative approach which 
sees ujamaa, socialist production relations, as a prin
ciple which underlies all rural plaiuiing. In practice, 
the dual strategy tended also to dictate two different 
planning techniques; the village settlements were con
ceived as separate 'projects' which could be subjected 
to feasibility and viability tests—i.e. only micro 
planning.^®

One of the main purposes of decentralization was, in

'^5 fact, to achieve the "meaningful and integrated alternative

approach" referred to by Cliffe above, so that planning for

rural development would be synonymous with planning for uiamaa 

development. It must be remembered, however, that at times

R. Cliffe, "Planning Rural Development" in Uchumi 
Editorial Board (eds.), Towards Socialist Planning, op, cit 
pp. 98-99.

• 9
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some bureaucrats may resort to bureaucratic and instrument

alist approaches not necessarily because they want to be

anti-ujainaa ■ but rather because of a genuine desire to see

more rapid rate of change in the local economies. In other
-■4--

words, perpetuation of 'weaknesses' on the people's side of 

the equation which causes delays in taking advantage of the 

opportunities made available by Ulamaa may create temptations 

to revert to administrative solutions. One of the weaknesses

a

which we shall illustrate below in connection with Morogoro's

experience with planning for uiamaa (1969-72) is the very 

'humble' level of productivity with which most uiamaa villages
ta

started.
'I.

Planning for Village Self-Reliance

Planning for uiamaa villages in Morogoro started in 

1969/70, and this was done by a regional planning team ip

consultation with the villagers. In this section, we shall

discuss this first attempt at grass-roots planning in Morogoro 

between 1970 and mid-1972 when planning modifications were in

troduced and the outcome of that effort, so as to shed some 

light on the problems which the current reorganized planning

We shall first describe thestructure will have to overcome.

process itself.

The planning team consisted of 14 ministerial 'experts,'
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seven from the regional hea'dquarters and seven from the

district headquarters. The only 'populist' element in the 

team was a high-ranking TANU representative, the Member of the 

National Executive Committee (MNE) who was the chairman of

the planning team. The process was slow because this was 

the first experience with planning from the grass roots. In

both 1969/70 and 1970/71, the team spent up to two weeks in

In 1970/71, the team started consul-every uiamaa village, 

tations in April and completed its task in September (five

months). The planning team had to do everything on the spot 

because there was very little reliable information regarding 

the villages and their aspirations. Every department gave 

its own guidelines to its representatives in the team. The 

guidelines included the considerations of village manpower— 

total population, children, women, disabled and workers. The 

team proceeded with two assumptions, '(I) that at least 80 

percent of the able workers in the village would attend to 

scoramunal activities every day, and (2) each person could

13

cultivate, weed and harvest an average of 3 acres per year.

On the basis of these assumptions, acreages for food and cash

crops were determined.

After reaching agreement with the villagers with regard 

to the targets for cash and food crops, the plans were returned

to the Director of Aspriculture who forwarded them to the BDC

/
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Which usually approved them without significant modifications

and proceeded to provide the necessary funds for tractors.

Supervision of the implemen-godowns, seeds and fefliilizers. 

tation of the plans was mainly the responsibility of the 

Co-ordinators of Agriculture and Ujamaa Villages. Where the -

PDC modified a plan, the village concerned was notified and 

had to approve the modifications or give a new plan or
It.

A village refusing to accept the modificationssuggestion.

failing to give alternative suggestions was denied funds. 27or

The production .plans and levels of fulfillment for seven

uiamaa villages which were officially recognized and assisted 
Gl

in the 1970/71 season are given in table 8 below.

The contents of table 8 can be misleading because

two key variables are hot included—i.e. the size of private 

farms and size of the labor force which would indicate 

productivity per working meirifier. This table must therefore 

be studied in conjunction with tables 9 and 10 which include 

these other variables as well as total population in each 

village which is necessary to assess levels of self-reliance 

However, we shall give a few general comments on 

ffable 8 which will later be clarified by the data given in

in food.

27Most villages accepted official modifications, even 
though none achieved the targets, as we shall see below.

/
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the other tables.

First, the low level of plan fulfillment shows the 

humble'^beginning on the road to village* self-reliance, but it 

is also a reflection on the planning inexperience of both the.,#■

peasants and the experts who approved (in some cases, recommend

ed) the targets. The enthusiasm of both led to over-ambitious 

targets which could not be fulfilled. HigheriJLevels of plan j 

fulfillment were achieved where the plan targets were more

"reklistic,” considering the size of the village labor force

Second, thereand other factors which we shall explore below.

was greater compliance with food crop targets than with cash

crop targets. This must be considered a perfectly rational
/

choice on the part of the peasants -who have been used to sub

sistence economy and have experienced famine in the past.

Whenever cash crops conflicted with the production of the

basic food crops, the latter were given preference, the 

official plan not withstanding! ‘Even in such villages a§'

Bwakira Chini and Kauzeni which produced a negligible amount

of food on the communal farm (see table 8), used their

private farms exclusively for food crops (see table 9).

Third, the first round of village plans inevitably

led to a great deal of wastages in government funds and manpoW-

All cultivation costs, seeds and fertilizers were provideder.

free, being funded largely by the Regional Development fund.
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As it is clearly shown in table 8, in each case (except Kizinga 

which depended on its own resources) more acreage was cul

tivated than was planted, and more was planted than was weeded, 

each stage entailing a loss to the Government.28 considering 

that this was the first attempt at micro-location planning

among a peasantry unused to the discipline imposed by plans, 

such initial losses can hardly be av61<ted._ Probably the ^ 

most important lesson to learn from the first round of village 

plans is the need to make the plans themselves more "achievable" 

so as to make the peasants "plan-conscious" in the future.2® 

Another important lesso^ to be learned from the first 

round of plans is that more effort will be required to over

come the current preference foi:^"individualism," especially 

in the production of food crops, which leads to divided 

effort between the communal farm and the private farms. This 

preference is clearly shown in table 9 below in which communal 

and private farms are compared in terms of size and the pro

portion of total cultivated which was planted, weeded and 

harvested. In each village (except the two which did not

28ij;i a fev, cases hot shown in the table, more was 
weeded than was harvested, the peasants having expected the

Service or -TANUgpvernment_jto send in members of the National 
Youth League ho assist in harvesting. r

29Even though total production in ^Kese seven villages 
increased in 1971/72, there was even much/dess compliance with 
the official plans, each village proceeded according to its 
own plans.
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have private farms),30 (i) more land was under private (i.e. 

individual) than communal cultivation? (2) more of the 

private farms cultivated were^weeded and harvested (100%) than 

of the communal farms (62%); and (3) about 87 percent of the 

private farms were used for food crops, with Bwakira Chini ^ 

and Kauzeni producing almost all their food crops on in

dividual farms (compare tables'8 and 9).

The greater emphasis on individual 

farms in these villages is a further warning against (1)

/
than on communal

assumptions that the traditional "spirit" of co-operation 

which existed under situations of subsistence and insecurity 

be the pillar for socialist reconstruction under a sit

uation of modernization,^nd (2) interpretation of the 

Tanzanian struggle for socialism in terms of classical models 

which take the presence of peasant or worker consciousness 

The norms of the colonial instinimentalism

can

for granted.

created a general erribourgeoisement response which was neither 

consonant with the traditional norms of co-operation nor

capable of creating “class consciousness." Thus, initially.

30we did not verify the official record in connection 
with Sesenga, but in the case of Kizinga, the smallness of 
the village (16 families) seemed to have induced greater mutual 
respect and trust and greater confidence in the communal farm 
than in those with larger populations. Moreover, the members 
seem to have selected themselves on the basis of real commit
ment to work, the work ethic having been more evident there 
than in most of the others.
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many of these villages used the communal farm simply as a v?ay 

of attracting government inputs for their individual farms.^^ 

This was particularly true in the ex-settlements (e.g. Mkata

and Bwakira CStiini) which were being converted into uiamaa 

It means that planning for uiamaa developmentvillages.

in the rural areas is not simply a "technical" matter, it is

first and foremost a normative revolution that must proceed
/

The people must first be mobilized to constitutefrom above.

themselves into an uiamaa community; and secondly, to accept

the principles of ujamaa production.

Apart from the question of compliance with the uiamaa 

principles of production, there is the ec[ually important 

question of productiyity which is even more closely related 

to the quest for village and, ultimately, national self-

The data given in table 10 show!^ the low level ofreliance.

' productivity at which uictmaa villages in Morogoro entered the 

road towards self-reliance. The total acreage given include

3^In some villages, the official communal farm was 
secretly divided into individual farms after being cultivated 
by a government tractor.

^^For example, in 1972 the 48 families of Bwakira 
Chini ujamaa village met to decide how they were going to 
organize their production in view of criticism^ by Party and 
Government officials that their village was low in productivity. 
After a long discussion the families voted on three methods:
(1) 36 families voted for private production, (2) 7 families 
voted for a combination of private and communal mode, and (3)
5 families supported,ujamaa production.

tv':
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individual and comnninal farms.^^ We shall make three '

comments in connection with table 10. First, the proportion

of non-working members (children, the aged, disabled, and

other dependents) is large in each village, ranging from

30 to 70 percent of the total population.
%

of this composition for village self-sufficiency will be

The implications

Second, the average of 1.4 acres perelaborated below.
/

working person is low in both absolute terms and in the

ability to feed the village population. Third, it is interest

ing to note that Mkata and Bwakira Chini, former settlement

schemes which have continued to emphasize private farms, had

a higher acre/worker ratio (2 in each case) than in all the

others, showing^that their main problem was individualism rather

than the lack of diligence. It means that micro-location plan

ning must achieve two tasks at the same time: to stimulate

rapid uiamaalzation of the relations of production and to

achieve a higher level of productivity. Initial conflict 

between the two goals oan probably not beiavoided, as our
a

further discussion of the Morogoro experience will show.

SSTjiese figures—especially those on private farms-- 
must,however, be treated with caution; for it is possible that 
the acreage for private farms is actually^bigger than that de
clared to officials. Moreover, official records have only taken 
notice of private farms within the uiamaa village boundaries, 
whereas it is known that some members have retained their farms 
outside the village.
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Productivity. Bcniltv and Village Self-Reliance

In planning for ulamaa villages, the planners had to

maintain a balance.between the need for productivity and equity.

We shall look at these two needs briefly. With regard to

productivity, it is clear from our discussion in the previous

chapter and the data given in table 10 that a real "productiv

ity revolution" is retired if village self-reliance (let 

alone national self-reliance which depends on generation of

surplus at the village level) is to be achieved. We shall

summarize below the problems and lessons to be learned from

Morogoro's experience with the first round of village plans.

First, many of the assumptions of the planners turned

On tlie average, the daily turnout to be over»-optimistic.

out to communal activities in all the seven villages was

found to be between 20 and 50 percent instead of the estimated /

80 percent,; for most villagers concentrated on their indiv

idual private farms.^^ Consequently, hardly any village

(except Kizinga which initially depended on its own rather 

than government resources) reached the targets for communal

production. We have already pointed out that, apart from

the concentration of effort on Individual farms, the plans

^^e wish to acknowledge the assistance of Morogoro's 
Director of Apiculture, Mr. Chombo, in working out these es- 
tj^ptes; Much of what follows is also based on various inter
views with him between July 3 and 6, 1972.
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{
themselves were over-ambitious.

Second, the assumption of three acres per person also

proved to be ururealistic under the existing conditions. 

veys have shown that, in absence of any mechanization of hired

Sur-

labor input, about 2^ acres (or 1 hectare) per person is
1- ^

optimal for most Tanzanian rural communities.^^ It means then

that some village plans would necessarily have over-taxed the

villagers had they been implemented. Mkata Ujamaa Village,

for example, had planned a total of 851 acres for the 1970/71

season whereas its total labor force stood at 120 persons.

This would mean about seven acres per working person, indeed

an unrealistic target. Both the planners and the villagers 

were tempted to "aim high" because cultivation was mechanized—

and was "free"—but the problem of partial mechanization was

realized at the weeding and harvesting stages. The planners
r

took into account neither this problem of partial mechanization

nor the fact that the,central ideology did not permit uiamaa 

villages to hire labor even during the peak seasons. We shall

elaborate this point below.

. Third, related to the above observations is the whole

question of village self-reliance and generation of surplus

for reinvestment. We shall use the Morogoro data given in

^^Ibid.. interview of 6 July, 1972.
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tables 8, 9 and 10 for a simple calculation for the purpose 

of illustrating the initial problems as well as the necessity 

for micro-planning"^in a peasant economy.

that this exercise is for the„purpose of illustrating the 

argument at hand; a more comprehensive data and methodology 

would be necessary for more precise conclusions.

We shdul4 emphasize

For ease of calculation, letyus assume a village X
- /

With a total population of 100 people. Out of these, 50

Thispeople are able-bodied adults (i.e. 50% = labor force.

is on the high side; the Morogoto average was about 40% of

If we assume 80 percent participationtotal population.).
'-‘a

on communal work (which is, as we have seen, on the high
?

side if we take Morogoro's 1970-72 experience) about 40 

people will be working on communal shambas every day. 

the present purpose, we can ignore the private farms because 

each individual is free to withdraw from the village any time 

he chooses and he cannot be forced to contribute the proceeds

For

of his private endeavors to the common pool. Furthermore, 

the villagers do not report all their private farms and earn-

Let us also take the suggested optimalings to the planners, 

of about 2.5 acres per person. We are as'suming here that 

the Morogoro average of 1.4 acres per person (1970/71) will 

continue to grow every year. But even this assumption is 

probably too optimistic. For the average in 1971/72 season
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for the seven villages was about 1.7 or an increase of 20

. percent.36

per person would be reached around 1977. With decentralization 

which has improved the organizational variable, and assuming 

that the Pcirty acquires a greater mobilizational capacity, this- 

(still hqmble) target could be reached even earlier.

This village X could therefore successfully manage '

At this rate, the suggested optimal of 2.5 acres

up to 100 acres (i.e. 2.5 x 40) . 

or hired labor, any planning beyond 100 acres would over-tax

Again, since

In absence of mechanization

the villagers or lead to low yield per acre, 

most of the villages in Morogoro—and Tanzania mainland as a

whole—use uoali (made from maize flour) as their staple, 

let us assume the entire acreage is devoted to maize pro- 

Taking the average for Morogoro for the past ten 

years (i.e. 1962-72) the yield per acre (maize) was between 

5 to 6 bags;^"^ and an average of 7 bags in the seven ujamaa

duction.

36ijtjjig estimate is tentative because our calculation^ 
for the 1971/72 season was based on fragmentary and conflicting 
reports from official records and village records. Because 
of rapid changes in the composition of the village population 
and rapid transfers of district officials in the pre-decentral
ization period, every official record was "tentative;" and 
often there were wide discrepancies between official records 
and the records as shown in village books.

^"^Interview with Morogoro's Director of Agriculture,
Mr. Chombo, 6 July, 1972.
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villages (taking 1970/71 and 1971/72 seasons).2® This means 

the village would harvest a maximum of 700 bags of maize.

It has been estimated that eacli adult would require at least . 

three bags of maize (or its equivalent) for his ugali for the 

year before the next harvest.®® The same figure can be as

sumed for the children because, even though they may consume

less ugali, they need other foodstuffs which can only be ob-

Again, an equivalent oftained by selling some of the maize, 

three bags of maize per person would be required for mboga 

(vegetable^, meat, fish, etc.) which goes with ugali. It

means that each villager would have a maximum of one bag of

maize or monetary equivalent of about 40 shillings per year

At thisfrom the communal farm to cover all other expenses.

level of productivity, the village would remain at the sub

sistence level arid would continue to be threatened by famine
f,

every year, let alone the question Of generating surplus for

40reinvestment in other development projects.

®®This estimate is based on interviews with the villagers 
and inspection of their entries in four of the seven villSgfes, 
Mkata, K^uzeni, Kizinga, and Kikundi, between October, 1972 ' 
and January, 1973.

^®These estimates are based on interviews in the vil
lages mentioned in footnote 38, interviews with agricultural 
personnel in Morogoro as well as personal, experience.

'^^More than 40 percent of the ujamaa villages in Moro
goro region were threatened by famine in 1970/71 and had to 
depend on government supply of food.
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The fact that in practice most villages undertake 

food as well as cash crop production; that they engage in 

all sorts of other village activities such as construction of 

modern houses (with Government assistance) or school buildings, 

and that menOjers have other private sources of income, 

does not alter the argument that only Improved husbandry,

• only higher productivity per unit factor input, can ultimately 

break the current cycle of poverty and famine.

Morogoro's cas® (probably in other areas as well)village 

productivity was low partly because of "divided effort," 

the villagers being engaged in too many things at the same

0 .

etc ♦ 1

In fact, in

time. The early plans, and the nuroecous activities carried on 

at the village level, graphically reflected the departmental-

An interest-ized structure of administration existing then.

ing example—indeed, an extreme case, though not unique—was

a regional water expert (there wasgiven by Mkata villagers: 

no district equivalent) made an appointment with the villagers

to consider the expansion of their dam for. purposes of raising 

Coincidentally, district education officials .Went to 

the village on the same day (same afternoon, to be exact) to 

inspect an on-going school building project at the village; 

and, coincidentally and without notice again, a team of dis

trict agricultural experts arrived with the "happy message" 

that the village would receive tractor assistance from the RDF

fish.
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In the words of one villager:for their cultivation, etc.

“We had a holiday that day; we sat down with all our guests, 

and it looked like a real Bunge (Parliament). Such an

unco-ordinated Bunge, however, could only confuse the vil

lagers.^^ The new structure ushered by Decentralization 

should go a long way in removing some of these organizational

problems.

To return to the question of village self-reliance.

it seems that among the key variables the micro-planner must

take, into serious consideration (and this refers to the

people's side of the development equation) are the size and

composition of the village population. Full mechanization

is at present out of the question for most villages because 

it would have the effect of undoing the Uiamaa ideology it

self, for (1) it can only'be done with government money which 

’discourages village self-reliance, (2) would leave much labor

idle in the rural areas, (3) since it cannot be done for all

villages^due to limitations in national resources, it could

Y lead to an ironical situation where Ulamaa is used as the

means of a few to exploit the many rather than a means of

^^Interviews at Mkata Ujamaa Village, November 5 to
15, 1972,

the bureaucrats we interviewed in Morogoro ad- w 
raitted that this "confusion" was in part responsible for-^he y 
low outcome of the efforts of the villagers.
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preventing exploitation, and (4) for many undertcikings, labor- 

intensive methods are still more economic than capital- 

intensive methods, Yet planning the village labor has been

one of the most tricky aspects of micro-location planning in
> „

the past several years.

The planner (1) has no control over the composition 

of the village population, (2) cannot "authoritatively" en- 

force the fulfillment of agreed targets, and (3) cahnot plan

■for the "idle labor" during the off-season periods. With

regard to the first, for example, some villages have too 

many dependents who do not work and the planner can at present

Further, the people are free to join 

and therefore the

do nothing about it.

or leave the village when they wish.

labor force cannot be considered a constant or a fixed factor

» fof-'^rposes of planning. With regard to the question of

authoritative enforcement, the planners must observe the

■ norms of Mwonoozo, especially clauses 15 and 28 which re

quire them to act as advisors and teachers but not to force 

the people. The peasants themselves took advantage of Mwongozo 

to ignore the official plan targets and to devise their own 

targets whicji bore little relation to the large inputs to which

'^^But each village has its own rules or "qualifications" 
for members intending to Join.



the RDC was already coimnitted.^'^ We shall return to this

question of "authoritative enforcement" later.

The question of off-season idle labor is even more

tric]^. This requires planning on a wider basis than the

single village, and the first round of village plans did not 

Three problems are involved. First, there isattempt it.

the problem of constant changes in labor force in each vil- 

lage. Second, there is the technical problem of maximizing 

labor use in several adjoining villages with dissimilar 

economic activities and therefore different peak seasons.

Third, there is an ideological question: until mid-1973, the

center had not clarified whether an uiamaa village could hire 

labor from another uiamaa village or from anywhere.

^^This was particularly true of Mkata, Kauzeni and
Bwakira Chini.

'^^The fact that labor hiring is not allowed and full 
mechanization is not feasible, coupled with'the fact of rapid 
population increase (3% per year nationally), has made it dif
ficult for planners to effectively assist the villagers to 
produce significant surpluses. In a number of cases, the 

^planners have not succeeded in removing the peasants from the 
precarious subsistence and famine levels. The truth is that 
in the areas of the country where peasants have risen beyond 
subsistence, they have been hiring labor—at least during peak 
seasons—as well as using the tractor for cultivation. Mech
anization of cultivation in ujamaa villages encourages the vil
lagers to expand their private farms, and this, plus the absence 

<of external labor during the weeding stage, leads to ^stages.
In a number of cases, too, harvesting had to be done with the 
help of National Service groups or government officials, in
creasing the dependence attitude of the villagers. If hiring of 
labor is to be cbrisidered exploitation, dependence on free labor 
is certainly more so.
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Consequently, the planners focussed rather narrowly on each

individual village, without even considering how the activ

ities of neighboring villages—uiamaa or traditional—

could complement each other. Even the traditional form of
'S:

co-operation in peak seasons (uiima) was not encouraged

between neighboring villages. However, to be fair to the

planners, it must be remembered that the 1969-72 period was 

really the "political phase" of rural socialization rather 

than the "planning Phase" which should logically follow 

after Decentralization and Iringa policy on agriculture (irtid-

1972). During the earlier phase, there was more emphasis on

the "politics of Uiamaa" than on the "economics of Uiamaa;"

and the politicians tended to emphasize equity more than

productivity, as we shall elaborate below.

Ecmitv and the Politics of Allocation

The local politicians must share the bl^e for the

poor outcome of the first round of village plans. Very often.

diverted the attention of the"villagers from-th^ politicians 

the official plan targets which were a joint villager-tech

nician product. The Party National Executive Committee

criticized this "contradiction" at its May, 1972 Iringa

meeting which produced the new agricultural policy. Follow

ing this admonition, local politicians in Morogoro admitted

their past "weaknesses" freely in various RDC meetings held

t



on the Iringa policy in June and July; and promises of future 

politician-technician co-operation were made.^® 

technical discrepancy resulted from a number of>9^factors and

The politico-

took different forms.

First, no clear definition of what constituted an 

uiamaa village (apart from Mwalimu's general definition quoted

earlier) existed before March, 1972, when a criterion and

machinery for recognizing an uiamaa village was set up. ‘But

even the criterion established in 1972 left loopholes for

local "political maneuvers," and the procedures were not

For purposes of government a^sistan^e 

and allocation of the Regional Development Fund (RDF) an

always adhered to.

uiamaa village had to be recognized at four levels—Ward,

Division, District and Region. Ujamaa Village Committees

were established at all these levels to consider the applications

' of the villages seeking recognition as well as to assist in the

47mobilization for more villages and more productive effort.

The criterion for^recognitipn included four vague demands,

on^lbeing clearly politico-ideological and three technico-

am gra.teful to the Chairman, Mr. Lyanda (the R.C.),
Seewho allowed me to attend these meetings of the committee, 

particularly the Minutes of the RDC meeting of 9 June 1972. 
This^was the first meeting after Iringa, and both the bureau
crats and politicians admitted their past weaknesses freely, 
since these weaknesses had already been exposed at Iringa.

47in June, 1972, a District Ujamaa Planning Committee was 
set up as a sub-committee or the executive arm of the Regional 
Ujamaa Villages Committee.
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The political criterion was "coiranitment toeconomic.

ujamaa" which often depended on local interpretations, being 

difficult to measure "technically." The technico-economic

demands included a "large enough" meiribership, acreage and

48 'suitable land, water facilities, etc.

In practice, however, the technico-economic criteria 

were not adhered to in the case of the villages which were 

formed before mid-1972. Ujanaa villages "mushroomed" with-- 

out any planning and were recognized the whole way to the 

regional level as long as they had the support of local 

politicians or the District or Regional Commissioner., The 

emphasis was clearly on the number of villages rather than 

on viability. Had the technico-economic criteria been applied, 

probably not a single uiamaa village would have been formed 

or recognized on the UlugurH Mountain, areas which are facing 

a -"crisis" of land shortage and excessive erosion. Thus,

•for example, Kiswira, Mtamba, and Tawa'ujamaa villages '(ajl 

in Matombo Division) were facing serious problems of expansion. 

Moreovek, the choice of agriculture for these villages was 

itself economically unsound because their (rice) communal

V.

^®These criteria, moreover, were not consolidated in 
any single official document; they were expressed in various 
minutes of the RDC and DD & PC. The four mentioned above were 
given to me by Mr. Ismail, the District Ujamaa and Co-opera^ve 
Officer, in an interview on 5 July, 1972 and repeated in sub
sequent interviews with him and other District and Regional 
officials.

/
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farms (Kiswira and Mtamba in particular) were-located far 

away from the villages themselves. These areas had defied 

colonial agricultural rules and rehabilitation on^ the lower 

plains, and the "persuasive" approach of Ulamaa had not made 

any significant change.^® 

on the mountains only for the purposes of sending resources 

"up there," not for economic purposes.50

In other cases (e.g. Kidwena in Matombo and Mgongola

> -
Thus uiamaa villages were formed

in Turiani) most members were not residing in the village. 

They registered their names and acquired private plots (often

"hidden" within the communal shamba) and continued to do their

other businesses in town. They were therefore able to take

advantage of "free cultivation" by RDF tractors and other

There were two types of what some bureaucrats inservices.

Morogoro called Vjjiji vya Wakubwa (i.e. villages of the

The first type referred to such villages as 

■' Mgongola to which some high-ranking politicians and officials

honorable men)..

^ '^^Efforts to convince these villagers can be seen in 
RDC and DD & PC minutes, but the resolutions have not been fol
lowed up seriously. In a meeting of the Matombo Divisional 
Ujamaa Village Committee held on 18 May 1972 which 1 attended, 
the Divisional Secretary as well as other members admitted 
frankly that there was no progress made beyond the colonial 
attempts with regard to the people on the mountains. They 
admitted that both the Party and the bureaucrats/technicians 
had not been willing to apply "enough pressure" on the peasants.

50lronically, however ,i^€hese resources have encouraged 
an attack on the few remaining forests on the mountains, leading 
to serious erosion of the land.
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belonged but did not reside there. 

to the villages which had been formed hurriedly by local 

politicians who were intending to stand for the><il970 elections.52

The second type referred

The most effective way for a candidate (for Parliamentary or

Conciliar elections) to attract allocations to his constitu

ency was undoubtedly by forming an uiamaa village; and none

of such villages underwent any of.the technico-economic tests

of the planners.
».v ■

' Dekedeke Ujamaa Village in Bwakira Chini Division,

which was formed hurriedly in the year of elections (1970),

is probably the best example to show some of the negative 

consequences of using Uiamaa just as a means of effecting

The "patron" was the incumbent"equity of allocation."

M.P. (who was also a Minister). In his electoral campaigns,

he promised to provide the villagers with orange seeds among

The villagers even prepared the orange' many other things.

gardens in anticipation. However, the promise was not

fulfilled because^the Minister was defeated by a little-

known local politician. This failure to honor a promise by

an important leader lowered the morale ofOthe villagers

51it was even asserted that some of tdiese politicians 
and officials hired labor ,on the villages for planting and har 
vesting their plots. We were unable to verify these claims.

52Kikundi Ujamaa Village was sighted as an example, 
the patroness being Bibi Kunambl, the successful candidate for 
Matombo constituency in 1970.
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conspicuously. There was virtually no conmiunal activity

In a few other cases, the politicians.undertaken until 1972. 

as well as the politico-administrative bosses (Ar^ea and 

Regional Commissioners), encouraged the villagers to expand 

their acreage, contrary to the planned targets, in the words

of one technician, "so as to give the impression that develop-

■■53
ment was occuring.

The race for allocation of the RDP and other resources 

in Morogoro (1969-72) involved four types-of actors, namely 

(1) a politico-administrative group, (2) a group of "pop

ulists, " (3) a professional group, and (4) Uiamaa groups.

All of these acted as "interest" groups, even though they

were not organized as such.

The Politico-administrative Group

The politico-administrative group consisted of the

Area Commissioner, Regional Commissioner and, after Decentral-
•*

ization, the DDD and RDD who are presidential appointees.

' Thgs^would like to allocate resources in a manner that pleases

Being "aliens," they were not involved in the 

local politics and social nexus, and therefore they could 

act as the supervisors of the national "equity principle."

the center.

^^Interview with the Morogoro Regional Planning Officer, 
9 September, 1972.
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Their Influence within the Party and various allocative

committees (to which they are either chairmen or secretaries— 

refer above) enable them to enforce compliance with the 

national criteria.

In actual fact in the case of Morogoro, the problem 

could be called "over-compliance" (elaborated below) rather

than non-compliance with the national criteria of allocation.

For example, analysis of the 28 main projects undertaken in 

Morogoro District with RDF money during the 1968/69^-1970/71 

period shows the following allocation:

Assistance to Ujamaa villages - -  13 projects
Communication - -  6 projects
Health Service^- -  3 projects'
Farmer training- - 2 projeiq^
Construction of markets - -  1 project.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This pattern of allocation roughly corresponds to the national

emphasis on uiamaa as well as communication. The question

pf "over-compliance" becomes evident when the actual projects 

are ex^ined in the light of the local problems which would 

require a slightly different order of priority. For example, 

of'lEh^ 13 uiamaa projects, 8 were construction of godowns 

(grain stores), and one in each case, provision of poultry.

cattle, wells, seeds and tractor cultivation in ujamaa villages.

^^Morogoro District Office, File No. D3/13/Vol. II, 
"Regional Development Committee."

/
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Some bureaucrats correctly pointed out that communication

needed a higher priority than the building of an additional 

godown in a village (some had two) before the fir^t is even 

filled with grain, or provision of poultry or cattle to

villages in areas where transportation of the necessary feeds

was difficult in the rainy season, let alone the lack of

knowledge and funds among the villages to care for the exotic

Training (which received a low priority-birds and animals, 

in allocation) should have preceeded the provision of poultry

and cattle. The outcome of these projects proved the tech

nicians right in their argvunent.^^

There was, therefore, a kind of "literal" interpretation

of the national criteria, and the politico-administrative

group was unable to use its power to direct allocation in

accordance with local needs while maintaining compliance with

As we shall see below.the general guideline of the center.

T however,. the local populists were partly responsible for, and

benefited from, this "over-compliance."
N. ■

The Populist Group

The "populist" group includes the M.P.'s, the Council

lors, the locally elected and locally recruited TANU

the villages provided with poultiry and cattle 
between 1969 and 1972, a majority of the birds or animals
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who are meiiibers of the allocative organs—functionaries, etc • t

They are "populist" in the sensecoimnittees and councils.

that (1) their positions in some ways depend on the good 

will of their constituents, and (2) they frame their claims 

in populist terms—"the people" want this and that, or this 

is for maslahl^^va uroma (i.e. popular welfare), etc. 

interests, however, are not always the same as those of 

"the people;" for sometimes allocation craims were made to _

Their

benefit the so-called viilji wa Wakubwa. as we have seen.

although this should probably be considered an exception or 

an "aberration" rather than the rule.56

In the pre-decentralization period, the populists often 

allied with the politico-administrative group to defend them

selves against the professionalism (or the "rational choice 

criteria" we referred to earlier) of the group of "experts" 

the committees and councils. Moreover, the two groups 

^ have certain things in common, namely (1) insecurity of tenure: 

one depending on the Presidential good will, the other on the
N.

pec^I^'s good will (and partly on the National Executive

either died as a result of lack of proper care and feeds or 
were slaughtered andr consumed. Examples include Kikundi 
(poultry) and Bwakira Chini (cattle).

' 56Judging from the contributions of this group to the 
debates on allocation during the period we are analysing 
(1968-72), there is no c^estion that a number of the populists 
were genuinely interested in improving the welfare of their 
constituents. These views are based on examination of DD & PC

/
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Conraiittee), (2) both are (or vzere) "generalists" and generally

less qualified academically than the professional group; and

(3) both claim to be the guardian of the national ideology

and policies as well as the interests of the masses. The 

populists hailed the Mwongozo partly because it strengthened 

their power to place their claims in the name of "the people"~

"self-interest" may in some cases beas we have indicated.

synonymous with this rather vague phrase. '■

The Professional Group

This group includes the staff and functional managers.

researchers and other "experts" who are members of the various

development committees which are responsible for the allocation

of funds. This group is well represented in the Regional

Development Committee and its Sub-Committee, as we pointed

out earlier. However, their strength results from their

expertise rather than the number of external supporters 

’claimed by the populists. This group is also more confident

partly because of ite professional training and partly because 
of it^tenure.^^

minutes, former District Council minutes and RDC minutes for 
the period.

s 57The only possible worry was the frequent transfers in 
the pre-decentralization period which might take one to the re
mote areas of the country, often^—and unfortunately—considered 
to be a form of "punishment" for misbehavior.
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Studies in other areas of the country have tended to

emphasize (probably over-emphasize) the importance of this 

group in influencing allocation of the RDF money and^pther

In Morogoro the situation was a little different. 

The professionals furnished the necessary technical information.

58resources.

in some cases, even circulated well-argued papers to the mem

bers of the Conunittee and defended their position in the

But in every major case of conflict between them 

and the populists (and the latter was often sujpported by the

meetings.

politico-administrative group) they quickly gave in. The 

professionals presented and defended their case on the basis

of facts while the populists defended their case on the basis

of values. and the former yielded as soon as the debate be

came normatively and ideologically oriented.59

The Uiamaa Groups

Some Uiamaa villages tended to act as an "interest

group," taking full advantage of the national policy which

had for the first time made the so-called "common man" an

effective participant in the allocative arena beyond his

58see particularly Colins, op. cit 
emphasize the influence of the professionals in RDC meetings 
in connection with the RDF.

^^Thus most of the technocrats we interviewed on the 
allocation pattern during the 1968-72 period, criticized the 
allocation and blamed the politicians for it. The minutes.

who seems to over-• /

/
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A patron-client relationship based on 

imitualism and non-betrayal of each other’s motives developed

s of the populist

immediate locality.

between some uiamaa villages and some memb

First, in a few extremeWe shall give a few examples, 

a group of people agreed to be mobilized by a candidate

group.

cases,

to form a "temporary" uiamaa village; or second, many estab

lished u i amaa villages agreed to gr^t membership to parliament

ary candidates a few months before the 1970*elections.In 

either case, there were expectations of mutual benefits The 

candidate's primary aim was to fulfil a Party requirement 

(i.e. association with some uiamaa group). The villagers 

wanted to use his influence in the local (as well as national)

organs of allocation to get resources to their village—RDF 

tractor, a team of National Service or TYL men to help in

weeding and harvesting, etc.

No such mutualism existed between the villagers and

the professionals, most of whom were not even local men.

Their encounters were usually businesslike; and, as we pointed
%

particularly those of the RDC meetings, do also show initial 
objection (mild, but factual) by many bureaucrats to some 
allocations which were finally made, such as those for poultry, 
cattle, etc to uiamaa villages.• f

^^There were no examples of the first in Morogoro but 
they have been re^rted in Tanga. There were numerous examples 
of the second in Morogoro as well as in other parts of the

For elaboration, see Frances Hill, "Elections in thecountry.
Local Political Context," in Election Study Committee, Socialism 
and Participation, op, cit Chapter 12.• t
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out earlier, in some cases the word of the professional had

to be supported by some local populist or TANU functionary 

before it could be Implemented.

It is worth emphasizing that this patron-client

relationship was based largely on material self-interest, but

In mid-1972, for instance.in a non-developmental sense.

the Party center decided to launch wh^t was called "Operation

Tanzania"—essentially to correct the ill-planning (or lack

This would entail a 

reconsideration of the vital technico-economic considerations

of planning) in the earlier phase.

in aiding niamaa villages, and in some cases villages which

had mushroomed within close distances from each other would

be asked to amalgamate to avoid duplication of the basic

The RDC in Morogoro decided in November, 1972 

to select 10 viable villages in each District which would

services, etc.

qualify under the demands of “Operation Tanzania." Even before

the technicians had completed their investigation, the

populists had already spread rumors in their areas that the

villages would no longef qualify for government aid, and 

would be amalgamated with other villages. In Morogoro District,

such rumors led to a general "panic" in many villages and 

some members were begiiuiing to quit, now that government aid

would not be forthcoming. The District planning teain had to
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visit these villages to dispel the rumors.®^

The allocation pattern in Morogoro in the pre- 

decentralization period had three main weaknesses. 

it increased village dependence on government funds~ih some 

cases, for all stages of production, including "harvesting

-instead of encouraging village self-reliance. Second,

First,

hands"I-

too many unco-ordinated projects were started at the same

For example.time, and consequently too few were completed, 

out of some 63 RDF projects which were started {during the

period 1968/69 to 1971/72, only 14 had been completed by raid-

Third, linked62
1972 when the new structure was introduced, 

with the second weakness was the incapacity to utilize funds.

During the same period, out of a total of shs. 968,992 

allocated to Morogoro District (i.e. its share of the RDF), 

only shs. 648,666 had been spent by mid-1972, the remaining 

third being surrendered intact to the new organization.®^ 

Apart from the organization problems, this incapacity to
•

v^^Interview with Mr. Maswa, Assistant District Planning 
Officer{;~^rogoro, 22 November, 1972.

^^Morogoro District Office, Report of‘ DDD of 2 August, 
1972, "Matumizi ya Fedha za Mfuko wa Maendeleo wa Mkoa (RDF) 
hadi 30/6/72—Wilaya ya Morogoro," p. 1.

^^Morogoro District Council, "Taarifa ya Matumizi ya 
Fedha za Ifeendeleo Morogoro District Council—30/6/72."
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utilize funds was partly a result of improper choice of 

priorities; communication would probably require top priority.

Of all the projects we Inspected, whether those of RDF

(1968-72) or Self-help (1962-72), the implementer's ready

explanation, "lack of funds," could not explain delay in 

completion of any of them.64

GRASS-ROOTS DEMOCRACY VERSUS PLANNING DISCIPLINE w

Some of the problems discussed in the previous sections

are undoubtedly transitional, they will be overcome as both the

planners and the people acquire more experience and commitment

to national objectives. Moreover, decentralization has

eliminated many of the organizational weaknesses as well as

made it possible for the various actors at the local level to

work closer together. It would be unrealistic, however, to

assume that all the problems would disappear over-night. 

Traditional inertia still needs to be overcome; productivity

®'^In all cases, sufficient funds .had been allocated. In 
a few cases, however, too little had been allocated for too great 
a task~e.g. allocation of shs. 50,000 for a 50-raile road, etc., 
but even in such cases, the estimates could still be revised 
because funds existed. The RDF was a "revolving" fund, the 
unused portion was kept rather than returned to the Treasury at 
the end of the year. Furthermore, although Morogoro District 
achieved a great deal on self-help basis between 1962 and 1972, 
only about 40% of the projects started during that period had 
been completed. The problem in this case, too, was not funds, 
but mobilization.
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at the village level need to be "revolutionized/' 

etc. While the necessary organization for grass-roots 

democracy and participation in planning and implementation of

plans is in the process of being implemented, a number of 

policy matters remain ambiguous, particularly with regard to 

the machinery for ensuring "planning discipline" within the

It should be clear from ourmass participatory structures, 

previous discussion that this is not an 'academic' point,“ 

but a point on which ujamaa itself may stand or fall.

The Iringa policy on agriculture made the question

In Morogoro, this wasof "enforcement" even more urgent, 

followed by frank and detailed discussion by the Regional and 

District leaders on how to overcome the forces of tradition

to be able (a) to achieve the goal of collectivization in 

the first place, and (b) to revolutionize productivity in

One of the important points emergingexisting villages.

from these discussions was the need to make a clear distinction

between democracy in decision-making (e.g. in agreeing on 

targets between experts and villagers) and democracy in im

plementation. The Regional Commissioner correctly pointed 

out that one cannot have both:

The peasants mu^t be taught that they cannot have 
it both ways:
there is no democracy in implementation of projects 
democratically chosen with the full participation of 
the villagers. Once targets have been jointly agreed

democracy refers to decision-making.
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upon between the leaders and the people, each side nnist 
play its part to ensure their fulfillment.

various meetings of the RDC in June and July, 1972,

similar observations were repeated again and again by leaders

It was noted that Mwongozo was bothof various categories.
■

good and necessary in the fight against bureaucratism, but 

that it had flattered the peasants by declaring that they

were the true "experts;" one negative outcome being that the

planners did not get the necessary co-operation from them. 

Thus, it was argued; "Although the peasants must be encouraged 

to participate more and more, it must be remembered that 

peasants have never been planners, and that is why they have

The traditional inertia holding the..66not improved for ages.

Luguru on the mountains was decried as out-dated and the need 

to renew enforcement of the agricultural rules was stipulated:

The colonial regulations on land conservation, etc 
were not bad in themselves; what was bad was the fact 
that these colonialists were exploiters. They encour
aged the people to work hard so that they could exploit 
them more.®^

• t

The post-Iringa mood in Morogoro was clearly in favor 

of greater "pressure" on the peasants; but until mid-1973 no 

attempt had been made to translate this enthusiasm into action.

-^My notes of BDC meeting of 9 June, 1972. 

^^Ibld.

^^Ibid.
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Four factors, Internal to the Tanzanian political system, 

tend to favor "persuasion" rather than "compulsion." First,

there is the historical party-peasant relatipnship to which

we have already referred. This is particularly pertinent 

in the Morogpro case because the Party co-operated with the
..M-

people "on the mountain" in a fierce protest against colonial

agricultural rules, which is making it difficult for the local 

party organs to renew enforcement of the same rules, or to 

force the redundant population on the Hills to establish new

Thus many resolutions have remained on 'homes on the plains.

Second, compulsion requires as large—if not larger—paper.

a cadre as persuasion, and probably just as much—if not

more—commitment to the objectives of the center. We have

already examined the problem of cadres.

Third, the fact of democratic elections is also a

deterrent against the adoption of a more aggressive style of 

mobilization on the part of the popdlist elite. In actual fact.

if the Iringa policy on agriculture were to be^implemented 

to the letter, it is the politicians, rather than the tech

nicians who would be in a "fix," because it is they who are

' supposed to perform the missionary task of mobilization before

the technicians could follow with material and technical in-

In this connection, and particularly with regard toputs.

ttie enforcement of cotton, some local politicians in Morogoro
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already (1972) assessing their 1975 electoral chances in 

the light of the mobilization demands of the Iringa policy.®® 

Finally, the position of the central leadership with

However,

were

ragard to enforcement has not been entirely clear.

Mwalimu has eloquently stated the general normative^case,

rejecting the use of coercion on a regular basis to induce 

The following argument, for example, makessocial change.

his position very clear:

Development brings freedom, provided it is develop
ment of people. But people cannot be developed; they

For while it is possiblecan only develop themselves.
for an outsider to build a man's house, an outsider 
cannot give the man pride and self-confidence in him

self as a human being, 
create in himself by his own actions, 
himself by what he does; 
making his own decisions, by increasing his understand
ing of what he is doing, and why; by increasing his own 
knowledge and ability, and by his own full participation- 

equal—in the life of the community he lives in . . .

Those things a man has to 
He develops

. . he develops himself by

as an
he is not being developed if he simply carries out or
ders from someone better educated than himself without 
understanding why those orders have been given. A man 
develops himself by joining in free discussion of a

venture, and participating in the subsequent decision;new
he is not being developed if he is herded like an animal 
into the new venture. Development to (sic) a man can, 
in fact,' only be effected by that man; development of

_ _ _  There were a number of speeches on this
subject, and the R.C. emphasized that personal political 
ambitions should not be allowed to compromise the rate of 
mobilization demanded by the new policy on agriculture.

®®Ibid.



the people can only be effected by the people.

Yet, to the planner and implementer, the above state

ment (and Mwonqozo) can only provide general guidelines to

check tendencies towards bureaucratism or outright use of 

The problem of determining where democracy ends 

and implementation begins has not been resolved. Again, 

traditional sanctions against non-attendance to comittunal 

or self-help projects were deliberately weakened by the 

central leadership which forbade their use immediately after 

independence.’^® The central position was relaxed a bit in 

1969 when Mwalimu gave authority to village communities to 

punish those who did not participate in community self-help

coercion. >■

projects:

Under certain conditions certain kinds of sanctions 
imposed by the local community will be allowed . . . 
Village development committees will ... in future be 
allowed to impose other sanctions on those who do not 
take part in a self-help activity which the village 
development committee has itself declared to be self- 
help project.

®%yerere, "Freedom and Development, " The Standard 
(Dar es Salaam), 18 October, 1968.

^®For elaboration of the changing policy on this issue 
and the general question of compulsion, see Ingle, op. cit., 
chapter 4.

^^The Standard (Dar es Salaam), 18 October, 1968.
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This presidential directive was made law by the Ward Develop

ment Committee Bill."^2 yet the position has remained am

bivalent, because a few months later, the President emphasized 

"We make a big mistake if we try to force the people 

to produce certain amounts or even to cultivate certain 

acreages of cash crops" and added: 

slower than force, but it is more effective, 

difficult for a village planner to reconcile this position 

with the necessity to maintain a balance between democracy 

and discipline in uiamaa villages, a case which Mwalimu has 

also eloquently argued:

The greater freedom which comes from working to
gether, and achieving things by co-operation which none 
of us could achieve alone, is only possible if there is 
disciplined acceptance of joint decisions . . 
a community has democratically decided upon a particular 
self-help scheme, everyone must co-operate in carrying 
out that decision, or pay the penalty which the village 
agrees upon .
is only a problem in Tanzania when our people do not 
understand the implications of the changes which we have 
already effected in our lives ... We must have both 
freedom and discipline. _
is anarchy: discipline without freedom is tyranny.'^

that:

"Persuasion may appear

..73 It is

.4.,

• once

. . The acceptance of community discipline

For freedom without discipline

"^^The Bill was introduced in Parliament in January, 1969 
by Mr. Kisumo who emphasized that employment of such sanctions 
was the essence of democracy.

^^See President's speech introducing, and published in, 
The Second Plan, p. xvi.

74jjyerere, "Freedom and Development," The Standard 
(Dar es Salaam), 18 October, 1968.
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It is clear then that the strategy advocated by the

central leadership is that of persuasion and teaching rather

than coercion:

Leadership does not mean shouting at people; it 
does not mean abusing individuals or groups of people 
you disagree with; even less does it mean ordering 
people to do tliiis or that. Leadership means talking 
and discussing with the people, explaining and per
suading. It means making constructive suggestions, and 
working with the people to show by actions what it is

1*

that you are urging them to do.

Within this framework, the village planner and the rest of

the local leadership are obliged to exercise patience, but

they are also faced ^i^ith a dilemma between toleration of 

slow change and a resort to alternative solutions. The 

main temptations, as we have pointed out, have been bureau

cratic solutions and over-subventionism, both of which have

had the effect of perpetuating the village dependency syndrome.

■-•■isl

'^^Ibid.
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Chapter 10

THE TAN2aVKIAN ROAD’ TO SOCIALISM: CONCLUSIONS

The worst thing that can befall the leader of an 
extreme party is to be compelled to take over a 
government at a time when society is not yet ripe 
for the domination of the class he represents and for 
the measures which that domination implies. Nhat he 
can do depends not upon his will but upon the degree 
of antagonism between the various classes, and upon 
the level of develofanent of the material means of 
existence, of the conditions of production and com
merce upon which class contradictions always repose. 
What he ought to do, what his party demands of him, 
again depends not upon him or the stage of development 
of the class struggle and its conditions. He is bound 
to the doctrines and demands hitherto propounded which, 
again, do not proceed from the class relations of the 
moment, or from the more or less accidental level of 
production and commerce, but from his more or less 
penetrating insight into the general result of the 
social and political movement.

X'

— F. Engels, The Peasant War in Germany 
(Moscow, 1956), p. 115. ’

In this study, we have used five terms in various

contexts to describe the Tanzanian road to socialism: the

road is pragmatic, eclectic, evolutionary, democratic and

We have no intention of going over the large groundagrarian.

we have already covered. Tentative conclusions have already

446
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been suggested in each chapter--indeed, in each section if

not in each paragraph. Our primary intention here will be

to further clarify this unique road to socialism and the terms

we have used to describe it.
jr'

Pragmatic and Eclectic Methodology

The terms 'pragmatism' and 'eclecticism' can be mis

leading when used to describe the Tanzanian road to socialism.

This is because they have been used (actually abused) in the

past to refer to early versions of the so-called "African

Socialism" which, in many African countries, turned out to

* be principleless opportunism of the local elites which

identified their interests with those of the metropolitan

As it should be clear from our previous discussion.elites.

no such derrogatory sense is intended in our use. In fact.

one of the most unique features of the Tanzanian socialist 

experiment has been the ability of the central leadership to

adopt a pragmatic and eclectic methodology without sacrificing

the main principles of the experiment itself.

We have already suggested some of the factors making

this approach possible and necessary in the Tanzanian socio-

economic and sociopolitical context. We have argued that the

Tanzanian revolution is a revolution 'from above,' and that

mindless application of some classical theories based on
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assumptions of a revolution 'from below' can even be counter

revolutionary in the Tanzanian context. It is important

to note that the founders of the so-called "scientific

socialism" themselves could foresee (more than a century 

ago) some of the problems and dilemmas that would inevitably

face a leader of a socialist movement under conditions such

as those currently existing in Tanzania. The statement by

Engels quoted above depicts, in graphical precision, the

dilemma that has faced the Tanzanian central leadership at

various stages of Uiamaa evolution. Engels emphasized that.

under conditions of underdeveloped forces and relations of

production, progressive action depends on the "penetrating

insight" of the leadership "into the general result of the

social and political movement." We argued in chapters 4, 5

and 6 that the evolution of Uiamaa depended on the insight of

Mwalimu and his willingness to seize every opportunity to

give content to the socialist ideals of the Party. By the

nature of the situation, it would be both difficult and un

wise to be doctrinaire about methods. Yet the principles and

ideals themselves remained unaltered throughout the past

decade and a half. Engels summed up the dilemma of the

leader of a socialist movement under such conditions as follows:

Thus he necessarily finds himself in an unsolvable 
dilemma. What he can do contradicts all his previous 
actions and principles, and the immediate interest of
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' his party, and what he ought to do cannot be done. In 
a word, he is compelled to represent not his party or 
his class, but the class for whose domination the move
ment is then ripe, in the interest of the movement he 
is comp&lled to advance the Interests of an alien class, 
and to feed his own class with talk and promises, and 
with the asseveration that the interests of that alien 
class are his own Interests. He who is put into this 
awkward position is irrevocably lost.l

At this point, Engels' description of the dilemma

would require several qualifications to apply to the Tanzanian

First, Mwallmu avoided the possibility of makingexperience.

the dilemma 'unsolvable' by refusing to be doctrinaire about

socialist transformation; by refusing to view the actors as 

"classes" with well-defined interests which are always

opposed to those of other "classes." He rather chose to deal

with the actors as "individuals" who are either committed or

not committed to the socialist ideals, thereby avoiding the 

curious■assumption that erabourgeolsement ends "miraculously"

with the lines drawn to separate a stratum we call managers

' from a stratum we call workers, or a stratum of more progressive

peasants (the term "farmer" is too flattering for most of them)

Mwalimu's position wouldfrojri,less progressive peasants, 

certainly have been more "awkward"—and he would probably

^Engels, op. cit., p. 115.

^His refusal, however, is in our view based on sound 
judgement and his position is well defended. See his arguments 
in the 'Introduction' to his Freedom and Socialism, pp. 1-30.
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have been "irrevocably lost" as Engels predicted—if he had

assumed that a Marxist road to socialism was possible under

Second, it cannot be said thatthe Tanzanian conditions.

Mwalimu has fed "his own class" or any other class with idle
■ if’

"talk and promises;" he has taken every opportunity to sell

the ideals of Ulamaa to all the members of the society. He

acknowledges the colonial and capitalist scars which are more

conspicuous in the elite substratum (to which he himself

belongs), without assuming that this substratum can be written

He emphasizes the role of the workers and peasants inoff.

the revolution, without assuming that these groups are

necessarily motivated by socialism. He therefore seeks a

solution in broad socialist education which will provide new
to

experience to members of all the strata, and thereafter deal 

with 'non-conformists' on the basis of individuals rather than

a category called class.

Thus Mwalimu has emphasized the "power of teachers"

"the truth is thatin molding the attitudes of the people:
f\

it is teachers more than any other single group of people who

determine these attitudes, and who shape the ideas and

aspirations of the nation," and continued:

It is our teachers who have the real power to deter
mine whether Tanzania will succeed in modernizing the 
attitudes which allowed every human being to maintain
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his self-respect, and earn the respect of his fellows 
while working in.harmony with them. It is they . . . 
who are shaping What Tanzania will become, much more 
than we who pass laws, make rules, and make speeches.^

This emphasis on teaching and persuasion is consistent

with Mwalimu's belief that "socialism is an attitude of mind"

and not just a socio-economic arrangement. We have already

(chapter 6) pointed out some of the problems of interpretation

arising from this formulation; we have also shown that more

concrete measures have been taken in the post-Arusha period—;

organizational, legal-institutional, etc.—to accelerate the

In this effort, the role of ideolo^transition to socialism.

and politics has been more conspicuous than that of economics;

it is the former which has been determining the latter

rather than the other way around. This view is supported by

C. Wright Mills who has emphasized that it is ideology and

politics which determine the economics of a modern society;

. Since the First World War, it has become increasingly 
clear that political forms may drastically modify—and 
even, on occasion, determine—the economics of society. 
Not the mode of economic production but the mode of 
political action, may as well be decisive. As more and 
more areas of social life, private as well as public, 
become objects of political organization, a struggle for 
political ideals and for the political and military_means 
of action and decision must, along with economic means^ 
be seen as keys to man's making of history.*^ A -

3Ibid., p. 228.

'^Mills, The MaCTists. op. cit.', p. 123.

V
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•i'
Considering that in Tanzania the economy has depended

so heavily on governmental action and initiatives, we can 

legitimately say, like Glenn Paige,' that "the political

superstructure is not a reflection of the economic base, but
.*■- ■

its creator."^ The importance of the ideological and the

ethical dimension was also emphasized by the famous Bavarian

■Revisionist,* Eduard Bernstein, who argued that, with the

progress of tjje society, non-economic factors tend to become 

increasingly important in determining future changes., "Modern 

society," he maintained, "is much richer than earlier -societies 

in ideologies which are not determined by economics and by 

nature working as economic force;" and that "social relations

are today much less dependent on economics than formerly, or

in order to give no room for misconception, the point of 

economic development attained today leaves the ideological, 

and especially the ethical, factors greater space for indepen-

II6 Thus, concludeddent activity than was formerly the case.

Bernstein, "A scientific basis for socialism or communism

cannot be supported on the fact alone that the wage worker

■•7does not receive the full value of the product of his work.

^Glenn D. Paige, "The Rediscovery of Politics," in 
Comparative Administrative Group Occasional Paper (Bloomington, 
Indiana, AmeriCcUi Society of Public Administration, September, 
1963), p. 7.

I
^Bernstein, Evolutionary Socialism, op. cit 

"^Ibid

\, pp. 15-16.• /\

p. 39.• /
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would add, socialism in Tanzania will. tore primarily, we 

depend (or has depended) on the mode of political action and

the ideological choice made by the central leadership, with

the pre-existing modes and forces of production, the structure 

the normative content of the traditional commun-
,<ir

of society,

ities, and the behavior of the elites setting a boundary to

In other words, we see the so-the pace of implementation, 

dalled "Substructure" as being the intervening rather that 

the i ndenendent variable^f; it is the leadership (politics and 

ideology) which constitutes the latter.

Uiamaa is eclectic by design, not be accident. It

8

is eclectic in method but not in ideals, as we have already 

I?he aim has been to utilize the traditionalpointed out.

"spirit" of co-operation in a modern context, as well as to

Tanzanize the ideals of the so-called 'Western liberal

tradition* by creating non-Western structures of democratic 

practice, such as'the one-party system and its unique intra- 

We shall have a further word on theparty democracy.

democracy-socialism equation below.

"politics in command" in China®The emphasis on 
would also appear to support this view; and. Mao seems to be 
flexible and eclectic with classical Marxism, emphasizing 
the "spirit" of it rather than giving a literal interpretation.
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Democratic and Evolutionary

Another unique feature of the Tanzanian experiment

is the attempt to combine socialist transformation with

democratic participation within a single-party framework.

We have attempted to show that this combination has been

possible largely because of the evolutionary character of ''

the experiment and the continuity of a central leadership

committed to both democracy and socialism.

For both democracy and socialism, initiative has

thus far come from above, rather than from below. For both.

too, the leadership has avoided the temptation to be 'dogmatic*

about particular structures which have been identified with

socialism or democracy in other countries. The starting

point has been the Tanzanian society and the ideals of Uiamaa.

The President has argued that there is need for both

socialists and democrats to "continue thinking," for there

is no country which has achieved a universally applicable

model, and there is no "Bible" for universal democracy or
I

socialism. The ideals themselves may be universal, but the

methods as well as the structures supporting them will differ 

from country to country.^

%verere. Freedom and Socialism, pp. 1-30.
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The importance of such attitude:, especially for a

leader of a developing nation, should now be indisputable

when viewed in the light of recent events in the developed

nations. Probably the best example—and a warning against 

'blind imitation'—is the current "Watergate Scandal" in the^
'cl

United States, a scandal which has exposed some of the systemic

10 ..weaknesses which have been concealed for the past two centuries.

We contended in chapter 1 that ideological reaction

in the West—the enthusiasm to 'export' Western democratic

"structures" to new lands—was one of the major factors in

hibiting innovative thinking in Africa during the first decade

Even the few leaders who took "courage" to in-of Uhuru.

troduce significant institutional changes found c-it necessary

to write treatises to explain at home and, particularly.

abroad, why democracy would require different structures in

their countries. In Mwalimu's case, as we have seen, the

creation of a "democratic ethic" was more important than a

wholesale transplantation of alien structures.

Probably such treatises would now be unnecessary for

First, it is now an empirical fact that genuinetwo reasons.

t
i

lOThe full story has not as yet been put together; but 
some of the weaknesses—moral and systemic—can be seen in 
President Nixon's edited transcripts. See The Washington 
Post, The Presidential Transcripts (New York: Dell Publishing 
Co., Inc., 1974).
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democratic practice has emerged neither in African nor in 

Asia^d^ntries where Western structures were artificially 

imposed. Second, some of these structures are now being
‘i

challenged in the West^" f
Thus, for example, the U.S. Senate,

Watergate Committee has recommended a sweeping program of 

legislation (35 Acts) which, if implemented, will bring about

Somesignificant institutional innovation in the country.
‘■•V ,

of these changes, in particular, the Federal Elections

Commission and Ombudsman, are among those which Tanzania

embodied in her constitution a decade ago to check electoral 

malpractices and the misuse of power.

What we are suggesting is that, whatever is interesting

and fresh in the Tanzanian experiment—and this goes for both

the democratic and the socialist elements—is a result of the

^^India could be considered an exception; but, in,.our 
view, the big economic inequality in India inhibits particiJ>ation 
of the majority not only in the economy but in the polity as well.

^^See a summary of the recommendations in The New 
York Times. 14 July, 1974. These recommendations include 
the creation of an American Ombudsman (called 'Public Attorney') 
and a Federal Elections Commission.

l^For the working of the Tanzanian Ombudsman, see 
Helge Kjekshus "The Ombudsman in the Tanzanian One-Party 
System," The African Review. Vol. 1, No. 2 (September, 1971), 
pp. 13-29.
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V

attitude that one learns from theories and experiences of 

other countries and then proceeds to think with the concrete

society that is being transformed. This attitude makes it

possible to sift what should be imitated from what should

Indiscriminate imitation has, for example, led to anot.

rather curious association of 'modernization’’ with 'Western-

ization'; indeed, in some extreme cases, with the development

of a kind of a "Hippie Culture" in some African capital cities.

whereas this culture is not only sneered at in its country

of origin but considered a national "crisis of values and

,.14meaning. Moreover, the very idea of "catching up" with

the developed nations cannot be achieved by "chasing behind,"

but by constant isinovation.

A related point is that Tanzania could strictly make

use of neither the Western classical theory of democracy nor 

the classical Marxist model of socialist transformation.

Both bodies of theory converge on one point—the assumption

of relatively high level of economic development and societal

differentiation. We have no intention of engaging in a

debate regarding the correctness of this association of 

democracy and socialism with certain levels of economic

development. It sufices to state that (1) both—i.e. in

cluding classical Marxism—are a commentary on the Western

14Thus, for example, some streets Of Nairobi or Abidjan 
would remind one of Ashbury Street in San Francisco.
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tradition and experience; (2) both have elements of science 

(being based on concrete historical studies, etc.) as well

as elements of Utopia or normative and ideological commitment

to certain cherished values; and (3) even assuming that their 

premises and assumptions could have universal validity, neither 

body of theory could be applied "literally” to Tanzania which

is one of the World's poorest countries—economically speaking.

Thus, for both democracy and socialism, Tanzania has

depended on continued thinking and observation rather than on

the application of a social science theory. Both democracy

and socialism are viewed in "mass" rather than "elitist"

terms, in terms of wider mass participation not only in the

polity but also in the economy and society as well. The

structure for such participation now exists. In summary, the

center has sought to widen participation in all areas of

national life—(1) within the Party by dreatlng a cell system.

working place' branches., and regular elections of Party

and Government functionaries; (2) within factories, etc by• /

introducing a worker's participation program; and (3) in

planning and implementation by creating an elaborate committee

structure extending from the village to the regional level, etc.

We have already pointed out some of the potential

sources of "counter-ideological" forces which must be overcome
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if this excellent machinery for socialism and democracy is 

to produce the system's goals:—both developmental and ethical. 

Traditional inertia, we have argued, may in some areas of

the country conflict with both modern Uiamaa and the norms

of efficiency. Unguided, it may also delay the evolution of . 

'modern' democratic practice (based on the principle of

'majoritarian' support for a leader) by emphasizing the 

traditional norms of leadership (based on the "principle of 

unanimity" or "universal acclamation")

The temptation of embourgeoisement will also need to

be discouraged not only among the members of the elite but

also among the workers and the peasantry. We have already

shown why it cannot be assumed thht the members of the

economically poorer stratum are necessarily yearning for

socialism. Modern Uiamaa will be a new experience for mem

bers of all the strata and all must continue to learn.

Furthermore, tendencies towards bureaucratism may

continue to be a problem for some time. For example, the

bureaucrats have as yet to "discover" the Party branches

which were introduced in all working places (offices, factories.

l%of elaboration of this point, see my articles 
"Elections and Political Mobilization in Tanzania," and 
"Ujamaa: Modernization by Retraditionalization," to which 
we have made several references. See also A. H. Rweyemamu, 
"The Presidential Election," in Election Study Committee, 
chapter 9.
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These branches have only rarely been integratedetc.) in 1969.

into the day-to-day decision-making processes in these 

'working places.' Yet experience has shown that suggestions 

made through the Party machinery stand a better chance of 

quick consideration by the central leadership than those made

16outside the Party machinery.

It must also be noted that the foundation that has

been built for socialism and democracy need to undergo a

rapid process of "institutionalization" to avoid the danger 

of total reversal.as it has occurred in other countries of 

Africa and Latin America. “^We have already pointed out that 

the experiment has thus far depended (or "over-depended") on 

the tireless efforts of one man--Mwalimu. Up to this point, 

Mwalimu has been necessary for the revolution. His historical 

position in the Tanzanian political system has been buttressed 

by all the three legitimational principles classically form

ulated by Max Weber—tradition, charisma and legal-rational.

We shall elaborate this view briefly below.

With the abolition of traditional chieftaincy, some

traditional communities have tended to view,,the presidency •

^%'6r ex^ple, the idea of shifting the rational capital 
from Dar es Salaam to Dodoma was suggested by a Mwanza Party 
branch in 1972, and it was immediately given central consid
eration. Of course, the center does not approve every suggestion 
from below,, but this is beside the point.

r. t'.. .
f:
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(or, more accurately, the current incumbent) as the overall 

“National Father," even beyond petty electoral jxjlitics. 

Experience of the past three Presidential elections (1962,

1965 and 1970) tended to confirm this view. In each case.

the President received a huge mass support irrespective of 

the electoral fate of incumbent M.P.'s or his own ministers.

In the 1970 elections, for example, some voters even explained

their failure to register in terms of support for Mwalimu;

they argued (in good faith, though in ignorance of the working *

of modern democracy) that Mwalimu had already been elected

in 1965 and therefore there was no reason to have him undergo 

another^ popular verdict in 1970.^® This "traditionalist"

thinking was clearly revealed in the joint TANU-Afro electoral

conference held in Car es Salaam (September 11, 1970) for

the purpose of adopting a Presidential Candidate. There was

overwhelming support for the idea (suggested by the late

First Vice-President Karume) of making Mwalimu Nyerere a

life Government-Party President. Mwalimu's reaction is im

portant in revealing his continuing role as the "teacher" of

both socialism and democracy:

^^See particularly Rweyemamu, "The Presidential Election." 
See also Hill's chapter in the 1970 Election Study.

^®This "traditionalist" argument was heard particularly
in Songea.
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A national constitution is not made to fit the 
dimensions of any particular individual. It should be 
able to fit any person, whether tall or short, fat or 
slim. It is not like a dress which is cul; to fit a 
particular person. Hie people often aspire to the idea 
of having a life President because they trust their 
leaders, but the present constitutional provision that 
every five years we should have a presidential election 
is quite convenient. Maybe after five years of office 
the electorate will want another leader or maybe the 
leader himself will want to be relieved. It should be 
clearly understood that people change . . . the way is, 
if we want him to continue, we will elect him again 
after five years; if not, then we say "sorry" to him.
We are not electing to the Presidency a sultan but a 
worker.^®

Mwalimu's mass support, however, is not solely a 

product of the traditional principle of unanimity in selecting 

leaders, for other well-established figures have received 

electoral shocks where they least expected. It is rather a 

combination of traditional factors, personal "charisma" (not 

in any mystical sense, but in the sense that he has consistently 

fought for the welfare of the masses and has been identified

with the aspirations of the masses), as well as his constitutional

powers which enable him to redistribute resources, including wide

powers to appoint and dismiss or transfer all high-ranking pub

lic officials.^® Unlike the M.P., the President can act as a 

real "benefactor" of his large national constituency. His

power to reward and punish is further augmented by the fact

^^The Standard (Dar es Salaam), 12 September, 1970.

^°For these powers, see United Republic of Tanzania, The 
Interim Constitution (Dar es Salaam: Government Printer, 1965).
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that he is President of the Party as well as the nation. 

So far the President has used his legal powers with great 

care,-and often with the aim of expanding the options of

the political system. However, the degree to which the

Presidency itself has been institutionalized as the source

of innovation and national unity is still open to question.

Certain constitutional matters still await clarification.^2

Agrarian Socialism

The Tanzanian path to socialism is agrarian in the

sense that the nation depends for its development on the

production of the peasants who constitute over 90 percent of

the population. It is not, however, "agrarian" in the sense

that it has involved any peasant uprising against their

exploiters. Socialist consciousness among the peasantry, as

2lTJ]^is^ however, is based on usage rather than law, 
and it is.one area that will require clarification in the 
future.

^^For an assessment, see Rweyemarau, "The Presidential 
Awaiting clarification, for example, is the whole

The Union constitution is
Election."
question of Union with Zanzibar, 
still "Interim;" and M.P.'s from the Island have continued 
to be appointed because there have been no elections in 
Zanzibar since the Revolution of January 12, 1964. Procedures 
for adopting the Presidential candidate are also unclear. In 
practice, the electoral conference has simply "acclaimed" 
Mwalimu in the traditional fashion. This has worked fine 
because an obvious candidate has existed; more refined pro
cedures will be necessary for candidates of less "political 
stature."

V
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among the workers, is itself a task to be undertaken rather

than a ready pillar on which to build socialism.

Apart from the question of low consciousness, there

is the problem of low productivity per unit factor input, as

we have detailed in the previous three chapters. The problem 

of productivity is the main challenge in what we have referred 

to as the "third stage" of Uiamaa. involving an attack on the

dysfunctional elements of tradition as well as immobilism at
*

the local level. This is also applicable to the modern

sectors. The problem of productivity and efficiency has been

well summarized by Reginald Green; "For the main body of

workers and peasants, a pattern of development which adds

nothing to their bitterly low levels of personal consumption

cannot be expected to be acceptable—let alone to generate

active participation and support. 'Man does not live by

bread alone' is not the same as man does not live by bread

at all'," he states, adding:

The counterpart to consolidation of spending is 
concentration of attention on achieving greater efficien- 
cy—that is, more real output of recurrent services of 
productive capacity per shilling spent. ... it requires 
rethinking 'needs' to cut out that which is useless or 
merely unnecessary even if desirable, and examining means 
and methods with a view to getting more out of a constant 
or slowly rising flow of resources by using them dif
ferently. An Integral part of this process is the broad
ening of participation. Participation, including worker 
and farmer control, cannot be seen simply as a means to 
securing more self-help efforts—useful and important as 
that is—but as the channel through which ideas, enthusiasm.
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V

energy and efforts of many Tanzanians can be mobilized 
into public sector (including parastatals and co
operatives) efforts to achieve and sustain significant 
productivity increases.

Related problems which must be avoided in connection 

with uiamaa production include (1) over-subvention, (2) im

mature mechanization (as, well as partial mechanization which 

does not take into account the 'labor factor') and (3) the

emerging tendency (at the local level) to view Uiamaa just as

a method of income redistribution, thus emphasizing the con-

sumption function more than the production function of uiamaa

villages. It must be emphasized that this 'redistributive 

emphasis is often a result of local politics of'allocation

rather than strictly a central criterion. The center
/

acknowledges the need to maintain a good balance between the

This was, for example, well stated by thetwo functions.

Minister for Economic.Affairs and Development Planning, Mr.
-S

Paul Bomani, when he was introducing the Second Plan in July,

1969:

In working on this Plan, we have found it necessary 
to make difficult choices; the resources available are 
scarce and our needs have been very great. We have tried 
to produce a good balance—a balance between directly 
productive investments which can increase our future

^^Reginald H. Green, "Resources, Demands, Investible 
Surpluses and Efficiency," in TAAMULI, Vol. 2, No. 1 (December, 
1971), pp. 12-14.
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resource and social investments which meet urgent im
mediate needs of our people; a balance between short
term results which can be enjoyed now, and making 
those long-term changes in our economy which are neces
sary. for sustained growth; a balance between investing 
in those parts of the country Which are already fast 
growing and which sometimes have the most obvious in
vestment possibilities and those parts which have been 
neglected in the past and need extra push.^^

This problem of choice is particularly great in Tan

zania because of the colonially-induced development imbalances

between urban and rural areas, between regions and within

regions. However, proper allocation of resources and priority

setting at the local level during the first phase of collect

ivization was inhibited by the fact that recognition of

uiamaa villages was based more on political criteria than on

technico-economic criteria. A balance of the two criteria

will be necessary (and it is organizationally possible after

Iringa and Decentralization) in the next phase.

Another matter requiring clarification at the local

level relates to individual rights to land. In Tanzania's

legal practice, no compensation can be paid for a mere claim

of undeveloped land. Problems have arisen where areas demarc

ated for uiamaa villages have included people with some proper

ty (e.g. permanent cash crops) on the land, 

criterion was used in the first phase whenever there was a

A purely political

24second Plan, p. xxiv.
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conflict between members of an uiamaa village (or those in

tending to form one) and non-members. The operating norms

were that in all such cases the Wajamaa must win. Although

there were only a few cases of conflict over land in the

first phase, more will be expe^^pted as land becomes scarce and

as local implementers struggle to meet the central target of 

' achieving full rural collectivization by 1976. Related to 

this problem is the broader question of "socialist legality" 

or "socialist justice" which has not been clearly defined in 

Tanzania. This fact has inevitably made the judiciary— 

currently based on British practices—almost incompetent•in 

handling the politically delicate questions of Uiamaa. Thus 

a legal reform and a clear definition of the land rights of

the Wajamaa seem:to be an urgent need if the very strong 

temptation towards "political solutions" (with unavoidable 

"arbitrariness") by the local cadre is to be minimized.25 

Tanzania has chosen a democratic road to socialism, 

and its methods have emphasized persuasion, education, 

hortation and legislation, avoiding both coercion and the 

arbitrariness of a violent revolution.

ex-

This road may be slow, 

but it is probably the only framework within which democracy

25For a useful discussion of the need for a legal reform in 
post-Arusha Tanzania, see R. James, "The Role of Legislation in 
the Implementation of the Arusha Declaration" (Faculty of Law, 
University of Dar es Salaam Seminar Paper, 1972, mlmeo.).
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and .socialist transformation can co-exist. It is also the

only framework within which the intellect can work as a system-

atic force, as Bernstein well stated the cases "In legislation

intellect dominates over emotion in quiet times; during a 

[violen'^ revolution, emotion dominates over intellect, 

if emotion is often an imperfe^ct leader the intellect is a

! But

slow motive force. Where the revolution sins by overhaste,

the every day legislator sins by procrastination. Legislation
«■

works as a systematic force, revolution as an elementary

..26 Tanzania will undoubtedly need to avoid being enforce .

slaved either of these two extremes. Legislation without

mass enthusiasm can produce neither development nor socialism;

the challenge for the leadership is to convert its "populist/

strengtH" into "developmental strength" at the local level.

A

26Bernsteln, op. cit., p. 218.
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